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Empowering Communities

A method for the legitimate user-driven specification
of network information systems

.4ldo de Moor

1. I1~Iost virtual professional communities do not lack the intention to
change, but the means.

2. It is more important that specification changes of a network information
system are legitimate, than that the~- are of the highest conceivable
qualit~..

3. "[C]ommunities work better if people come together to discuss their dif-
ferences." (Da~-id Shenk, Data Smog: Survivinq the Information Glut.
1997, p.202)

4. Open1~- discussing specification conflicts strengthens. instead of
~~eakens, a cirtual professional communit~.

5. "[T]he old question '`i'ho shall be the rulers'." must be superseded b~-
the more real one: 'Ho~~- can ~~-e tame them'.'"' (Karl Popper. The O~en
Society and Its Enemies. Part 2, 1962. p.133)

6. The similarity betw-een the items of the Arnerican federal budget to be
~.oted on b~- Congress, and the specifications produced b~- man~. current
methods. is that both can often onl~. be accepted or rejected ~~-holesale.

7. If Europe had applied the `Not In ~I~~ Backyard' principle to the ~~~ars
in the Balkans ~~~ith the same ~-igour as the average citizens group does
ín protesting against nearby en~.ironmental polluters, much suffering
could ha~.e been pre~-ented.

8. "The onl~- constant of the Internet is change.'' (Jill Ellsworth. IT-
lllonitor. .-~ugust 1998)



9. iVlany traditional system specification approaches can be compared to
decision making practices in the European L'nion: both do not adequa-
telv involve the end users.

10. Considering the misery the never-ending new releases of software ap-
plications inflict upon their users, it would be better to talk about
`unleashing' instead of `releasing' a new version of a program.

11. Taking into account the vast number of pens that disappear into abso-
lute nothingness in the average university, astronomers would probably
learn more about black holes by observing their department than by
stud~-ing the cosmos.
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To all the people
Working together
To make our only planet Earth
A better world
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Preface

Why do people do their Ph.D.'s? Why would you voluntarily research a single topic for
many years, often forgoing many of the nicer things in life, spending numerous lonely
nights in an empty office building, sorting out ever-growing piles of papers, struggling
behind the computer while trying to find the right words to capture that thought that has
been hovering in and out of your mind for far too long? It is a question that I have
often been asked, and to which the answer I give is surprisingly simple: it is all about
fascination. Doing research is a quest that sometimes leads to unexpectedly breathtaking
vistas, although many dead-end roads need to be travelled before finally getting there. It
is the fascination that keeps you going during the `99qo perspiration' part of the process.
Thinking back, there have been at least two important sources of fascination that got me
to finish this thesis.

The first one is the potential of distributed information technologies, notably the Inter-
net, to support communication and collaboration in groups of people. I will never forget
that first time that, to this purpose, I saw a computer network in action. I was stíll an
undergraduate student, in 1988, when one night I walked past a group of students, who
were sitting behind some ancient computer terminals. Instead of passively staring at their
screens, however, they were enthusiastically typing away, in the meantime cracking jokes,
apparently having a great deal of fun. It turned out all of them were playing the same game
with fellow students in the US, more than an ocean away. Despite their interactions being
completely mediated by computer technologies, the sense of community was so strong
that it got me very intrigued. Ever since, I have been studying the intricate relationships
between computer, social, and prefessional networks.

The second source of fascination developed quite independently from the first. I have
always had a strong personal interest in environmental and developmental issues. One of
the most challenging and important topics related to sustainable development concerns
deforestation. All over the world, forests are disappearing at an alarming rate. I used
to be quite involved in several forest conservation campaigns. However, while working
on these issues, it became increasingly clear to me that there are no simple solutions for
dealing with this very urgent problem. The only way to address complex issues like this is
to involve many people, who represent a wide range of stakeholders, in a continuous dia-
logue. In such a process, common ground needs to be found, and substantial results must
be produced. This is a typical example of a class of virtual professional communities in
which there are shared goals, but where the ínterests of the participants do not necessarily
overlap completely, or are even partially opposite.

While my scientific and personal interests were growing, they started to merge. I
became increasingly aware of the large potential of distributed information technologies
for tackling problems in society. One of the first concrete things I did, was to edit a
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simple bulletin on rainforest conservation, and distribute it through an electronic mailing
list. One of the results was that I ended up doing my final yeaz project in Malaysia in
1991-92, where I worked at the Universiti Pertanian Malaysia on developing a multimedia
application on ecotourism in the rainforest. While doing so, the first ideas started to form
on supporting more structured forms of research collaboration on these matters through
the Internet. This resulted in my going to Canada after I completed my Masters thesis in
1993-94. Based at the University of Guelph and the University of Victoria, I worked on
setting up the Global Research Network on Sustainable Development. In this worldwide
network, in which communication was completely mediated by the Internet, we aimed to
promote higher quality intemational and interdisciplinary reseazch on sustainability.

However, while doing so, time and again we found out how difficult it is to keep
prolongued and intensive computer-enabled collaboration going. People would start to
work together enthusiastically, but somehow, results failed to materialize, after which
participation would wane quickly. This despite common goals and considerable initial
efforts of the participants, and despite the fact that when the same networks of profes-
sionals meet physically, collaboration is often succesful indeed. While investigating these
failures, I found out that the problems encountered, are not particular to our network. In
fact, similar breakdowns are reported in a wide body of literature on computer supported
cooperative work. There seems to be a lazge gap between the complex, evolving, and of-
ten very subtle information requirements of such goal-oriented virtual networks, and the
successful mapping of these requirements to the functionality provided by a sometimes
large array of network information tools. Bridging this gap is essential if such virtual
professional communities are to properly accomplish the goals they set themselves. It
was building such a bridge that I set out to do when I started my Ph.D. in 1995. The work
has resulted in a theory of legitimate user-driven specification, as well as a supporting
method and tool. They should enable the members of virtual professional communities
to use their potential for collaboration to create network information systems that better
meet the communal needs.

No thesis would be complete without a list of acknowledgements, which, of course,
can never be complete. I am very grateful to Robert Meersman, my promotor, for having
believed in me from the beginning, being there for me when I needed his support, and
having given me the freedom to explore new research paths. I would also like to thank
my co-promotor Hans Weigand for the numerous discussions, which were often thought-
provoking, sometimes deeply philosophical, and always longer than intended. I truly
enjoyed these meetings as they were always good for new and inspiring insights. I say
thanks to all members of the Department of Information Management in general, and of
the Infolab in particular, for having been great colleagues and contributing to the nice
working atmosphere in `our club'. Special thanks to the Infolab hackers Sander Bos,
Jeroen `Hoppie' Hoppenbrouwers, Frans Laurijssen, and Kees Leune. Without their help,
the bugs would still be there and the tool would never have been working. Thanks to
my office mate Willem-Jan `WJ' van den Heuvel for his never-ending supply of bone-dry
humour whenever I needed it, or even when I didn't. Peter Flach, Leo Remijn, Olga de
Troyer, Ad Feelders, and Jeffrey James were always ready to give me a listening ear when
I was facing one of the countless bureaucratic or personal obstacles a Ph.D. candidate
encounters on the road to scientific transcendence. Alice Kloosterhuis, Ettie Barajanan,
Mieke Smulders, and of course their always helpful CentER colleagues, taught me how

vi



any organization would come to a grinding halt without good secretaries to make the
show go on. Furthermore, I very much appreciate the opportunity that Piet Ribbers and
Mike Papazoglou gave me to work on my thesis somewhat longer when my old contract
expired. In this respect, I should also mention the kind help provided by Sandra de Bruin
and Erik van Beers, in getting the bureaucratic web untangled just in time.

Many people have contributed to the ideas put forward in this thesis. Peter Kevan,
Chris Tollefson, Eric Hawthorne, Robert Meersman, Geoff Meese, and Peter Hardi shared
the vision of the research network for sustainable development, and helped in its initiation.
I am grateful to Hans Roes, Sjef van Erp, and the other members of the Electronic Journal
on Comparative Law project team, for welcoming me aboard, and providing me with the
material for a most interesting case. My colleagues in the LICS-research group have made
me even more aware of the need for new naradigms of information systems development.
I am much obliged to Nardo van der Rijst, for being an intellectual sparring partner in
those difficult first years, and for the good times we had after work. The discussions I
had, and the work I did with Marc Hafkamp, Ronald Stamper, Arno Vermunt, Michael
Heng, Heico van der Blonk, Richard de Ridder, Stijn Hoppenbrouwers, James Taylor, Lee
Auspitz, Murray Strome, and Rolf Kleef were great sources of inspiration. The Socratic
dialogues that Henk Visser and Herman de Regt guided me through, made me aware of
some of the philosophical pitfalls awaiting the scientific novice. Mary Keeler's enthusi-
asm and her eloquently worded visions of the network information systems of the future
were always most stimulating. Marc Hafkamp, Ad Feelders, `WJ', Marianne Sanders, and
Richard Raban proofread parts of this thesis, discovering many of the errors I was sure
were no longer there. I am also much obliged to the other members of my dissertation
committee besides Robert and Hans: Guy Mineau, Michael Heng, Igor Hawryszkiewycz,
and Manfred Jeusfeld. The work we did together and the constructive comments they gave
me on my research-in-progress have considerably sharpened my views. Special thanks to
Igor Hawryszkiewycz, for showing keen interest in my ideas when they were still in a
much rougher shape, and for receiving me with such warm hospitality Down Under.

Of course, there are many people whom I did not collaborate with, but who have
definitely had an impact in some way on how this thesis came to be. Mao Yiping and
Sandy Rosko made Ph.D. hardships much more bearable while we were together. Hans
Tcebes and Hans Mooij helped me to get back on track when I was lost. Esther Schmitt,
Jacqueline Blom, Sri Valsalannair, Rob Gerrits, Rizwani Maarof, Lena Chen, Sonia Man-
has, Bryn Lewis, Caroline Markey, and James Overduin have all inspired me in their own
way. James, for instance, never ceased to point out the danger of plastic words to which
our field of inquiry is so prone. I hope I have sufficiently heeded his stern wamings. Our
discussions about life, the universe, and the rest have vastly improved my understanding
of everything that is somewhat, or not at all, related to the theme of this dissertation. My
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The following e-mail was sent to the ENVST-L mailing list, a large international mailing
list devoted to environmental satdies:'

"A number of ongoing discussions about the future of
science and scientific funding are converging. The AAAS
Board is about to launch an electronic conversation about
future needs of society for science. Strong participation
by the ecological community is highly desirable. A paper
co-authored by members of the AAAS Board will appear in
the December 19 issue of SCIENCE (available on line on
that date; in paper copy about a week later). This paper
announces the electronic conversation within the scientific
community about (a) how the world is changing (b) the
role of science in addressing those changes and (c) the
appropriate response of scientists. The on-line discussion
builds upon my AAAS Presidential Address (to be published
in the Jan 19 issue of SCIENCE) which suggests that we
need a new social contract for science, one which takes
into account the massive environmental and social changes
of the last few decades. As you undoubtedly know, most of
the discussions about future funding for science focus only
on the economic aspects, the technological opportunities,
diseases to be conquered, the desire to maintain leadership
in all scientific fields, etc. It is time to also include a
strong emphasis on the needs of society for better ecological
information~understanding~knowledge.

The AAAS electronic conversation will happen over a 6
week period, ending in late January. The results (i.e.,
a summary) will be presented at the AAAS Annual meeting
in Philadelphia February 12-17. Because this is the 150th
Anniversary of AAAS, there wi11 be special press and other
attention. This summary will also form the cornerstone of
AAAS' response to the invitation from Congressman Vernon
Ehlers, vice-chair of the House Science Committee, to provide
input into his new effort to write a new National Science and
Technology Policy for the Nation. In addition, the National
Science Board has released a White Paper suggesting the need
for setting priorities for SkT funding. All of these efforts

'The mail was distributed by the ENVST-LC BROWTIVM.BROWN.EDU list server on Dec.l7, 1997
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need to hear new voices.

I invite and urge you to participate vigorously in AAAS'
electronic discussion. Look for instructions in the AAAS
Board paper in the December 19 issue of SCIENCE available on
line at http:~~www.sciencemag.org~. Thanks!

Jane

Jane Lubchenco
Department of Zoology
Oregon State University"

This `electronic conversation' is a good illustration of how groups of people who
need to work together in order to produce concrete and often important results are
discovering the Internet. These professional communities are increasingly making use of
sophisticated Intemet-based information technologies to facilitate their work. Research
networks are one major class of such virtual professional communities. However, despite
high expectations, the productivity of these networks is often disappointingly low. It
turns out that there is a large conceptual gap between the complex social context in which
networks of professionals collaborate on the realization of joint goals and the enabling
networked information technologies.

Research networks are highly complex and dynamic communities, which can play a
crucial role as mediators of high-quality knowledge creation and dissemination processes.
This introductory chapter starts with a brief characterization of virtual professional com-
munities in general and research networks in particulac In Sect. 1.2 it is argued that in
order to better serve the needs of virtual professional communities, network information
systems that integrate and customize existing information tools are to be developed. The
need for what we call a legitimate user-driven specification method for such systems is
then addressed in Sect. 1.3. The research problem that is the focus of this study is de-
scribed in Sect. 1.4. This problem description is followed in Sect. 1.5 by an overview
of the research approach adopted, including a description of the research objectives, re-
search methodology, and a short introduction to the cases used in the development of the
theory. The chapter is concluded with an outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis
in Sect. 1.6.

1.1 Virtual Professional Communities
Collaborative work is increasingly done in a distributed fashion. It is no longer merely
carried out in the classic hierarchical organization, where detailed orders are given from
the top down to small groups of employees. Rather, teams of collaborating professionals
from within and across organizations are ever more expected to set their own goals and
organize their own ways of working. Furthermore, these networks are often egalitarian
in nature, implying that collaboration cannot be imposed, but is guided by professional
norms. Such collaboration entails having people from many different organizations and
locations work together intensively on complex tasks. Distributed computer technolo-
gies such as Internet-based information tools have the potential to considerably raise the
productivity and quality of such joint work.
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In this study, the focus is on such virtual professional communities:

Definition 1 virtual professional community: a community of professionals
whose collaboration on activities required to accomplish common goals is
mostly or completely enabled by information technology.

Such communities can be contrasted with 'virtual social communities', in which the

focus is on being, rather than working together (O'Day et al., 1996). Examples of virtual
professional communities are communities of practice, in which people interact in order
to better do their jobs, and communities of inquin~, in which the main focus is on the

learning and development of new knowledge (Wellman, 1998).

Some terms used ín the definition need further explanation. Numerous, often quite
vague, definitions of the term communitti~ exist. One that captures the essence of the

concept is given by Talbott (p.65,1995), who sees a community as 'a group of people
bound together by certain mutual concerns, interests, activities, and institutions.' Thus,

a key factor distinguishing a community from an arbitrary set of people is that bonds of
many different kinds exist, which result in a synergy in thinking and acting.

We define aprofessional as somebody legitimately representing some interest drawing
from some body of knowledge in a form of rational discourse. This means that profession-
als are capable of defending claims related to their expertise. A pr~fessional communih~
is goal-oriented. By focusing on shared goals, it is assumed that the network is formed
to satisfy at least one goal that is common to all the participants, such as the production
of a certain artifact like a publication. This is not to say that individual goals are not
important. On the contrary, their achievement is often essential for collaboration as a
whole to be successful. Still, the primary purpose of communal collaboration remains the
realization of common goals. Besides often being the raison d'etre for the formation of

the network in the first place, the achievement of these goals also enables participants to
reinforce their sense of community, as it helps to create new bonds beween community

members.
A virtual communitv is a community in which most interactions are enabled by infor-

mation technology. Such technology could include traditional media such as postal mail.

However, in our interpretation, at least a significant amount of interactions should be sup-
ported by modern, electronic media such as computer networks. The reason for this is that.

in order to form a community, a minimum frequency of interactions is required, which, if

not by physical meetings, in most cases can only be achieved by electronic means. The
individuals making up a virtual community are not just a random set of coincidentially
communicating individuals, but have, like their counterparts in `real' communities, shared
mental models and social norms (Rheingold, 1993; Zittrain, 1997). However, while work-
ing on common goals, differences in interests and opinions between community members
should not be suppressed, but instead be allowed to enrich rather than stifle interactions.

Furthermore, the `nichification' that many virtual communities tend to show, often leads

to special interests to be served rather than the common problems of multiple stakeholders
(Shenk, 1997). Serious efforts must therefore be made to prornote the requisite diversity.

Another issue is that great care must be taken to ensure that communicating with and

through machines does not become an inadequate substitute for the richer, but more risky
real-world interaction between human beings (Talbott, 1995).
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In order for the members of a virtual professional community to collaborate produc-
tively, it is not sufficient to merely make available a set of information tools such as
mailers and Web-applications. To improve the usefulness of information technological
support for collaborative intellectual teamwork, detailed features of the tasks should be
matched with detailed attributes of the enabling information technologies (Galegher and
Kraut, 1994). Therefore, providing a customized and integrated information system is
at least a necessary condition for successful collaboration. In the construction of these
complex systems, the abovementioned social constraints need to be explicitly taken into
account. Even more so than traditional professional communities, virtual professional
communities, such as Internet-enabled networks, require intensive development efforts
(Agre, 1994). Active participation by community members is essential to successfully de-
velop the desired partnerships and the supporting information systems (Tilley and Smith,
1996; Day, 1996). However, this participation often does not happen. In this thesis, we
aim to model the role of users in the development of their information systems, analyze
their breakdowns, and develop a methodological approach that can be used to better facil-
itate the participation of inembers of virtual professional communities in the specification
of their own ínfotmation systems.

To accomplish the goals of this study, a class of virtual professional communities
needs to be identified which could benefit substantially from the structured support of the
user-driven specification of their information systems. Furthermore, these communities
would have to be willing to evaluate and co-design new forms of inethodological support.
It can be contended that researchnetworks are well suited to play this role. As will be seen
in Chapter 2, research is an increasingly collaborative business, which demands a global
communications infrastructure. This infrastructure should mediate between researchers
from widely different backgrounds, who serve very diverse interests and need to accom-
plish a large variety of goals (Tilley and Smith, 1996; Walsh and Bayma, 1996; Harasim
and Walls. 1993). Researchers carry out a multitude of activities in ever-changing project
teams using a broad range more or less sophisticated information tools. Furthermore, they
are used to creating and modifying their own supporting tools, while they simultaneously
have a chronic lack of time to accomplish these essential tasks. It was therefore quite rea-
sonable to assume that structured support for these systems development chores is likely
to be positively received within the research community.

1.2 Network Information Systems

Information systems are developed to improve the performance ofpeople in organizations
through the use of information technology (McNurlin and Sprague Jr., 1989). Information
systems were originally created to support the handling of large volumes of transactions,
such as those necessary for payroll management or to enable efficient inventory control.
In the past few years, they have increasingly been used not only to serve data processing
needs, but also to support complete work processes where the focus is on communica-
tion between persons (Schíil, 1996). Examples are groupware and workflow management
systems that are rapidly becoming more popular.

However, the contexts in which these new communication-supporting information
systems are to operate often have very different characteristics regarding the numerous
types of activities users may have to perform, the fluid organizational forms that they col-
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Figure 1.1: Discrete versus Evolutionary Network Information System Development

laborate in, and the many categories of information technologies that they have at their

disposal. This is especially true for the information systems supporting virtual profes-

sional communities. We call this class of systems network information systems. For now,

it suffices to know that these systems are to support the members of a virtual professional

community in their work by enabling the information and communication processes that

they require. A more precise definition of network information systems and these pro-

cesses is given in Chapter 3.

As stated in the previous section, network information systems do not spontaneously
emerge, because their development requires intensive user participation. As the type of
information system influences the characteristics of the user participation required in its
development (Cavaye, 1995), the next section compares the traditional information sys-
tems development process with that of network information systems.

1.3 Legitimate User-Driven Development: A Change of
Paradigm

The development of network information systems is based on a paradigm very different
from the one underlying more traditional development methods, such as ISAC or SDM

(De Moor, 1997). The key differences are that (1) system development is an evolution-

ary, rather than a discrete process, (2) the development of network information systems

is driven by the users, instead of by information system professionals, and that (3) the

proposed changes in specifications must be meaningful and acceptable to all members of

the community.
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1.3.1 Discrete I Evolutionary Development

Traditional methods often produce customized software and are typically based on the
waterfall paradigm, which implies that there is a clear linear order in the system analysis
and design stages. These methods are normally used in large-scale projects, which have
clear objectives and are limited in duration. System development is discrete, in the sense
that new versions of the information system, mostly with expanded functionality, are pro-
duced and released at intervals (Fig. 1.1). At a certain moment in time, which is often
determined by arbitrary project deadlines, instead of by true quality criteria, a blueprint
of the (new version of the) information system is produced, which is implemented af-
ter approval by the users. After its release, the implemented version is static and the
functionality provided often rapidly becomes obsolete, owing to quickly changing user
requirements. When the mismatch between required and implemented functionality be-
comes too large, the whole process has to start all over again. An in-depth analysis of the
many problems encountered in this kind of large project-based software development is
given in (Brooks, 1995).

Network information systems, however, need a evolutionary systems development
approach, such as described in (Knight, 1989), instead of a discrete one (Fig. l.l). In
contrast with waterfall-based approaches, an evolutionary approach permits required and
implemented functionality to evolve gradually rather than forcing it to expand by leaps
and bounds. Such an approach, in which small contributions can be made at the time, is
often the only feasible way for the end-user development of complex information systems
(Orman, 1989). The functionality of the information system is often implemented by in-
stalling and configuring sets of commonly available information tools. Characteristically,
a few researchers meet and decide to form a small network, supported by, for example,
a simple mailing list in order to freely exchange various kinds of information. Such a
network can expand rapidly, both in task and organizational complexity, while requiring
ever more sophisticated information technological support.

1.3.2 User-Assisted I User-Driven Development

In traditional information system development methods, an external group of experts nor-
mally analyzes the organization and specifies the requirements. In such user-assisted
development methods, users play a rather passive role, which is often limited to being
interviewed by the analysts and designers. For approval, requirements are often presented
to users in large batches. It is mostly impossible for users to assess all the implications of
these specification changes.

Information systems specification in virtual professional communities takes place very
differently. Most of the system specification is done by users on their own. They need
to be able to trigger specification changes when confronted with a suddenly occurring
problem with the way their work is organized or technologically supported. In these user-
driven development methods , the users themselves discuss what activities they should
catry out, and determine which information tools to use to achieve their goals. Another
characteristic is that there is not a single, bird's eye view on the universe of discourse,
which the external analysts tend to produce. In user-driven specification, there are rather
multiple ants' eyes' views, each user generally being knowledgeable about, and interested
in, redefining only the small part of the total workflow he is involved in. Thus, the integra-
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tion of these multiple requirements, including handling the inevitable conflicts, deserves
special attention.

1.3.3 Individualistic ~ Legitimate Development

Traditional development methods are often individualistic in that single users determine
what specification changes are to be made. In these approaches it is hard to determine
which users need to be involved in these specification changes. This makes it very difficult
to assess whether a specification change is really acceptable to all users.

A prerequisite of network information system specification, on the other hand, is that
the community sincerely understands and agrees with any specification change. This con-
dition must be satisfied, as a distinguishing characteristic of professional communities is
that they are egalitarian in nature and that participation is, in principle, voluntary. Such

a community can only thrive if all of its members see the particular interests which they
represent sufficiently reflected in the goals, activities, organizational structures of the net-
work, and information tools used. Any specification change must therefore be leRitiniate,
in that it is not only semantically meaningful but also acceptable to the community as a
whole (De Moor, 1997). Such change processes are supported by what we call leKitimate
development methods.

1.4 Research Problem

In general, formal specification methods can considerably improve the quality of the spec-
ification and implementation process (Cohen, 1989). (Semi-)formal or structured methods
can also be very useful to support network information system specification (De Moor,
1996a).

However, in many existing formal or structured methods, user participation in the
specification process is often only vaguely defined in terms of `users' and `developers.'
Even in user-centered approaches, in which the users are in the spotlight, their specifica-
tion role still remains a rather passive one. First, the user is merely seen as a source of
knowledge to be prompted for reyuírements at certain well-defined moments in time. It
is difficult for the user to initiate specification processes when confronted with a concrete
work problem. Second, problems often cannot be described in terminology the user un-
derstands. Instead of being abje to express requirements in concrete, work-related terms,
requirements are formulated in abstract entity types such as `entities' and 'attributes' and
abstract criteria such as how 'user-friendly' an interface is. Third, it is unclear how groups
of users can come to agreement on mutually relevant requirements.

In traditional specification methods, these problems are overcome by the external an-
alyticalfacilitation provided by a consultant or development team. However, we take the
position that the specification process is to be user-driven, in other words that users com-
municating in a computer-enabled way are capable of carrying out most of the initiating,
integrating, and reconciliating analytical tasks themselves. Ensuring that this user-driven
specification process is legitimate as well, in the sense of specification changes being
meaningful and acceptable to all community members, is a difficult problem, which we
address in this study.
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1.5 Research Approach

To model legitimate user-driven specification, we use speech act theory to represent the
specification process as series of conversations for specification, in which specification
knowledge definitions can be criticized and changed. To ensure that the interests of all
members of a virtual professional community are satisfied as much as possible, such con-
versations should be grounded in the principles of social interaction explained in Jurgen
Habermas's theory of communicative action. Central to this theory is that participants,
even with possibly conflicting interests, are committed to reaching mutual agreement, by
discussing the validity claims that they make in their speech acts. In case no agreement
can be reached directly in discussion, background assumptions can be examined in a dis-
course process.

A related problem is that specification conversations need to be situated. For each
conversation, the context of change must be known. In order to determine the relevant
context of change, the method must prescribe (1) when to consult users, (2) which users
to consult, (3) what to consult them about, and (4) how to consult them. The difficulty, of
course, is in determining how such contexts can concretely be defined and applied. One
way to do so is by identifying the users who should interpret the context of change by
applying the norms of the community.

Unlike in a hierarchical organization, claims to power cannot be used to control com-
munal specification processes. Instead, activities of virtual professional communities are
guided by certain social norms (Schatz, 1992; Kreiner and Schultz, 1993; Gaines et al.,
1997). Such norms prescribe permitted, required, and forbidden behaviour. Unlike ex-
plicit rules, they are often left implicit, and occur in very complex clusters (Stamper,
1996). If the norms are unambiguous, they provide concrete guidance to network mem-
bers as to how to conduct their activities. However, in the event of ambiguities, conflicts,
and so on, implicit norms may need to be made explicit, and norms that have already been
made explicit may need to be redefined.

The hypothesis underlying this study is that, in virtual professional communities, so-
cial norms are not only important in guiding operational (workflow-level) actions, but are
also essential in guiding specification (meta-level) behaviouc To distinguish between the
two levels, action norms and composition norms are distinguished, respectively. ~Ve will
argue that composition norms can be viewed as forming the external context of a conversa-
tion for specification, which means that they should be used to initialize the conversation
by identifying which users are to be involved in which capacity.

Summarizing, the main assumptions underlying this study are the following:

1. Virtual professional communities require legitimate user-driven specification of
their network information systems.

2. Users produce legitimate specification changes in conversations which enable them
to discuss and criticize background assumptions.

3. Social norms play an important role in the determination of the context of such
conversations.

A necessary condition for being able to empirically investigate the validity and impli-
cations of these assumptions, is to have a comprehensive theoretical and methodological
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framework. The development of such a framework and a supporting specification tool is
the aim of this thesis.

1.5.1 Research Questions

The following questions form the basis for the research conducted.

]. Why is there a need for legitimate user-driven specification of network information
systems?

2. What is the basis for a theory of legitimate user-driven specification'?

3. How can the legitimate user-driven specification process be supported?

1.5.2 Research Objectives

To work out these questions, a number of research objectives have been formulated.

1. The justification and development of a theorv of legitimate user-driven specifica-
tion.

2. The development of a method to support the legitimate user-driven specification
process.

3. The development of a prototype specification tool to partially validate the method-
ological approach.

1.5.3 Research Methodology

First, we make an argument for the need for legitimate user-driven specification, based
on a survey of the literature. Analyzing some related theories of information system
specification, we then build our own theon' of legitimate user-driven specification. This
theory forms the conceptual basis for the specification method. It is not our intention in
this thesis to demonstrate the robustness of the method by applying it to a wide range of
real-world situations, and in that way prove the validity of the theory. In this study, we
only intend to show the plausibilitti~ of theory (and method), leaving rigorous empirical
testing for future research. We feel justified to do so, because not much coherent theory on
legitimate user-driven specification existed when this study commenced. The focus in this
thesis therefore is on theory and method construction. Additional empirical investigation
of the usefulness of theory and method was not deemed to be feasible, having made the
scope of the research too ambitious.

However, at least a minimal validation of inethod and theory is obtained in two ways.
First, their soundness and completeness are illustrated by the analysis of two real-world
cases. Second, the methodological approach has been implemented in an operational tool.
This tool further supports the plausibility of the usefulness of the developed approach by
showing that its definitions are consistent and relatively complete.

Since case studies are complex research instruments that can be applied in many dif-
ferent ways, we first discuss them in more detail.
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1.5.4 Case Studies

Much survey research has been done on user participation in information systems devel-
opment. However, in surveys only a few parameters can be covered, whereas we need
to analyze a large number of possibly relevant contextual factors. Case study research
is rapidly gaining ground as a research approach useful for the analysis of complex real-
world systems. Case studies are therefore well suited for analyzing user participation
(Cavaye, 1995).

Especially influential in unifying the multiple perspectives on the role and design of
case studies has been Robert Yin (1994), whose terminology and approach we adopt to
describe the position ofcase studies in our research.

A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real-life context. It is especially useful when the phenomenon being investigated
and its current context cannot be easily separated.

Case studies play a role in theory development which is quite different from other
research strategies. The overall aim of case study analysis is not statisticalgenerafization,
like in surveys, but analytical generalization. In statistical generalization, inferences are
made about a population on the basis of data collected about a sample. In analytical
generalization, however, previously developed theory is used as a template to organize
observations. If the theory does not match the data, it can be refined, each case adding to
the level ofdetail and robustness of the theory.

Many, partially overlapping categories of case studies are distinguished, the main
ones being descriptive, illustrative, experimental, exploratory, and explanatory studies.
(Yin, 1994; Scapens, 1990). Descriptive case studies describe typical practices; illustra-
tive case studies highlight new practices; e.rperimental case studies are used to evaluate
new theories and techniques in an experimental setting; explnraton~ case studies aim to
generate ideas and hypotheses to be rigorously tested later; in explcninton~ case studies
causal connections between practices are explained.

The Cases

The use of cases in this research is mainly descriptive and exploraton~. Their main
purpose is to illustrate some of the key entities and problems occurring in typical vir-
tual professional communities, as well as to develop some initial hypotheses about why
these phenomena occur. It was not the purpose of the case studies to find detailed causal
explanations for the observed behaviour.

The cases studies can also be characterized as retrospective. As the author was a par-
ticipant observer in both cases, during the period of participation records were being kept,
but no active analysis of the events was made, to prevent as much as possible distortion
of events and observations by theory-driven interventions. Thus, all analysis was done in
retrospect.

The theory developed is described and explored using data from both cases. The pur-
pose of the studies is not to demonstrate the superiority of legitimate user-driven specifi-
cation over traditional approaches, although our research provides a framework that could
be used for such empirical comparisons. As our focus is on the construction and not the
testing of the theory and method, the case material is used only to describe hypothetical
applications of the method. Given that these applications lead to satisfactory results, the
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potential usefulness of the method is demonstrated.
Thus, the main purpose of the case analyses is to increase the plausibility of inethod

and theory. Additional empirical research applying the method and tool in a large number

of concrete cases should help to further strengthen and refine the specification approach.
Two such cases are currently being prepared (De Moor, 1998a). Next, however, we briefly
introduce the original cases used in this research.

The Global Research Network on Sustainable Development Case

In 1992, the Global Research Network on Sustainable Development (GRNSD)' was es-
tablished. The mission of this network was to develop new approaches to use the In-

ternet to promote international, interdisciplinary, and interactive research on sustainable

development. Participation in the network was voluntary. Its membership consisted of re-
searchers, policy-makers, representatives of environmental organizations, and other stake-

holders.
At the heart of GRNSD was the Scientific Meta-Network (SMN). This network con-

sisted of groups in which existing research initiatives related to the focus of the group

could be examined and new projects could be started. The focus of a group could be ei-

ther disciplinary, thematic, or project-oriented. The aim of the disciplinary groups was to

foster collaboration between researchers from a particular scientific discipline. The theme

groups concentrated on working out issues centered around a generic sustainability prob-

lem. The project groups, finally, addressed specific issues deemed important by one or

more network members.
Any member could initiate and subsequently coordinate a group in the SMN. About

a dozen such groups were established, for example, one of them being a theme group on

atmospheric dispersion of chemicals. Despite the initial interest and enthousiasm, most
of them never flourished. One likely explanation is the difficulty of coordinating complex
goal-oriented collaboration in a completely virtual environment (De Moor and Van der
Rijst, 1996; Van der Blonk and De Moor, 1998). However, at least one, still existing,
group managed to overcome the initiation problems: the Project Group on B.C. Forests

8c Forestry (BCFOR);.
The objective of the group is to analyze the deforestation crisis that has emerged in the

Canadian Pacific province of British Columbia. After a period of unstructured discussion
via an electronic mailing list, the group decided to author more structured group reports,

which were to contain assessments and recommendations that could serve as inputs into

the wider societal debate. The selection of the topic of the report was successful, with

a high degree of participation. However, the subsequent authoring of the report never

happened. It is likely that this breakdown was caused by the bad fit between complex
tasks requirements and supporting information technology (De Moor and Van der Rijst,
1996).

The process in which the requirements and technology of GRNSD as a whole, and
the BCFOR group report authoring process in particular, gradually co-evolved, provides

an interesting case of a completely virtual professional community, in which stakeholders

with widely different interests and norms try to collaborate.

Zhttp:llinfolab.kub.nl~grnsd
~http:~linfolab.kub.nl~grnsd~bcfor
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The Electronic Law lournal Case

IWI, a Dutch organization stimulating new ways of distributing scientific information,
funded a project to create an Electronic Journal on Comparative Law (EJCL)' . The
project group included participants from various academic law institutes, university li-
braries, and computer centres. The goal was to have all publishing activities, ranging
from paper submission to editing, peer review, and publication done completely electron-
ically, mainly making use of the Web. The project started in spring 1997 and ended in
summer 1998.

The basic set of requirements initially defined by the users (who included the edi-
tors and coordinators) gradually evolved in scope and complexity after many discussions
between the different subgroups ofusers. Furthermore, the initially basic set of simple in-
formation tools over time included more advanced groupware applications. For instance,
at first only a relatively simple Web site and mailing list were being used, whereas later
also the much more sophisticated BSCW tool (Horstmann and Bentley, 1997), capable
of supporting complicated group work, was integrated into the network information sys-
tem. Because of these clear legitimate user-driven specification aspects, the EJCL-project
was another interesting case to illustrate the specification method and test and refine its
underlying theory.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis consists of three parts: theory, method, and tool.

The first part builds up a theoretical perspective on the legitimate user-driven specifi-
cation of network information systems.

Only few examples of virtual professional communities with a potential interest in
legitimate user-driven specification have been described in the literature. Therefore, in
Chapter 2, a typical class of virtual professional communities is analyzed in terms of the
potential need for legitimate user-driven specification of its information systems. Chap-
ter 3 explains how a network infot~nation system can be viewed as a set of information
tools together forming a groupware system. In Chapter 4, it is argued that network in-
formation systems need to be specified in a legitimate user-driven specification process.
In Chapter 5, a conversational model is developed in which this specification process is
considered to be a norm-grounded process of rational discourse.

In the second part of the thesis, the methodological framework is presented in
which the theoretical perspective is operationalized: the RENISYS (REsearch Network
Information SYstem Specification) method. Chapter 6 describes the formal semantics of
the method. In Chapter 7, it is shown how legitimate user-driven system specification is
concretely supported by the method.

The final part of this dissertation outlines the Web-based tool that implements the
core ideas of the RENISYS method. The architecture and functionality of the tool are
sketched in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 ends the study with conclusions and suggestions for
future research.

4http:~~law.kub.nl~ejcl~
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The Theory



Chapter 2

A Characterization of Research
Networks

We begin the development of a theory on the legitimate user-driven specification of net-

work information systems by taking a look at the context in which such systems are used.

In the previous chapter, the purpose of an information system was defined as improving

the performance of people ín organizations through the use of information technology

(McNurlin and Sprague Jr., 1989). We study the contezt of cese of information systems for

networks by focusing on the activities which determine the performance as well as on the

organizationalstructure in which these activities are being carried out. To do so, we need

to analyze a representative class of virtual professional communities, which we consider

research networks to be.
The aims of this chapter are to show that research networks are a typical example of

virtual professional communities, to identify key contextual elements, to demonstrate that
there is a potential for collaboration, and to describe how this collaboration is related to
system specification.

Sect. 2.1 first describes the research process, and then introduces research networks

as a particular class of virtual professional communities. It subsequently outlines the or-
ganizational structure of these networks. In Sect. 2.2, a perspective on research networks
being instruments for collaboration is developed. Collaboration is shown to satisfy in-
terests of network participants at the individual, organizational, and societal level. It is
argued in Sect. 2.3 that, for collaboration to be successful, the requirements and informa-

tion system of the network need to co-evolve. Finally, in Sect. 2.4, some key assumptions
on network collaboration are presented which are used in the rest of this study. These
assumptions provide the basis for the claim that a legitimate specification process is es-

sential for research networks to develop information systems that reflect their authentic
inforr,~ation needs.

2.1 Introducing Research Networks

In modern Western culture, research is generally considered to be in the domain of sci-

ence. There are many different ways to look at this arguably most complex of human
intellectual enterprises. In the past, the philosophy of science emphasized the scientific
artefacts produced in the `Quest for Truth' and the abstract reasoning processes in which
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these intellectual objects are created. Famous in this respect are Aristotle's syllogisms.
However, in this century, it has become increasingly clear that in science, the truth can
only be pursued, but never completely be established. This worldview was succinctly
worded by Bertrand Russell: "The essence [...j lies not in what opinions are held, but
in how they are held: instead of being held dogmatically, they are held tentatively, and
with a consciousness that new evidence may at any moment lead to their abandonment.
This is the way in which opinions are held in science, as opposed to the way they are held
in theology" (Russell, 1950b). The result of this change in perspective is a shift in the
attention of scientists, philosophers, and society at large from the knowledge itself to the
process in which this knowledge is gained (Keeler and Kloesel, 1997).

2.1.1 The Research Process

The scientific researchprocess is rapidly transforming from a relatively solitary operation
into a truly collaborative effort (Shade, 1994). The old view, which culminated in the log-
ical positivism of the Wiener Kreis, focused on science being a purely logical enterprise,
and to a large extent ignored that it is also very much a human collaborative endeavour.
The new perspective of research as a social process will be illustrated by studying the
ideas of the main post-WWII philosophers of science: Karl Popper, Thomas Kuhn, Paul
Feyerabend, and Bruno Latour.

Karl Popper is best known for his work on the falsification of scientific knowledge.
Nevertheless, he has also made some major contributions to theory on the social aspects
of scientific research. His most important book in this respect undoubtedly is `The Open
Society and its Enemies' (Popper, 1996), of which the first edition was written during the
war years. Popper strongly believes in an `open society' which allows the established and
the traditional to be criticized. The members of this society are well-aware that norms and
normative laws are man-made, and that they themselves are responsible for ensuring that
these laws are just. Strong, democratic institutions, in which authority is not abused but
accounted for, and that are staffed by responsible people, are a must for such a society to
work. In Popper's view, the scientific community is one of the most successful instances
of the open society. Science is organized in institutional forms that promote public con-
trol and free expression, be it often limited to specialists. The scientific institutions allow
for the continuous, critical testing of scientific opinions. Scientific objectivity is not em-
bodied in the individual scientists, who are prejudiced by definition. Instead, objectivity
is grounded in the inter-subjectivity of the scientific method, that works because of the
institutionalized `friendly-hostile' cooperation of large numbers of scientists.

In his 1962 classic `The Structure of Scientific Revolutions', Kuhn (1970) introduces
the idea of paradigm, which helps to focus research attention so that only a part of a
phenomenon is investigated from a particular perspective. Once a paradigm has been
generally accepted by a research community, often partially for non-scientific, i.e. po-
litical reasons, a period of normal science starts in which theories built on the paradigm
are continuously refined. However, after a certain amount of time, research problems
start accumulating which cannot be explained away from the point of view of the pre-
vailing paradigm. A crisis then occurs, leading to the formulation of a new paradigm.
Now, the social process becomes very clear: as more and more researchers accept the
new paradigm, its associated theories gain in strength, whereas the old theories gradually
diminish in importance when their adherents decrease in number because of the inevitable
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generational succession.

Paul Feyerabend's breakthrough came with his publication of `Against Method' (Fey-
erabend, 1975). He is often misunderstood to have said that ("anything goes") no scien-
tific research method would be necessary. This, however, is not the case. What he did
claim, is that many alternative methods are often conceivable, and that there is no rational
way to a priori select the superior one. Whereas Kuhn focuses on the research process as
consisting of subsequent stages, in which a paradigm is adopted, becomes mainstream,
and is replaced by a new one, Feyerabend sees research more as a continuous process of
critical discussion. In this discussion process, the method, or collection of inethods, most
adequate for the current purpose is to be gradually determined in an empirical way. In
his work, Feyerabend goes well beyond a mere description of the status quo. In order
to create a sound research process, he strongly advocates the idea of the 'free society,'
which he defines as a society in which all traditions have equal rights and equal access to
the centres of powec Key to the realízation of such a society is that it `will not be imposed
but will emerge only where people solving particular problems in a spirit of collaboration
introduce protective structures [...] '(Feyerabend, 1978, p.30). Such protective structures
ensure that all parties can engage in truly open instead of guided debate, meaning that the
discussion process and outcomes reflect and respect the interests and ideas of all those
involved.

As a major representative of the postmodern school of thought who has written much
about the way science works, Bruno Latour is especially interested in how scientific truth
is created in complex and vaguely defined networks of people and resources. In his `Sci-
ence in Action' (Latour, 1987), he investigates why scientific knowledge in modern soci-
ety carries more weight than other types of knowledge. According to Latour, no principled
division between rational and irrational ideas is conceivable. Knowledge becomes scien-
tific only because its proponents have more resources at their disposal which they can use
while defending their claims and attacking their opponents' beliefs. Although this view
has a strong element of validity, we think its emphasis on the extreme relativity of knowl-
edge to be questionable to some extent. In our opinion, it underestimates the value of the
systematic and accumulative approach to knowledge development that modern science,
with all its admitted weaknesses, provides. Still, this view is yet another illustration of
research being a collaborative effort.

Although the above authors often seem to have radically different views on what ex-
actly constitutes research, all of them consider it to be a social process. This means that
their focus is on the interactions between human participants rather than on the specific
artefacts produced. Research thus comprises much more than the mere conduct of core
technical activities: it also entails the planning of research activities, and the dissemina-
tion and implementation of the results (De Moor, 1994). Furthermore, research is not
done in isolation, but is sometimes deeply embedded in other societal processes. In short,
besides serving an immediate practical purpose, research can have diverse and profound
societal impacts, perhaps even changing the very nature of doing science and the role that
it plays in the world. The view on the research process adopted here is thus much broader
than the traditional, technology-biased scientific perspective.
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2.1.2 Research Networks

The numerous collaborative scientific activities that are part of the research process are not
all carried out in one single, monolithic institution. Instead, subsets of research activities
are executed in more or less well-articulated research networks spanning many different
research organizations.

In Chapter 1, research networks were characterized as an example of virtual profes-
sional communities. Such a community was defined as a`community of professionals
whose collaboration on activities required to accomplish common goals is mosdy or com-
pletely enabled by information technology.' A research network was described as a pro-
fessional community of which the goals are research-related. Research networks are not
necessarily computer-enabled, but in practice many networks are, at least for core activi-
ties such as article authoring, journal publication, and conference organization. From now
on, unless otherwise specified, all research networks referred to are mostly or completely
Internet-enabled.

In the context of research networks, one term used in the definition of virtual profes-
sional communities introduced in Chapter 1 needs further explanation: professionals. A
professional can be defined as anybody (1) with access to a body of expertise, (2) who le-
gitimately represents some interest, and (3) does this in a form of rational discourse. This
means that a professional can be expected to adhere to certain collaboration-regulating
social normssocial norm accepted by the community. Thus, it is not only scientists or
other kinds of researchers who can be participants in a research network In fact, any
stakeholder in issues addressed by the network can become a network participant. The
stakeholder concept is gaining influence in organizational and information system devel-
opment theories. Many definitions exist, but in general they point to those actors who
affect or are affected by the objectives and policies of an organization (Vidgen, 1997).
This means that even an ordinary concemed citizen may be a professional participant in a
research network, provided that he is well-informed about the issues at hand, legitimately
represents some interest, and is willing to and capable of defending this interest in debate.

Viewing network actors as stakeholders who represent interests has important impli-
cations for the development of information systems for research networks, as there must
be, if not agreement, at least some compatibility between the interests and perspectives
of multiple stakeholders. To this purpose, information system specification needs to go
beyond the relatively straightforward determination of individual requirements and pref-
erences. It means that the identification of the social structures and interactions between
actors who play well-defined roles and adhere to communal social norms regulating their
behaviour becomes very important (Vidgen, 1997; Hirschheim et al., 1995). This point is
further stressed by Sen (1997), who claims that the most successful professional organi-
zations working in a democratic mode are those which have explicitly defined structures
and rules for participation, responsibility, succession, and transition, and which have made
sure that these rules and structures are widely accepted throughout the organization.

2.1.3 The Organizational Structure of Research Networks
This section introduces some basic organizational concepts required to delineate the struc-
ture and boundaries of a research network. For this purpose, a representational approach
is used that was developed in communication network theory, which emerged in the field
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Figure 2.1: The Organizational Structure of Research Networks

of group dynamics (Forsyth, 1990). In this approach, nodes represent individual persons,

whereas edges indicate the regular patterns of information exchange that occur between

them.

In Fig. 2.1, four types of organizational actors, optionally belonging to a formal or-

ganization (O), can be involved in network collaboration: individuals, groups, networks,

and environmental actors (indicated by I, G, N, and E respectively). Individuals are the

real-world subjects involved in network activities. A group is defined as two or more

interdependent individuals who influence each other through social interaction (Forsyth,

1990). In groups, a number of individuals cooperate, if necessary organized in subgroups.

A network consists of a number of individuals and groups. All actors that are not part of

the network, but with which the network interacts, are considered to be part of the net-

work environment. To be an environmental actor means that an organizational entity is

not bound by the rules and norms that guide the network.

As can be seen from Fig. 2.1, many different kinds of organizational interactions
are conceivable, leading to a whole range of interactional complexities. Ultimately, each
interaction is between a number of individuals. However, interactions may differ with
regard to the capacity in which these individuals interact. For instance, two individuals
can both interact on their own behalf (e.g. I2-I3 in Fig. 2.1). An individual can interact
with a group (or to be more precise, a person representing a group, i.e. Il-G2. Note that
the exact individual(s) representing G2 is not shown in the figure). Groups represented by
individuals may interact (G 1-G2). And so on. Network analysis is a young field of inquiry,
with many of its governing questions still only being formulated. Some important issues

concerning the analysis of the properties of interactional links are the degree of influence
exerted by network actors, the level of interactivity, and changes of link characteristics
over time (Perrow, 1979, p.224). It is not within the scope of the present research to dwell

on these aspects at length, although several of these issues will be addressed to some

extent in the coming chapters.
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2.2 Research Networks: Instruments for Collaboration
A more precise definition of collaboration is needed before a closer look can be taken at
the rationale for individuals to collaborate through them.

A distinction needs to be made between research cooperation and collaboration
(Sanderson, 1996). Cooperation is a relatively unconstrained form of interaction. Co-
operative interactions take place on a voluntary basis. For example, somebody asks for
a reference to a certain article on a mailing list and, subsequently, some peer responds.
Thus, research cooperation is often used to achieve individual goals. Collaboration, on
the other hand, entails the accomplishment of shared objectives and an extensive coordi-
nation of activities. A typical case would be a group of scholars who are jointly writing
an article.

The boundaries between cooperation and collaboration cannot be sharply drawn. Fur-
thermore, collaborative research projects often emerge out of research cooperation. The
point is that there is a continuum from very free cooperation to what is called strong
collaboration: collaboration in which a group synergistically develops and improves a
structured artifact much more efficiently than possible by the same group of people work-
ing independently (Johnson and Moore, 1994). Truly useful network information systems
should be able to serve their users on this whole spectrum of requirements.

2.2.1 The Rationale for Research Collaboration

Before concentrating on the network information systems themselves, we first determine
whether there is a sound rationule for the collaboration in the research networks that they
are to support. This is necessary in order to know that there is at least a potential use for
these information systems. Much existing research on computer-supported cooperative
work ignores this important question and assumes that there is an implicit desire for
collaboration in a particular group, whereas in reality there are many social barriers, such
as authority and conflict issues that may reduce the potential for collaboration (Kling,
1991). Thus, if a model is not just to describe but also to explain (potential) research
network collaboration, then it must, besides depicting the organizational roles that
individuals play (see Section 2. I.3), also include a plausible rationale for why individuals
may be motivated to participate. Such a rationale can be developed by starting from the
point of view that cooperation in general and collaboration in particular should serve
some common or at least compatible interests.

The main organizational actors involved in network collaboration were identified in
the previous section. It was shown that all these actors are made up of individuals. How-
ever, to find out why individuals would involve themselves in network collaboration at
all, the whole range of own and other interests that they may have needs to be analyzed.
We consider the behaviour of an individual serving his own interests to be strategic be-
haviour; altruistic hehaviour means that an individual serves interests other than his own.
Both views have their proponents, at the extremes resulting in, on the one hand, probably
unnecessarily calculative, even cynical views of the reasons for people to cooperate, and,
on the other hand, possibly unrealistic wishful thinking scenarios.

It is likely that especially in relatively unorganized, creative research settings, both
strategic and altruistic motives play a role. A sound rationale for research network collab-
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Figure 2.2: A Model of Research Network Participation

oration should therefore comprise both categories. Strategic reasons revolve around in-
dividual and organizational interests; altruistic grounds for collaboration are to be found

more in the domain of societal interests. Thus, for individuals to participate in research
activities in the various organizational structures distinguished, either their own interests,

those of the organization they belong to, or of society as a whole need to be served, as
shown in our model of research network participation (Fig. 2.2). It should be noted that

this apparently discrete interest representation in reality forms a continuum, as particular
grounds for collaboration often serve more than one interest at a time.

We analyze the interests motivating individuals involved in research networks from
three points of view, which result in a micro, meso, and macro perspective on collabora-
tion. From the micro perspective, we analyze why individuals participate in a network for
their own sake. From the meso point of view, the benefits for the organizations to which
the individuals belong are identified. Finally, from the macro perspective, the societa)
benefits of research network collaboration are outlined.

The Micro Perspective

Research networks can support individuals both in their normal work practices and in the
handling of the exceptions to these practices caused by what could be called cognitive
breakdowns.

Normal research nctivities are becoming inereasingly intemational, interdisciplinary,

and interactive, requiring more facilitation by research networks (De Moor, 1994). Like
many other core societal processes, such as those in the economic and political domains,
research is becoming more of an international endeavour. Computer networks have been
shown to improve such remote research collaboration (Walsh and Bayma, 1996). Further-
more, as science gets more and more specialized into disciplines, subdisciplines, and sub-
subdisciplines, the formation of networks between many individual researchers is needed

to obtain the interdisciplinary intellectual capacity required. Finally, computer-mediated
research networks facilitate a much higher frequency of systematic scholarly interaction
than allowed for by the slow, elitist, and sequential media such as journals. High inter-

activity is necessary in an increasingly complex and fast-paced work environmenL It is

indispensable for conducting and coordinating today's complex, often widely distributed
research efforts (ibid).
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However, many constraints tend to disrupt regular collaborative research activities.
Research networks help individual researchers cope with such co~qnitive breakdorrns
as welL Two of these disruptive factors are briefly addressed: infonncrtion overload
and learning problems. They are two sides of the same coin: information overload is
caused by the inability to select from the immense wealth of accessible information,
learning problems have to do with how to synthesize the selected information into useful
knowledge.

. Information Overload

One of the most pressing problems created by modern information and communi-
cation technologies is that of information overload. Owing to the rapidly increasing
number and connectivity of large library databases, Web sites, computer conferencing
systems, and so on, researchers are increasingly overwhelmed by the multitude of
available information sources. Moreover, research information, once found, may be
difficult to interpret and its value to the purpose of the user hard to assess, as it is
often badly documented and the credibility of the sources is difficult to establish (Chen,
1994; Nigohosian, 1997). Technological solutions, such as better information resource
discovery and mediation tools and techniques (Schwartz et al., 1992; Wiederhold, 1992),
are far from sufficient to effectively reduce information overload. One could even argue
that they make things worse, as, although precision may be higher, recall often increases
by orders of magnitude, thus resulting in many more hits to an information request than
used to be the case. For many people it is becoming increasingly difficult to put into a
meaningful context the many uninterpreted and fragmented data they can access through
modern-day media. In fact, decision making often becomes more difficult, since the many
available sources of conflicting information lead people to avoid corning to conclusions
(Shenk, 1997). On the other hand, information technology-supported networks of human
knowledge workers can indeed significantly reduce ínformation overload, by allowing
their participants to jointly evaluate raw information and guide colleagues to relevant
information sources (Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1994; Marshall et al., 1995; Kautz et al., 1997).
Thus, it is essential that the information sources and technologies are embedded in an
appropriate human context.

. Learning Problems

Today's dynamic work environment requires professionals to continuously upgrade
their expertise. Research networks are useful instruments to assist them in resolving their
learning problems. Leaming should be seen as a process of combining the right knowl-
edge resources with the proper fora of professionals. Such fora help to both interpret and
build the knowledge resources. One example of such an approach is to combine commu-
nities of practice, consisting of professionals sharing similar concerns, with standardized
'packaged knowledge' (O'Reilly-Ass., 1997, p.486). Special 'knowledge managers' are
assigned to interpret the communication processes in these communities and to create and
maintain the knowledge packages that meet the information needs of particular categories
of users. Another approach to dealing with leaming problems is proposed by Boland and
Tenkasi (1995) . They consider scientific and other creative organizations to consist of
multiple, partially overla~ping communities of knowing. Knowledge workers in these
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communities are involved in both perspective making, in which communal knowledge
is generated by individuals interacting within their own communities, and perspective
taking, in which knowledge from other communities is taken into account. For this inter-
community learning bnitndnn~ objects, visible representations of knowledge developed in
one community and discussed in other communities can be helpful. In order to support the
perspective making and taking processes, a wide range of electronic forums tailored to the
knowledge creation and interpretation processes of the various communities of knowing
can be of great value.

The Meso Perspective

A rationale for collaboration can also be found at the intra- and inter-organizational level.
lntrct-organi~ationa! collciboration eoneerns eollaboration within the boundaries of an
organization, for instance, on the development, production, and distribution of a new soft-
ware product. huer-organi~ntional collnborntion is required when the resources needed
are outside the scope of a single organization. Research collaboration within and between
organizations can be of a limited term and project-based nature or of a more permanent
institutional kind (Sch~l, 1996). In both cases, research networks can help to enable the
collaboration.

For reasons such as increasing specialization and lack of funding, there is ever more
institutional emphasis on conducting smalllmedium-sized joint reseurch projects (Sander-
son, 1996; Tilley and Smith, 1996). Such projects are often only short term, for example,
with the aim of jointly organizing a conference, or producing a scientific advisory report.

At the other end of the size spectrum are the (very) large projects. Only by mak-
ing strategic alliances can sufficient clout be gathered to acquire political support for
large research projects. Furthermore, within a single research organization insufficient
intellectual resources are often available to execute such large projects. One of the best
examples is the Japanese `Fifth Generation' project of the 1980s, in which Japan tried
to become the world's leader in very sophisticated information and communication tech-
nologies (Feigenbaum and McCorduck, 1983). This initiative was swiftly followed by the
European Strategic Programme for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT). Both
programs stimulated academic and industrial organizations to collaborate in a wide range
of projects of various kinds.

Not all networks are temporary. Some are of a formal institutiona] and permanent
nature, such as thc networks formed by academic societies. One case in point is the As-
sociation of Computing Machinery (ACM), which not only publishes scientific material
but also actively fosters dialogue and collaboration of various kinds between its members.
The ACM has created dozens of `Special Interest Groups' in which voluntary collabora-
tion is heavily emphasized.~

The Macro Perspective

Perhaps one of the most valuable functions of research networks is as generators and
mediators of societul discoierse. As it concerns one of the still most overlooked potential
roles of research networks, this perspective will be elaborated more than the previous two
perspectiv~s.

~http:~~www.acm.orglsig-volunteer.info~
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Within a society, there are many stakeholders with possibly conflicting interests, such
as vividly demonstrated in, for instance, the domain of sustainable development. Focused
and informed public discourse is an important necessary condition for these often very
complex conflicts to be resolved. The traditional media, notably the press and television,
are well known for their often sketchy and biased treatment of matters that actually
deserve a serious treatment from many different angles (Herman and Chomsky, 1988;
Downing et al., 1995). Scientific research could and should make important contributions
to these debates. However, science is easily used to one-sidedly promote certain, often
established, interests (Ingram, 1994). Popper's and Feyerabend's views on the need for
open and critical society were already discussed in Section 2.1.1. The question now
becomes how research can play a more legitimate role in societal discourse. Jurgen
Habermas has studied in depth this problematic relation between science and society.

. A Model of Science in Society

Habermas, in his analysis of the relationship between scientific expertise and politics,
sees an essential role for public discourse in promoting more rational decision making
(Habermas, 1971a). He distinguishes between a decisionistic, technocratic, and prag-
matistic model of decision making. The decisionistic model in essence describes the
point of view of Max Weber, who claims that the technical domains controlled by ex-
perts should be strictly separated from the political domains in which value-oriented (also
called `practical') decisions are being made. In the technocratic model, however, ever
more previously normative and value decisions are becoming the subject of theoretical
discourse, and effectively decided upon by scientific experts, instead of by politicians.
However, this approach is a dead-end road, as values cannot be rationalized away, but are
there to stay. An alternative is to explicitly recognize the mutual influences between sci-
entific techniques and normative decisions. The focus in the pragmatistic decision making
model is therefore on the critical interaction between experts and politicians, where sci-
entists advise politicians, and politicians consult scientists when the practical need arises.

According to Habermas, the pragmatistic model is the only one which really allows
for, and requires, public involvement in the decision making process. Only `mediation by
the public' allows for the successful transfer of technical and scientific knowledge into
practice, by enabling the identification, governed by societal norms, of practical needs
in concrete problem contexts. Mere interaction between scientific and political agencies
is not enough, as the institutionally determined scope of the latter is limited, because of
the inadequacies of democratic representation mechanisms. Furthermore, considering
the large number of scientific disciplines involved in the resolution of a serious societal
problem, the required integrated inter-disciplinary evaluation of isolated scientific
recommendations can only be made by the public, as it is this public that perceives the
concrete effects of their implementation. Therefore, Habermas concludes that `[t]he
enlightenment of a scientifically instrumented political will according to standards of
rationally binding discussion can proceed only from the horizon of communicating
citizens themselves and must lead back to it.' (ibid.,p.74) .

. Research Networks as Societal Discourse Catalysts

Although Habermas promotes the ideal of more intensive public involvement in
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science-loaded political decision-making, he is very much aware of the many real-world
obstacles that prevent this from happening: "But even if we disregard the limits estab-
lished by the existing system and assume that a social basis could be found today for
public discussion among a broad public, the provision of relevant information would still
not be simple (ibid.,p.76)." Among the reasons he lists are the inaccessibility of research
results that have significant practical consequences, but especially the bureaucratic en-
capsulation of scientific knowledge caused by the organization of the modern research
process. This has led to the unfortunate situation that only few fora exist these days that
allow for unconstrained contact between individual scientists and the larger public.

To ensure a more balanced role of research in political decision-making, open research
networks could prove to be of crucial value (De Moor, 1996b). These are the opposite of
closed, often heavily institutionalized research networks, which propagate specific dog-
mas, and exclude a priori viewpoints and approaches which others may deem relevant to
the problem domain. Open research networks, however, allow for multiple-perspective,
opinion-generating and structuring activities to be carried out. They aim to generate many
alternative solutions to controversial issues, as well as to determine the specific contexts
in which these are valid.

So far, the focus has been on the potential role of research networks within a society.
However, these networks could be of great importance as mediators between societies
as well. Hamelink (1995) shows that, at present, information flows across the world
are mostly imbalanced, with developed nations having the advantage in terms of control
of the direction, volume, and quality of the information flows. In the 1980s only three
percent of the world's research and development took place in the 'peripheral' countries.
Research networks, supported by appropriate (often low-tech) information technologies.
could partially readjust this imbalance, not only by giving researchers from the South ac-
cess to available research information, but also by allowing them to more easily introduce
their own ideas into mainstream Western discourse.

Unfortunately, not many of these networks exist, neither between North and South
nor between the developing countries themselves, although the basic mediating informa-
tion technologies are becoming more widely available as each year passes. One possi-
ble explanation could be the lack of approaches to information system development that
are sensitive to the complex social constraints guiding such research network activities
(De Moor and Weigand, 1996).

2.3 When the Network No Longer Works

In the previous section, the case was made for there being a rationale for research net-
works. However, having argued that this potential exists, is not a sufficient condition for
the actual emergence of successful and prolonged collaboration. Oftentimes, when the
network is formed, its members show much enthusiasm and willingness to make contri-
butions. After a short while, however, the rate of participation drops sharply, leaving a
few coordinators the difficult task of trying to revive fruitful participant interaction. One
explanation for this breakdown in collaboration is that research networks, and their infor-
mation systems, are very dynamic systems. In such professional networks, the continuous
changes in the context of use of the information system need to be directly reflected in
their analysis and design (De Moor, 1996a; Van der Rijst, 1997). For this to happen, first
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some necessary conditions for the evolution of cooperation need to be satisfied. Second,
the process of supporting the co-evolution of communal requirements and information
system design demands careful consideration.

2.3.1 The Evolution of Cooperation
An often repeated criticism of research networks is that the so-called `free rider prob-
lem' would make it impossible for them to work. This claim is based on the observation
that, in many organizations, only a few people or organizations do the work, while every-
body benefits; even more so in computer-mediated collaboration (Bowers, 1995). This
potential barrier for collaboration could account for the disappointingly low level of per-
formance that is shown by many, computer-enabled research networks. Thus, even though
the overall benefits are clear, individuals might still be unwilling to make significant con-
tributions, as the return on their own investment is too low. To counter this argument,
while considering especially the high initial investment required in getting such networks
going (Agre, 1994; Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1994), what needs to be explained is whether
the transition from scratch to fully operational status, in which successful collaboration is
actually realized, is possible.

Axelrod (1984) addresses this problem in his theory of the evolution of cooperation
between individuals who pursue self-interest and are not centrally controlled. Analyzing
many theoretical and real-world cases, he shows that large-scale cooperation can develop
by starting with small groups of individuals who cooperate on the basis of reciprocity.
This mechanism even works for enemies and competitors: friendship or trust are not pre-
requisites. Key for cooperation to evolve successfully is that interactions are structured in
such a way that frequent and long-term interaction.r tuke plucc betw~een .rpecific individu-
als. More specifically, the following important conditions must be satisfied:

1. Individuals should be concentrated in small groups.

2. Large issues should be subdivided into smaller ones, so that participants can interact
on the basis of many small steps, instead of a few larger ones.

3. Participants should be able to observe each other's behaviour and respnnd to it.

In research networks, these necessary conditions must be satisfied for collaboration to
occur at the operational level (the level at which the actual work is being done), as well as
at the specification level (at which the supporting network information system in its work
context is being defined).

2.3.2 The Co-Evolution of Requirements and Information System

Given that an adequate mechanism for the evolution of collaboration can be developed,
there is still another important factor that needs to be addressed, which was the main fo-
cus of this study: how to support the co-evolution of the requirements and the information
system of the community? For creative knowledge processes, detailed context-dependent
task models are needed that match with the available supporting information technology
(Holt, 1992; Galegher and Kraut, 1994). Still, the requirements and implemented infor-
mation system are not to be hxed, but need to co-evolve over time. For example, there
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are many different ways in which the required functionality of an electronic peer review
system may be implemented, and on-going experimentation with many different imple-
mentations is essential (Harnad, 1996). However, the complexity of the functionality of
modem-day tools often causes users to become passive so that they do not take their
own responsibility for shaping group work and its technological support (Talbott, 1995,

p.120). The co-evolution of requirements and information system in professional com-
munities therefore needs to be done in a very subtle and gradual way, to prevent the work
from breaking down (Moran et al., 1996; Hawryszkiewycz, 1997). Thus, any specifica-

tion method in which requirements are elicited and matched with the information system
in use, needs to be very sensitive to this co-evolution process.

2.4 Key Assumptions on Research Network Collabora-
tion

In this section, the key assumptions on research network collaboration are summarized

that form the theoretical foundation underlying the specification method. The basis for

these assumptions is provided by the previous discussion. First, it is assumed that work

is situated. Second, not only network activities, but also the specification processes of

the supporting network information system are communal. Third, although authority in

egalitarian networks is a necessity, it often needs to be distributed among many network

participants. Fourth, this authority is not a given, but must be continuously accounted for.

2.4.1 Situated Work

In virtual professional communities such as research networks, collaboration takes place

on a multitude of activities, from co-authoring, conference organization and advisory ac-
tivities to large-scale societal conflict mediation. The organizational structures are very
diverse in scale and complexity. from ad hoc paper-authoring groups consisting of only a
few participants to very large networks with complex social stratifications, such as those
found in the ACM and Human Genome' projects. Therefore, we assume that the par-
ticular context of goals, activities, and organizational structures of research networks is
unique. Furthermore, research networks are not static organizations, but are dynamic
enterprises. Thus, the work is situated, which means that it shows a large variety in ac-
tivities that are prone to considerable change. Often, these networks start small, but they
can grow into very large enterprises.

As the collaborative context in which network information systems are to be used

cannot be predicted, and existing contexts continously evolve, these systems need to be
continuously respecified.

2.4.2 Communal Activities and Specification Processes

Collaboration results in artifacts which reflect the ideas of multiple individuals. Strong,
sometimes almost incompatible interests are involved, and participation is voluntary,

'-http : I I www . ornl . gov~ TechResources ~ HumanGenome ~
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meaning that functional hierarchies and institutional incentives are lacking to a large ex-
tent. However, as common goals need to be accomplishcd, making and keeping com-
mitments is very important. To orchestrate the required complex social interactions in
egalitarian research networks, social norms play a very important role.

2.4.3 Distribution of Authority
Although acknowledging that research networks are essentially egalitarian, authority is
still needed. Primus inter pares, an editor must still be in a position to make a final
decision on whether or not to accept an article. In most research networks, however, it
is not a single individual who is responsible for all network operations and specification
processes. Instead, through implicit and explicit norms, the authority for the control of
network processes is distributed among many different participants.

2.4.4 Accountability of Authority

Authority, distributed or not, is a problematic notion in basically egalitarian networks of
professionals. Bertrand Russell captured the essence of the conHict between authority
and freedom in creative, professional communities: "If the world is not to lose the benefit
to be derived from its best minds, it will have to find some method of allowing them
scope and liberty in spite of organization3 (Russell, 1950a)." Here, Russell was referring
to a hierarchical educational setting. His words are therefore even more applicable to the
much more egalitarian research networks, where, on the one hand, the need for freedom
of action is higher, while at the same time there is a pressing need for clear organizational
structures and systematic collaboration. In research networks, this tension between the
contrasting needs for liberty and constraint can be resolved by not making the norms that
identify which actors have certain authority externally given and fixed. Instead, these
norms should be determined, or at least reconstructable by the participants themselves
through some form of rational discourse as the network evolves. Thus, the norms guiding
collaboration for both work and specification processes need to be accounted for.

The purpose of this chapter was to analyze the context in which network informa-
tion systems are used. It was shown that research networks are a typical class of virtual
professional communities. They are instruments with a clear organizational structure and
can play many roles in the research process. Many interests can motivate individuals to
part~cipate in such networks. However, in order to specify network information systems
that provide adequate support, certain conditions on the evolution of cooperation need to
be satisfied. Furthermore, network requirements and information system design need to
be able to co-evolve. Some key assumptions on network collaboration were defined that
need to be taken into account in a theory of legitimate user-driven specification.

In the next chapter, the focus shifts from the properties of the context to the network
information system itself. Besides identifying the key entities making up the informa-
tion system, an approach to modelling the specifications of this socio-technical system is
developed.

3My emphasis



Chapter 3

Information Tools: Many Trees, But
Where's The Forest?

In Chapter 2, it was argued that research networks are a good example of virtual pro-

fessional communities. Characteristics of network activities and organizational structure

were listed. It was argued that there is a sound rationale for collaboration to take place

in them. The purpose of this chapter is first to identify the key entities that make up the

network information system. Second, a perspective is developed on how to model the

socio-technical system formed by the network information system and its context.

The chapter starts with showing in Sect. 3.1 and 3.2 that research collaboration is typ-

ically supported by collections of Intemet-based common information tools. In Sect. 3.3,

the functionality that such tools enable is discussed. We argue in Sect. 3.4 that it is not

sufficient to merely offer a community of collaborating users any set of tools: the tools

must also be usable, which means that they must be accessible to the users and that the

social context in which they are used must be known. Since a network information system

is to support collaboration, it can best be considered as a form of groupware. Sect. 3.5

shows how groupware enables and manages workflows, which need to be continuously ar-

ticulated by the members of the network. This section is concluded with the presentation

of the workflow model that forms the basis for the representation of the specifications.

3.1 Internet-Enabled Research Collaboration

In the previous chapters, it was assumed that the research networks of interest here are

mostly or completely computer-enabled. This does not mean that other communications

media are irrelevant for research networks. Traditional forms of communication, such as

real-life meetings, can be just as, or even more, effective. In fact, it has been shown that

most scientific collaborative relationships require face-to-face contact, at the very least to

get started (Finholt and Olson, ]997).
However, there were two important grounds for restricting our research to computer-

enabled research network collaboration. The first, practical, reason was that many re-

search networks have no choice but to have their collaboration mostly enabled by com-

puter networks. One can think of networks of which the participants are geographically

widely dispersed, without having resources available for organizing physical meetings, or

of networks which need longer-term interaction than allowed for by the traditional meet-
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ing or conference. Computer networks can resolve these problems as they allow for access
to multiple resources across great distanr~s with high speed ( Barron and Ivers, 1997). The
second, more theoretical reason was that computer-enabled collaboration is known to have
quite different characteristics compared to non-electronic forms of working together. For
instance, often computer networks remove time and distance barriers, allow group sizes
to be expanded while still giving each group member the opportunity to participate fully,
and offer services not available through other modes of communication (Hiltz and Turoff,
1993). Therefore, focusing on computer-enabled as well as non-computer-enabled col-
laboration simultaneously, would have unnecessarily confounded the results of the study.

3.1.1 The Internet

All modes of computer-enabled collaboration need some kind of computer network sup-
port. In the most basic case, computers are linked directly, for instance through some
form of local area network such as Ethernet. However, for geographically more dispersed
professional communities this is not a feasible solution. The main computer network in-
frastructure used to interconnect the global research community is the lnternet. In fact,
this network consists of thousands of smal ler computer networks that all support the Inter-
net (TCP~IP) protocol (December, 1996). The Internet was not created overnight, but has
evolved continuously and ever more rapidly in the past few decades (Press, 1996). The
rise of the Internet started with the ARPANET, which was developed in the 1960s and
early 1970s to allow for distant and interactive collaboration between (military) research
centers. At that time, it already provided facilities such as remote login and file transfer.
As ARPANET turned out to be a success, the U.S. National Science Foundation increased
participation by starting CSNET, which focused on the communication needs of computer
scientists. When this network proved to be in large demand as well, the NSFNET was cre-
ated, which first provided access to the complete research community, and later also to
commercial users. Increasingly, connections with other, intemational computer networks
were made, so that at present the Intemet spans the globe.

3.1.2 Collaboratories

The Internet in itself provides a general-purpose communications infrastructure that can
be used to serve many different objectives and communities. Considerable attention has
already been paid to the impact of the Internet on the operations of social and business
communities (Hiltz and Turoff, 1993; Rheingold, 1993; O'Reilly-Ass., 1997). Within the
research domain, one of the most promising application seems to be in the creation of col-
laboratories. A collaboratory has been defined as the `combination of technology, tools,
and infrastructure that allows scientists to work with remote facilities and each other as
if they were colocated (Lederberg and Uncapher, 1989).' In other words. a collaboratory
is the prototypical kind of network information system enabling a research community
to operate. A number of collaboratories are already in (experimental) use (Kouzes et al.,
1996; Finholt and Olson, 1997).

In collaboratories, many forms of computer support are conceivable. One possibil-
ity is to create a dedicated information system that is completely tailored to the specific
needs of a particular community. A fine illustration of this approach is the Electronic
Community System, which was developed for molecular biologists studying a particular
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species of worm (Schatz, 1992). All of the software was purposely written for the system.
Another example is the CLARE software system, which provides a computer-supported
collaborative learning environment for the analysis of scientific texts (Wan, 1994). The
system provides full support to multiple, simultaneously connected users from physically
dispersed locations. Although it makes use of EMACS word processing functionality,
most of the software is still tailor-made.

However, as was argued in Chapter l, the creation of tailor-made software from
scratch is not the way information systems for research networks are constructed in gen-
eral. Often, applications supporting scientific collaboration are developed by experiment-
ing with wide]y available information tools, which, in many cases, were originally devel-
oped for other purposes (Finholt and Olson, 1997).

Many of these information tools, also referred to as common, standard, or existing in-
formation tools (Sanderson, 1996; Finholt and Olson, 1997) are off-the-shelf software
products that come with a predefined set of functionality options. Increasingly, such
common information tools are being used to implement complete network information
systems for virtual professional communities (e.g. (Bowers, 1995)). Of course, cus-
tomizable software is still needed. One can think o~ a web server containing web pages
created specifically for a particular group of users. However, the functionality of most of
the applications that users have direct access to, such as web browsers, is standardi~ed
to a large extent, and does not need to be implemented completely from the beginning.
Most important is that the high-level processes these tools enable can be described in a
pre-defined way, thus allowing for more uniform mappings between required and imple-
mented functionality. This considerably simplifies the specification process, as efforts
can be concentrated on understanding the collaborative requirements and their mappings
to the tools.

3.2 Information Tools

There are two basic classes of processes enabled by information tools: information and
communication processes. An information process allows a single user to produce a new
information object out of already existing objects. An example is a designer sketching
the layout of a building using a CAD tool. The focus of a communication process, which
involves multiple communicating entities, is on the transfer rather than on the production
of information objects.

Definition 2 . information process: A process in which a user transforms a set of
information objects into a new information object.

. communication process: A process in which a user transfers an informa-
tion object to another entity.

t]

An information tool enables a set of information and communication processes.

Definition 3 . information tool: a unit of software that completely or partially
enables some information and communication processes.

~
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We classify common information tools as either stand-alone information tools or as
network information tools, depending on whether they focus on enabling information or
communication processes. This subdivision is not always clear, as many tools enable
both types of processes and there may also be dependencies between these processes. For
example, íf a user makes an update of a text-file (information process), a user with access
rights to this file may automatically be notified (communication process). However, the
classification allows the main work process enabling role of most tools to be determined
relatively easily. Since we are interested in supporting collaboration, the tools of most
relevance to us are the tools that enable network communication processes.

3.2.1 Stand-alone Tools

Originally, most small software applications were stand-alone tools that ran on a single
personal computer. In (De Moor, 1998b), some examples given of such tools that are
useful for research include data- and knowledge bases, expert systems, and geographical
information systems. However, increasingly, these information tools are being intercon-
nected through computer networks, of which the Internet is arguably the most important
representative. Interconnecting stand-alone tools considerably increases their applica-
bility and impact. Still, the main purpose of stand-alone tools is to enable information
processes for single users.

3.2.2 Network Information Tools

The focus of this study is not on stand-alone tools, but on network information tools.
These tools can also support information processes in which single users produce new
information objects. However, their main purpose is to enable communication processes,
and they are therefore critically dependent on computer networks. As they are the focus
of our research, from here on we refer to network information tools when using the term
`information tool'.

The list of network information tools shown in Fig. 3.1 is by no means a compre-
hensive one. However, it gives a general feel of the main classes of currently prevailing
computer network applications. More detailed overviews abound in the literature, see, for
instance (December, 1996; Gaines et al., 1997; Finholt and Olson, 1997). One class of
network information tools deserves special mentioning. In the past few years, Web tools
have rapidly gained importance. These tools are increasingly used to enable a wide range
of communication processes that were previously facilitated by specialized network in-
formation tools, such as FTP or chat tools. One of the main reasons for its success is that
the World Wide Web, unlike dedicated information tools, provides a globally accessible,
platform-independent infrastructure for cooperation (Dix, 1996).

In order to understand the role that an information tool plays as part of the network
information system, some useful classification criteria are needed. Since information
processes are not typical of (network) information tools, we do not use them for classi-
fication, although they, of course, need to be represented as well. One criterion we do
use is the functionalih~ that the tool provides. Another criterion is usabilirt~, which con-
cerns the extent to which the functions provided by the tools are understood and applied
by the users to their particular tasks. The notions of functionality and usability together
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Chat Enables a group of on-line users to send and receive instant messages to and from one another.

F1'P Enables a user to store and retrieve tiles at and from remote locations.

Gopher Enables a user to retrieve files from a hierarchically structured remote archive.

Mailer Enables a user [o compose, send, and receive electronic mails.

List Server Enables a group of users to distribute mails to each othec Includes various file indexing,
search, and distribution options.

MUD Enables a group of users to construct and participate in a virtual meeting space, allowing them to
discuss, create, and inspect persistent virtual objects.

Newsgroup Enables a group of users to post, read and reply to messages stored in an electronic bulletin-
board. A newsgroup is distributed among many different news servers, and can be accessed by users
through news readers.

Talk Enables a user to send messages to another user who is currently on-line.

Web Tool A web client enables a user to access multimedia files and interactive services that are provided
by a web server.

Figure 3.1: Main Classes of Network Information Tools

determine the effective functionalih~ (Goodwin, 1987), which needs to be known in the
evaluation of the role that an information tool plays in the network information system.

3.3 Functionality

Key to understanding information tools is that they provide the user with a certain amount
of functionality. Although the meaning of this term is easy to grasp intuitively, a more
formal analysis is needed if the role of the tools in the network information system is to
be clearly understood.

A tool is an example of an implemented design. The functionality of a design can be
decomposed into a number of functions. A function refers either to some purpose or to
some action (Winsor and Maccallum, 1994). If taken as purpose, the function must con-
tain an explicit link to the eventual use of the tool. If, however, a function is considered
an action, then the focus is on the processes the tool can accomplish, which can serve dif-
ferent purposes in different contexts of use. In this research, this second interpretation of
`function as action' is adopted, as information tools provide functionality that, depending
on the community in which they are used, can serve many different purposes, which are
often unknown beforehand.

In short, we consider an information tool to contain a set of functions, each of which
can enable some actions. These enabled actions, in turn, can help enable the information
and communication processes that constitute the network information system.

Considering the role of information tools in communication processes, Verharen
(1997,p.183) talks about electronic task support, if only one of the communicating actors
is supported by a tool (cf. information process), and electronic communication support,
if the communication itself is supported (cf. communication process). In case the com-
munication enabled by the tool results in new obligations and authorizations of actors,
the tool is considered to be not just facilitating communication, but a true mediator of
work as well. It is this more complex role that information tools often fulfill in network
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Figure 3.2: User-to-User Communication Loop

information systems.
To develop a classification of (network) information tools that is based on the func-

tionality they provide, some important properties of the communication processes they
enable are described next.

3.3.1 A Functionality-Based Classification of Information Tools
The communication processes enabled by an information tool can be described by
analyzing the entities that communicate and the interactivity of the linkages connecting
these entities. The first dimension is chosen because communication always refers to
something being shared between two or more entities. The second dimension concerns
an important property of the communication link established between the communicating
entities. Other such properties exist, such as the cost of creating and maintaining the link.
However, these have not been taken into account, as they are generally less relevant to
collaboration in virtual professional communities.

. Communication Process Entities

According to Finholt and Olson (1997), the functionality provided by information
tools enables communication links between different kinds of entitities: people-to-
people, people-to-information and people-to-(research) facilities. We prefer to refer
to `users' instead of using the more generic term `people'. Furthermore, we use the
term `service' for what Finholt and Olson call information and facilities, as in both
categories information is being generated and communicated by automated servicest.
Services can also act as front-ends to stand-alone information tools, thus providing a
way to integrate functionality provided by such tools into the network information system.

Two of these communication links together form a bi-directional communication
loop. First, some user sends a request to a receiver, which is either another user or a

~One interesting example of a research facility concerns the information services provided for the Mars
Pathfinder Mission, http:llmars.jpl.nasa.gov~, in which users could access live images from the lander.
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Figure 3.3: User-to-Service Communication Loop

service. In response, this receiving entity sends back some answer to the requesting user.

Both the request and the answer are information objects. In case of a user-to-user loop,

we call the request a message and the answer a reply. In case of a user-to-service loop,

the request is named ajob, the answer the result. Each of these communication loops

can be supported by specific (sets of) information tools. Fig. 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate these

communication loops.

. Interactivity of Communication Links

An often used parameter for describing the functionality of an information tool is

whether it enables asynchronous or synchronous communication (Gaines et al., 1997).

In the early days of computer networking, many applications were in batch mode, only

allowing for asynchronous communication, the prototypical example of which is e-mail.

However, increasingly interactive applicaNons, demanding synchronous communication,

are becoming widely available and used. This has important implications for the kind

of functionality possible and the interface being provided to the user. For instance,

interactive Web-applications allow users to engage in lengthy question-answer sessions,

thus supporting efficient navigation through complex knowledge bases, which would be
hardly feasible using e-mail. On the other hand, asynchronous tools often make lower

technical demands, and allow users time to reflect on what their next action is going to

be.

In Fig. 3.4, these dimensions are used to classify the network information tools de-
scribed in Fig. 3.1 according to the functionality they provide. The classification can be

used to make an initial (pre)selection of the tools one could employ in a network.

3.4 Usability

Describing its functionality is only one way to characterize the role of an information
tool in the network information system. Usability was identified as the second important

dimension.
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Synchronicity Asi~nchr. Synchr.
Comm.Entities

User-to-User mailer talk
list server chat
newsgroup MUD

video-conferencing
Web-tools

User-to-Servrce FTP-by-email FrP
list server gopher

Web-tools

Figure 3.4: A Functionality-Based Classification of Information Tools

Usability concerns the way in which people are actually able to use the available func-
tionality in their work. For instance, whether a group of people is involved in research
cooperation or the more constrained form of research collaboration has a significant ef-
fect on which and how available information tools are used (Sanderson, 1996). Before
defining it, we first give two more examples to clarify this complex concept.

An interesting illustration of research cooperation being supported by a variety of
information tools is the case of a researcher who used the Intemet to do survey research
(Coomber, 1997). He first posted a message to various newsgroups related to his research
topic. In the posting, he included a link to his web server, where respondents could fill
out a form containing the questionnaire. Those persons who did not have access to a Web
browser could send in the questionnaire by e-mail. Furthermore, the researcher increased
the number of participants by e-mailing those who had responded on the newsgroup but
not sent in the survey.

The same information tools can also support true research collaboration, in which
groups of people systematically work together on the production of structured artifacts. In
the case of the Global Authoring Network, a complete book was produced in a temporary
virtual professional community (Harasim and Walls, 1993). For each chapter, one of the
authors acted as host authoc Each week, for period of four months, the active host author
would send his or her chapter, annotated with comments and requests for feedback, to
an electronic mailing list. The list server would then support discussion about the chapter
between the host author, other authors acting as reviewers, external readers, and the editor.
Although the project was a success, the usability of the mailer and mailing list was not
considered to be very high. Other information tools, which would have allowed for a
better organization of the large volume of material, were thought to have probably been
more appropriate.

It will be clear from the examples that usability is not a property of an information
tool itself, but rather of the tool in its context of use. Therefore, usabilirti~ has been defined
as 'the evaluation of the ex[ent to which users can translate their intentions into effectíve
actions to access the functionality (Gaines et al., 1997).' Decomposing this definition, two
aspects need to be paid attention to: (1) what users can access a information tool in which
capacity, and (2) how to represent user intentions and the links that these representations
have to the functionality provided by a tool?
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Actors
Shared

No Yes

No mailer -
Web browser
news reader
talk tool

Yes gopher list server
FTP-server news server
video-conf. chatserver

MUD
Web server

Figure 3.5: An Accessibility-Based Classification of Information Tools

3.4.1 An Accessibility-Based Classification of Information Tools

In the literature, the access to tools is often described as being relatively straightforward.
The focus generally is on the functions provided, assuming that `some users' have ac-
cess. However, in virtual professional communities, information tools often enable group
activities. In that case, user access to the functionality provided by the tool is more com-
plicated. Tools can be classified along two uccessibilitv dimensíons: ( 1) whether they
permit individual or shared use and ( 2) whether a user has access directly or through the
mediation of actor roles.

First, shareability is an important dimension, since it is necessary to know how many
users have access to a tool. Some tools can be used by a single user only, other tools can
be accessed by multiple users. For example, all users have their own mailers, whereas a
list server typically serves a complete community.

If more than one user has access, it must also be known in which capacity this access
can take place. Some information tools allow any user to access all enabled functions.
Other tools, however, only allow access through different actors. An actor is a role that
users can play, providing access to a subset of the total set of functions provided by the
tool. In the Global Authoring Network case, several such roles, like author, editor, and
reviewer, were distinguished.

Fig. 3.5 uses these two dimensions of shareability and actors to classify the informa-
tion tools listed in Fig. 3.1 on the accessibility of their functionality. It uses only a binary
choice between whether or not a tool is shared or not and if it supports actor roles. A more
refined classificatíon could also take into account the number of roles and users, but this
is not essential for the purpose of this thesis. Like the functionality-based classification of
information tools, the accessibility-based classification helps in pre-selecting which tools
are potentially useful in a particular virtual professional community.

Information tools that give access to multiple users in various actor roles, are espe-
cially interesting from a perspective of enabling collaborative work, as they can support
many types of collaborative activities. However, to determine the usability of these tools,
the connection with their context of use needs to be made explicit. A framework describ-
ing this context is presented next.
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Figure 3.6: The RENISYS Reference Framework

3.4.2 The Social Context

Given that a user has access to an information tool, its usability needs to be further deter-
mined by the representation of user requirements and their links to the functionality pro-
vided by the tool. The relative lack of success of many networked software applications
may to a large extent be caused by their insensitivity to social and political issues related
to the joint scientific work they are to support (Kouzes et al., 1996). Thus, networking
technologies do not simply determine changes in work practices directly. Instead, these
changes are mediated through the .rocial context in which they are being used. This idea
can explain why tools are often used to enable actions for which they were originally un-
intended (Harrison and Stephen, 1996; Bardram, 1997). By extension, mere changes in
the social context definitions, rather than technological modifications, often suffice to re-
solve a breakdown, leaving the installed technical functionality unchanged or sometimes
even causing its removal (Wulf and Rohde, 1995).

To allow this social context to be linked to the available tools, and thus to further
determine their usability, a socio-technical perspective on the research network is taken.
In such a view, an organization consists of two interdependent subsystems: a social and
a technical system. Changes in either system, which are to a large extent unpredictable,
lead to changes in the other system. Applied to information systems development, a
continuous mutual adaptation of tool and context needs to take place for the information
system to successfully evolve (Bikson and Eveland, 1996). Any representation of such a
subtle socio-technical system is of necessity incomplete. If properly used, however, it can
be a starting point for defining a system that approximates the real information needs of a
network.

To model such a socio-technical approach in greater detail, ideas from the field of
organiZational computing prove helpful. Holsapple and Luo (1996) have developed an
organization-based framework for studying computer support possibilities. Their frame-
work comprises four main components. The technological infrastructure consists of the
enabling computer technologies. The social system consists of three components: the
organizational infrastructure, organizational purposes, and organizational activities. The
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organizational infrastructure describes the roles that the organizational entities play, the
relationships that exist between them, and the regulations that govern their behaviour. The
purposes describe the criteria for effectiveness of the organization. The activities describe
what the organization does to achieve its purposes. These four modules can be interlinked
in various ways, thus serving as a socio-technical framework for organizing research on
organizational computing.

Such an interpretation of the socio-technical perspective forms the basis for the ref-
erence .framework that we use to organize specification knowledge (Fig. 3.6). In this
reference framework, the social system is called the usage context, whereas the technical
system is referred to as the information system.

The Usage Context

In the usage context, the organizational purposes, activities, and structure are represented.
The purposes are renamed into goals, as this better suits the terminology used with respect
to research networks. The goals and activities together form the problem domain, in which
the tasks that the network is to perform are described. The organizatíonal structure from
here on is called the human network, which reflects the particular type of non-hierarchical
sttucture of research networks.

Holsapple and Luo have a relatively loose view on the interconnection between orga-
nizational purposes, activities, and infrastructure. However, we assume that goals require
certain enabled activities in the problem domain, and that these goal-determined activ-
ities in turn require a number of enabled interactions in the human network (indicated
in Fig. 3.6 by the downward pointing arrows). We base these linkages on Habermas's
distinction between work and interactions (Habermas, 1971b). He distinguishes between
(1) the ínstititutional framework of a society, also called lifeworld and (2) subsystems of
purposive-rational action embedded in the lifeworld. According to Habermas, institution-
alization (interactions) is a necessary condition to enable such purposive-rational action
(work). Since the two dimensions of work and interactions have their own characteristics,
they should not be merged (Outhwaite, 1994).

The Problem Domain

In the problem domain, goals and activities are represented.

. Goals

Whereas Holsapple and Luo allow the purposes to be dependent variables, in the sense
that they permit these to be the resultant of the organizational infrastructure and activities,
we consider our own network goals to be independent variables. This means that - when
analyzing the network information needs - the goals need to be seen as determinants of
other network entities. This approach is based on the idea that research networks are dif-
ferent from traditional organizational structures and can be characterized as adhocracies
(De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1996). Adhocracies are very flexible organizations, which
include shifting project teams and highly centralized communication networks among
relatively autonomous groups (Mintzberg, 1979).
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In many of these groups substantial amounts of unplanned coordination and commu-
nication take place for which computer support can be useful. However, De Sanctis and
Jackson (1994) show that coordination primitives such as described in standard organi-
zation theory do not necessarily apply to these networks. Therefore, they propose that a
range of coordination modes, from simple information passing to complex issue analysis,
can be applied, which are more appropriate to the kind of horizontal coordination required
in such communities.

However, for specification purposes, these coordination modes, which often occur in
complex combinations, are difficult to model and support. Therefore, a simpler and more
generic coordination primitive is needed. For a number of reasons, goals are well suited
to play this role. Experience has shown that an objectives-driven approach improves
the understanding of a problem realm in systems development (NATURE-Team, 1996).
Furthetmore, the explicit modelling of goals allows for the prioritization of activities
and the allocation of resources (Tseng et al., 1998). In discourse-like group work, a
model of the group process in which goals drive the process of argumentation is often
very helpful (Ramesh and Dhar, 1992). More specifically, in (Malone and Crowston,
1994), the process of goal management is described as a suitable coordination principle
for research groups. Goal management consists of two sub-processes: goal identification
and goal decomposition. First, goals need to be identified by the network, which, as work
progresses, are decomposed into many different activities. Goal identification by the
network participants is a bottom-up process. Such a process, in which users themselves
take control of the definition of their work, is likely to increase user involvement and
satísfaction, as is demonstrated by socio-technical approaches to information systems
development (see Sect. 4.4.2). Goal identification and the subsequent goal decomposition
therefore probably result in more commitment from the participants than a top-down
assignment of responsibility, and is thus quite a suitable coordination mode for the
non-hierarchical types of organizations that research networks are.

. Activities

Most of the literature on computer-enabled collaborative research work only analyzes
relatively basic, but already hard to specify authoring processes, in which a small group
of authors is typically involved in the production of a single artefact, such as a scientific
publication (e.g. (Kraut et al., 1987; Harasim and Walls, 1993)). However, as was shown
in the previous chapter, there are many more - embedding - activities that need to be
supported, such as the (societal) planning of research work, and the dissemination of the
results. Thus, rather than being offered a fixed set of activities, the participants themselves
should be able to define and (de)compose those activities which they deem relevant in
their particular work situation.

The Human Network

To model the human network, the organizational structure of research networks and the
interactions between the organizational actors needs to be described. In Sect. 2.1.3, indi-
viduals were defined as the lowest-level organizational actors. Individuals can cooperate
in groups. A network comprises a number of individuals and groups. Network actors can
interact with environmental actors that do not belong to the network.
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The Information System

Previously, we said that information tools support two kinds of processes: information
processes, in which single users produce new information objects, and communication
processes, in which a user communicates with some other entity, be it a user or a service.
From the goals, activities, and interactions defined in the usage context, the required
information and communication processes are derived. Together, these processes define
the network information system from an analysis or requirements perspective:

Definition 4 . network information system ( requirements perspective): the set
of ineaningfully combined and configured information and communication
processes which are necessary to support and coordinate the goal-driven ac-
tivities of the network participants in their various roles.

[]

These required information and communication processes must be enabled by the
available information tools. However, merely installing a loose set of tools is not suffi-
cient to enable a research network to operate successfully. The tools must therefore be
networked and integrated into a comprehensive information system satisfying the needs
of the various users simultaneously (Kouzes et al., 1996; Olson and Teasley, 1996). From
this tool or design perspective, the network information system is defined as follows:

Definition 5 . network information system (tool perspective): The set of re-
quired information and communication processes mapped to the available
enabling information tools.

The methodological approach that we have adopted to match the required and enabled
processes that define the network information system is described in the second part of
the thesis. For now, only a few general conditions are defined regarding how the approach
is to model the functionality and usability of the information tools.

. An information tool can enable one or more information and communication pro-
cesses.
Example: a mailer allows a user to compose a mail (information process) and send or receive a mail

(communication processes).

. Different information tools may have partially overlapping functionality, i.e. each
enabling the same infotmation or communication process, while also enabling dif-
ferent such processes at the same time.
Example: Both a mailer and a web browser allow one to send a mail. However, only with a mailer

can a user also organize sent and received messages, whereas sophisticated HTML document access

is just possible with a web browser.

. An enabled informationlcommunication process can enable one or more interac-
tions, and through these enabled interactions, it can indirectly enable different ac-
tivities. One or more of such enabled activities allow users to - potentially - achieve
a goal.
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Example: a list server enables a mail sent by a user to be redistributed to a group of other users.
This enabled communication process allows a network group to discuss issues (interaction). The
enabled interaction, in turn, allows an editorial board to review a paper, which is one of the activities
that needs to be enabled in order to achieve the goal of publishing a journal íssue.

. All network participants involved in a required information~communication process
must have at least one enahling information tool at their disposal.
Example: a participant may have a required communication process of sending a mail. Thus, the
participant must nave access to, for instance, a mailer or a web browser.

3.5 Groupware

Information tools allow users to produce information objects autonomously, for exam-
ple by providing them with access to file editing functionality, as was outlined earlier.
However, these tools should also be able to support group collaboration. To model infor-
mation technology-supported collaboration processes, concepts of CSCW and groupware
are useful.

Since the mid-eighties a new research field has been developing: Compctter Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). It has been defined as `an endeavor to understand the nature
and requirements of cooperative work with the objective of designing computer-based
technologies for cooperative work arrangements' (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992). In CSCW
research, the focus is not on the individua] tools that facilitate the collaborative process,
but rather on the characteristics of the collaborative processes enabled by the technology
themselves. The enabling information technologies seen from this CSCW perspective are
called groupware. Thus, it is not the functional properties of the tools that make them
groupware, but rather the roles that they play in supporting group collaboration.

Rodden (1991) gives a classification of groupware systems, based on the synchronic-
ity of the interactions and the geographical locations of the participants. He distin-
guishes between message systems, computer conferencing systems, meeting rooms, and
co-authoring and argumentation systems. Each of these systems, which may be part of
a network information system, can be created out of various information tools. Some of
these groupware tools only support simple cooperative processes, such as the exchange
of e-mails through a mailing list in order to handle an inquiry. Others have been specif-
ically designed to mediate complex collaborative processes. Many, often Web-based,
applications for small and fluid groups have already been developed (i.e. (Wong, 1998;
Bentley et al., 1997). Such teamware, besides supporting basic cooperative processes,
also provides the coordination and data management facilities needed for team-oríented
work. Still, in order to operate even these relatively self-contaíned applications need being
linked to other tools, such as browsers and mailers.

The collaborative work to be supported by such groupware tools is considered to con-
sist of webs of interdependent activities. There is still an intermediate organizational
structure, but this is now viewed as a constellation of deployable resources configured to
meet the needs of a set of recurring cooperative activities (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992;
Schmidt, 1994). This is in line with our view of the information system and human net-
work being the substrate in which the goal-oriented activities of the problem domain take
place. When specifying groupware, instead of concentrating on how to support individ-
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uals in groups, attention should therefore be directed at the coordination of the overall
group process (Krasner et al., 1991).

3.5.1 Coordination

So what exactly does this coordination of the group process entail? Coordination can be
defined as the management of dependencies between activities (Malone and Crowston,
1994). In order to specify a network information system, different types of dependencies
need to be defined, as well as the (meta-)coordination processes that can be used to man-
age them. Malone and Crowston define several such coordination processes. One of them,
goal management was already described in Section 3.4.2. Some other dependencies that
could be taken into account are, for instance, producerlconsumer relationships, simultane-
ity constraints, and task~subtask relationships (Malone and Crowston, 1994). However, in
this thesis, we focus on goal management as the major mode of coordination.

Using the concept of coordination, we can now more precisely define the role that
information tools play in enabling group work. In Fig. 3.7, the position of groupware
is indicated as being at the end of a spectrum that starts with stand-alone tools. Both
stand-alone tools and groupware can be interfaced or implemented by means of (sets
of) network information tools. Stand-alone information tools enable the production of
information objects by individual users. Network information tools enable cooperation,
and, if they also act as groupware, collaboration. What turns (network) information tools
into groupware is whether they support what we call complex coordination in addition
to simple coordination. In case of simple coordination, users pursue individual goals, in
case of complex coordination, group goals are to be realized as welL This is similar to the
distinction made between the relatively straightforward coordination needed when users
merely share resources and the more elaborate form required when people are mutually
dependent in their work (Schmidt and Rodden, 1996).

The question that now needs answering is how this coordination through groupware
is to be defined. Key is to discover how to support the ongoing articulation of distributed
activities by participants (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992). In this articulation view on co-
ordination, there are no omniscient and omnipotent participants, thus making them only
semi-autonomous agents who continuously need to redefine their distributed individual
activities.

3.5.2 Articulation

To enable sufficient coordination of their distributed activities, two aspects of articula-
tion need to be addressed: workflow management and the common information space
(Schmidt and Bannon, 1992).
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Workflow management means that the users should be able to articulate their inter-
related tasks (i.e. model their workflows), while the common information space allows
participants to actively construct (partially) shared information objects that are common
in the sense that their meaning is community-wide understood. Participants play an im-
portant role in both process and object articulation. Schmidt and Bannon see workflow
management and the common information space as two distinct approaches, claiming that
in the common information space `the members of a cooperating ensemble [are allowed]
to interact freely, i.e. without being constrained by prescribed procedures on established
conversational conventions [that workflows entail]' (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992).

We, however, prefer to take a broad view on workflow modelling, which regards the
workflows and the common information objects as two sides of the same coin (Fig. 3.8).
Workflow management, as perceived by the network participants, entails articulation by
network actors of the workflow processes (and their dependencies) that they control. In
these workflows, new (common) information objects are produced out ofexisting ones. In
this, sense, the common information objects are the resultant of the workflow processes.
On the other hand, the workflows are constrained by the infotmation objects that they can
consume and produce.

3.5.3 Workflow Modelling

The workflow modelling process can take place in different ways. One way is to take
a snapshot of the organization and create a set of static workflow definitions. However,
this is not in line with the user-driven approach that we envisage. We therefore adopt
the perspective of Fitzpatrick and Welsh (1995) who see workflow modelling as a form
of process composition. One of their core concepts is that of process space: `a seman-
tically rich and relatively well-defined space, both physically and conceptually, which
constrains and bounds the very possibilities of work.' Through process composition,
users circumscribe rather than exhaustively describe their workflows and supporting
information system. Advantages of such a view are that, over time, requirements are
gradually refined and that much flexibility remains in the way (creative) work is done,
as only the boundaries of the socio-technical system are delineated. This perspective is
reflected in the approach to workftow modelling that we describe in Part II of the thesis,
which presents our specification method. First, we give the basic workflow model that
describes our unit of work, and which forms the core of the specifications of the network
information system.

Many definitions exist of the workflow concept. One definition conceives of a work-
flow as a unit of work that happens repeatedly in an organisation of work (Sch~l, 1996).
However, this interpretation does not capture two important aspects of workflows: ( I)
that they are coordinated and (2) that they can be supported by information technology. A
definition that is more along these lines is that a workflow is an automated organizational
process, which means that the coordination, control, and communication of activities is
automated, but that the activities themselves can be either automated or performed by
people (Sheth et al., 1996). However, this definition needs to be relaxed, as in virtual
professional communities much of the coordination, control, and execution is often done
by human actors. Therefore, in this thesis a workflow is defined as follows:
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Definition 6 . workflow: a recurcing unit of work of which the coordination, con-
trol, and execution can be partially or completely automated.

O

Workflow Management Systems

To automate or enact workflow processes, workflow management systems are required.
These are systems that allow for the design, execution, and management of business pro-

cesses and activities in a network (Abbott and Sarin, 1994). A network information sys-
tem can be regarded as such a system. Two kinds of workflow management systems can

be distinguished, based on the degree to which the workflows are structured. Most current

workflow systems are transactionfocused, which means that they create structures to im-

plement and enforce frequently recurring processes. Ad hoc systems, on the other hand,

focus more on supporting creative knowledge activities. Their main aim is to provide

some, but no complete control to make sure that tasks, responsibilities, etc. are delivered

(Khoshafian and Buckiewicz, 1995). Such deliverables and control structures are of a

more indeterminate kind than those prominent in transaction-focused systems. Thus, in

ad hoc workflow management systems, more attention needs to be paid to the triggering

and evaluation of workflows by human beings.
Most workflow management systems currently focus on enabling either unstructured

or structured workflows. However, the processes in between, the partially structured
workflow processes often lack support (Sheth et al., 1996). This is certainly the case in

virtual professional communities, in which very creative, unstructured work is linked in

complex ways to, for instance, formal document management procedures. In order to

enact this whole spectrum of workflows, a specification method should be able to support

the modelling process of the different kinds of dependencies that these modes of work

entail.

A Basic Workflow Model

Workflow modelling methods can be of two categories: input-process-output-based (IPO)

(or activity-based) and conversation-based approaches (Klein, 1996; Sheth et al., 1996).

In IPO-based approaches, the focus is on the objects being used and produced in the

workflow and on the process dependencies, whereas in conversation-based approaches

the commitments created in conversations between participants play a central role.

A typical example of the first approach is the ExSpect method (Van der Aalst et al.,

1995). Using the Petri-net formalism, the method allows complex tokens to be moved
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between input and output channels and stores via transitions. The method has proven to
be especially useful for the modeling, simulation, and analysis of the logistical workflows
of business organizations.

Two well-known examples of conversation-based workflow modelling methods are
the ActionWorkflow Approach (Medina-Mora et al., 1993) and the DEMO specification
method (Dietz, 1994a; Van der Rijst and Van Reijswoud, 1995). In the ActionWorkflow
approach, conversations are structured around the action workflow loop. In this loop,
a performer agrees to perforrn some action to the satisfaction of the customer who
proposed it. In the DEMO (Dynamic Essential Modeling of Organizations) method, the
core concept is the transaction, in which two actors, the initiator and the executor, agree
on an essential action to be carried out, in what is called an actagenic conversation. The
actors agree that this action has been satisfactorily performed by producing a fact in a
factagenic conversation. A more detailed introduction of DEMO is given in Sect. 5.2.2.

In order to specify the partially structured workflows prevailing in research networks,
both approaches are incorporated in our model of the workflow. Drawing from the IPO-
perspective, each workflow has a set of input objects and one output object that is being
produced in the workflow. From the conversation point of view, each workflow has an
initiator and executor. However, in addition to the customerlperformer, initiatorlexecutor
roles of respectively ActionWorkflow and DEMO, we distinguish a third conversational
role, the evaluator. This role is necessary, as in loosely organized networks in which ac-
countability of authority is crucial, other participants often are responsible for approving
the result of a workflow than those who started the process or produced the result. When
distinguishing only two roles, this important requirement cannot be captured.

The resulting basic workflow model is shown in Fig. 3.9. More detailed workflow
models that include, for example, aggregation and inter-workflow dependencies can easily
be conceived. However, we intend to use workflow models that are as simple and generic
as possible, because the main purpose of this research is not to refine workflow models,
but instead to apply existing models to the development of a theory on legitimate user
involvement in the specification process. Moreover, a simple workflow model allows for
information systems that are more flexible and adaptive (Agostini et al., 1995), which is
a prerequisite for systems supporting virtual professional communities.

To test the usefulness of the basic workflow model, we have used it to elicit evolving
system requirements in the electronic lawjournal case. Users playing key actor roles were
asked to fill in the workflow diagrams for various core activities (Fig 3.10). In a short pe-
riod of time, specifications were generated which representative particípants thought to
be both accurate and complete, and which could easily be mapped to the available infor-
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mation tools. The ease-of-use and usefulness of the models are a strong indication that
the workflow model is an adequate instrument for the elicitation, representation, and dis-
cussion of network information system requirements. In (Hawryszkiewycz and De Moor,
1998), we describe a similar approach to workflow modelling.

Both activity- and conversation-based workflow modelling methods still face some
serious drawbacks (Klein, 1996). First, their models are often either too rigid or too lax.
What they should offer is the possibility to capture only those constraints that require
satisfaction. Second, they are fragile, in the sense that the models become irrelevant
when unforeseen changes happen in the context to which they apply. Especially in
research environments accurate workflow models are crucial, but it is often difficult to
predict their structure in advance (McClatchey and Vossen, 1997). These factors may
have contributed to the fact that so far only little concrete guidance has been given for
(re)defining complex workflows whích is necessary for them to better meet evolving user
needs (Klein, 1996; Sheth, 1997). Another factor contributing to the currently inadequate
support of the specification process is that there has been insufficient involvement of users
in the modelling process, whereas workflow management systems should allow users
and implementors to jointly define workftow processes (Sch~l, 1996). Any specification
method that is to be successful, needs to be sensitive to these issues.

In this chapter, we laid the foundation for a specification method, by describing the
main network entities to be modelled, and by providing a perspective on how this mod-
elling process is to take place. We showed that a network information system consists of
information tools that support collaboration by enabling information and communication
processes. To describe the role of these tools in a network information system, their func-
tionality and usability need to be analyzed, for which some classifications were made.
A reference framework was developed that can be used to model the information system
and its usage context. System specification is a form of process composition in which key
workflow entities are gradually defined by the users. Finally, a basic workflow model was
introduced on which the specifications of the network information system can be based.
In this chapter, we listed the main entities that are to be specified. In the next chapter, the
focus shifts to the role that the users play in the specification process.
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Chapter 4

Legitimate User-Driven Specification of
Network Information Systems

In the previous chapter, a network information system was regarded as a workflow man-
agement system. Such a system is implemented as a collection of network information
tools that enable information and communication processes. However, the question of
how such a system is to be developed has so far not been addressed. In this chapter, this
system development process is studied in more detail. We argue that a legitimate user-
driven specification process is needed for the development process of network information
systems to be successful.

In Sect. 4.1, a model of network information system development is introduced, which
stresses the strong connection between the use and the specification process. Sect. 4.2 dis-
cusses user participation in the system specification process. In Sect. 4.3, a user-centered
specification philosophy is developed. This philosophy is used to classify user-centered
specification approaches along two dimensions: the specification roles of modeller and
source that users play. In the first dimension, two main classes of such approaches are dis-
tinguished: user-assisted and user-driven specification approaches, which are discussed in
Sect. 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Each of these classes is further subdivided into individual-
istic and legitimate specification approaches. We conclude that there is an unfilled need
for legitimate user-driven specification approaches.

4.1 A Model of Network Information System Develop-
ment

The information system development process consists of an analysis, a design, and an im-
plementation process (Wand et al., 1995). In the analysis process, a perceived real-world
system is transformed into a conceptual model of the information system. During the
design process, this conceptual model is translated into a model of the information sys-
tem. In the implementation process, the latter mode] is turned into a(partially) machine-
executable implementation.

This general information system development model forms the basis for the more
specific model of network inforrnation system development, which is defined as follows:

Definition 7 . network information system development: the process of specifi-
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cation, implementation, and use of a network information system.

t]

The specification process comprises both the analysis and design process of the net-
work information system, as these are strongly interrelated.

In the analysis process, the network information system requirements are specified.
Requirements analysis basically can proceed in two different ways. One approach, of-
ten applied in traditional systems analysis, is to first analyze the current situation, then
model the required situation, and subsequently define a way to get from the current to
the required situation. Another approach is to directly focus on the required situation, for
example applied by many goal decomposition approaches. In this thesis, we use the latter
approach, since in an evolutionary approach the current situation is always close to the
required situation, so that no complex version migration trajectories need to be worked
out.

As the inner workings of information tools are considered to be a black box, the design
process of a network information system implementation is limited to the selection of
tools, and the assignment of required information and communication processes to these
tools. We call this restricted design process high-level design.

As was shown before, the implementation process of the network information system
consists of the installation, customization, and integration of a set of network information
tools.

One of the results of the use process of the network information system is that the
requirements and their implementation are validated. In case a user experiences a problem
or breakdown in functionality, a new specification round needs to be initiated.

Fig. 4.1, shows how the various network information system development processes
and their outputs are related. Each of these processes is now described in more detail.
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4.1.1 The Specification Process

In the specification process, an abstract representation of the network informatíon system
is first generated by an analysis the user information needs, leadíng to a set of required in-
formation and communication processes. In the design process, the results of this analysis
are then mapped onto a set of enabling tools.

Analysis

Burg (1997) gives a detailed subdivision of the analysis process, drawing from ideas that
have emerged in the requirements engineering field. He considers requirements engi-
neering to consist of four consecutive sub-stages: requirements elicitation, specification,
verification, and validation. Via requirements elicitation, all knowledge relevant for an
adequate requirements model of a problem domain is acquired, of which users are an
important source. In the requirements specificatiar process, real world phenomena iden-
tified in the elicitation process are mapped onto concepts of the specification language.
Aspects to be included in the requirements specification (product) are enterprise require-
ments (i.e. goals, organizational structures, activities, agents and work roles), functional
requirements (what the information system is to do), and non-functional requirements
(e.g. performance and quality aspects). Requirements verification checks that the pro-
duced models are internally consistent. The validation of requirements, finally, means
that the produced models indeed satisfy the users' information needs.

Before looking into the dynamics of the requirements engineering process, the kind
of requirements it should produce need to be identified. A network information system
should be able to support a virtual professional community in all the activities necessary
for the fulfillment of common goals. Note that this means that not only group work
processes need to be specified, in which of necessity more than one participant is involved,
such as group authoring. Individual work processes, such as the retrieval of electronic
library material, also need support, as long as such a process itself contributes to the
overall goals, i.e. that public requirements are met. On the other hand, the network
information system does not need to satisfy the private requirements of an individual in
the network, i.e. those requirements not leading to outputs that are necessary for goal
achievement. One pragmatic reason is that this considerably reduces system development
efforts. A second, more philosophical argument is that each information requirement
must be criticizable by other network participants in their capacities as network actors.
Purely subjective needs can and should not be included in public analysis, as there is no
normative ground on which judgement on private activities can be based. Thus, the focus
of the specification process is on capturing public requirements.

High-Level Design

The high-level design process focuses on identifying the roles that information tools play
in serving the collaborative requirements of a specific user community, thus creating an
`orchestra of tools'. This requires that direct mappings are created between specified re-
quirements and tool functionality. This in contrast with most ad hoc approaches, in which
requirements are often only expressed in the primitive information processing terms of
currently available tools (De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1996).
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Such a high-level design process is socio-technical in nature (Bowers, 1995), in that
the requirements and the roles that tools play must be able to co-evolve. Ideally, a'seam-
less interaction' should be realized, where a total match exists between required tasks and
the support that the system provides for these tasks (Holt, 1992). Such a tight fit view
on system design implies that if there is insufficient enabling functionality the support
of work processes is impaired, but also that if the enabling functionality is too loosely
defined, e.g. by mapping too many work processes to the same tool function, users may
feel lost and not know exactly what their current (expected) role in the workflow is.

The specification and implementation process are strongly separated. However, in
the design subprocess of the specification process, close attention must be paid to the
matching of required and enabling functionality. Issues to be taken into account issues of
overlap, redundancy, and mismatch between specifications and implementation.

To determine the fit between requirements and enabled functionality, Hawryszkiewycz
(1997) describes a strategic approach in which technologies are aligned with goal-
determined business processes. Since the availability of these technologies is often a
given, like goal-related requirements, they need to be a determinant of the specification
process as well.

It has often been noted that familiarity with information technology encourages use,
whereas unfamiliarity caused by rapid changes discourages it (Graham, 1997). There-
fore, new information tools must be introduced Rradualh~, to prevent disruption ofcurrent
work practices. One way to provide such familiarity is by the development of interme-
diate, more or less stable task-oriented clusters of information tools. Hawryszkiewycz
in this respect talks about `value added services', which he defines as services that adapt
existing network technologies and customize these to specific work practices. Users, by
accessing such services, should be able to much better recognize the roles that the tools
play in their work, and are thus more likely to use them. New functionality can then grad-
ually be introduced. For such services to be definable, their design specifications clearly
need to be expressed in usage context requirements, making the case for a socio-technical
specification approach even stronger.

4.1.2 The Implementation Process: Applying Common Information
Tools

In traditional approaches (based on the waterfall paradigm), the implementation in gen-
eral is customized to closely fit the specifications generated during the analysis and design
processes. As we have seen, however, the information systems of many research networks
are constructed out of common information tools. In the implementation process, speci-
fications are to be translated into concrete tool settings by the implementor. The required
detailed technical knowledge is not provided by our approach, since we assume that the
implementor knows best, within the loose design constraints provided, how to implement
required changes.

The main advantage of a strict separation between the specification and implementa-
tion process is that users no longer have to constrain the expression of their information
needs to the limited technical vocabulary describing the functionality of the tools at hand
(De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1996). At the same time, tool developers are free to build
more sophisticated tools that do not necessarily have to be molded to the rapidly fluctu-
ating demands of a(too) specific user community. Instead, they can focus on optimizing
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generic units of functionality, such as needed for information navigation, communication,
or decision support.

4.1.3 The Use Process: Strongly Connected with the Specification
Process

There are two main reasons for why there needs to be a close link between the use and
the specification process.

First, linking system use and specification can lead to an improvement in quality of
the information tools themselves. There should be a shift in focus from the mere de-
sign of isolated technical artifacts towards a design of artifacts in use (Boedker et al.,
1991; Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1997). Especially where Internet-based groupware is
concemed, little work has still been done regarding its evaluation in real work domains,
leading to inadequate applications (Bentley et al., 1997). New specifications obtained
during use can lead to the available tool functionality to be updated.

Second, while the tools making up the network information system are being used, the
requirements evolve. Such an `evolutionary engagement' between tools and activities, in
which understanding how existing tools are useful in changing work practices, is possibly
even more important than creating new ones (Moran et al., 1996). Thus, the actual usage
of tools can lead to new insights that are to be reflected in specifications of network
collaboration.

The separate, but connected use and specification process are linked through so-called
breakdowns.

Breakdowns

Users are generally not very good at defining abstract requirements. However, they are
very well capable of defining and resolving problems that occur in their own work context
(Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1993). Thus, in order to adapt information technology to evolving
work situations `an everyday flexibility geared toward solving day-to-day problems as
best one can' is required (Bowers, 1995). Such problems can be seen as breakdowns in
system functionality. A breakdosvn can be defined as a problem that arises for human
beings in the work situation, and thus in relation to a complex background. The problem
can be related to the work itself, for example, a new input object may be necessary in
an existing workflow. It can also be caused by an inadequate support of the workflow
by the available tools. For example, a user thinks a mailing list does no longer provide
enough structure for an increasingly complex discussion. Breakdowns are even more
likely to occur in distributed cooperative systems, such as research networks, because
'coordination surprises' happen to users by the unexpected way in which other human or
machine agents often act (Patterson et al., 1998).

The occurrence or anticipation of breakdowns leads to the need for new semantic
distinctions (Winograd. 1987). Such distinctions are not determined by some objective
classification of 'situations' in the world, but arise from recurrent patterns of breakdowns
in concemful activity. The idea of objects and properties of supporting tools only be-
coming visible during a breakdown was explained by Heidegger. A central issue is the
idea of being-in-the-world, which entails that the subjective and objective world cannot
be separated. Instead of understanding actions as being guided by a process of consciours
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reflection and systematic thought, the idea of thrownness is key: people act on the basis
of pre-reflective experience of being thrown in a situation in which they are always al-
ready acting. Winograd and Flores summarize the main points of Heidegger's philosophy
(ibid.,p.32-33):

. Our implicit beliefs and assumptions cannot all be made explicit.

. Practical understanding is more fundamental than detached theoretical understand-
ing.

. We do not relate to things primarily through having access to their (formal) repre-
sentations, but by being familiar with the activities of which they are part.

. Meaning is fundamentally social and cannot be reduced to the meaning-giving ac-
tivity of individual subjects.

As long as as users are satisfied with the technological support of their work processes
the tools they use are considered to be ready-at-hand, part of the unreflected background
of work. As soon as a breakdown occurs, however, i.e., when there is an unreadiness-to-
hand, the tools become present-at-hand, which means that the users become consciously
aware of them.

A breakdown is an interrupted moment of our habitual, standard, comfortable 'being
in the world'. It serves the important function of making the nature of our work and
supporting tools 'present-to-hand'. The knowledge that is the result of such a conscious
reflection depends on the entire previous experience of the interpreter and on situatedness
in a tradition.

Once the occurrence of a breakdown has been recognized, its resolution needs to be
worked out by the group of people affected. Such an after-use group discussion about the
causes of the breakdown and the required tool adaptations can be of a much deeper level
than before-use system description discussion (Boedker et al., 1991), and consequently
lead to much more satisfactory system specifications.

Thus, rather than considering them problems, breakdowns should be seen as oppor-
tunities for design. As Winograd and Flores (1986,p.165) put ir. "A breakdown is not
[necessarily] a negative situation to be avoided, but a situation of non-obviousness, in
which the recognition that something is missing leads to unconcealing some aspect of the
network of tools that we are engaged in using" . They recognize what is possibly the most
important function of handling breakdowns: allowing for the creation of (community)
knowledge and understanding by the committed participation of individuals in mutually
oriented patterns of (specification) behaviour that are embedded in a socially shared back-
ground of concems, actions, and beliefs (ibid.,p.78). The continuous process of resolving
breakdowns can thus be a strong positive force in the strengthening of a(virtual) commu-
nity.

The Need for User-Driven Specification

To develop adequate network information systems, instead of following subsequent anal-
ysisldesign steps aimed at the specification of complete information systems, a specifica-
tion method must permit users to efficiently become aware of, capture, and and resolve
theír breakdowns as they arise. This we call a user-driven specification process:
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Definition 8 . user-driven specification: A specification process in which users
themselves become aware of, formulate, and resolve breakdowns in their
work by changing the specifications of their information system.

t]

A user-driven approach to network information system specification is especially ap-
plicable to the research community since researchers face a high number of breakdowns
in their work (Sch~l, 1996, p.73). They also need to strongly control the development
process of their information systems as they themselves are the task experts who best un-
derstand their subtle requirements and to what extent the technological support of their
activities is insufficient. A more mundane yet probably equally important reason is that,
unlike for other types of professional communities, like business networks, funding is
often lacking for getting continued extemal systems development support. Furthermore,
researchers are used to reflect as "[t]hose [scholars] who are observed [by tool developers]
also observe themselves as they participate in refining and validating both the tools that
are supposed to augment their work and their own habits of behaviour in an interactive
mode of development (Keeler et al., 1997)".

4.2 User Participation in System Specification

In the previous section, the specification process was only roughly outlined. To get a
clearer idea of its properties, the process is described as a form of requirements engineer-
ing in Sect. 4.2.1. Sect. 4.2.2 addresses the way in which user participation in such a
specification process can be conceived.

4.2.1 Requirements Engineering

An important distinction should be made between requirements and specifications. Re-
quirements are the things that the users believe they need, communicated as clearly as
possible to the system developers. Specifications are attempts by the latter to represent
the requirements completely and consistently in terms of system definitions. Thus, spec-
ifications both originate from and extend requirements in terms of the proposed solution
system (lackson and Embley, 1996). Such a complex awareness, communication, and
representation process is fraught with difficulties, which demands sophisticated support
for the resulting specifications to be satisfactory.

In the previous section, we viewed the analysis process as a form of requirements
engineering. A comprehensive and concrete approach to requirements engineering was
produced in the Esprit basic research NATURE (Nove] Approaches to Theories Underly-
ing Requirements Engineering) project (NATURE-Team, 1996).

In NATURE, two kinds of requirements are distinguished: user-defined requirements
and domain-imposed requirements. Domain-imposed requirements describe the socio-
technical context of a system, which need to be satisfied for the system to work. User-
defined requirements are linked to the needs of the users. A requirements specification
contains a description of what is to be designed, so that the technical system can satisfy
the stakeholders' needs. Thus, requirements need to be understood in tetms of both the
existing system and the stakeholder intentions. The requirements engineering process
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proceeds along three dimensions: specification, representation, and agreement. In the
specification dimension, requirements move from being opaque, in the sense of being
partial, to complete. In the representation dimension, informal requirements are gradually
transformed into formal requirements. Finally, in the agreement dimension, requirements
are turned from personal into common views. Requirements engineering now is defined as
the process of atriving at a system specification from the user vision and domain context
starting points. The output of this process (ideally) is a complete system specification
using a formal language on which all people involved have agreed to the degree necessary
to produce a working system.

An important property of the requirements produced is their traceability. Traceability
relationships record the dynamic dependencies between different kinds of requirements
products, and are essential for keeping the specification process of strongly evolving in-
formation systems manageable.

Requirements need to be forwards traceable (from initial statement to requirements
specifications) as well as backwards traceable (from system components to motivating
requirements) traceable. However, a major problem often experienced with both kinds
of traceability is that in case the right traceability information cannot be retrieved the
people who could be capable of supplying it cannot be identified or located. Thus, not
only artifact-based, but also personnel-based requirements should be supported (Gotel
and Finkelstein, 1996), which is the focus of our own specification approach.

Involving the Users

Increasingly, the importance of active involvement of users in the requirements engineer-
ing process is recognized. Bannon (1996) shifts the attention away from external analysts
who produce cast-in-stone models to the users. Requirement specifications are to be seen
as aids in an ongoing process, rather than rigid end-products. Requirements are construc-
tions, instead of independently existing entities waiting to be discovered. They are only
valid locally and temporarily in a specific 'semantic community' (Robinson and Bannon,
1991). System design, use, and evaluation are interleaved practices, rather than distinct
steps in a linear development process. Design should start from the present practice of
users, emerging from understanding the current (mis)user of the information system. The
design process should be evolutionary, with continuous active user involvement (De Moor
and Van der Rijst, 1996).

Bannon makes some important observations about the limited roles that various cate-
gories of non-user participants play in such a system design process. In order to increase
the role of the social context in system design, it is often claimed that social science
should play a more prominent role. However, the sociologically generated analytical cat-
egories are often of little use to practical computer design problems. On the other hand,
for technology-biased system designers it may be even harder to translate the `sociality of
work' into workflows. To improve on this situation, Bannon proposes a higher level de-
sign discourse between designers and sociologists. However, in our opinion, it is unclear
whether such a rather abstract dialogue would signíficantly improve the design process
and provide adequate solutions for the problems occurring in the situated kind of design
required in virtual professional communities. Furthermore, some of the barriers related to
the involvement of third parties may be fundamental, such as the fact that many activities
are tacit in nature and overlooked by analysts, and the discourse format proposed by an-
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alysts in interviews and questionnaires may be overly constraining (Kyng, 1991; Jirotka,
1996). Another reason is that users often miscomprehend the terminology and approach
used by analysts and designers, leading to an intransparent design process (Koh and Heng,
1996). The approach taken in this research is therefore to minimize the role of external
professionals, instead focusing on formalizing and supporting the process of identifying
which users to involve in what capacity in the design process. These professionals still
do play a role, but only in the limited capacity of implementors, who are able to modify
tool implementations once requirements changes have been defined and agreed upon by
the users.

4.2.2 User Participation

There is no clear, generally accepted view on what exactly user participation is, or
should be. Rather, there is a great variety of ways in which users can participate in
the development of an information system. Some core dimensions of user participa-
tion are listed by Cavaye (1995), and include such aspects as the proportion of users
taking part (all~representatives only), the scope of the participation (problem defini-
tion~software coding), and the effects of the participation on the development effort (sug-
gestions onlyldeterminants). Our own focus is on the control the users exert on the various
aspects of thP network information system development process.

User participation has been shown to increase user satisfaction with the development
process even if there is no real perceived need for user participation. It is especially ben-
eficial when task andlor system complexity are relatively high (McKeen and Guimaraes,
1997), which is certainly the case in virtual professional communities. User participation
helps to ensure that user requirements are met by allowing for the production of more ac-
curate and complete requirements definitions, while at the same time reducing the amount
of unnecessary system features. Furthetmore, it helps to gain user commitment, to gener-
ate more realistic user expectations about the system, and to avoid user resistance (Cavaye,
1995; McKeen and Guimaraes, 1997). Moreover, often only the users themselves have
the specialized knowledge about what should be automated (Koh and Heng, 1996). In the
case of research networks, an additional factor to promote strong user participation is the
lack of resources in such virtual professional communities.

User participation does have some potential disadvantages. It can lead to political
problems, be prone to manipulation, be hard to operationalize, and lead to suboptimal de-
signs which take very long to develop. However, with care these hurdles can be overcome,
and users generally value their participation very positively (Hirschheim, 1989).

So far, little work has been done to describe user participation in system develop-
ment as a formal process, from its initiation to the evaluation of results. However, using
software process modeling techniques could help to more successfully support the user
participation process (Wong and Tate, 1994). In the next section, the model of the devel-
opment process of network information systems proposed in Sect. 4.1 is therefore used to
define the user-centered specification process.
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4.3 User-Centered Specification

Specification approaches which foster a high degree of user participation are called user-
centered approaches. They are all based on some underlying specification philosophy.
Such a philosophy describes a way of perceiving the specification process. We consider a
specification approach, on the other hand, as prescribing concrete procedural guidelines
on how the specification philosophy is to be realized. First, the specification philoso-
phy underlying many existing approaches that involve users, user-centered specification,
is studied in Sect. 4.3.1. This philosophy is extended in Sect. 4.3.2. The reconstructed
philosophy is used to classify a number of specification approaches. It positíons the speci-
fication approach developed in this thesis as a form of legitimate user-driven specification.

4.3.1 The Traditional User-Centered Specification Philosophy

The philosophy of user-centered specification is embedded in a wide range of approaches,
such as participative~participatory design (Hirschheim, 1989; Bannon, 1996), cooperative
design (Boedker et al., 1991; Kyng, 1991), joint-application design (Jackson and Embley,
1996), and customer-centered design (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1993).

In participative design, designers, in conjunction with end-users explore the possi-
bilities and limitation of specific tools for specific work practices (Bannon, 1996). A
definition of this approach which stresses a more active role for the user is that partici-
pative design is a type of systems development approach where the user takes the lead
in (and often control of) the development process (Hirschheim, 1989). Cooperative de-
sign entails that end-users and professional system designers mutually teach eachother
about work-specific aspects and technological responsibilities respectively (Kyng, 1991).
In joint-application design (JAD), both users and analysts accept responsibility for sys-
tem development. In JAD, there is a team leader (analyst or user), and a team (users and
analysts). Specification takes place in a sequence of JAD sessions. Typically, system de-
velopment includes an analysis, prototype execution, and specification development stage
(Jackson and Embley, 1996). In customer-centered design, finally, the system developer
interviews users while they are doing real work and thus dealing with their own problems
in its real-world context (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1993).

Despite using different terminologies, the philosophy underlying all these approaches
promotes an active role of users in the analysis and design of their own information sys-
tems. Note that the design concept should be taken in the wider interpretation of spec-
ification, as it also supports the analysis process in the sense of the model of the net-
work information system development process introduced in Sect. 4.1. Importantly, it has
been shown that participatively designed systems generate more rather than less requests
for modifications, because users have a much greater awareness of the system potential
(Hirschheim, 1989). Thus, a user-centered approach is well-suited to support the evolu-
tionary system development required for network infotmation systems.

4.3.2 Reconstructing the User-Centered Specification Philosophy

Although acknowledging the central position of users in the analysis and design process,
user-centered specífication approaches still assume that external analysts and designers
play initiating, coordinating or integrating roles. However, users, rather than just being
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consulted in the design process, should be true partners in thís process (Hirschheim, 1989;
Kyng, 1991; Koh and Heng, 1996). When taking the most extreme point of view, the kind
of active user involvement required in the specification of network information systems
demands that, rather than to external analysts and designers, these roles are completely as-
signed to the users, supported by the specification method when possible. To distinguish
approaches which allow users to fully play these specification roles themselves from their
traditional, more passive relatives, a more precise classi6cation of user-centered specifi-
cation approaches is required.

End User Computing

Getting closer to this ideal of active user involvement are approaches such as end-user
computing. Salchenberger defines end user computing as `computing in which individuals

produce microcomputer-based solutions to solve business problems ... for their personal
use or for use by a limited number of others within an organization. Studies have shown

that, in the case of end user computing, an approach is often successful in which end-users
are responsible for the development of applications, while IS staff only play an assisting
role (Salchenberger, 1993).

A Reconstructed Philosophy of User-Centered Specification

End-user computing as a philosophy stresses the responsibilities of the individual users in

controlling the specification process. Systems development in which users take control is

substantially different from approaches in which they play a more passive role (McKeen

and Guimaraes, 1997). For instance, in traditional systems development methods, users

are generally involved in requirements elicitation, but not in the design of the information

system, nor in the management of the systems development project.

A precondition of successful specification by users of network information systems
is that they actively control the specification process. In other words, users involved in
such end-user development need to 'lead and steer' (i.e. independently develop their
own applications) (Cavaye, 1995). This is similar to the kind of user-driven specification
approach required in virtual professional communities.

The main specification roles that users play are those of specification source (users
who provide specification process inputs) and specification modeller (users who are re-
sponsible for the specification process outputs) of the specification knowledge. It has
been shown that in small groups of identifiable users, direct links between sources and
modellers are most effective (Keil and Carmel, 1995). For this reason, as well as to re-
duce complexity, no special attention is paid in this study to intermediate organizational
structures between sources and modellers.

Assuming that in the user-centered specification process both sources and modellers
are involved in a highly interactive mode, and assuming that the users are at least the

sources of the information system requirements, a first important classification dimension
is whether the modelling roles are mostly or completely played by external analysts and

designers or by the users themselves. We call the first category of (passive) approaches

user-assisted, and the second category user-driven specification approaches.

Handing over control to the end users does not automatically mean that the interests

of the group are best served by such an approach. A second dimension of the framework
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is therefore formed by whether the sources of the specification knowledge to be modelled
are to be involved as individuals, or as a group. In case sources are involved as individ-
uals, then the requirements they formulate can be considered to automatically reflect the
interests of the individual user. Of course, the modeller needs to assess to what extent a
new requirement can be absorbed by the present information system, but the basic legit-
imacy of a formulated requirement is determined by the individual user. If, however, an
information system is to serve a community, then the legitimacy of a proposed require-
ment is no longer self-evident, but needs to - ideally - be determined by the complete
group of affected users.

Specification approaches which focus on obtaining specifications from the individual
user will be referred to as individualistic approaches, those that focus on obtaining spec-
ifications meaningful and acceptable to relevant groups of users will be called legitimate
specification approaches. To illustrate, typical examples of individualistic and legitimate
user-driven specification are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, respectively.
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A Classification of User-Centered Specification Approaches

Three important categories of popular user-centered specification approaches are proto-

typing, socio-technical approaches, and radically tailorable tools. These approaches are
classified along the sourcelmodeller dimensions of the reconstructed specification philos-

ophy (Fig. 4.4).
From the framework it becomes clear that one important class, legitimate user-driven

specification approaches, is still underdeveloped. After first giving some explanation

of the other classes of user-centered approaches, in the remainder of this chapter the

characteristics of legitimate user-driven specification approaches will be discussed.

4.4 User-Assisted Specification Approaches

User-assisted specification approache.r are characterized as supporting a specification

process with (1) a high degree of interaction between sources and modellers of speci-

fication knowledge, where (2) users act as sources of specification knowledge, and (3)

external analysts control the modelling process.
Two important classes of such system specification approaches are prototyping, and

socio-technical specification methods. Prototyping focuses on promoting user-as-source

participation for individual users, whereas socio-technical approaches aim to facilitate

requirements elicitation from groups of users.

4.4.1 Prototyping

A prototype contains some core functionality that it is believed the information system
should have, although this functionality is not yet fully specified and implemented. Based

on informal discourse, the analyst refines the specifications, which form the basis for

a new prototype. This process can be repeated until the user is satisfied. Prototyping

as a system development approach comes under many different names, such as rapid

application development or rapid prototyping (e.g. (Reilly, 1996)).
It has been recognized that users find it hard to state their requirements without being

able to evaluate a concrete piece of software (Holt, 1992). This observation provides one

of the main justifications of prototyping. Another strength of prototyping is that users
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can assess early on whether the system being developed will meet their actual needs.
Furthermore, its flexibility allows analysts and users to be sensitive to issues other than
purely technological aspects, such as social constraints (Hirschheim et al., 1995).

However, prototyping still only delivers ad hoc designed `dummies'. The danger is
that users tend to focus on user interface details instead of on the structure and orga-
nization behind the interface (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1993). They often find it hard to
understand how to exactly interpret of such a prototype with respect to the functionality
to be provided by the final version (Kyng, 1991). The next step is therefore to incorpo-
rate user participation in design in which individual users systematically evaluate fully
implemented tools in their natural usage context, thus using them for real work purposes.
Little research has been done so far on structured ways to accomplish this. A possible
approach, in line with our view, is offered by Dillon (1995). He proposes to look at
user-centered design as a theory-grounded rather than a purely empirical process of spec-
ification. Appropriate models of the user need to be conceptualized, and agreed-upon
views of the information tools in their context of use must be established, before the tools
are (re)implemented. Thus, the tools are seen as embodiments of the adopted `theory of
the user'. The advantage of such an approach is that the theory gives users and devel-
opers a common, context-specific language to discuss the roles the tool is to play in the
work process. Usage failures thus refute the developed user theory, allowing for many as-
sumptions on user requirement to be made explicit which would otherwise have remained
hidden.

4.4.2 Socio-Technical Specification Methods

Socio-technical specifrcation methods adopt a socio-technical perspective on information
system development. From such a perspective, as was discussed in Sect. 3.4.2, an orga-
nization is considered to consist of an interdependent social and technical system. An
important objective of socio-technical approaches is to elicit variations in perspectives of
users on roles and objectives, rather than forcing them to accept an artificially uniform
reality (Hepworth et al., 1992). Two of the most widely used approaches, the generíc Soft
Systems Methodology and the information system development-specific ETHICS method
are introduced next. Related approaches have been developed in the so-called Scandina-
vian School, which strongly emphasizes the participation of workers in system design,
thus democratizing the whole organization (Kensing and Winograd, 1991). Since in vir-
tual professional communities there is no working versus ruling class dichotomy, these
approaches are not discussed here.

Soft Systems Methodology

Checkland's Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) focuses on supporting the process of
group problem solving. The methodology does not assume problems to exist, but rather
for them to be constructed by a group of stakeholders (Hirschheim et al., 1995). In SSM,
seven stages are distinguished (Vidgen, 1997). The development process starts with ( I)
the recognition of the problem. The next stage is (2) the expression of the problem by
means of 'rich pictures'. Then, (3) so-called root definitions of relevant systems of pur-
poseful activity are produced. Such a root definition contains a concise and precise def-
inition of what the system is to do, and how and why the system is to do this. In stage
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(4), models of the activities and their interdependencies are developed. Stage (5) com-
prises the comparison of the resulting definitions with the pictures developed in stage (2).
This comparison should result in active debate, preferably triggered by the problem own-
ers themselves, if necessary guided by the analyst. This approach should lead to deep
insight, rather than rigid models. In stage (6), the problem owners reach agreement on
those changes that are feasible as well as desirable. Finally, in stage (7), these changes
are implemented.

Some drawbacks of SSM are that it is not specifically aimed at information systems
development, and that it provides little concrete guidance in IS requirements elicitation
(Vidgen, 1997). Furthermore, it has been mostly used as a front-end to traditional infor-
mation systems development methods. An approach in which traditional techniques are
embedded in an overall SSM-approach would be more appropriate. This, however, would
require a fundamental shift in perception of the organization and information system,
which few are willing to or capable of making. Also, many of the techniques and organi-
zational procedures to support a smooth development process still need to be worked out
(Lewis, 1994).

ETHICS

ETHICS is the 'Effective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer Systems'
methodology, developed by Enid Mumford. An essential philosophical trait of the method
is that it views participation not just as a necessity to obtain valid requirements, but as an
intrinsic right in itself (Hirschheim and Klein, 1994).

ETHICS advocates user participation throughout the system specification process in
order to produce a successful socio-technical system. The method involves the follow-
ing steps: (1) diagnosing business and social needs and problems, (2) setting efficiency
and social objectives, (3) developing alternative solutions, (4) choosing the most satisfy-
ing solution, (5) designing the solution in detail, (6) implementing the new system, (7)
evaluating the results.

A weakness of ETHICS is that it is not clear when the design group should provide
particular inputs, that its application is very time consuming, and that it results in an ide-
alized model, ignoring many organizational constraints and inter-departmental conflicts
(Wong and Tate, 1994). Furthermore, it has little to say about the specific system require-
ment and technical design entities to be modelled (Hirschheim and Klein, 1994).

4.5 User-Driven Specification Approaches

The user-assisted approaches discussed so far are not sufficiently capable of supporting
user-driven specification processes. One reason is that they are based on waterfall-like
instead of on (continuous) evolutionary development models, meaning that they do not
support a true breakdown-oriented approach. In both prototyping and socio-technical
approaches iterative techniques are used, but their goal still is to develop a single, final
version of the system. However, in volatile and uncertain situations, requirements can
only be leamt and formulated as work proceeds (Hirschheim et al., 1995). This implies
that ongoing (re)specification must be a basic principle of any user-driven approach.
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The second reason for user-assisted approaches to be deficient for user-driven pur-
poses is that they do not fully support the user-as-modeller role, which would permit
users to completely control the specification process. However, in network communities,
the boundaries between users and designers are blurred, as users take on many active de-
sign roles (O'Day et al., 1996). Thus, in user-driven design, users should be allowed to do
a`formative evaluation' of the information system in progress. This means that they can
make actual suggestions to be used by developers to make modifications in the design of
the system. This as opposed to `summative evaluation' in which users only are to approve
of the end result produced by the developers (Holt, 1992).

Still, in most current user-centered specification approaches, a definite need for an ex-
ternal facilitator, such as an analyst, has been reported for the specification process to run
smoothly (Hirschheim, 1989). We propose, however, that there is not so much the need for
an external facilitator, but for external facilitation. Alledgedly, users are more open with
an external facilitator than with a facilitator from within the organization (Hirschheim,
1989). Other claimed advantages of the external facilitator are that they have access to
infotmation and can control the specification agendas, as well as leverage powers to me-
diate distorting influences by anticipating the effects of power and conflict (Hirschheim
and Klein, 1994). However, rather than considering this power position an advantage, we
view it as potentially dangerous, as users can easily perceive a(management-appointed)
consultant to manipulate rather than facilitate specification discussion, or to not being able
to understand organizational sensitivities.

Central to understanding user-driven specification approaches should be that enabling
information tools are considered to generate both social and technical affordances, on
which users ground their own evolving practices as they use them (O'Day et al., 1996).
As explained earlier, this means that users must be able to become aware of break-
downs, frame them, and negotiate their system solutions in terms of tool functionality
specifications. The user-driven process itself, however, needs to be structured by offer-
ing users guidance and control of the development process through certain development
standards (Karten, 1991). Provided that such standards are acceptable to the users and
well-supported by specification tools, such a user-driven approach can prove to be more
suitable than an analyst-facilitated specification process.

We now first look at tailorable tools as a key example of individualistic user-
driven specification approaches, before discussing legitimate user-driven specification ap-
proaches.

4.5.1 Tailorable Tools

In traditional information system development approaches, once the implementation pro-
cess has finished, users can only modify the system by setting preferences, while the
core functionality remains unchanged. However, in rapidly changing environments, tools
should be tailorable, meaning that end users are able to modify certain functions of group-
ware within its context of use (Wulf, 1995). Put more extremely, tools should be radically
tailorable,which means that end users can make major changes to their own information
system without having to leave the application domain (Malone et al., 1995).
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Oval

A typical state-of-the-art radically tailorable tool is Oval (Malone et al., 1995). In Oval,
users can construct a wide range of integrated information management and collaboration
applications by combining a small number of functionality primitives: objects, views,
agents, and links. However, there are two limitations that prevent it from being completely
user-driven in the sense discussed here.

First, Oval is a mixture of a method and a tool. Specification and implementation are
one and the same process, resulting in a tight coupling of requirements with tool function-
ality. In Oval, it is not possible to (re)compose a network information system out of a wide
variety of common information tools, the reason being that there is only one uniform and
fixed set of enabled functionality primitives. In other words, there is no meta-language to
express specific dependencies and problems between required and enabled functionality.
Such a language is essential to answer questions about mismatches between requirements
and enabling functionality, such as about functionality deficiencies, redundancies, and
partial overlaps. Such basic questions need to be representable to determine whether spe-
cific requirements go unsupported by the current set of tools, what are the effects on work
practices when modifying this set, etc.

Second, it is difficult to provide users who want to adapt a network information system
with the specification building blocks of the right contextual level. In Oval, users are
presented with the abovementioned, rather artificial set of functionality primitives. These,
however, can hardly be called concepts existing in the usage context. A non-trained user
will generally not be able to express desired changes in the information system, as they
are semantically too distinct from concepts prevailing in her own universe of discourse.
Therefore, the tailoring constructs should be rooted in terminology which is meaningful
to the user community. For example, in research networks, a characteristic activity is the
writing of joint reports. Thus, desired functionality changes should be expressable in such
actors as `editors' and `group members', objects like `reports' and `discussion topics', and
workflows such as `write' and 'discuss'. It should be up to the specification method to
determine how changes in such concepts affect the functionality specifications.

4.5.2 Legitimate User-Driven Specification Approaches

The tailoring of tools as described in the previous section is done by individual users.
However, it is essential that the design of groupware employs new approaches to deal with
defining requirements for tools that support cooperative work, in addition to individual
user needs (Van der Veer, 1996). Thus, there is a need to integrate tailorabiliry in an (end-
user initiated) process of organizational development. For such a tailoring process to be
really useful it needs to be collaborative. However, no practical approaches to facilitate
such a collaborative tailoring process exist (Wulf and Rohde, 1995).

To develop such a collaborative approach, participants in virtual professional commu-
nities should not be seen as `clientele to be served', but as `contributing elements in a
self-establishing context' (Keeler and Kloesel, 1997). In other words, they need to to be-
come `legitimate acior-constructors' in systems development and organizational change
(Clement, 1994). Legitimate user-driven specification processes are at the heart of such
systems development.

Definition 9 legitimate user-driven specification: a user-driven specification pro-
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cess that results in specification changes that are meaningful and acceptable
to all members of a virtual professiona] community.

Considering that in virtual professional communities many of the requirements re-
main implicit as they are tacit knowledge, and taking into account that the roles of tools
in a changing context change continuously, the focus of legitimate system specification
support should not be on obtaining rigid and detailed functionality specifications. Most
cooperative work modelling focuses on determining representations, whereas the users
know best how the information system should look like and change, so that more ef-
fort should be put into interpretation instead (Robinson and Bannon, 1991). Thus, as
an alternative, interpretation processes need to be supported that do not result in directly
implementable accounts of work processes, but which instead produce heuristic devices
useful for focused group discussion in quickly changing contexts.

A specification approach providíng such interpretation support for virtual professional
communities should focus on identifying which users are to be consulted in making the
analytical interpretations and design decisions when a breakdown occurs, and in which
capacity they are to participate. The importance of this focus on the human actors who
are responsible for representing requirements is increasingly recognized, as is shown by
the call for `design forums' in which users can produce specifications according to their
own rules (e.g. (Boedker et al., 1991)). One example of such a forum tightly couples
responsibility for requirement specifications with the `ownership' of the related business
processes (Tseng et al., 1998). However, such tight coupling is not always necessary or
desirable, as complex webs of social norms may determine in a much more subtle and
fluid way who should he involved in what way in a particular specification process. Thus,
a more sophisticated view on how to support active user participation in the specifica-
tion process is required. Such a model is presented by the neo-humanist paradigm of
information systems development. This paradigm, as will be argued next, forms an ade-
quate interpretation of the network information systems development paradigm outlined
in Sect. 1.3.

4.5.3 The Neo-Humanist Paradigm

Hirschheim and others have adopted Burrell and Morgan's framework for the analysis
of the nature of human knowledge and inquiry in the social sciences, and have used it
to classify paradigms of information systems development (Hirschheim and Klein, 1994;
Hirschheim et al., 1995).

The framework contains two dimensions. The 'subjectivist-objectivist' dimension de-
scribes the process of inquiry. From an objectivist point of view, there is only one method
of knowledge acquisition. A subjectivist perspective, however, holds that knowledge is
socially constructed in a process of human interaction. The second 'order-conflict' di-
mension concetns the nature of the society or community in which its members live and
work. The order view stresses that such a community is stable and in a state of consen-
sus, whereas the conffict view assumes that there is a natural tendency towards change
and conflict.

The two dimensions combined can be used to distinguish four core paradigms of in-
formation systems development. One of them, the neo-humanist paradigm, is located
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Figure 4.5: Information System Development Paradigms (adapted from (Hirschheim
et al., 1995, p.48))

in the 'subjectivist-conflict' quadrant. This paradigm is especially suitable to model the
information systems development in virtual professional communities, because in those
communities stakeholders with many conflicting interests work together to construct their
own models of their work processes and the supporting information technology.

The core idea of neo-humanism is its focus on emancipation, which is defined as the
process in which pseudo-natural constraints on the realization of human needs and po-
tentials are removed by conscious attempts of human reason (Hirschheim et al., 1995).
Pseudo-naturalconstraints are those that seem natural, but in fact are caused by commu-

nication distortions. Some of the most common reasons for such distortions to occur are
authority and illegitimate power; peer opinion pressure; time, space, and resource lim-

itations; social differentiation between actors; and bias and limitations of language use
(Hirschheim and Klein, 1994). All of these distortions can seriously jeopardize the suc-

cess of a virtual professional community, and thus it is essential that they are being dealt
with.

In neo-humanist system development approaches, the removal of such communica-
tion distortions is to be achieved by enabling what is termed rational discourse. In such
s discourse, claims made throughout the system development process are critically eval-
uated (Hirschheim and Klein, 1994). A process of rational discourse is thus essential if
(sustained) collaboration and specification in virtual professional communities is to be
achieved.

Although the ideas underlying neo-humanist development approaches are sound,
they are not without limitations. One major drawback is that there are currently very
few examples of how the neo-humanist ideals are to be put in practice (Hirschheim and
Klein, 1994). For instance, it is not clear how the system development life cycle should
be modified to promote emancipatory discourse, and how participants can be motivated
to take part in such debate (Hirschheim et al., 1995).

In this chapter, it was explained why the core of the network information systems
development should be formed by a legitimate user-driven specification process. The
network information systems development process was defined to consist of a specifica-
tion, implementation, and use process. The specification process, in turn, consísts of a
requirements analysis and high-level design process. In the implementation process, the
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network information system is constructed out of available information tools. The use
process is strongly coupled to the specification process by the breakdowns that users face.
System specification was regarded as a form of requirements engineering which requires
strong user participation. To determine the exact role that users should play in the speci-
fication process, the traditional user-centered specification philosophy was reconstructed.
Our focus was on the roles that users can play as sources and modellers of specification
knowledge. If the modelling is largely done by extemal experts, we call a specification
approach user-assisted, otherwise user-driven. If individual users act as sources, we call a
specification approach individualistic, if sources consist of groups of users a specification
approach needs to be legitimate. After having classi6ed important existing user-centered
specification approaches, it turned out that little work has been done on legitimate user-
driven approaches, which are needed for network information systems development in vir-
tual professional communities. It was argued that such an approach should be constructed
using the neo-humanistic paradigm of information systems development, in which con-
straints on the realization of communal needs and potentials are removed by a process of
rational discourse. In such a discourse process, specification claims made can be critically
examined. However, rational discourse is not easy to operationalize.

Building on the notions developed so far, Chapter 5 presents model of how a legitimate
user-dríven specification approach that allows rational discourse.



Chapter 5

Specification as a Process of Rational
Discourse

In the previous chapter, the legitimate user-driven specification process was defined as

a user-driven specification process that results in specifications that are meaningful and

acceptable to all members of a community. The focus in the current chapter is not on

the content of the specification process, but on how this process can be seen as a form of

rationaldiscourse through which the claims made by the users can be critically evaluated.

In Sect. 5.1, the languagelaction perspective is introduced as a view on language that

sees it as a means to coordinate human cooperation. Speech act theory is one of the core

theories in which this perspective is grounded. It is used to model specification discourse

in professional communities, by viewing the specification process as a series of related

conversations. Although it provides an important starting point for specification process

support, the conversational model in itself is insufficiently capable of handling rational

discourse, because it does not pay attention to how to deal with questioning background

assumptions. Sect. 5.2 therefore presents an extension of speech act theory, Habermas's

theory of communicative action, as a way to dea] with the problem of how to support

fair and rational discourse. An existing specification approach and conversation proto-

col partially built on this theory are also described. A remaining problem, discussed in

Sect. 5.3, is how contextual knowledge is to influence the configuration of such conversa-

tions. Our solution is to use a representation of the social norms that guide the behaviour

of a community to link context and conversations. Sect. 5.4 formalizes the norm concept.

Finally, a context-based specification process model that makes use of composition norms

is introduced in Sect. 5.5. This model forms the basis for the second part of this thesis.

5.1 The Language~Action Perspective

The language~action perspective (LAP) regards language as an important instrument for

the regulation of human cooperation. Language is not just seen as a way to describe

reality, as was the traditional view on language, but is considered to be a way of acting in

itself. Thus, language can not only be used to say something, but also to do something.

The LAP field is only in its formative stage, and many of its core ideas and definitions are

still under development. Some overviews of its short history and current work are given

in (Auram~ki and Lyytinen, 1996; Van Reijswoud, 1996; Verharen, 1997; Steuten, 1998).
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Speech act theory is the core theory on which the LAP foundation has been built.
Sect. 5.1.1 describes how current speech act theory came to be. Sect. 5.1.2 presents the
category of speech act of most interest to the scope of this research: the illocutionary
speech act. In Sect. 5.1.3, individual speech acts are linked into conversations, so that
work-related communication can be effectively coordinated. Sect. 5.1.4 introduces the
'conversation for specification' as the discoursive process in which a specification change
is to he handled.

5.1.1 Speech Act Theory
The foundations of speech act theory were laid by John Austin (1962) . He first made
the distinction between constative and performative utterances. A constative utterance is
the classical interpretation of a linguistic statement, which describes the world and can be
true or false. An example is "John has access to a PC". A performative utterance, on the
other hand is not descriptive, but rather an action done by the speaker which is to have an
effect on the hearer. For instance, "Could you please make me a member of your mailing
list?". However, after having made this distinction between constatives and performatives,
Austin showed that constatives are in fact performative acts as well, because giving a
descriptive account ofa state-of-affairs in the world is an interpretation of the world by the
speaker that is expressed to the hearer, rather than an objective representation of reality.

Every speech act is also an utterance act, in that an oral or written statement is pro-
duced. Austin argues that each speech act uses language in three different senses. In his
taxonomy of the structure of speech acts he therefore distinguishes between locutionary,
illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. A locution is the literal meaning of an expression.
A locutionan~ act therefore produces an utterance with a sense, reference, and so on. The
illocution is the intended meaning of a sentence. In an illocutionary act, a communicative
force (e.g. asserting, requesting, promising) is added to the utterance. The perlocution-
ary act, then, is the act of achieving some effects on the hearer by the speaking, such as
changing the beliefs the hearer has on a particular issue.

Speech act theory was further developed by John Searle, one of Austin's students
(Searle, 1969; Searle, 1979). The locutionary act refrains from the roles of speaker and
hearer. Perlocutionary acts focus on effects on hearers and are often difficult to interpret
and distinguish from illocutionary acts (Auram~ki and Lyytinen, 1996). Searle's focus is
therefore on the illocutionary acts. A core idea in these acts is the concept of commit-
ment, which entails that somebody performing a speech act commits to what he is saying.
Auram~ki and Lyytinen (1996) identify three types ofcommitments: a speaker's commit-
ment concerns the speaker's ability to produce a valid and understandable speech act. A
hearer'scommitment is created if he understands and accepts the speech act. A successful
speech ac[ produces a mutual commitment.

5.1.2 Illocutionary Speech Acts

The illocutionarv speech act can be defined as the utterance of a sentence with a perfor-
mative nature, which means that it is done in an appropriate context with certain intentions
(Van Reijswoud, 1996; Verharen, 1997). The speech act, rather than the sentence, is the
minimal unit of linguistic communication. However, the study of speech acts and sen-
tences are interrelated, as a sentence can express a range of speech acts, and a speech act
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can be expressed in a set of sentences. For analytical purposes, we will consider there to
be a one-on-one relation between speech acts and sentences, unless stated otherwise.

Each (illocutionary) speech act is intended to have a meaning. The intended effect
of the act, performed by the speaker in a particular context, is that the hearer must un-
derstand both its propositional content and illocutionary force. The illocutionary context
contains the relevant knowledge about the situation in which the speech act is made. The
propositionalcontent refers to a particular state-of-affairs in the world. The illocutionnn~
force determines the rationale of the utterance.

More is said about the context and propositional contents in Sect. 5.3. First, the illo-
cutionary force will be further described, as this has traditionally received most attention
from the LAP research community.

Illocutionary Force

The illocutionary force comprises seven elements, which are necessary conditions for the
successful and non-defective performance of illocutionary acts:

1. Illocutionary point: the purpose of the illocution as intended by the speaker. Ex-
ample: request, promise.

2. Degree of strength of illocutionary point. Example: a request can be done by
either asking or commanding.

3. Mode of achievement: the conditions that must hold for the illocutionary act to be
achieved. Example: in order to issue a command, the speaker must have a position
of power or authority over the hearer.

4. Propositional content conditions: conditions on the propositional content im-
posed by the illocutionary point. Example: a promise entails that the speaker will
perform the future action as described in the proposition.

5. Preparatory conditions: states-of-affairs that must exist for the speaker to suc-
cessfully and non-defectively perform the intended illocutionary act. Example: the
hearer must be able to fulfill a request made by the speaker.

6. Sincerity conditions: conditions that make the psychological state of the speaker
correspond with the expressed propositional content. Example: when the speaker
makes a promise he must have the intention to fulfill the promise.

7. Degree of strength of sincerity conditions. Example: demanding something from
the hearer implies a stronger need from the speaker for the request to be satisfied
than when he makes a mere suggestion.

Speech acts, besides having an illocutionary force, also have what is called a direction
offit, which is the way in which the propositional content is related to the referred world.
Speech acts of which the propositional content reflects a state-of-affairs are said to have
a word-to-world direction of fit. For instance, an assertion that something is the case has
this direction. Speech acts in which some state-of-affairs in the world is to be altered to fit
the propositional contents have a titi~orld-to-word direction of fit. An example is a promise,
in which the speaker intends to create a situation that fits the promised proposition.
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Category ltlocutionarl~ Point Sincerir,~ Condition Direction of Fit
Assertives Commit speaker to truth of

the proposition
Speaker has the belief that
the proposition is we

Word-to-world

Example (Group coordinator): "The CG mailing líst has 300 members."
Directives Get hearer to make the

proposition true
Speaker wants the hearer to
make proposition true

World-[o-word

Example (Problem owner to implemen[or): "Change the settings of the mailing list."
Commisives Commit speaker to future

course of action
Speaker intends to act so that World-to-word
proposítion comes true

Example (Implementor): "I will change the settings of the mailing list."
Declarations Bring about change in

state-of-affairs
- World-to-word

Word-to-world
Example (Group coordínator): "John is now the list owner of the CG mailing list."

Expressives Express the speaker's attitude
about a state-of-affairs

The speaker has the attitude -
expressed in the proposition

Example (List member): "I do not want the settings of the mailing list to be changed."

Figure 5.1: Searle's Illocutionary Speech Act Classification

Searle (]979) makes an illocutionary classification of speech acts based on two of the
illocutionary force components (the illocutionary point and the sincerity conditions) and
the direction of fit of a speech act. He proposes five classes of (illocutionary) speech acts:
assertives, directives, commissives, dec(arations, and expressives (Fig. 5.1). Since his
classification provides a relatively small number of classes for the performative aspects
of language, it is well suited for modelling interactions (Wand et al., 1995).

Other classifications of speech acts have been proposed. For instance, one can distin-
guish between direct and indirect speech acts (Searle, 1979). In an indirect speech act,
the speaker intends to say more than what would be the literal meaning on the basis of
the mutually shared background information. If a list owner tells the implementor `Can
you implement the mailing list tool for me?' the former does not (just) ask whether the
implementor is capable of doing so. Instead, he is issueing a request.

The speech act classifications mentioned thus far are examples of top down classifi-
cations, in the sense that they are based on some theoretical criterion. Another approach
is to classify speech acts by analyzing actual linguistic data. One of the best known ef-
forts in this respect is the classification made by Ballmer and Brennenstuhl (1981), who
provide a comprehensive classification of actual verbs by distinguishing 600 speech act
categories that are grouped in 24 models, which in turn are classified into four linguistic
functions, called expression, appeal, interaction, and discourse.

Interesting as these additional refinements of speech acts that deal with hidden mean-
ings and the subtleties of natural language may be, we consider them to be less relevant for
the purpose of our research. Our interest is in the straightforward coordinating function
of language, which is best expressed by Searle's original illocutionary classification.

5.1.3 Conversations

The use of individual speech acts is insufficient to coordinate meaningful work-related
communication. To do so, larger units of communícative interaction are needed, which
are called conversations. Conversations can be regarded as instruments to negotiate com-
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Figure 5.2: A State Transition Diagram Representation of a Conversation for Action
(Winograd, 1987)

mitments, having both a procedural and acommunicative nature (De Michelis and Grasso,
1994).

There are two ways to look at the role conversations play in work coordination. From
the first perspective, a conversation is a sequence of relatively unstructured utterances,
where the only structure is found in certain pairs of utterances (e.g. question-answer).
A true discourse, on the other hand, should be seen as a globally managed sequence of
speech acts forming a coherent and predetermined course of action leading to a goal.
Work-oriented communication takes places in the spectrum between free, unrestricted
conversation and strict, globally controlled discourse (Verharen, 1997).

In this thesis, we take a middle-ground position by adopting a somewhat restricted
view on conversations, which are best defined as a series of interrelated communicative
acts aimed at defining and reaching a goal (Dietz, 1994b). Definitions along the same
lines are that a conversation is a coordinated sequence of acts that can be interpreted as
having linguistic meaning (Winograd, 1987), or that it is a coherent sequence of language
acts with a regular structure of expectations and completions (Medina-Mora et al., 1993).
Taking into account the purpose of this thesis, a conversation is defined as a self-contained
unit of communication to accomplish certain specification objectives, like the specifica-
tion of a new concept type. Evidence for the effectiveness of predefined conversation
models is ambiguous (Auramáki and Lyytinen, 1996). We therefore require a conversa-
tion to be only partially structured in the sense that main specification process entities
are predetermined, although the format of the utterance acts in which these entities are
defined is relatively free.

There are many types of work-related conversations (Winograd, 1987). Central are
the conversarionsfor action, in which the goal is to coordinate explicit cooperative action,
such as the handling of a request. In a conversation for clarification, participants deal wíth
breakdowns regarding interpretations of the conditions of satisfaction of a conversation
for action. A conversation for possibilities generates new possible conversations for ac-
tion. The purpose of a conversation for orientation is the creation of a shared background
as a basis for future interpretation of conversations. Although each of these conversations
is supposed to have its own structure, it is hard to distinguish the boundaries between the
different types.

Only the conversation for action has been explictly modelled thus far. Fig. 5.2 repre-
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sents a conversation for action as a state transition network (Winograd and Flores, 1986;
Winograd, 1987). Two participants A and B alternate as speakers and hearers. The circles
represent conversation states, the labelled lines indicate the speech acts and their speak-
ers. Bold circles indicate completion of the conversation, which does not necessarily
mean that the conversation has been successful. A conversation move can be carried out
in free linguistic format, or even implicitly follow from the context of the conversation.
Each conversation in itself can be part of a larger web of conversations.

Conversations for action provided the theoretical basis first for a generic commitment
and conversation managing conferencing system called the Coordinator, and then for the
ActionWorkflow workflow modelling and enactment method and system (Medina-Mora
et al., 1993).

5.1.4 Conversations for Specification

All of the mentioned types of conversations, in many different combinations, can play
some role in the specification process. This process is triggered by breakdowns, as was
argued in Chapter 4. As a consequence of the occurrence or anticipation of breakdowns,
new semantic distinctions are always emerging. The generation and interpretation of these
distinctions should be treated as an activity based on conversations that can be designed
and facilited through the computer (Winograd, 1987). To do so, a conversation framework
is needed that combines specialized as well as more general conversation patterns that can
also provide support for unanticipated breakdown-initiated conversations (Kensing and
Winograd, 1991).

We call such a conversation, which may be constructed out of a number of the above-
mentioned more or less swctured conversations, a conversation.for specihcation.

5.2 From Speech Acts to Communicative Acts
An important limitation of speech act theory is that it stresses the conversational role of
the speaker, while ignoring the role the hearer plays in the success of speech acts. This
makes it hard to know whether a hearer does something because he, fully informed and
unpressured, accepts the speech act made by the hearer, or because he is, for example,
insufficiently knowledgeable or forced in some way to accomodate the speaker. In vir-
tual professional communities this would be a most undesirable situation, as legitimacy
of the changes produced in conversations for specification is of the greatest importance.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, these communities require information system
development methods that do take the hearer into account as well by facilitating rational
discourse. Habermas's theory of communicative action provides a comprehensive con-
ceptual framework in which to ground such methods.

Sect. 5.2.1 gives an introduction into the theory of communicative action. One spec-
ification method which is partially based on this theory is the DEMO method, which
is introduced and contrasted with RENISYS' in Sect. 5.2.2. In Sect. 5.2.3, it is argued
that there remains a need for conversation protocols, protocols that prescribe the conversa-
tional moves that an actor is allowed to make. Sect. 5.2.4 presents Van Reijswoud's Trans-

~In this chapter. RENISYS does not refer to the method, but to our theory of legitimate user-driven
specification underlying the specification method
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action Process Model, which combines DEMO with the theory of communicative action
to model the various conversational moves that occur in rational discourse. In Sect. 5.2.5,
this model is the basis for the construction of our Specitication Process Model, which is
used to model conversations for specification.

5.2.1 The Theory of Communicative Action

Partially as a critique of speech act theory, Jurgen Habermas developed his theory of

communicative action. His main objection to Searlean speech act theory is that it does

not sufficiently explain what makes a speech act successful or not. Central to Habermas's

theory is the distinction between strategic and communicative action. In strategic action
participants focus strictly on the accomplishment of their own goals, and they are only

empirically motivated to cooperate with others, i.e. if their goals happen to coincide. In

communicative action, on the other hand, participants try to reach mutual agreement. The
theory of communicative action does not need the assumption that interests of participants

are shared. It only requires this orientation toward mutual agreement. This makes it appli-
cable to virtual professional communities. Although Searle's and Habermas's classifica-

tions of illocutionary acts are partially overlapping, there are some substantial differences
as a result of Habermas's stress on the orientation toward mutual agreement (Dietz and

Widdershoven, 1992). This orientation causes the motivation for cooperation in commu-
nicative action to be a rational rather than an empirical one, as participants expect that the

validity claims can be justified, if necessary, in a process of consensual negotiation.
The mutual agreement that is the objective of communicative action is to be reached

on the validity claims raised by the participants in a conversation. According to Habermas,

speech acts can be used to coordinate actions by providing a binding force through their

illocutions. This binding force is created by the mutual expectation of actors that they can

defend the validity of these claims if challenged. There are three kinds of validity claims

that refer to three different worlds: the claim to truth (objective world), justice (social

world), and sinceritl~ (subjective world).
Depending on which validity claim is stressed, Habermas distinguishes three illocu-

tionary classes: constativa (truth), regulativa (justice), and expressiva (subjective). Ex-
amples are: "the list has fifty members" (claim to truth), "John is permitted to add a

member to the mailing list" (claim to justice), and "John wants to be a list owner" (claim

to sincerity). Furthermore, there is the class of imperativa, which are based on a claim to
power "I want you to do this, otherwise..." , which is no real validity claim as it is based

on fear for sanctions. The advantage of validity claims is that they can be criticized by

the hearer at any time, thus increasing the likelihood of reaching true consensus.

The theory of communicative action has its limitations as well. Habermas's classifi-
cation of speech acts is useful for structuring dyadic communicative acts between speaker
and hearer, but does not allow for handling larger communication contexts (including
conversations) (Auram~ki and Lyytinen, 1996). Furthermore, his category of regulativa,
comprising both Searle's directives and commissives, is too broad to be useful in sys-
tem development practice. For example, one often needs to know whether somebody is
commanding (directive) or promising (commisive) something (Auram~ki and Lyytinen.
1996). Therefore, we partially follow Verharen (1997), who adopts the Searlean classifi-
cation of speech acts, extended with Habermas's validity claims attached to the illocution-
ary acts. However, we do not follow Verharen's subdivision of these claims into power,
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authorization, and charity claims, as in our approach all statements need to be authorized
in the sense of being legitimate, and because we have no need to distinguish power and
charity claims. For that reason, we use Habermas's original classification of claims of
[ruth, justice, and sincerity. Our focus is on the claim to justice, which we translate into a
claim to legitimacy, since, although not completely equal, the meaning of both concepts
has fairness and acceptability as key elements.

Instead of talking about speech acts, some refer to communicative acts. These are
defined as both verbal and non-verbal elementary elements of communication that not
only cause effects (in the hearer) but also bring about coordination of action between
people (Dietz et al., 1998). Van Reijswoud (1996) prefers to talk about communication
acts, while referring to the same concept. In our own research, the focus is still on lin-
guistic communication, as in virtual communities most or all interaction is regulated by
verbal (on-screen) language acts. We use the term speech act, communicative act, and
communication act interchangeably, as their action-coordinating effect is similar for our
purposes.

Social Norm Evolution

Virtual professional communities are governed by complex social norms. So far, we have
not addressed the issue of the dynamics of the social norms regulating the behaviour of a
community: what is the mechanism that allows for their legitimate evolution? The theory
of communicative action also provides a perspective to understand this process.

As was said before, Habermas does not believe in there just being a strategic motiva-
tion for human action. He also distinguishes a norm-based `contextual orientation' in that
cooperating persons create, monitor, and conform to intersubjectively binding normative
structures (White, 1988, p.18). However, not all norms are necessarily legitimate, for ex-
ample, if they have been imposed rather than accepted, or if they cannot change when the
social context changes. He therefore takes a principled stand on the validity of norms: a
norm is valid if it - as well as all its effects and implications - can be accepted without
compulsion. The source of this normative validity is the intuitive sense of the evaluat-
ing persons, an intuition which, he argues, is grounded in certain universal standards of
rationality (ibid.,p.38).

Habermas thus claims that there is not only a universalistic rationality for what he
calls the technical dimension of life, but also for the normative, or practical dimension.
He considers norms to have cognitive meaning that can be treated similarly to truth claims.
Furthermore, their grounding can only take place in dialogue (Outhwaite, 1994, p.14). A
norm is legitimate if actual argumentation can, if required, show that the norm satisfies a
generalizable interest, in the sense that the interests of each potentially affected partici-
pant are taken into account. Thus, assuming that socially acceptable actions are guided by
norms, Habermas also thinks that these norms themselves should be debatable according
to universal standards of rationality (White, 1988, p.38). This means that actors should
be able to enter a practicaldiscourse for assessing normative legitimacy claims, just like
they ean enter a theoretical discourse for the evaluation of truth claims. It should be clear
that normative legitimacy does not imply that social inequalities cannot exist. However,
in Habermas's communicative ethics, such inequalities need to be discoursively defend-
able. The more the norms are debated, the more acceptable they become. The essence
of his philosophy is worded well in (Chambers, 1996, p.8): "Domination is transformed
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into self-rule when citizens are convinced in a free and equal conversation that the limits
placed upon them are not chains but self-imposed limits for good reasons".

In Habermas's opinion, if no agreement on normative claims can be reached, actors

should be willing to change their need interpretations (and thus ultimately their knowl-

edge definitions). The (rather vague) criterion to be used by an actor is to start this need

reinterpretation process if he makes weaker claims to universality than his opponents

(White, 1988, p.75). However, it would be rather naive in a real world specification

process to expect all users to be willing to reinterpret their needs. Furthermore, even

if they do, actors may still not be able to change their needs, or intersubjective need

interpretations may still be incompatible. In case no mutual agreement can be reached,

compromise is inevitable, if the specification process is not to come to a halt. Habermas

does allow for such compromise to be made. However, and this is where his work differs

from traditional decision support approaches, merely bargaining is not sufficient. The

reason is that bargaining does not distinguish between power and validity claims, and

thus may have illegitimate compromises for an outcome. Acceptability of specifications

in the strong Habermasian sense implies that there must be genuine consensus on the

agreement or compromise.

Although in theory rational discourse may help to increase the legitimacy of spec-
ifications, many objections can and have been raised against the practica] usefulness
of this theory. An in-depth account of these criticisms, and the subsequent defense of
the pragmatic usefulness of the theory of communicative action is given by Chambers
(1996). One often raised objection is that formal discourse ís too procedural and
time-consuming a mode of discussion. However, such discourse is not to be used for
all social interactions, but only to resolve disputed norms. Furthermore, consensual will
formation does not need to be achieved in a single conversation, but rather opinions
and definitions are changed gradually during many intenelated conversations. Another
alleged key limitation of the theory is that not all norm conflicts can be reconciled by
discourse. This is true, but at least many can, as evidence about widely accepted solutions
to deep political disputes shows. Moreover, it is not clear why it should be assumed that
people act strategically all the time, as many persons do have a genuine wish for dispute
resolution. Pure strategic interaction models, such as proposed by game theory and free
market economics theory, are often unrealistic in that they ignore or underestimate the
importance of cultural variables. Put even more st~ongly, these models often require a
good amount of faith to be believable themselves (Cox, 1999). Furthermore, if agreement
truly cannot be reached, at least subissues can often be resolved. Finally, the civil
disagreement promoted by the discourse may help to build the trust and respect required
to potentially resolve the conflict in future conversations.

Assuming the validity of such a discoursive approach, we now need to fill it in. Con-

cretely, legitimacy is enforced by demanding that the procedures for compromise con-
struction themselves are justified, or at least justifiable, through discourse. General criteria
to be used in the construction of such procedures include procedural equality, participa-

tion, and non-manipulation. However, and this is crucial: Habermas does not provide full
prescriptions for how these procedures are to be interpreted. Instead, his universal 'dis-
cursive constraints', or rules of discourse, need to be interpreted and operationalized by

the actors being affected by them (White, 1988, p.76-77). The members of the community
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should be assisted in this interpretation process, by allowing them to legitimately define
norms that not only regulate cheir actual work processes, but also their conversations for
specífication. These norms act as social constraints that say which actors are permitted
to carry out particular specification process steps (De Moor and Weigand, 1996). They
should be used to initialize the rules of discourse, as we will show in the next sections.
First, the (generic) rules of discourse themselves are presented.

Rules of Discourse

In the previous chapter, we argued that continued participation of users at both the work-
flow and the specification level is required to allow for the adequate evolution of the
network information system, and thus for the success of the community it is to support.
Such participation should result in community-wide accepted agreements on specifica-
tion changes. In Habermas's perspective, actors who are willing to coordinate their ac-
tions consensually aim to achieve an understanding through a"cooperative process of
interpretation aimed at attaíning intersubjectively recognized definitions of situations2"
(White, 1988, p.39). In our approach, such definitions are the result of conversations for
specification. Since only agreements that are intersubjectively valid on all dimensions can
ensure continued participation (ibid.,p.40), we need to support the examination of validity
claims.

A basic tenet of the theory of communicative action is that ordinary language compe-
tence suffices to use the whole system of interrelated validity claims for the coordination
of action (ibid.,p.39) . Thus, the users should be given the freedom to discuss (combina-
tions of) validity claims, where they themselves decide which claims to discuss and how
to discuss them. In this way, no formal representation of validity claims and their depen-
dencies is necessary, nor desirable. Still, formally modelling the conversational roles that
users play in the discourse process is most helpful in creating the right preconditions for
successful informal discourse.

Thus, what we need is a natural language-like discussion facility based on a formal
communicative action-grounded discourse coordination mechanism. This provides us
with a universal approach for facilitating legitimate user-driven specification, which is
independent of the specific usage context in which it is taking place. The first part of such
a coordination mechanism consists of the rules of díscourse, which help to approximate
Habermas's `ideal speech situation', in which discursive equality, freedom, and fair play
are guaranteed. These rules are embedded in two other sets of rules: (1) everybody speaks
the same natural language according to the same general conventions, (2) participants
desire to reach agreement by stating and defending only what they believe and respecting
claims of others even if not acceptíng the claims themselves (Chambers, 1996, p.98-99).

A summary of the rules of discourse is given in (White, 1988, p.56):

1) "Each subject who is capable of speech and action is allowed to
participate in discourses".

2) a) "Each [subject] is allowed to call into question any proposal".
b) "Each [subject] is allowed to introduce any proposal into the discourse".
c) "Each [subject] is allowed to express his attitudes, wishes, and needs".

3) "No speaker ought to be hindered by compulsion - whether arising from inside the

Zmy emphasis
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discourse or outside of it - from making use of the rights secured under [ 1 and 2]".

These three sets of rules are in line with the requirements of the specification discourse
taking place in virtual professional communities. In Sect. 5.2.5, the application of these
rules in our specification method is discussed. First, however, the DEMO method, a
related specification approach in which discourse plays a prominent role, is analyzed.

5.2.2 DEMO: a LAP-Oriented Specification Method

To understand how the languagelaction perspective can contribute to systems specifica-
tion, a LAP-oriented specification method, the DEMO (Dynamic Essential Modelling of
Organisations)-method developed by Jan Dietz, is briefly reviewed. DEMO is a cross-
disciplinary theory about the dynamícs of organizations, as well as an organizational and
information systems analysis method. It is based on both Searlean and Habermasian the-
ory (Auram~ki and Lyytinen, 1996).

The method was already referred to in Sect. 3.5.3 about workflow modelling methods.
Related methods, such as the SAMPO (Speech-Act-based office Modeling aPprOach)
are not discussed here, as the basic principles of information system specification they
apply are similar to the ones used in DEMO, and the purpose of this section is to provide
an illustration rather than an exhaustive analysis. A comparison between DEMO and
SAMPO, in which it is shown that DEMO is more suited to the efficient modelling of
high-level business processes, is presented in (Van der Rijst and Van Reijswoud, 1995).
A similar comparison between DEMO, SAMPO and the ActionWorkflow approach is
made in (Van Reijswoud, 1996).

In DEMO, three levels ofabstraction are identified (Dietz, 1994b). At the lowest level,
called the documental level, an organization is viewed as a system of actors that produce,
store, transport, and destroy documents. At the informational levef, the focus is on the
semantic aspects of information. At the highest level of abstraction, the essential level,
the essence of the organization is captured by viewing actors as carrying on performative
conversations that result in original new things.

The core modelling concept of DEMO is the (essential) transaction, which is consid-
ered to be the basic pattern of organizational behaviour (Fig. 5.3). A transaction consists
of three stages: the actagenic, action, and factagenic stage. During the actagenic phase,
initiated by actor A, agreement is reached between actor A and actor B in an actagenic
conversation about the future execution of an action by actor B. During the action phase
this essential action is executed by actor B. In the factagenic phase actor A and B reach
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Figure 5.4: Communication Diagram and Transaction Table of a Group Report Writing
Process (De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1995).

agreement in a factagenic conversation about the facts that have been accomplished as a
result of the execution by actor B. Actor A is called the initiator of the transaction and
actor B the executor. The behaviour of an organization is conceived of as the carrying out
of a set of transactions. Every (essential) action is embedded in a transaction, and every
established fact is the result of the successful completion of a transaction.

The essential model of an organization is an integrated whole of several partial mod-
els. The communication model of an organization is the specification of the interaction
structure and the interstriction structure between actors. By interaction structure is un-
derstood the mutual influencing of actors through being the initiator or executor of trans-
actions. The interstriction structure determines the mutual influencing by means of the
created facts that play a role in the condition part of the behavioural rules that are apply
in the various transactions. A communication model is represented by a communication
diagram. An accompanying transaction table gives a textual clarification of the diagram.
(De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1995) contains such a diagram and table describing a group
report writing process (Fig. 5.4).

DEMO was contrasted with the RENISYS method in (De Moor and Van der Rijst,
1995; Van der Rijst and De Moor, 1996). Two main ideas of DEMO are adopted in
RENISYS. First, in DEMO a distinction is made between actors and subjects. An actor
is an entity defined by the set of actions and communications it is able to perform, and
is realized by subjects (Dietz, 1994a). A subject refers to a particular person in some
functional role (Dietz, 1992). Second, the idea of a transaction as a basic unit of com-
munication is used. Hierachically, a transaction stands between an individual speech act
and a conversation. In RENISYS, a transaction is similar to a workflow at the operational
level, and a specification process at the specification level.

However, there are also some differences between both approaches. First, in DEMO,
an actor is often known as a process name, e.g. 'Planning Production' or 'Shipping',
while a subject is identified by a functional role, e.g. 'Logistics Manager' (Van der Rijst
and Van Reijswoud, 1995). In RENISYS, however, the functional role is expressed by
the actor entity, whereas a subject refers to an individual person. Second, a transaction in
DEMO only has an initiator and an executor for conversation roles. The initiator has to
approve of the result of the action performed by the executor. In RENISYS, however, a
separate evaluator role is distinguished for this purpose, as was discussed in Sect. 3.5.3.
Third, RENISYS provides guidance for the specification process by means of its reference
framework, in which various kinds of specification dependencies are represented. Finally,
DEMO does not take into account the existing information system when producing new
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specifications, it is not completely clear how the DEMO models are to be used in system
design, and there is a lack of deontic or normative concepts (Verharen, 1997). RENISYS,
however, provides explicit support for the evolution of analysis and design specifications
by indicating which actors can legitimately make what specification changes, and who is
to implement them.

5.2.3 Conversation Protocols

It is often a problem for the hearer to classify the illocutionary force of an utterance made
by the speaker. It must thus be made clear in any conversational state which (finite)
set of conversntional actions or moves are possible (Winograd and Flores, 1986; Sch~l,
1996). In addition to the modelling techniques such as used in the conversation for action
approach (e.g. Fig. 5.2), theory-grounded conversation protocols are therefore needed
that can prescribe the allowed conversational moves for the participant whose turn it is to
speak. Great care must be taken that such categorization of conversational moves does
not lead to the unjustified disciplining and controlling of the actions of the members of
an organization (Suchman, 1994). Still, in some form, explicit models of key events
in work-related conversations can be helpful to enable and coordinate work in complex,
virtual organizations (Winograd, 1994).

Speech-Act-Based Negotiation Protocol

One well-known example of such a conversation protocol is SANP, the Speech-Act-Based
Negotiation Protocol (Chang and Woo, 1994). SANP consists of a state-transition día-
gram in which an attacker and a defender in turn can make certain allowable speech acts.
If necessary, their interactions are mediated by an arbitrator. SANP uses Ballmer and
Brennenstuhl's classification instead of Searle's, as it aims to closely model real world
negotiation processes, which its developers claim that the first classification is better ca-
pable of capturing. The resulting partial classification is useful for the analysis and facil-
itation of interactive negotiation discourse. However, the classificiation is not sufficient
to construct a complete negotiation protocol, as it does not capture procedural aspects,
such as when a negotiation stage should loop, branch, etc. For this reason, SANP also
makes use of existing theoretical models from the field of negotiation research. A key
property of SANP is that it tries to be flexible in that it allows for the negotiation about
many different issues important to the agents.

One drawback of SANP, acknowledged by its developers, is that it is a domain-
independent protocol and that it is not clear how domain knowledge should influence the
selection of the possible conversational moves. Furthermore, SANP is most suítable for
single-issue negotiations with only a single set of arguments. In addition, it lacks speech
acts that allow participants to obtain information from each other, for example, on sug-
gestions for alternative courses of action. Thus, some 'higher-level control mechanism'
is still needed to instantiate the correct protocol in a specific situation (ibid.) .

Another criticism is given by Verharen (1997) , who claíms that SANP is based on
a strategic action philosophy, in which participants strive to accomplish their own goals.
He proposes that (his) LAP approach, on the other hand, is based on cooperation and
coordination instead of on the resolutíon of conflicts. We agree that SANP does not
sufficiently support communicative action, as it allows, for instance, for parties to make
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strategic choices, employ pressure tactics, settle for illegitimate compromises instead of
genuine consensus, etc. However, contra:y to Verharen, we do not think that communica-
tive action excludes participants from striving after their own goals, as long as there is an
orientation towards mutual agreement. Furthermore, conflict resolution is not opposite to
cooperation, but forms an essential part of it.

In sum, a flexible conversation protocol is needed that facilitates true communicative
action by allowing informed participants to discuss a wide range of possibly relevant
issues. The protocol must be instantiated by domain knowledge so that it is tailored
to the specification situation at hand. It must respect that particípants have their own
interests, yet be oriented to reaching mutual agreement. Conflicts must not be suppressed,
but, on the contrary, they should be regarded as making a valuable contribution to the
specification process by clarífying hidden, vague, false, or incompatible assumptions.

The next section introduces a conversation model, called the Transaction Process
Model, which aims to represent communicative action. The protocol embodied in this
model is not based on a particular conversation purpose, such as in Winograd's classifi-
cation, nor on a strategic negotiation protocol. Instead, it concentrates on modelling the
mutual agreement dimension of conversations.

5.2.4 The Transaction Process Model

Van Reijswoud (1996) has used the theory of communicative action as applied in DEMO
to construct his Transaction Process Model (TPM). This model provides the basis for our
own specification conversation protocol introduced in the next section.

The TPM is a communication model that presents the possible conversational moves
in a business communication process, thus providing a full understanding of the activ-
ity coordinating nature of the transaction concept. The model is represented as a state
transition diagram in which the states represent transaction states and the transitions are
caused by transaction acts. Whereas the state transition technique is generally applied to
modelling the behaviour of objects in the object world, in the TPM it is used to represent
the communication behaviour of subjects in the intersubject world.

The TPM can be used to model both strategic and communicative action. The commu-
nicative oriented TPM is depicted in Fig. 5.5. A representation of the strategic-oriented
TPM is given in (ibid.,p.104), but is not repeated here as we are interested in the commu-
nicative oriented version only. The (empty) initial state is represented by the vertical line,
a transaction state and objective action state by the white and coloured rounded boxes,
respectively, and afinal state by the bold rounded box. Communication acts and objective
acts are represented by the black and grey labeled ares, respectively.

Besides being able to model successful communication processes, the TPM also al-
lows for the representation of discussion and discourse, as proposed in the theory of com-
municative action. The model therefore consists of three layers. In the success-layer, a
regular transaction process is described. The discussion andfailure-layer allows for the
discussion of validity claims. The discourse-layer contains discourse with the purpose
of restoring background conditions. The discussion-layer can only be entered after com-
munication in the success-layer has taken place, whereas the discourse-layer cannot be
invoked before communication has occurred in the other two layers.
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Figure 5.5: The communicative oriented TPM (Van Reijswoud, 1996, p.102)

TPM Components

The two main classes of components that comprise the TPM are transaction acts and
transaction states.

Transaction acts cause transitions, which are changes of state in the transaction
process. Transaction acts are subdivided into two categories: communication acts and

objective acts. A communication act is an utterance by a participant that causes a
transaction process transition. An objective act, the purpose of the transaction, is the act

that changes the objective world. Objective acts do not need to be further modelled, as the
actual activities that change the objective world are not part of the communication process.

. Communication Acts

Communication acts consist of three parts: (1) the speaker, (2) the proposition, and
(3) the action coordinating indicator.

The speaker is the actor who utters the communication act, and is either the initiator
or the executor.

The proposition specifies the objective action the initiator wants the executor to per-
form. The proposition is the same throughout the transaction. If it needs to be changed,
a new transaction must be started. The proposition consists of a predication and a time
for completion. The predication is the description of the negotiated objective act. It has
a constative form, which in short means that it can subjected to a truelfalse test. This is
important in order to judge whether the act has been performed successfully. The time
for completion indicates until what moment in time the predication can become true, and
is added for pragmatical reasons. One can think of how it can be used for sending vari-
ous kinds of notifications to participants, for example containing reminders with different
degrees of urgency.

The action coordinating indicator indicates how the proposition is to be understood
by the hearer. It consists of two main parts. The first element describes the illocution, and
consists of a verb plus its illocutionary class. The second part of the indicator consists of
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an action type and a validity claim which is possibly under discussion. The action rti-pe is
either strategic action (S), communicative (C) action, or discourse (D).

The structure of the communication act is the following:

actor: action-type„al-~la;ID [verb (ill . class)
~predication,time-for-compl.~]

An example of such an act in the domain of specification discourse is:

project-coordinator: Cj„Sti~e[Propose(directive)
~definition of edit process type is modified,
before next meeting of editorial board~]

. Transaction States

A transaction process is a time series of transaction states, each of which is defined by
a set of facts. Four kinds of transaction states are distinguished. The initial state indicates
that a conversation has come into existence in the intersubjective world. A transaction
state (in the specific sense) is a transaction state caused by a communicative act. An
objective action state is a transaction state caused by an objective act. A final state is a
transaction state from which no new transaction acts can be started.

Transaction states have the following structure:

~proposition~STATUS

The core of a transaction state is the proposition, which is identical to the proposition
of the communication acts of the same transaction. Attached to this proposition is a status
report. The initial state has an empty status, and the objective action state has the status
executed. All other states have a status based on the action coordinating indicator of the
communication act preceding the transaction state.

The transaction state following the communication act of the previous example would
be:

~definition of edit process type is modified, before
next meeting of editorial board~DIRECTED

5.2.5 The Specification Process Model

The TPM can be applied in different ways. In (Steuten and Van Reijswoud, 1996) it is
used to model actual business conversations, and thus needs to deal with such complex-
ities like the distinction between strategic and communicative action and the reformu-
lation of unclear statements. Similarly, Steuten (1998) makes an extensive study of the
roles discourse analysis and conversational analysis can play in providing a foundation
for the modelling of business conversations. Grounded in empirical data, both analysis
approaches are concerned with the way in which coherence and sequential organízation of
real world-conversations are produced and comprehended. However, this complexity is
not needed in our case, as we only need to generate relatively simple communicative ori-
ented conversational moves instead of to interpret complex natural language statements.
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Although the TPM forms the basis for the modelling of the conversation protocols

needed in RENISYS, there are certain differences in terminology and application. We

therefore use the term Specification Process Model (SPM) for the conversation model used

in RENISYS. The main differences with the TPM are that the transaction is renamed into

specification process and that the evaluator role is added. The purpose of the specification

process is no longer an 'objective action', but a definition processes. Communication

acts and transaction states are renamed into the more precise terms conversation acts

and conversation states. Furthermore, there are both restrictions and an extension of the

role of validity claims. The restriction is that power claims are not investigated, as the

focus is on supporting communicative action only. Also, although all communicative

action claims to truth, justice, and truthfulness can be challenged, they do not need to

be formally represented. The only validity claim requiring a formal representation is the

claim to justice, which we have called the claim to legitimacy, and this only as far as it

concerns the claim to the right to participate in a some conversational move of a particular

conversation for specification. To determine the validity of such a claim, it suffices to

know which knowledge definition is being discussed, what state the conversation is in,

and which (composition) norms apply, as we show in Chapter 6.

The idea is that we want to formalize conversations as little as possible, to provide

flexibility and in order not to cognitively overburden users. Thus, although a user can

start a discussion to, say, question the sincerity of another user's communication act,

the initiator does not need to formally indicate why he does so. The reason for this is

that RENISYS enforces the legitimacy of specification processes by only inviting those

participants to take part in some conversation for specification who are justified to do

so. Once they have been selected, they are free to discuss in the way they like. This is

a new application of the TPM: whereas the latter is a model to represent conversations,

RENISYS uses its SPM to select participants who are to take part in them.

Conversation Act and State Labels

Another issue concetns the labels of the conversation acts and states. As mentioned in
the previous section, all non-initial or final states have a status based on the action coordi-
nating indicator of the communication act preceding the transaction state. However Van
Reijswoud does not give precise criteria for how such states are to be labelled. Some of
the terms he uses are directly taken from Searle's illocutionary classes (e.g. `directed'.
`committed' (Van Reijswoud, 1996, p.95)), some are refinements in the form of verbs
mapped to these classes (e.g. `requested' ( ibid..p.96) as a kind of directive), and some
are taken from the DEMO and TPM models ( e.g. `executed', `accepted', ` stated' (ibid.,
p.95) , and `failed' ( ibid.,p.99) ) . A disadvantage of this mixed approach is that it is some-
times unclear what is the exact coordinating role of the communicative acts, and what is
the connection with the regular speech act literature. We therefore strictly use Searle's
classification both in the illocutionary classes that are part of the action coordinating in-
dicators and in the specification process states that result.

An analysis of system development approaches using these standard speech act classes
was done in (Janson and Woo, 1995). They distinguish two actor roles, the analyst and
the user, similar to the source and modeller roles discussed in Sect. 4.3.2. One of the

classes of specification approaches they distinguish resembles user-driven specification,
as it concerns specification processes where the application is user-requested and the user
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knows his information needs, at least in rough form. Typical speech act use is that the user
takes an active role by making directives for action (requesting the analyst to work out
specifications), and assertives (formulating requirements to be used by the analyst). The
analyst in turn mainly uses commissives (promising to carry out specification tasks) and
directivesfor information, in which he asks the user to formulate additional requirements.
For expressives Janson and Woo only see a minor role. Although this is a simplification
of the complex real-world communication patterns that exist in our version of user-driven
specification, it illustrates how standard speech acts can be used concretely to model com-
plex specification processes.

One speech act class they do not discuss is the declarative. However, in the SPM,
declaratives play a prominent role, since we consider the TPM's `accepted', `stated' and
`failed' states as declaratives. These states are not mere assertions, as there is a world-to-
word fit in addition to a word-to-world fit, since it is the conversational role that has the
authority to declare when the respective stages are finished. The type of declarative, such
as success or failure, may be added, to indicate that, although these states have generic
declarative properties, they should be handled in a state-specific way. Special attention
deserves the objective act, whích results in the `executed' state in the TPM. In the SPM,
this state label is retained, as it refers to the process of actually producing the knowledge
definition change.

A Successful Specification Process

To illustrate the use of the SPM, a representation of a successful specifrcation process to
create an 'edit' type definition is presented, similar to the examples given in (Van Reijs-
woud, 1996, p.95). A complete overview of the communication acts making up the SPM
is given in App. A.

The sequence of conversation acts and definition processes is the following:

Act Description Resulting State
CAi: t:Ctey,~[propose(directive)Ccreatedtype-def(edit),now1] Direc[ed
CA2: X: Ctey;~[promise(commissive)Ccreatcdlype-def(edit),now~] Committed
DP: X: DP~ey;~[define(execute)Ccreatedlype-def(edit),now~] Executed
CA3: X: C~Qy;t[report-completion(declarative)Gcreatedlype-def(edit),now~] Declared(Completion)
CA4: E: Cte9;~[declaresuccess(declazative)CCreatedlype-def(edit),now~] Declared(Success)

Table 5.1: The conversation acts and definition process in a successful type creation pro-
cess

Discussion Acts

If a specification proeess is not successful, discussion acts ean be carried out, of which a
brief overview is given here ( the numbers of the communication acts again refer to Fig. 5.5
and App. A). In order not to cause confusion, the numbering of the communicative acts
used in the TPM is followed.

Before starting the execution, the executor can ask the initiator to justify some validity
claim (CAS). If the initiator indeed provides this justification (CA6), and it is acceptable
to the executor, the execution of the knowledge definition change can proceed as planned.
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Figure 5.6: Discourse communication acts (Van Reijswoud, 1996, p.103)

If the initiator cannot or does not want to provide the justification, he can cancel the spec-
ification process (CA10). It is also possible, however, that the executor asks the initiator
to reformulate the requested knowledge definition change (CA7), which in fact results
in a new specification process to commence. Another option is that the executor refuses
to perform a knowledge definition change ( CA8), after which the initiator acknowledges
that the specification process is cancelled (CA9).

During the execution of the change process, the executor may inform the initiator that
the process cannot be completed (CA 17).

Once the executor has reported the completion of the knowledge definition change
to the evaluator, another set of discussion acts becomes available. First, the evaluator
may ask the executor to provide justifications of certain validity claims (CAl 1), which
the latter may then provide (CA12). In case the executor indicates that he cannot comply
with this demand ( CA13), the evaluator should cancel the specification process (CA14).
If the executor does not respond at all to the initial request for justification, or if the
evaluator considers the process to be a failure for other reasons, the evaluator can cancel
the specification process as well (CA 15). Alternatively, the evaluator may ask the executor
to respecify the proposed knowledge definition (CA16).

Discourse Acts

In the TPM, discourses refer not to a particular action (as is the case with a discussion),
but rather to the background conditions for particular transaction. Discourses result in
changed norms to carry out transactions of the same type. A discourse can be used to
make implicit norms more explicit and formal (see Sect. 5.4.2), whereas at the same time
formal-explicit norms form the backing for discourses on more informal-implicit norms
(ibid.,p.100-101).

In the TPM, discourse processes are regarded as black boxes. The internal struc-
ture of these processes is given in a separate discourse act (DA) state transition diagram
(Fig. 5.6).

The discourse procedure that Van Reijswoud proposes is to have 'the better argument'
prevail. It starts by introducing some norm on which the discourse is to be (DA l). The
variables making up the norm are discussed in separate discourse acts (DA3, DA4).
Finally, a norm can be accepted as a new background condition for a particular transaction
(DA2). Note that the communication acts in the success and discussion-layer relate
directly to the components specific to the transaction, whereas discourse acts concern the
background conditions for all future transactions of the same type. To understand the
actual argumentation process, Van Reijswoud proposes to use Toulmin's argumentation
model. The basic structure of this model is that a claim is backed by data by means of a
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warrant. The warcant gives general reasons for why the claim can be made on the basis
of the available data. For example, the steering committee should revise the edit process
(claim), because the edit process needs to be revised (data), and the steering committee is
responsible for all changes in major business processes (warcant).

In the SPM, the discourse process is a similar form of argumentation , but it more
strictly follows the rules of discourse. We interpret these rules, listed in Sect. 5.2.1, as
follows:

The topic of a discourse process concems any norm or related knowledge definition
which is contested or ambiguous. In turn, norms are used to determine which users should
be involved in such a discourse.

Not only the actors playing conversational roles in a particular specification process,
but any user should be able to participate in discourse (rule 1). Such a user can question
any knowledge definition (rule 26), not just norms (so-called composition norms are
used to determine which users should be involved in the conversation for specification,
as will be shown in Sect. 5.4). Any participant should be able to respond to any
contribution made by others (rule 2a). The format of any discourse contribution should
be free (i.e. natural language), and not constrained to any particular abstract format
(rule 2c). The members of a community should have full control over the discourse
facilities, so that they themselves can choose whether, when, and about what to start or
participate in a discourse (rule 3). The way in which the discourse process is actually
supported is explained in Sect. 7.2.3. There, we distinguish between two types of
discourse process, depending on whether the discourse is part of a particular conversation
for specification or not. In specification discourse, the speakers and the hearers are
those explained in App. A. However, because of rule l, autonomous discocerse is pos-
sible as well, in which any participant can launch a discourse on any definition at any time.

Examp[e
A temporary research network has been formed to handle the publication of
the proceedings of a prestigious conference. All the activities are to be done
on-line. John, the conference coordinator, initiates, among many other pro-
cesses, a conversation for specification to define the review process. A subset
of all the users are invited by the supporting specification tool in this defini-
tion creation process (exactly how these users are selected is explained ]ater).
After bríef deliberation, one of the knowledge definitions that the group pro-
duces, is that any submitted paper should be reviewed. However, John, having
some experience with publication editing, thinks that this would be a mis-
take. In his opinion, there should first be a preselection process to determine
whether a submitted paper fits within the scope of the conference. Via the
discussion facilities of the specification tool, he criticizes the proposed defi-
nition of the paper review process. In a short free text-message, he explains
his doubts. The specification group discusses his comments inforcnally, and
one of its members subsequently replies to John's statement. The groups
says that it understands his concern, but that it wants to prevent editors from
discarding potentially good papers, so they have decided not to change their
specifications. John agrees. However, Mary, another member of the research
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network, who is not in the paper review process specification group, but an
experienced conference editor, still thinks this is not a very good idea. Since
the group has already explained its stance, she decides to start a discourse
in which she challenges the set of norms by which this group of specifiers
has been selected. These norms currendy exclude conference editors from
taking part in this important specification process. She therefore starts a new
conversation for specification. The specification tool automatically invites
those users who have the authority to decide on the norms that regulate who
can specify the review process. She argues her points of criticism with this
second group of users. This group agrees, and changes the contested norm
definition, ensuring that the group of review process specifiers from now on
also includes all the conference editors. In this re-organized group Mary
launches a new conversation for specification, this time to modify the current
review process definitions. Now, those group members who are also confer-
ence editors are able to convincingly present their points of view to the other
group members. The group agrees that a paper pre-selection process is indeed
needed. It modifies the paper review process definition, and initiates a new
conversation for specification to specify the newly conceived paper selection
process itself.

0

As can be seen from the example, norms play a crucial role to determine the context
of a conversation for specification. In the next sections, we work out a formal view on the
role and structure of the norms needed that guide the legitimate user-driven specification
process.

5.3 Contexts and Conversations: Opening the Black Box

We showed that conversation models grounded in speech act theory and the theory of
communicative action are useful to represent specification discourse. However, one ma-
jor criticism of the application of speech act theory in systems development is that it is
not able to represent what people really do, as it provides models that are too rigid and
simplistic to capture the complexities of actual work practices (Auram~ki and Lyytinen,
1996; Verharen, 1997).

Despite the existence of strong differences of opinion about its strengths and weak-
nesses concerning information system development, the following limitations of speech
act theory have been widely accepted by the LAP community (Suchman, 1994; Winograd,
1994; Verharen, 1997): (1) the explicit representation of intentions and commitments are
appropriate only in certain sociallorganizational and work situations, (2) the people 'who
live the situations being represented' must participate in the generation of the abstractions,
(3) no abstractions capture all meaning of a complex organizational situation.

Thus, in real social practice, the complex world beyond the representations must
somehow be considered. In other words, it is not just important to produce definitions,
but also to understand the locality and situatedness of the conversations in which the def-
initions are produced, the way in which the definitions are represented and how they are
understood by the people who use them (Winograd, 1987; De Michelis and Grasso, 1994;
Taylor, 1998). Thus, a fundamental problem has not been addressed by the TPM (and
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by the SPM, so far): how to make the link between the specific 'sociallorganizational
and work situations' and the conversations for specification? Who are to be the initiators,
executors, and evaluators of these conversations? How to determine the relevant actors
to be involved in the particular stages of the conversations, and what should be on their
respective agendas?

To this purpose, it is important that the context of the specification conversation is
taken into account (De Michelis and Grasso, 1994). This implies that the basic LAP-
models are extended with 'secondary domains of analysis' of relevant physical and
psycho-social phenomena (Kensing and Winograd, 1991). However, the idea of con-
text in speech act theory is still only vaguely defined and it is not yet very clear how it
is to be used in system development (Verharen, 1997). A major implication of the lan-
guagelaction perspective is that context interpretation cannot be fully automated, but to a
large extent remains to be done by persons (Hanseth, 1991; Weigand and Dignum, 1997).
These ideas are elaborated upon next.

5.3.1 Context-Based LAP-Specification Approaches

Not much attention has been paid to the integration of LAP specification approaches with
contexts. However, two speci6cation approaches that have incorporated different aspects
of contexts in (LAP)-conversations are the Milano and the CHAOS system. The Milano
system uses conversations to model workflow processes, which themselves are seen to
be embedded in an organizational context. The CHAOS system focuses on how to deal
with users having different, partial, views on the collaborative work and its supporting
information system.

Organizational Context Modelling: The Milano System

The Milano System is a workflow modelling system, consisting of the Milano Workflow
Management System (MWMS), the LAP-based Milano Conversation Handler (MCH),
and the W-TOSCA organizational context model (Agostini et al., 1995; De Michelis and
Grasso, 1994). In the MCH, the conversation is the basic unit of communication. The
basic unit of representation to which the conversation applies is the work process. A work
process, (partially) defined by activity templates and procedures, consists of conversa-
tions, which result in participants making commitments to activities. W-TOSCA enriches
the work process by defining it as a complex object constituted by, among other things,
conversations and procedures, while also representing links to its contexts.

Each work process is embedded in an organizational context, which is used when
dealing with changes. This context is transparent during normal operations, but it is made
visible when new ways of work need to be defined. The organizational context consists
of two components: the inner organizationul context, which is the context created by
the participants of the work process during its performance, and the outer organizational
context, which is the context formed by other work processes that can be used in the
respecification of the work process. Also, an individual context is distinguished, which ís
the context in which a particular participant is located.

Elements of the outer organizational context are the institutions to which the partici-
pants of the work process belong, the market in which it operates, the form of the work
proces, the supervisor and owner of the process, the relation with other work processes,
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and so on. The inner context of the work process consists of the principal customers, its

current state, the history (i.e. performed procedures and conversations), and the involved

actors.
Organizational contexts of work processes themselves can also be related to other

organizational contexts, both within the same organization and between organizations.
Two basic types of relationships are distinguished: hierarchical contexts, where the

sub-context depends on the super-context for its meaning, and associated conte.rts, which

can exist independently but are related in one or more aspects. These basic relationships

have a number of common properties, such as visibility and access rights of one context

from another, causalltemporal dependencies, etc.

RENISYS also considers the work process to be embedded in a context. In our ap-

proach, however what is called the inner organizational context in Milano ís not consid-

ered to be a context, but part of the workflow definition. On the other hand, our definition

of the context of an entity is not limited to the particular Milano outer organizational

context elements, but can be any knowledge definition expressed by the users that has

some semantic relationship to the entity being contextualized. This makes it possible to

easily tailor context information to the particular needs of diverse user communities. Fur-

thermore, in RENISYS no relationships between contexts need to be explicitly defined,

as each knowledge definition is part of a semantic net. However, what RENISYS dces

need to somehow represent, in addition to some of the Milano distinctions, is contexts of

change, in which all actors that can legitimately change a particular knowledge definition

are represented.

Partial Knowledge Sharing: the CHAOS System

Another approach to making the link between speech act-based conversations and con-

text, the CHAOS system, is proposed by Simone and Divitini (1997). They distinguish

four different types of context: operation, communication, organization, and linguistic

contexts. In their view, communication in cooperative groups can become problematic

because it is often difficult to keep the contexts of the cooperative work up-to-date and

consistent.
Simone and Divitini claim that the LAP can be helpful to identify the events that

characterize the evolution of the contexts in which communication occurs and takes its

meaning. Similar to our approach, their CHAOS system does not let the computer make

all required specification knowledge inferences. Instead, it provides the user with relevant
information that is as much as possible contextualized by the communication processes

that generated it, after which they leave it up to the user make the appropriate inferences.

To accomplish this, a user model is applied which is not fixed a priori, but gradually

defined by the conversations and commitments in which the user is involved. Using ideas

like ontological levels (e.g. an entity is 'under discussion' or 'existing'), commitment life

cvcle (e.g. a commitment is 'taken' or 'done'), and the partialih~ of shared knowledge

(knowledge is either 'consciously shared knowledge', 'shared knowledge' of which

users are unaware that they share it, and 'private knowledge'), mechanisms have been

developed that allow possible inconsistencies among the knowledge of group members

to be discovered. These mechanisms allow for the most appropriate context, depending

on a particular user's needs, to be found.
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Figure 5.7: Contexts and Conversations

Although both CHAOS and RENISYS acknowledge the important role that contexts
play in the specification process, this role is a very different one. In both approaches,
only the relevant set of people is to be involved in the sharing (and creating) of organiza-
tional knowledge. However, the main focus of CHAOS is on dealing with the effects of
the partiality of knowledge sharing, instead of providing full support for communicative
action, which is the main concern of the SPM in RENISYS. In the CHAOS approach, the
context of the commitment at the time of its definition can be reconstructed. It remains
the responsibility of an individual user with a pending commitment to determine if this
context is still valid. If not, then the evolution of the knowledge objects can be presented
to the user, including the (partial) views that other users may have on them. Although the
approach dces have the notion of 'privileged users' having the authority to provide infor-
mation about the status of objects and actions for which they are responsible, there is no
mechanism for ensuring the legitimacy of specification changes. It is left up to the indi-
vidual users interpreting contexts during commitment definition, not to communal norms,
to determine who else to involve.

On the other hand, RENISYS does not need to incorporate complex partial knowledge
sharing mechanisms to deal with ambiguities. It assumes knowledge definitions to have
global scope as they can only be made by legitimate actors. This scope does not mean that
every actor needs to be aware of the current status of all entities. The specification mech-
anism of RENISYS handles breakdowns by focusing on the identification of the relevant
actors to be involved in specification discourse. Once a conversation for specification has
started, the related definitions (i.e. definitions of concepts used in the definition under de-
bate) can be presented and informally discussed. We assume that such an informal group
discussion allows for a clear identification of the meaningfulness and acceptability of the
definitions, while at the same time foregoing much of the cognitíve overhead required by
knowledge representation-intensive approaches like CHAOS.

5.3.2 The RENISYS Context Model
We can now arrive at a definition of context in our approach (Fig. 5.7). It consists of two
parts, the extemal and the internal conversation context.

Definition 10 . external conversation context: the knowledge definitions needed
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to select the users who can legitimately be involved in a particular conversa-
tion for specification.

. internal conversation context: the knowledge definitions which are re-
lated to the knowledge definition being changed.

The external conversation context is similar to Taylor's 'institutional context'. He

sees each speech act as being part of an indefinite series of interactions. The sum of past

speech acts creates an institutional grounding for currently acceptable actions. Current

speech act-based methods, such as DEMO, however, largely ignore this role of the institu-

tional context in an ongoing work conversation (Taylor, 1998). Our internal conversation

context, on the other hand, gives meaning to the definition being changed, as it situates

the definition in a web of semantically related definitions, that are already meaningful to

and accepted by the community.
In order to model extemal and internal conversation contexts, different kinds of spec-

ification knowledge categories are to be distinguished. For a first approximation of what

these categories are, we look at the role that speech acts play in ongoing work conversa-

tions for specification. Drawing on Austin's orginal distinction between constative and

performative acts, Taylor shows that each speech act has both an epistemic and a deontic

aspect (ibid.). What this means is that to perform a speech act can be regarded as war-

ranting a conclusion on some facts. The previously established facts are epistemic, the

conclusion, however, is of a deontic nature, as it indicates to the hearer what to do or how

to interpret the message. We further work out the deontic aspect in Sect. 5.4, where the

role of normative knowledge in specification processes is explained. Another category,

which is related to norms and known as ontological knowledge, is discussed there as well.

State Knowledge

The epistemic aspect concerns the facts that must be accepted as a situational background

for the conclusion of a speech act to be possible. It is important to realize, as Taylor does,

that these facts are not objectively given, but need to be explicitly established by the par-
ticipants in some conversation. Such facts are captured in RENISYS by state knowledge

in the form of state-of-affairs definitions, or in short state definitions. In (De Moor and

Mineau, 1998) we discussed the roles that state definitions play in system specification.
First, such state knowledge is needed to calculate which particular users play a role in

the operations of the network or its information system, so that their required functionality

can be calculated. For example, let some state definition specify that John is the list owner

of a particular mailing ]ist. If it has also been defined that all the functionality of any

mailing list must be accessible to its list owner, then it can be inferred that John should

have access to all mailing list functions.
Second, state knowledge can be used as an input in specification processes, for exam-

ple by allowing for the identification of particular subjects who can create new knowledge

definitions. Such concrete assignments of network responsibilities are essential for net-

work information system development to be successful.
Third, state definitions can be used to detect incomplete or inconsistent specifications.

For instance, if the definition of a mailing list says that there should be at least one list
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owner, but no such list owner has been defined yet, then a specification process can be
started to specify which subject currently plays this role.

5.4 Norms and Specification
The second aspect of the speech act concerns the deontic aspect, which is covered by the
conclusion or illocution of a speech act, in other words, with the intention of the speaker
(Taylor, 1998). These intentions are governed by norms. They indicate what the hearer
be legitimately asked to do.

In this section, the role of norms in the specification process is described. Sect. 5.4.1
discusses the need for norms to regulate system specification. In Sect. 5.4.2, an existing
norm-based specification method, MEASUR, is analyzed, which has significantly influ-
enced the way norms are perceived in our own approach. Sect. 5.4.3 then explains the
representation of norms in RENISYS.

5.4.1 From Power to Norm-Based Authority
Specification conversations are a form of communication between network participants in
which they decide upon the context and functionality of the network information system.
The form these conversations take is eventually determined by the rules of discourse as
defined by Habermas. These discourse-supported conversations, taking place in an egal-
itarían virtual professional community, are a prime example of a democratic `open dis-
cussion' approach necessary to define problems and solutions (Wulf and Rohde, 1995).
However, democracy is more than just discussion. There must also be a complex sup-
porting institutional structure of rights and obligations, checks and balances, as well as
procedures that match this structure (Graham, 1997). Ultimately, somebody must be in a
position of authoriti~ to coordinate the discussion and to make decisions.

There are two ways for an actor to obtain such authority. The first one is based on
power, as a result of structures of domination. Here, an actor has command over either
persons or objects. The second way is by means of norms that actors use to sanction
their own conduct and that of others. Su~h norms result from structures of legitimization
(Scheepers and Damsgaard, 1997). As virtual professional communities do not have pre-
existing structures of domination, our focus is on norms as sources of authority.

A general definition of a norm is a principle of right action binding upon the members
of a group and serving to guide, control, or regulate proper and acceptable behaviour3.
This definition states that a norm is an instrument that can be used to identify which
behaviour of a particular actor is just from the point of view of the other members of the
group to which the norm applies. Norms can act both as affordances and as constraints: on
the one hand they describe socially acceptable behaviour, on the other hand they can also
be used to identify behaviour that is not allowed. Norms, by enabling and constraining
actions can thus be used to guide behaviour of groups and evolutionary system change
(Stamper, 1992; Wulf and Rohde, 1995; Scheepers and Damsgaard, 1997).

Crucial to successful network information system development is the continuous evo-
lution of the norm-based authority structures. Contrary to a power-based authority, which
cannot easily be challenged, norm-based authority should be a relative one, which can

3Webster's Dictionary:http : ~ ~www. m-w. com~dictionary. htm
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always be questioned and changed (Van der Blonk and De Moor, 1998). There are two
reasons for addressing authority issues gradually rather than radically: first, the commu-
nication within a group continuously grows in size and diversity, and second, the group
participants require time to understand the implications of the mechanisms developed
(O'Day et al., 1996). Norms not only enable and constrain action, but through their invo-
cation also reproduce structures of legitimization (Scheepers and Damsgaard, 1997). As
such evolution of authority structures in network communities is grounded in a unique
social context (O'Day et al., 1996), an important question is how this work and organi-
zational context can be linked to the process of changing the norms, in such a way that
these norms continue to reflect the interests of the various participants. Current system
development approaches, however, pay little attention to the process in which norms that
govern these systems are being established (Verharen, 1997).

To promote user participation in the definition of norms and the evaluation the effects
of norm changes, it is necessary that the norms most relevant to particular knowledge
definition change decisions are formalized, or at least made explicit to a certain extent, so
that they can be subjected to debate. This helps to prevent the formation of informal com-
munication networks called elites: small groups of people who have power over a larger
group, often without their knowledge or consent. Such elites are a natural phenomenon
in relatively unstructured groups, but need to be kept in check. The main problem is that
elites are not responsible to the group at large, and as their authority was not given to
them, it cannot be accounted for and taken away if necessary. Moreover, if a group is
too unstructured, it is often not very effective because it has no control over the overall
directions it develops into and the actions it takes. However, by explicitly delegating, by
democratic procedures, limited authority to specific individuals for specific tasks, these
individuals make commitments that they cannot easily ignore.

Such a sophisticated norm definition mechanism, grounded in the context of work,

is needed for a virtual professional community to (continue) to function. Probably the
most comprehensive methodological approach for norm-guided systems development is
Stamper's MEASUR. Some key ideas developed in this programme are useful in the de-
velopment of our own approach.

5.4.2 MEASUR: A Norm-Based Specification Approach

Ronald Stamper has initiated the MEASUR research programme, based on his semiotic
theory, in which a range of inethods and techniques for requirements analysis, systems
design and systems construction has been developed (Stamper, 1992; Liu, 1993; Stamper,
1994; Stamper, 1996). The field of semiotics, itself founded by Charles Peirce at the
end of the last century, provides the idea of the sign as a primitive notion upon which
more complex concepts like information and communication can be built. If this idea is

applied to information system development, then modelling an information system can be
regarded as representing an organisation in which people use signs for business purposes.
Such a socio-technical perspective thus considers the organisation as a whole to be the
information system.

MEASUR adopts a radical subjectivist paradigm, in which there is (1) no knowl-

edge without a knower and (2) no knowing without actions (by participants, observers,
or receivers of reports). The most fundamental concepts of the theory are affordances
and norms. An affordance is a universal invariant which constitutes the repertoire of an
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agent's behaviour. For example, a user (agent) plus a web browser (environment) afford
surfing the Web. A norm is a social affordance, an affordance which has been accepted
by a community as common ground. Norms provide the socially acceptable boundaries
of behaviour.

A key assumption underlying MEASUR is that an information system is a socially
constructed system that to a large extent is informal. Rather than focusing on abstract
process specifications, it concentrates on the specification roles of individual agents, act-
ing in the `information field' produced by the shared norms of a social group. The inter-
play between these norms results in a certain resultant `force' determining the acceptable
behaviour of particular actors in a specific community.

The requirements analysis part of the MEASUR programme is formed by the Seman-
tic Analysis and Notm Analysis. Semantic Analysis first defines a problem in natural
language, after which candidate agents and affordances are identified and grouped. These
steps are followed by the ontological charting, in which all the groupings are stored in a
general semantic model. This permits the definition of powerful structural constraints on
allowable ontological relationships. Such ontological constraints define the basic 'possi-
ble' world. The next stage, Norm Analysis, then describes the deontic world, which com-
prises the socially-determined repertoires of behaviour that agents may adopt. The spec-
ification language used in these analyses is NORMA (Norms and Affordances), which
contains a large number of affordance types. The norms are defined as constraints on the
realisations of the affordances, stating under what conditions such ontological elements
can start and stop to exist. Such norms specify the authorities, either responsible agents
or other norms, that govern the start and finish of such elements.

The ontology charts and norms are stored in the Semantic Temporal Database. This
database contains affordances, determiners, and particulars. Determiners are invariants
of quality and quantity that differentiate one instance, a particular, from another. The
database can manage the temporal dynamics of the stored information using the database
language LEGOL. Using this language, one can formally specify norms so that they can
be used as database constraints or to trigger actions.

Ontologies and Norms in MEASUR

The ontologies that Semantic Analysis produces, assume that the world that the particu-
lar agent knows of comprises only those actions he can perform in his environment. An
ontological dependency occurs when one affordance is only possible while another affor-
dance exists. Agents themselves are also affordances, but of a special kind, namely those
affordances which are able to act responsibly (Liu, 1993, p.48).

An example of an affordance would be:

(author draft) revise-draft

which means that revising a draft is ontologically dependent upon there being an au-
thor as well as a draft.

Norms provide guidance for actions. They can be seen as collective affordances
of the complex agent at the social level, thus representing behavioural options that are
socially determined (Liu, 1993; Stamper, 1994). In MEASUR, norms have a wide range
of interpretations. In their most generic interpretation they have the following format:
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Gcondition~ -~ Gconsequentl

Here, the condition is some perception of the situation, and the consequent some effect
that is to occur, for instance, that an action should be taken by an actor.

Two examples of such norms are the following (Liu, 1993, p.54):

l. author(paperlkselected) -i eligibilityfikprioritytkl

2. 6 months before start-of ineetingtkCRiS-2 while
(selected(paper) while-not invited(author(paper)) ) --3
print author

The first norm says that an author of a selected paper is assigned with first priority.
The second norm is a'trigger norm for actions', which says that half a year before the
conference the name of any author of a selected paper who has not been invited needs to
be printed.

A more detailed norm schema is the following (Stamper, 1992):

if Gconditionl then Gsome agent~ is permitted~forbiddenlobliged to do Gactionl

In this schema it is clearer that the norm attaches some deontic status to an agent-
action pair. It is this definition of norms that is most relevant to the purposes of our
current paper.

Norm Classifications

In MEASUR, a number of norm classifications are used.
One distinction is between perceptual, cognitive, evaluative, and behavioural norms.

Perceptual norms define ways in which people can see the world and allow them to mean-
ingfully communicate about situations and events in the world. Cognitive norms are

standardised beliefs and knowledge possessed by a group that foster knowledge sharing.
Evaluative norms provide criteria for the assessment of people's behaviour. Behavioural
norms govern people to behave in an appropriate manner in a given cultural setting.

A second classification of norms is on the formality dimension. lnformal norms do
not have a formal representation, whereas formal norms have been officially documented.

Thirdly, a distinction is made between explicit and implicit norms. An ezplicit norm
is a norm that has been communicated and agreed upon, possibly vocally, whereas an
implicit norm is a convention which has never been discussed, but to which the members
of a community adhere.

An Analysis of MEASUR

A major strength of MEASUR is its capability to define complex domain ontologies and
notm bases. It facilitates the resolution of ambiguities in concepts that arise during their
use by putting them into a context of concepts that are understood by the users. Another
important feature is that informal norms are recognized to play an ímportant role. Rather
than attempting to make them all explicit, which is a practical and philosophical impos-
sibílity, the specification method attempts to link to informa] norms by identifying the
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particular human agents responsible for their application as members of the relevant so-
cial group (Stamper, 1992). Such agents can then scan the information field for relevant
information outside the scope of the computer system. Especially in CSCW systems,
as compared to administrative systems, there is a high proportion of such implicit yet
essential norms (Stamper, 1994).

On the other hand, the method also has its drawbacks with respect to the facilitation
of the legitimate user-driven specification process. One of the basic assumptions made by
RENISYS, shared by MEASUR, is that users themselves define their own problems, in
their own terminology. However, a major drawback of Semantic Analysis is that it does
not provide enough explicit guidance regarding what and how is to be modelled in case of
a breakdown. This method in practice still requires the involvement of an external analyst
who controls the modelling process, as it assumes many complex analytical skills to be
present. In RENISYS these skills are to a large extent provided by the method selecting
the most relevant network participants to a specification problem and presenting them
with the most relevant context knowledge.

Another issue is that MEASUR does not make an explicit distinction between norms
that regulate operational and specification behaviour, which RENISYS does. This
makes it difficult to express specification problems. This limitation is exacerbated when
norms of different levels of generality and categories apply simultaneously, as their
completeness and consistency cannot be guaranteed in MEASUR. Even more complexity
is introduced if the meta-norms that guide the specification process themselves are also
subject to change, as is the case in real-work network evolution. Furthermore, explicit
procedures for users to discuss and resolve specification conflicts are not available.

Summarizing, from MEASUR the following elements are adopted in RENISYS:

. The distinction between ontological and normative knowledge. Ontologies can be
used to define the properties of concepts in both the real-world and the information
system that represents it (Wand et al., 1995). Ontological definitions of specification
process entities are required before norms related to these entities can be defined.
They thus form constraints on the allowable norms. To illustrate, by asking "what is
the edit process?", one is interested in ontological properties of the edit process, by
asking "who can execute the edit process?" the focus shifts to the normative aspects
of this entity.

. The deontic effect classification of norms. According to this classification, norms
are either permissions, obligations, or prohibitions. Since we are mainly interested
ín collaboration in professional communities, obligations are directed to particular
persons and will therefore be referred to as responsibilities.

. The recognition of informal norms. The specification of many norms does not have
to be worked out in every detail. Often, it suffices, or it is even the only feasible
thing to do, to identify which actors are to interpret a particular work situation,
instead of prescribing the norms exhaustively.

The ontological and normative approach developed in RENISYS differs from MEA-
SUR in several important respects as well. RENISYS does not support the complete
traditional information system development process that MEASUR does. Instead, we
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Component Description

Character
Content
Condition
Authority
Subject
Occasion

deontic effect (musUmay~may not}
prescribed action or activíty
circumstance or state-of-affairs in which norm should be applied
agents who give or issue the norm
agents to whom norm applies
location (space) or span (time) of norm

Figure 5.8: Von Wright's List of Norm Components (Liu, 1993)
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adopt, símplify, and extend some of its core ideas, notably on ontologies and norms, that
are useful for our particular purpose of legitimate user-driven specification. RENISYS
contains:

. An extra classification of norms according to the process level of work-related com-
munication. On the one hand there are the norms that guide the operational work
processes of network participants, called action norms. The second category of
norms, called composition norms, are notms that guide the conversations in which
network participants produce the specifications of their information system and its
context.

. A different subdivision of what is ontological and normative knowledge. In MEA-
SUR, ontologies only contain physical dependencies between entities, whereas
norms regulate the conditions under which such entities can come into being and
removed. So-called 'detailed norms' can also trigger actions fully automatically,
which is necessary for the representation of implementation details. In RENISYS,
however, the ontologies contain definitions of properties of actor, object, and pro-
cess entities, including of the events that automatically trigger actions in workflows.
RENISYS ontologies thus describe the entitities that play a role in its norms, and
also comprise, for instance, the MEASUR perception norms. The RENISYS norms,
in turn, are more specific, in the sense that they only focus on the distinction be-
tween work and specification processes, whereas MEASUR offers a wide range of
norm categories that are less relevant for this purpose. For instance, a RENISYS ac-
tion norm can express that some actor is permitted to evaluate the results of a partic-
ular workflow process. Additionally, a MEASUR evaluative norm could be used to
indicate how exactly this evaluation process is to be performed. Such distinctions,
however, are too detailed for RENISYS purposes, as we are mainly interested in
identifying responsibilities, and not in the detailed specification of operational pro-
cedures.

. Different formal representations of ontological and normative knowledge. The
MEASUR knowledge representation format is optimized for its Semantic Temporal
Database. The RENISYS knowledge format is optimized for regulating specifica-
tion conversations. Its format is simpler as norms always apply in the here-and-now,
whereas MEASUR allows for complex temporal constraints to be represented.
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Process Level Action Norm Composition Norm
Deontic Effect

Permission 'a researcher ma~ submit a paper' 'the scien[ific board ma~~ change the
edit process hpe'

Responsibility 'an editor must assess a submission' 'a list owner must change the
list registration norm'

Prohibition 'a reviewer may nor review his own paper' 'a list member may not change the
list owner status'

Figure 5.9: Examples of RENISYS Norm Categories

5.4.3 Norms in RENISYS
In Sect. 4.5.2, the legitimate user-driven specification process was said to result in spec-
ification changes that are both meaningful and acceptable to the members of a virtual
professional community. In our approach, we use ontological definitions to ensure the
meaninp,fulness, and normative definitions to guarantee the acceptability of specification
changes.

Ontological definitions are represented in the form of type definitions, which are de-
scribed in the next chapter. The definitions of action and composition norms are:

Definition ll . action norm: a norm that describes the acceptable operational
behaviour of some actor.

. composition norm: a norm that describes the acceptable specification be-
haviour of some actor.

O

For the structure of the action and composition norms, Von Wright's list of norm
components has been evaluated (this list, also used in MEASUR, is given in Fig. 5.8, with
slightly adapted definitions).

From these components, the character, content and subject need to be included in
each norm specification. The content is an action or composition in action notms and
composition norms, respectively. An action is some control process (e.g. an execution)
plus a workflow, a composition is a control process plus a specification process. As Von
Wright's subject in fact is the (generic) actor in RENISYS, it will from here on be referred
to in that way.

The condition does not need to be represented explicitly, as it can be constructed from
the content and actor components of the norm. The norm applies if the user intending
or expected to be performing an action or composition matches with the actor of the
norm, and the intended or expected action or composition matches with the action or
composition represented in the norm.

The authorih' capable of creating or changing the norm is given by the scope of the
composition norms that apply to the defined norm, and therefore does not need to be
included in the norm being invoked. The occasion can also be left out, as all norms
always apply to the whole network in the present time.

To illustrate the basic structure of the RENISYS norms, an informal example of each
norm category~ (classified by the deontic effect and process level dimensions) is given in
Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.10: A Context-Based Conveisation for Specification Model

5.5 A Context-Based Specification Process Model

We have now described the two main components of our framework for a context-based
legitimate user-driven specification process: a specification process model and a context

model which can be used to situate conversations for specifications. However, we have
not yet explicitly integrated the two components into a complete framework for handling

breakdowns. This model is outlined in Fig. 5.10.

The specification process starts with an individual user becoming aware of a
breakdown. Presented with the existing knowledge definitions that are related to this

breakdown, the user formulates the breakdown by identifying those definitions that need
to be changed. In a group conversation for specification, the breakdown is resolved

by legitimately changing each of these definitions. The results are then stored in the
knowledge base.

In this chapter, the legitimate user-driven specification process was modelled as a form
of rational discourse. We started with adopting the language~action perspective, in which
language is considered to be an instrument to coordinate behaviour, and of which the basic
ideas are provided by speech act theory. Specification changes are made in conversations
for specification. Habermas's theory of communicative action was used to model rational
discourse, both explaining the evolution of communal norms and providing some generic
rules of discourse. Van Reijswoud's Transaction Process Model, based on Dietz' DEMO-
method, was used as the basis for our Specification Process Model. This model provides
a conversation protocol that guides participants in a conversation for specification. To
find out who can participate in such a conversation, context knowledge in the form of
composition norms is necessary. A formalization of the norm concept was produced
basing ourselves on Stamper's semiotic theory. Based on the work done in this chapter, a
context-based conversation for specification model was constructed.

In part II of the thesis, the specification method is presented that provides concrete
guidance to users involved in such a situated conversation for specification. The method
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operationalizes, integrates, and extends the ideas presented so far, while ensuring the
completeness and consistency of these concepts. Ch. 6 defines the formal semantics of
the legitimate user-driven specification process. Ch. 7 shows how these formal semantics
are used to concretely support the specification process.



Part II

The Method



Chapter 6

Specification Process Semantics

In this chapter, a formal semantics of the knowledge definitions and the legitimate user-
driven specification process is produced. First, an ontological foundation needs to be
developed so that the memtingfi~lness of specification changes can be guaranteed. This is
necessary to ensure their legitimacy. A set of ontologies needs to be developed that de-
scribes the meaning of both the domain knowledge, representing the entities involved in
the operational processes of the network, and the meta-knowledge necessary to describe
the specification processes in which the domain knowledge is defined. Second, the seman-
tics of the various knowledge definition categories needs to be defined. Of special interest
are the semantics of the composition norms, since these regulate acceptable specification
behaviour. Third, it is crucial that the semantics of the conversation for specification are
precisely defined, so that it can be calculated which users are authorized to participate in
what conversation moves. Finally, the semantics of the definition processes, in which the
actual knowledge definition changes are produced, need to be presented.

In Sect. 6.1, the RENISYS ontological framework is described, which de6nes the
hierarchies of the ontological primitives used in the method. In Sect. 6.2, the formal
semantics of the four knowledge definition categories, namely types, states, action and
composition norms, are presented. In Sect. 6.3, the formal semantics of the conversation
for specification are described. Using conceptual graph theory, in Sect. 6.4, the definition
processes for each of the knowledge categories are formalized.

6.1 The Ontological Framework

In Sect. 3.4.2, the reference framework was introduced that RENISYS uses to organize
the specification knowledge. The framework links three interrelated domains (Fig. 3.6),
which are briefly reintroduced next. Five ontologies describe the meaning of the entities
from these domains, and of the meta-concepts needed to make the appropriate specifica-
tion changes. Together these ontologies form the ontological framework, of which the
main elements were already introduced in (De Moor and Weigand, 1999). Before pre-
senting the ontologies, we first describe their sources.

6.1.1 Sources of Ontological Definitions

In RENISYS, two main sources of ontological definitions exist: a stable set of theory-
grounded definitions, and an evolving set of user-specified definitions.
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Theories relevant to the analysis and design of research network information systems
provide axiomatic ontological primitives. In our method, these primitives are based on the
theory developed in the previous part of this thesis. The primitives provide only an initial
set of specification entities, which needs to be adapted by the users to match their actual
work processes. Our basic ontological goal therefore is not to come up with the definition
of the determinants of the information system in a specific usage context. Rather, this ba-
sic, theory-grounded set of primitives only forms the customizable conceptual foundation
that users can tailor to their unique, evolving requirements.

The second source of ontologica] definitions are the network participants themselves.
The objects and properties that constitute a domain of action and of which the meaning is
described in such definitions, typically emerge during a breakdown (Winograd and Flo-
res, 1986, p.166). Users must therefore be provided with the mechanisms to customize the
predefined ontological primitives. A somewhat similar approach was used by (Ramesh
and Dhar, 1992), who extracted primitives from the literature and modified these accord-
ing to empirical findings. In RENISYS, however, these theory-grounded primitives are
meant to be understood, accepted and legitimately changed only by authorized users. To
increase the efficiency of this customization process, reference models predefining con-
cepts of particular domains may be useful (Van der Rijst and De Moor, 1996).

Developing facilities which assist users in efficiently modelling their own worlds may
also help to considerably increase the limited intellectual capacity available for ontology
construction. The pioneering, small groups of experts who currently try to do this cannot
handle the sheer volume of the tasks involved (Lehmann, 1994); user-specified ontologies
can be used directly or at least form an important input in larger scale ontology construc-
tion efforts.

Another fundamental reason for allowing user-defined ontologies is that `ontological
drift' is minimized. This concerns the shift in meaning that occurs when terminology is
moved between different semantic communities, a phenomenon which is well known in
many information system development projects (Robinson and Bannon, 1991)(Hoppen-
brouwers, 1997, p.41). Although definitions as interpretations of a situated context may
be adequate in a particular community, they often do not translate or transfer between
communities, e.g. between the communities of users and analysts (Robinson and Ban-
non, 1991). As in our approach, the users are the analysts and designers of their own
information system, undesired shifts in meaning are less likely to occur. Furthermore,
because of the available mechanisms to support rational discourse, such shifts, if they do
happen, are easier to recognize and deal with. The role of ontologies in the specification
process is further explained in Sect. 6.2.2.

6.1.2 The Refereace Framework
RENISYS specifications belong to, or link entities from, three different domains. The
domain interrelationships are shown in the reference framework (Fig. 3.6). A domain is
a system of network entities that can be observed by analyzing the universe of discourse
(UoD) from a particular perspective. The problem domain is the UoD seen from the task
perspective, the human network (domain) is the UoD observed from the organizational
perspective, the information system (domain) is the UoD seen from the functionality per-
spective.

Together the problem domain and the human network are called the usage context,
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which models the determinants of change in the network information system. In the
usage context, the requirements are formulated that determine the high-level design spec-
ifications generated at the informution system level.

6.1.3 The Ontologies

Five ontologies provide the concepts necessary to model the reference framework. The

core process ontology is the fundamental ontology consisting of elementary network pro-
cess concepts.

For each of the domains, a domain ontologr describes the relevant network entities.
To link entities from the various domains, the framework ontology describes a set of

mappings. These mappings can be used to represent functionality determinants, whích
connect entities in the usage context to entities in the information system domain.

The ontological concepts are partially ordered in a h~pe hierarchti~. Although the dif-
ferent ontologies are represented by different subsections of the same total hierarchy, each
of these sections is presented separately, when the different ontologies are introduced.

6.1.4 The Core Process Ontology

The core process ontology contains the common vocabulary for the three domain on-
tologies. Together with the framework ontology, it describes the meaning of the meta-
knowledge needed in the specification of domain concepts. This ontology is necessary,
because, although the domain ontologies provide different perspectives on the same real-
ity, these domains need to be described by the same meta-level concepts. Since the core
process ontology is quite large, its structure is presented in parts. A supertype is con-
nected to its subtypes by the `~' symboL Note that although the types that are connected
to the same supertype are presented in alphabetical order, their discussion may be in a
different order if this makes them easier to comprehend.

T)
Definition 1
Entity 1

The most generic concepts are entitities and definitions. An entitv is an identifyable
phenomenon in various domains making up the universe of discourse. Definitions de-
scribe the properties of and the relations between the entities, and are thus a form of
meta-knowledge. Different users can have different views on these definitions, but each
definition has a global scope, which entails that it meaning applies to the whole network.

Entities

Entity ~
Actor ,
Object ~
Process ~
Subject 1
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The core process ontology contains four main categories of entities: actors, subjects,
objects, and processes. Each of these categories is discussed next.

Actors

Actor 1
Controller 1

Evaluator
Executor
Initiator

Specifier ~
Creator
Modificator
Terminator

An actor is a context interpreting entity capable of playing transformation control
roles. A controller is an actor who controls a transformation. An initiator is a controller
who initiates a transformation. An executor is a controller who executes a transfor-
mation. An evaluator is a controller who evaluates a transformation. A specifier is
an actor who controls a specification process. A creator is a specifier who controls a
definition creation process. A modificator is a specifier who controls a definition modi-
fication process. A terminator is a specifier who controls a definition termination process.

Subjects

Subject

A subject is a sentient physical entity in the universe of discourse. The total set of
roles that a specific actor has in turn is played by one or more subjects. A subject can
play the roles of more than one actor.

Objects

Object

An object is an entity that can be acted upon or produced in a transformation.

Processes

Process ~
Control
Transformation

Central to RENISYS is its process model (Fig. 6.1). A process is an abstract entity
mediating some kind of change in other entities. This change can, for example, be one
of space, time, or quality. However, we constrain ourselves to processes that are relevant
for the user-driven specification of network information systems. Two main kinds of
processes aze distinguished: control processes and transformations.
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CoMrol Procesa Tranaformation

Specificatio
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Execulion

Creation

Figure 6.1: The RENISYS Process Model

. Control Processes

Control ~
Eval
Exec
Init ~

Actor-Init
Event-Init

In a control process, the status of a controlled process, called a transformation,

is changed. There are three types of control processes: initiations, executions and

evaluations. In an initiation, a transformation is started. In an actor-initiation this

happens purely on the initiative of the initiator; in an event-initiation a transformation

is required to start because of the successful completion of another transformation,

resulting in an explicit inter-transformation dependency. It is also possible that both an

actor-initiation and an event-initiation apply. In that case the initiator decides when to

start the transformation he controls on the condition that the event has taken place. In

an execution, the intended result of a transformation is realized. In an evaluation, an

assessment of the transformation change realized in the execution is made. If this result

is accepted by the evaluator, the evaluation completing the transformation results in an

event that may trigger the initiation of other transformations.

. Transformations

Transformation ~
Impl~roc
Specify
Use-Proc
Workflow

We call a process affected by control processes a transformation. In a transforma-

tion, an object of a single type, the output object, is produced from a set of objects, the

input objects. This restriction of allowing only a single type is necessary to simplify the

changing of transformation definitions, as there is now no confusion possible about which

(sub)transformation is affected in case of a definition change.
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Several kinds of transformations are distinguished, based on the kinds of objects they
produce. In an implementation process, an accepted specificatíon change is implemented.
In a use process, a tool is used, leading to some changes in its status. These transforma-
tions are not further analyzed here. Instead, the focus is on workflow and specification
processes, as these are needed to handle specification changes.

In a workJlow process or workflow, the production of domain objects is described: a
set of input domain objects is transformed into an output domain object.

Specify 1
Create )

Create-AN
Create-CN
Create-State
Create.Type

Modify ~
Modify-AN
Modify-CN
Modify-State
Modify-Type

Terminate 1
Terminate~lN
Terminate-CN
Terminate-State
Terminate-Type

In a speciJication process, a knowledge definition is changed. Three types of specifi-
cation processes are distinguished: creations, modifications, and terminations. A creation
is a specification process in which a new definition is created. In a modification, the
defining set of terms of an existing definition is changed. A termination is a specification
process in which an existing definition is removed. Four categories of definitions (types,
states, action norms, and composition norms) are distinguished, which are discussed next.
For each of these definition categories, a specification process has been worked out (see
Sect. 6.4.4). Examples of these specification processes for type definitions were given in
(De Moor, 1997).

Definitions

Definition ~
AN ~

ForbAct
PermAct
Req-Act

CN 1
Forb-Comp
Perm-Comp
Req-Comp

State
Type
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A definition is a proposition in which specification knowledge is asserted. Definitions
consist of a defined term and a defining set of terms, made up ofentities and possible other
definitions (in the case of composition norms). Definitions are of either types, norms, or
states. A type is a class of entities sharing certain properties. An action norm (AN) is a
norm that describes the acceptable operational behaviour of an actor. Such a norm can
describe either permitted, required, or forbidden operational behaviour. A composition
norrn (CN) is a norm that describes the acceptable specificatíon behaviour of some actor.
Such a norm can describe either permitted, required, or forbidden specification behaviour.
A state is an actual or potential state-of-affairs in the universe of discourse. More is said
about the characteristics of these knowledge categories in the next section.

6.1.5 The Domain Ontologies

For each of the domains, the ontological primitives are described~.

The Problem Domain

(Actor) )
PDActor

(Object) )
PD-Object 1

Goal
(Workflow) 1

Activity

A workflow in the problem domain is called an activity. A goal is an object in the
problem domain that is the final output of a set of activities.

The Human Network

(Actor) ~
HN-Actor 1

Env~lctor
Group ~

Subgroup
Individual ~

Member )
Group-Member
Netwwlember

Network
(Object) ~

HN-Object
(Workflow) 1

In[erac[ion

A workflow in the human network is called an interaction. An individual is an actor
role played by a single subject. An individual who is part of a group or network is called a

~ Parent concepts in the domain and framework ontologies that are part of the core process ontology are
surrounded by pazentheses.
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member. A group is an actor consisting of one or more individuals. A subgroup is a group
that is part of another group. The nettivork is an actor consisting of one or more groups
and individuals. An environmental actor is an actor who is not part of the network.

The Information System

(Actor) ~
IS~ctor 1

Implementor
User

(Entity) ~
Info-Tool
Service

(Object) ~
IS-Object 1

Data-Structure
Info-Object 1

Job
Message
Reply
Results

(T)1
Access
Enable
Req-Impl
Support

(Workflow) )
IC-Proc 1

Comm~roc
Info-Proc

A user is an actor who has access to the information and communication processes
enabled by an information tool. An implementor is an actor who is responsible for the
configuration and maintainance of an information tool. An information object is an object
changed or communicated in an information or communication process, respectively. A
data structure is a structural part of an information object. An information process is a
workflow in which a single user changes an information object. A communication process
is a workflow in which a user communicates with some recipient, which is either another
user or a service. An IC-process is either an information or a communication process. A
user communicates by sending a message to a user or ajob to a service, and by receiving
a reply from a user or results from a service, respectively. An information tool is an entity
that enables a set of information and communication processes. Finally, there are some
relations (explained in Sect. 7.1.2) required for the specification of the functionality of
the network information system: the access relation describes the access that a user has
to an information tool, the enable relation describes which IC-processes an information
tool enables, the required implementation represents which IC-processes must be enabled
by a particular tool, whereas the support relation expresses which tool a user applies to
support a particular required IC-process.
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The Framework Ontology

(T)~
Mapping 1

Actorlvfapping
Object-Mapping
Workflowlvlapping

A mapping is something that connects two entities from different domains. Three im-

portant mappings are the actor-mapping, the object-mappinA and the workflow-mapping.
In these mappings, actors, objects, and workflows from the different domains are linked,
respectively.

6.2 Specification Knowledge Categories

As discussed in the previous chapter, four categories of knowledge are distinguished. On-
tological knowledge describes the terminology used in the different domains. State knowl-

edge can be used to describe the actual or potential behaviour of actors. In RENISYS,
it plays an especially important role to describe the situation actors are in, the specifica-

tion problems they experience, and the entities to be involved in the resolution of these
problems. Action and composition norms describe the acceptable behaviour of the various

actors in the network.

6.2.1 Formalizing Definitions

Knowledge definitions can be formally represented as sets and formulas based on
predicate logíc notation. All elements of the formulas are to be interpreted as predicates
that range over constants and variables. Predicates are indicated by a capital initial letter,
variables begin with a small initial letter, and can consist of more than one character. The
letters a, 6, c are used to represent constants, other constants begin with a capital or the
'It'-symbol. If a variable or constant is not of interest in a particular equation, this can be
indicated by an underscore'-'.

The things represented and reasoned about are called objects. In order to refer to, and
reason about, particular objects identifiers are needed.

Definition 12 A is the set of characters {.-1..Z, a..z, 0..9}. A label l is a string of
characters cl, .., c„ E A, n 1 1.

ZD is the set of object identifiers. Each id E ZD is a constant that starts with
the ~-sign, followed by a label.

The set of objects C~ consists of objects o. id is a function from C) to ZD
(C~ ~ ZD), which assigns an identifier id E ZD to each object o.

(~ is made up of the subsets of definitions D, entities E, and relations R:
C~-DUEUTZ

Identifiers are unique: if there are objects ot and o2 such that id(ol )- id(o2),

then ot - oz.
O
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Specification knowledge is represented in the form of definitions.

Definition 13 The set of knowledge categories IC - {Type, State, A.N, C1V"}
The set of definitions D consists of the definitions d, the structure of which
will be explained later. There is a function cat from D to !C which assigns a
knowledge category k E K to each d.

Knowledge definitions are constructed from entities and relations. The objects and
entities described here are supersets of the domain objects and entities referred to in the
ontologies.

Definition 14 The set of entity types TE consists of a set of type labels l:
TE - {ll,..,l„}.

A referent denotes a set of entities that conform to some entity type. The set
of referents Re f is the powerset of ZDREF (the subset of referent identifiers
of the set of object identifiers ZD), plus the symbol ~, which indicates that
there is a referent, but that the particular entities making up the referent are
unknown:
TLe f - T~(ZDREF) U {~~~}

The set of entities E consists of entities e, with each e-(id, tei ref) where
id E ZD, te E TE, ref E Re f

To simplify notation, if ref consists of a single element, the set brackets
can be omitted. Furthermore, we write type(e) - te, where type(e) is a
function on the argument of e that returns te. Similarly, ref(e) is a function
on the argument of e that returns ref.

There are two types of entities, specification processes and knowledge definitions, that
can additionally have complex referents. The set of complex referents is formed by the
normal referents plus the total set of definitions.

Definition I S ~Ze f t - 7Zef U D

For all e E E ~ type(e) G(Specif}~ V Definition) :
ref (e) E Re f}

Entities are connected by relations.

Definition 16 The set of relation types' TR consists of a number of labels l, where
each label is a four-letter abbreviation of Fillmore's case relations. The com-
plete list of case relations is described in (Sowa, 1984, p.415~ 19).
TR - {Agnt, Attr, Init, lLfatr, ...}

sr and dr are the identifiers of the source and destination entity of r, respec-
tively.

ZThe relation types do not intersect with the concept types
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The set of relations R consists of directed, binary relations r, with each
r-(id, tr, sT, dT), where id E ZD, tr E TH.

r-type(r) is a function on the argument of r that returns t„ source(r) and
dest(r) are functions that return sT and dr, respectively.

For easy reference, an entity or relation can be written in predication notation,
with its type being the predicate, and the other elements as terms. For instance,

if there is an entity e - (j~32-1,Coordiraator,,~Iary), then e can be rewritten as
Coordinator(~324, Mary).

Definition I7 Fotmally, entities e, and relations r can be rewritten as:

(id, te, ref) t~ te(id, ref)

(id, t,., s,., d,.) ~ t,.(id, s,., d,.)
t]

Next, the structure of definitions needs to be described.

Definition 18 The set of definitions D consists of the subsets of type definitions
DT, state definitions DS, action norms D,ah-, and composition norms DcN:

O
D-DTUDsuDaNUDc,v

Each definition is made up of entities and relations, however, the allowable configura-
tion of entities and relations depends on the knowledge category to which the definition
belongs. For each subset of D, its definition structure is therefore defined separately.

6.2.2 Ontological Definitions

An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization, which itself is an abstract,
simplified view of the world that needs to be represented for some purpose (Gruber, 1993).
In our case, this purpose is network information system specification.

In (De Moor and Weigand, 1999) we discuss what are the most relevant advantages of
the use of ontologies for system specification. They can be useful to:

. reach a common understanding of the terms in the domain (Gruber, 1994), of par-
ticular relevance for networks where groups of users and developers with widely
varying backgrounds are involved.

. generate commitments for participants playing network roles. These bind users to
the implications of the definitions agreed upon. For instance, if an edit process
definition says that a set of review guidelines is to be an input into the process, all
users implicitly accept that these guidelines need to be available and adhered to.
Such commitments, by being made explicit, enable more controlled development
and maintenance of a knowledge-base system (Mark et al., 1995; Van Heijst et al.,
1997 ).
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. enable reuse of knowledge for building new applications. In our case, reuse can be
fruitful not only at the very beginning, but each time a new specification needs to
be made (i.e. when a breakdown has occutred).

An ontology can serve these functions by being used to organíze the storage of and ac-
cess to knowledge (Mizoguchi, 1993). Thus, an ontology forms only part of a knowledge
base, as it contains a vocabulary useful for describíng a domain rather than knowledge
about the state of the domain itself (Gruber, 1993).

Type Definitions

Ontological definitions provide a definition of the meaning of an entity. We use these
definitions to ensure the meaningfulness of specification entities, which we defined as of
the aspects of legitimate specification changes.

Such knowledge can be represented in different ways. Two knowledge representation
techniques often used to describe the meaning of entities are schemas and type definitions
(Luger and Stubblefield, 1989, p.359).

Schemas represent stereotyped or prototypical definitions of entities. A schema con-
tains a number of slots with default values, describing properties of the entity. These
default values can be overruled in case of exceptions. Type definitions, on the other hand,
only represent essential properties that define the meaning of what it requires to be an
entity of a particular type.

We use type definitions instead of schemas to represent the meaning of entities, be-
cause we want ontological definitions only to contain ttipical, not just prototypical knowl-
edge (cf. (ibid.,p.373). ) In other words, we are interested in those definitions represent-
ing necessary, not just possible properties. In this way, type definitions provide a clear
canonical core for normative and state knowledge, and are useful in the enforcement of
processes that result in meaningful specification knowledge definitions.

The basis for an ontology consisting of type definitions is a type hierarchv. The type
of each entity used in any state, ontological, or normative definition must be included in
this type hierarchy.

Definition 19 On the set of entity types TE (see Def. 14) a partial ordering C is
defined, which is referred to as TE,~. There is one most generic type, called
T. -

If s, t, and u are type labels E TE, then, following (Sowa, 1984, p.80):
. if s C t, then s is a subtype of t; if t ) s, then t is a supertype of s.
. for each type s there is a supertype t, except for T.
. if s C t and s~ t, written as s G t, then s is called a propersubtype of t
and t is called a proper supertype of s(t ) s).
. if s C t and s C u, then s is called a common subtype of t and u; if s 1 t
and s 1 u, then s is called a common supertype of t and u. -

O

The partial ordering of the entity types can be derived from the set of type definitions
DT.
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Definition 20 Each type definition d~ E DT defines a defined rype td E TE. To each
td, more than one type definition d~ can apply.

Each td is connected to an entity e9 with type t9 that is called the genus. The
intended meaning of td is that it is a proper subtype of ty, thus td c t9.

A type definition di E D7 can now be represented as:
di -(id, td, t9, E, R),
wi[h id E ZD, td, ty E TE, E E ~, R E TZ, e9 E E, t9 the type of e9.

The differentia dif is a function on D~, describing the meaning of td defined
by di. The differentia consists of the entities and relations (directly or transi-
tively) connected to the genus e9:
dif(d~) - (id, X, E ~ {eg}. R),
with Y being a placeholder for those s,. or dr in each r E R that equal ref(e9)

Example
An example of a type definition d~ is the following definition of an article
type:

(6.1) (~405, Article, Docurrcent, {Docurnent(~400, ~), Abstract(~401, ~),
Body(~402, ~)}. {Part(~403, ~400, ~401), Part(~404, ~400, ~402)})

Here Article is the defined type, Document is the type of the genus, and
dif(di) - (~405, X, {Abstract(~401, ~), Body(~-̀ 402, ~)}, {Part(~403, X, ~401),
Part(~404,.1', ~402)}).

The differentia shows that an Article is a Document that consists of (at least)
an abstract and a body of text.

If the differentia of all type definitions of a defined type are empty, then we call the
defined type undescribed.

Definition 21 For a type td E TE : if ddi E DT :
dif(di) -~, then t is undescribed.

Undescribed entity types are likely candidates for future specification processes. Of-
ten, a type is needed and included in the hierarchy, but the definitions of its properties is
postponed.

6.2.3 State Definitions

State knowledge is conceptually a relatively simple category of knowledge, representing
relations between entities in the world. The elements in a defintion are connected. For
simplicity, we do not allow embedded definitions.
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Defini[ion 22 A state definition ds E DS is defined as:

ds - (id, E, R)

where id E ZD, E-{ei, .., e,~}, with each e; E~, R-{ri, .., rn}, with
each r~ E 7Z. Furthermore E~ 4~, while R- PS if E contains only one
entity.

l7

Since a state definition asserts something about one or more particularentities, the
definitions usually contain at least one instantiated entity, e.g. stating that John is a(par-
ticular) list owner. Still, there may be cases when a state definition contains no such
instantiation, for instance when it is known that there is some list owner, but it has not yet
been determined which person plays this role.

To illustrate, some examples of proper state definitions are presented. First, the state
definition "John is a listowner" is represented. For this definition, R-~, and the referent
of its entity is known:

(6.2) (~98, {ListAwner(~123, John)}, (Ó)

A similar state definition for which the referent is unknown could be that "There is
some list owner."

(6.3) (~98, {List-Owner(~123, ~)}, O)

A more complex state definition could be that "John is the list owner of some mailing
list". Here, R ~ C~3:

(6.4) (~276, {List-Owner(~123, Johra),Mailing-List(~27, ~)},
{Poss(~367, ~123, ~27)})

6.2.4 Norm Definitions

In the previous chapter, an extensive treatment of the structure and functions of notms
was given. First, some sets of entities needed for their specification are defined.

Definition 23 The set of users U-{u E S ~ type(u) C User}.

The set of actors Actor -{a E E ~ type(a) C Actor}.

The set of control processes CP -{cp E E ~ type(cp) C Control}.

The set of workflows W-{w E E ~ type(u~) C Workflow}.

The set of specification processes SP -{sp E~ ~ type(sp) C Specify}.

The set ofcomposi[ions Corap -~(CP x S~).
O

Next, action and composition norms are defined.
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Definition 24 The set of deontíc effects DE -{Perm, Req, Forb}

An action norm da„ E D,.~N is defined as:
dan -(id, de, a, cp, w)

A composition norm d~„ E D~,v is defined as:
d~„ -(id, de, a, cp, sp)

with id E ZD, de E DE, a E Actor, cp E CP, cu E W. sp E SP.

de is a function from D..rv or D~,v to DE, which assigns a deontic effect to
each action or composition norm dn (this effect is represented as part of d„).
For all d„ E D,~h, or DcN:

Perm if d„ is a privilege.

C]

de(d~) - Req if dn is a responsibility.
Foró if d„ is a prohibition.

Examples of action and composition norms are, respectively:

(6.5) (~212, Req, Editor, Eaec, Edit)
(6.6) (~213, Perm, Steering-Cmnmittee, Caatrol, Createsype(Edit))

The specification process that is part of the composition norm definition of the last ex-
ample has a complex structure, which is cumbersome to denote in the current syntax. For
the moment, we use an informal notation to represent a specification process, indicating
its special status by underlining the elements. The predicate (`Create-Type') represents
the type of the specification process, the term (`Edit') is the knowledge definition that is
the result of the specification process. In Sect. 6.4, we develop a formal representation for
specification processes and knowledge definitions using conceptual graphs.

Since we are interested in modelling the specification process, from here on we focus
on composition norms, which govern specification behaviour. However, similar ideas
could be worked out for action norms as well, which could be useful, for instance, for
workflow enactment.

6.2.5 Composition Norm Dynamics

Composition norms play different roles depending on the users and specification pro-
cesses they apply to at a particular moment in time. We refer to the way in which the
status of norms can change as norm dynamics. These dynamics for composition norms
can be summarized as follows:

At any time, a composition norm base contains the set of legitimate norms D~a.. A
legitimate composition norm is invoked when there is at least one user to whom the norm
matches. Invoked norms become active if they match with the active specification pro-
cess. For each combination of user and active specification process composition, a set of
applicable norms exists, which determine what is the acceptable specification behaviour
for that user and composition.

In order to model the norm dynamics, two matching processes need to be defined.
A user match is defined as a match between a user and an actor component of some
composition norm. This means that at least one of the actor roles that the user plays is a
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subtype of the norm actor component. A composition match is defined as a match between
a specification process composition and the composition part of some composition norm,
called the norm composition part. Such a match implies that the specification process
composition must be a specialization of the norm composition part, as we support the
view that generic norms are stronger than more specific norms. Thus, a specification
process composition matches with, i.e. is governed by some composition norm, if the
norm composition part is more generic than the specification process composition. In
Sect. 6.4.4 we show how to calculate this match.

Definition 25 Let there be a composition norm d~„ - (id, de, a, cp, sp) E DcN.
comp is a function on the argument of d~n that produces the norm composi-
tion part: comp(d~„) - (cp. sp).

Let there be a user u E Ll and an actor a of some composition norm d~„ -
(id, de, a, cp, sp) E Dch-. There is a user match between u and a, denoted as
u B„ a, if ~ e E E ~ ref(e) - ref(u) n type(e) C type(a).

Let there be some specification process composition comp E Comp, and a
norm composition part comp(d~„). There is a composition match between
comp and comp(d~„), denoted as comp 6n comp(d~n), if comp is a special-
ization of comp(d~n).

O

We say that a(legitimate) composition norm becomes an invoked composition norm
if there is a user match between some user and the norm actor.

Definition 26 DcN~ is the set of invoked composition norms.

The function DcN~: P(Lf) ~ P(DcN) determines which legitimate com-
position norms are in Dc.v-r:
DCN1(l,l) -{d~„ -(id, de, a, cp, sp) E DcN ~~ u E l,! : u Bu a}

0

Whereas the invocation of legitimate norms depends on which users are participating
in the community, the actual activation of the invoked composition norms depends on the
currently active specification process. Each active specification process consists of a set
of three active compositions, comprising its initiation, execution, and evaluation.

A function needs to be defined to determine the set of compositions that, in sequence,
make up a specification process.

Definition 27 The function seq : SP --r ~(Comp) produces the set of composi-
tions that make up a specification process sp:
seq(spl) -{comp -(cp, sp2) E Comp ~ spl - sp2}

An invoked composition norm becomes an active composition norm if at least one of
the active compositions making up the active specification process matches with the norm
composition part of the invoked norm.
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Definition 28 DcN~ is the set of active composition norms.

spn is the active specification process. The set of active compositions
Comp,~ - seq(spn).

The function DcN-A : SP ~ P(Dch--t) determines which invoked norms
are in DcNa:
DCN-A(spn) -{dcn-i E DCN-I ~~compn E Comp,a :
COmpn 9n comp(d~n-z)}

Active norms do not have an effect on all users. We call an active composition norm
applicable to a particular user for a particular active composition if (1) the user matches
with the actor part of the norm and (2) the active composition matches with the norm
composition.

Definition 29 Dc,v~PPLiu,compai is the set of applicable composition norms for
user u and active composition compn.

The function DcN~,PPL : Lf x Comp,a ~ P(DcN-a) determines which
active norms are in Dc,v-.aPPL~u,~o„ipa~ for u and compn:
DCN~APPL(u, COm7Jn) -{dcn-a - (2d, de, a, C~7, Sp) E DCN-.4 I

u B„ a n compn Bn comp(d~n-n) }
O

The following example (see Fig. 6.2) illustrates the definitions introduced.

Example
Assume that the set of legitimate composition norms DcN consists of these
definitions:

. (~58, Perm, Publ-Coord, Init,
T erminate-State ( Revi ewer ) )

.(~59, Req, Editor, E~ec, Modi f y-Type(Review))

. (~60, Perm, Actor, Control, Spec-Proc)

. (~61, Req, Editor, Control, Create-Type(Edit))

. (~62, Forb, Journal-Editor,Eval, Create-Type(Edit))

. (~63, Req, Reviewer, Init, Create-Type(Edit))

. (~64, Perm, Reviewer, Control, Create-Type(Edit-Report))

. (~65, Forb,Reviewer, Eval, Create-Type(Edit-Report))

Composition norm ~k58 indicates that a publication coordinator may remove
a reviewer of a journal. Norm fk59 expresses that an editor must revise the re-
view process, if prompted. Norm ~k60 is a very generic norm, saying that any
actor can control any specification process. Such a generic norm typically is
defined at the initiation of a network information system, when the system
is still small in scope and only few users and actor roles have been defined.
Norm fkól says that an editor must control the creation of new types of edit
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processes. However, according to norm ~62 a joumal editor is not allowed to
evaluate such newly created process types. This norm could be introduced to
ensure that such an editor cannot manipulate the results of his own work pro-
cesses. Norm Jk63 says that a reviewer is responsible for starting the creation
of a new edit process, for example when he is no longer satisfied with the
way reviews are being handled. Norm tkó4 permits a reviewer to control the
creation of report edit process types. Finally, norm tk65 says that a reviewer
is not allowed to evaluate a newly created report edit process definition. Such
a privilege could instead be granted, for instance, only to the editorial board.
The types of the various elements of these norms are ordered using the fol-
lowing type hierarchy (which is fotmed by the relevant parts of the ontologies
introduced in Sect 6.1, combined with some new, user-defined types):

PD1lctor 1
Editor 1

Journal-Editor
Publ-Coord
Reviewer

Control ~
Init
Eval

Ac[ivity ~
Edit )

Editl2eport
Review

Specify )
Create-Type
Modify-Type
Terminate-State

Assume that the active specification process is the creation of a report edit
process type. We further assume that the network contains two users, say
John, a journal editor, and Jack, who is a reviewec Their applicable norms
are determined as follows:

l. The set of legitimate norms DC,ti. - {y~58, ..., ~65}; the active speci-
fication process spa - Create-Type(Edit-Report).

2. The set of invoked norms D~N-! -{~59, ...,~65}
3. The set of active norms D~N-A -{~60, ...,~65}
4. The applicable norm sets are:

~ DCN-APPL(John,lnit-Create-Type(Edit-Report)) - {~60, . . . , ~62}

~ DCN-APPL(John,Erec-Create-T'ype(Edit-Report)) - {~60, ~6I}

~ DCN-.1PPL(John,Eval-Creaie-Type(Edit-Report)) - {~60r . . . , ~62}

~ DCN-,4PPL(Jack,lnit-Create-Type(Edif-Report)) - {~60, ~63, ~64}

~ DCIV~IPPL(Jack,Exec-Create-Type(Edit-Report)) - {~60. ~6~1}
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Figure 6.2: Norms Dynamics Example

~ DCN-,4PPL(Jack,Eval-Create-Type(Edit-Report)) - l~s~, ~6~I, ~65~

The different norm sets are depicted in Fig. 6.2. The various subsets depicted
within the set of active norms represent the different sets of applicable norms
determined above. In App. D, the norm dynamics of thís example are cal-
culated making use of conceptual graph theory, which will be introduced in
Sect. 6.4.1.

Now that we know what sets of norms apply to which users for what compositions, the

dependencies between norms must be studied. First, we need to determine what is their

effect on the user: are they permitted, required, or forbidden to carry out the active com-

positions? To determine this, we need to know about the dependencies between norms

of different categories. Furthermore, in order to efficiently assess the consequences of a

proposed composition norm change, we need to organize the norms in a hierarchy, and

thus understand the dependencies between norms of different genericity.

Norm Categories

In RENISYS, the norm categories distinguished are permissions, responsibilities, and pro-
hibitions, as discussed in the previous chapter. In order to describe the forma] semantics

of these categories and their relations, we turn to deontic logic.
Deontic logic is a logic used to reason about norms. Several branches of this logic have

been developed in the past decades (for an overview see (Meyer and Wieringa, 1993)).

One of these branches, dynamic deontic logic (DDL), is of particular interest to us, as it
contains less paradoxes than some of the earlier logics and because it allows for the direct
integration of deontic and dynamic constraints, which is important when describing norm-

constrained (specification) processes.
DDL introduces actions a, and a violation atom [' which indicates a violation of some

deontic constraint (í.e. norm). Complex actions can be created out of atomic actions

using a series of operators, which we do not discuss here, as we are only interested in

simple actions (and compositions). Furthermore, [a]~ means that the performance of cr

necessarily leads to a state in which q holds.
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In deontic logic, three deontic modalities are distinguished: an action can be permitted
(P), obligatory (O), or forbidden (F). These modalities are similar to the RENISYS
deontic effects: permitted (Perm), required (Req), and forbidden (Forb), respectively.

In DDL, the semantics of the deontic modalities are:

(D 1) Fa- [a]V
(D2) Pa- ~Fa
(D3) Oa - F(-a)

This means that a is forbidden iff performing a leads to a violation; a is permitted iff
a is not forbidden; a is obligatory iff not performing a is forbidden.

In RENISYS, where a stands for either an action or a composition, the semantics of
the deontic effects are somewhat different. Like in DDL, performing a forbidden action
or composition leads to a violation. Furthermore, no permitted action or composition
may be forbidden. However, unlike ín DLL, if an action or composition is not forbidden,
it is not necessarily permitted. Instead, each permission must be explicitly specified.
Moreover, whereas in DDL permissions and obligations are independent, in RENISYS
each responsibility (i.e. required action or composition) needs to be permitted as well.

Definition 30 The axioms used in RENISYS to determine the deontic effects of the
norms of the various categories are:
(R1) Forb(a) - [a]V
(R2) Perm(a) ~ ~Forb(a)
(R3) Req(a) - Forb(-a)
(R4) Req(a) ~ Perm(a)

The asymmetry ofaxiom R2 deserves some special attention, since it is less restrictive
than its counterpart from standard DDL, axiom D2. To demonstrate that its reverse R2':

(R2') ~Forb(a) ~ Perm(a)

dces not follow from the axioms, we must prove that R2' is not their logical
consequence. Thus, the following must hold:

R1-R4 ~ R2'

We demonstrate this by giving a semi-formal proof. A complete formal proof would
require us to explain the semantics of dynamic deontic logic in a level of detail which is
beyond the scope of this thesis. A partial formal description of the semantics required for
such a proof is given in (Wieringa et al., 1989).

Our proof consists of giving a counterexample, by assigning truth values to the norms
which make all the premises (Rl-R4) true, while causing the conclusion (R2') to be false.
Let Perm(a), Req(a), and Forb(a) be false. For each of the premises and the conclu-
sion, we detertnine its truth value:

~ Forb(a) is false, [a]V is false by definition, making R1 true.
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. Perm(a) is false. R2 is therefore true.

. Req(a) is false. Forb(-a) is false by definition. Thus, R3 is true.

. As Req(a) and Perm(a) were assumed to be false, R4 is true.

.~Forb(a) is true, since Forb(a) was taken to be false. Perm(a) was assumed to be
false. Thus, R2' is false.

We have now shown that R2' is false, while all the axioms are satisfied. Thus, R2'

does not follow from the premises, and therefore R2 not being an equivalence is correct.

Norm Conflict Resolution

Assuming that a set of norms applicable to a particular user for some active composition
has been defined, the next question is what is their resultant deontic effect, which is the
deontic effect on the specification behaviour of a particular user for a particular active
composition.

If all norms are of the same category, then the deontic effect of this category applies.

Norm conflicts, however, may occur, if norms are of different categories. There are two
ways to handle such conflicts.

The first approach is to model norm conflicts as logical inconsistencies. In this case
conflicting notms necessarily need to be modified, so that any inconsistency is removed

before they can take effect.
This conflict prevention approach has the advantage that sets of norms are always

theoretically consistent and that ambiguities about which deontic effect should prevail
cannot occur. However, it comes with some serious drawbacks. First, it may not always

be clear which notms need to be changed for an inconsistency to be resolved, or no agree-
ment may be reached. In the meantime, no changes can be made until the status quo is

broken. This problem is only worsened when a norm change causes a cascade of other
norm changes. This means that a much needed knowledge definition change may not be

allowed to take effect, even though the specifiers have the privilege to do so. Furthermore,
the complexity of norm changes and their interrelationships may be so large that required
change effectively comes to a halt.

The second approach to norm conflict resolution is to allow norm inconsistencíes to
occur, and to determine the resultant deontic effect by means of norm priorit)~ rules. This

can be classified as a defeasible norm reasoning approach, in which contradictory norms
are not seen as true contradictions, but require some kind of ordering strategy to make the

inconsistent set of norms consistent ( Meyer and Wieringa, 1993). The main advantage

is that norm changes take effect immediately and that the autonomy of the specifiers is
guaranteed: users with permission to make a change can always do so, independent of

what norms apply to other users. Another advantage is that norm changes can be kept

more localized: only if users think the effects of some norm change on their own work to
be really unacceptable will they have to start conversation for specification to undo it. A

disadvantage of this approach is that acceptable behaviour may be different than expected,

as the deontic effect of a specified norm may be overruled by a norm with higher priority.
However, if such norm conflicts are made sufficiently visible, they fotm a good basis for

rational discourse about alternative norm specifications, while at the same time ensuring

the independence of specifiers and continuity of network operations.
Based on the semantics of the deontic effects defined in the previous section, the

following rules are used to determine the resultant deontic effect:
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1. If in a set of applicable norms all norms are of the same category, then the resultant
deontic effect equals that of the norm category.

2. If at least one of the norms is a prohibition, then the resultant deontic effect equals
'forbidden'.

3. If none of the norms is a prohibition, and there is at least one responsibility, then
the resultant deontic effect equals 'required'.

These rules are formalized in the following definition:

Definition 3l Let u denote a user, compn an active compositíon, and
DCN-.4PPL(u,compa) a set of applicable norms.

The resultant deontic effect der is a function from ~(DCN-,4PPL(u,compa)) to
D~, which assigns a deontic effect to each set of applicable norms.
Let dcnl, drn2 E DCN-.4PPL(u,compa)

with dcni - (idl, dei, al, cPl~ sPl), dcnz -( idz, de2, av cP2, s1~2).

der(DCN-APPL(u,compa)) -

de(del) lf ddcnlodcn2 E DCN-APPL(u,compa) I
de(den~) - de(dens)

Forb if ~ dcnl E DCA'-APPL(u,compa) I
de(dcnl) - Forb

Req lf (~~dcnl E DCN-APPL(u,compa) ~
de(dcnl) - Forb) n
(~ dcn2 E DC,h'-APPL(u,comp,) I
de(dci2) - Req)

Exarrtple
The following are the resultant deontic effects of the applicable norm sets
calculated in the example that was given earlier in this section:

~ der(DCN-APPL(John,lnit-Create-Type(Edit-Report)))

~ der(DCN-,4PPL(John,Exec-Create-Type(Edit-Report)))

~ der(DCN-,4PPL(John,Eval-Create-Type(Edit-Report)))

. der(DCN-,9PPL(Jnck,lnit-Create-Type(Edit-Report)))

~ der(DCN-.4PPL(Jack,Exec-Crente-Type(Edit-Report)))

~ der(DCN-APPL(Jack,Eva!-Create-Type(Edit-Report)))

Foró

Req

Foró

Req

Perm

Forb

Composition Norm Hierarchy

The complexity of norms is caused not only by the interaction between different norm
categories, but also by the genericity of the norms. This property was already described
in the calculatíon of the applicable norms, when the composition match operation was
defined.
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Figure 6.3: Composition Norm Hierarchy for the Example

To determine the genericity of a norm, we introduce the concept of the body of the
(composition) norm. These are all the norm elements that are included in the type hierar-
chy, thus, the actor, control process, and specification process part.

All norms are implicitly ordered in a generalization hierarchy. We say that a norm is
more generic than another norm, if its body is a generalization of the body of the more
specific norm. A generic norm is stronger than a specific norm, in the sense that it affects
at least the same and possibly more combinations of actors and compositions than a more
specific norm. Conversely, if some norm applies, all more generic norms also apply.

Definition 32 On each set of composition norms a partial ordering N~ is defined.
The top element of the hierarchy is represented by a o.

A composition norm d~nl - ( idl, del, al, cpl, spl) is at least as or more
generic than composition norm d~nz - ( idz, dez, ~z, cpz, spz), written as

dcni ? dcnz, iff (al 1 az) n(cpi ~ cpz) n~spi ~ spz)-

If d~nl is at least as or more generic than dcnz, then dcnz is at least as or more
specific than d~nl, written as dcnz C dcni- d~ni is a generalization of d~nz,
while dcnz is a specialization of dcnl.

If dC„z applies to a particular user u, and dcnz G d~nl, then d~ni also applies
to u.

O

In Fig. 6.3, the partial ordering for the abovementioned example is presented.
For instance, we see that norm ~61 is both a specialization of norm ~60, and a

generalization of norm ~62.
It is important to know the hierarchy of norms, as the hierarchical dependencies, to-

gether with the norm category dependencies, can be used to describe the deontic effects
of changes in the sets of norms. One important property is that any change of a norm
affects all sets of applicable norms that contain a specialization of the changed norm. In
that case, the resultant deontic effect of these sets needs te be recalculated.

Definition 33 DcN~sld~„) is the set of of specializatíons of d~n E D~h. (see
Def. 32).

Let there be a user u E Lf, an active composition corripn E Cornp, and some
changed composition norm d~„s E D~,~~,
then dDcNaPP~i,,,~o.nPa) -
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if 3 dcn~ E DCN-S(d~„1) I dcn-s E DClJ-APPL(u,compa),
then der(Dc,v-aPPL(,,,compa)) must be recalculated.

6.3 Formal Semantics of the Conversation for Specifica-
tion

In the previous section, a formal approach was developed to determine which users can le-
gitimately control the actíve specification process. To this purpose, we made use of knowl-
edge definitions forming what we called the external conversation context in Sect. 5.3.2.
These definitions include the composition norms applying to users, and the state defini-
tions assigning users to particular actor roles.

In this section, we present the formal semantics of the conversation for specification.
The semantics describe when users are authorized to perform the conversation acts of the
active specification process. These acts are described in the Specification Process Model
(SPM) in Sect. 5.2.5 and App. A. Knowing the authorizations is essential in order to give
particular users access to the proper specification options at the right moment in time. An
earlier version of these semantics was given in (De Moor and Weigand, 1999).

6.3.1 Conversation Roles

In each conversation for specification, three conversation rolesconversation!roles are dis-
tinguished: the initiator, executor, and evaluator. The users that can play these roles are
those of which the resultant deontic effect of their respective applicable norm sets is either
`permitted' or `required'.

Definition 34 The set of conversation roles C~Z -{I, X, E}.
I(Spa) is the set of users permitted to initiate the active specification process
spn.

The function I : SP ~ P(Lf) determines which users are in I(Spa):
I(spa) - {u E Lf ~ de,.(Dcrv-.~aPPC(u,compa~) E{Perm, Req}} with
conapQ - (Init, spQ)

X(Spa) and E(Spa) are the sets of users permitted to execute and evaluate the
spQ, respectively. Their corresponding functions X and E are defined analo-
gously to I.

CR(u,spa) is the set ofconversation roles played by user u in active specifica-
tion process spQ.

The function CR : U x SP -3 P(C~Z) determines which conversation roles
are in CR(u,spa):
CR(u, spa) returns a subset of the conversation roles of CR. This subset
includes I if u E I(spa), X if u E X(xspa), E if u E E(Spa).

0

Example
The sets of users permitted to control the actíve specification process spa are:
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~ I(Create-Type(EdiLReport))

~ ~(Create-Type(EdiLReport))

~ E(Create-Type(Edit-Report))

{Jack}
{John, Jack}

d

The sets of conversation roles played by the users are:

~ CR(~ack,Create-Type(Edit-Report)) - {1. rl }

~ CR(John,Crente-Type(Edit-Report)) - {~ }

As explained earlier, a successful conversation for specification results in some
changed knowledge definition. However, in case a conversation is not successful, con-
versation acts in the discussion and discourse layer of the SPM are also needed. Like the
acts in a successful conversation, these acts also must be authorized before they can be
carried out. To calculate all these authorizations, the intemal sttvcture of the conversation
acts must be known.

6.3.2 Conversation Acts

Next, a forma] definition of the structure of the conversation acts is presented. In App. A,
the instantiated components of each of the conversation acts are described.

De,finition 35 The set of conversation act identifiers ZD~,.~ -{C.-11, ..., CA23}

The set of conversation act labels GC,4 -
{ `Requesting knowledge definition change', . . . ,
`Reporting completion of knowledge definition change' }

The set of conversation states CS -{CS1, ..., CS12}

The set of conversation state labels Gcs -
{ `Directed', . . . ,`Declared(Completion)'}

CA is the set of conversation acts.
Each ca E CA -( idea, S, H, l~a, ss, rs, lrs),
with idea E ZD~A, S, H C C~Z, l~a E G~.~, ss, rs E CS, lrs E G~s, S and H
being the speaker and hearer roles, ss being the starting state, rs the resulting
state, and lrs the label of rs.

The function ca : ZD~,r ~ CA returns the conversation act that has some
identifier id~a:
Ca~idca} - ( idca, s, H, lcn, SS, rS, lrs)

Making use of this intetnal structure of conversation acts, authorizations can now be
formally defined.

6.3.3 Authorizations

In (Weigand et al., 1997), a formal language called Litt was described with which an
integrated semantics for information and communication systems can be expressed. It is
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an extension of dynamic deontic logic (see Sect. 6.2.5). In this modal logic, it is possible
to specify objéct types and roles (static p~t), actions and constraints (dynamic part) as
well as communicative actions (illocutionary part). The constraints can be objective (what
is possible or necessary) and deontic (what is permitted or obligatory). Our interest in
the language concerns the illocutionary part, which adds the special action category of
`speech acts'.

In L;~~, different validity claims for speech acts are distinguished. In this context, we
use only one: the auth predicate is used to authorize a user to perform a conversation
act in a specification process. In both L,~~ and RENISYS, somebody having an authoriza-
tion to do a particular act means that this agent can legitimately perform the act. Still,
our interpretation of au[horizations is somewhat different from the standard interpretation
in illocutionary logic. In L;i~, an authorization is defined either by axiom or explicitly
granted from one agent to another (Dignum and Weigand, 1995). In RENISYS, however,
authorization definition is more complex, as authorizations are derived from the applica-
ble norm sets and the current conversation state. Furthermore, via the norms, RENISYS
takes the community and not some individual agent as the legitimate source of authoriza-
tions.

To explain our inteipretation of authorizations, we first define what it means to be
authorized to perform a conversation act. Second, we define how such an authorization
can be obtained.

To say that some user is authorized to perform a conversation act of the active specifi-
cation process, we assume that this user is permitted to do it, in other words, performing
the act dces not lead to a violation. This allowance is expressed in the following axiom:
Definition 36 For all u E Lf, ca E CA, spa E S~ :

auth(u, ca, spa) t~ Perm(DO(u, ca, spQ))
t]

The predicate DO(u, ca, spn) is used to denote the performance by a particular user
of a particular conversation act that is part of an active specification process. The Perm
predicate is used here in a way different from its usual application in composition norms,
where it indicates that an actor is permitted to control a specification process. Here,
it expresses that an authorization means that no violation occurs when a user actually
performs a conversation act.

This condition is stronger than there just being some ( resultant) deontic effect in-
dicating a permission for a user to control a transformation. Such a deontic effect is
a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a user to be authorized. In addition, the
authorization depends both on the current conversation state of the conversation for spec-
ification, and on the conversational roles that are in the set of speakers of a conversation
act that can be performed while being in this siate: first, the current conversation state
must be the starting state of the conversation act, and, second, at least one of the speaker
roles of the act must be playable by the user.

Depending on the current conversation state, only a subset of the conversation acts
can be performed. We call these acts the performable conversation acts.

The authorizations by which users are authorized to carry out these performable con-
versation acts are called the current authorizations.
Definition 37 The function cs : Time -~ CS determines the conversation state at

any moment in conversation time. At the start of spa, cs(0) - CSO.
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cs(now) is the current conversation state.
dt E Time, ca E CA :(now - t) ~[ca](now - t~ 1).

CAP~~S) is the set of performable conversation acts for current conversation
state cs - cs(now).

The function CAp : CS -r P(CA) determines which are the performable
conversation acts in CAP~~s):
CAp(cs) - {ca -(id~Q, S, H, l~Q, ss, rs, l,.s) E CA ~ ss - cs}.

.4uth~~s) is the set of current authorizations for current conversation state cs.

The function Auth(cs) : CS ~ P(l,( x CA x S~) determines which current
authorizations are in Auth~~s):
Auth(cs) - {(u, ca -( id~a, S, H, l~a, ss, rs, l,.s), spQ) ~
(ss - cs) n(3 cr E CR~,,,Spa) : cr E S) }

The formal interpretation of the auth predicate is:
auth(u, ca, spa) t~ (u, ca, spa) E Authl~s)

O

Example
~ CAP~cso) - {ca(CA1)}
~Auth~cso) - {(Jack,ca(CA1),Create-Type(Edit-Report))}

. CAp~csi) -{ca(CA2), ca(CA5), ca(C.97), ca(CA8), ca(CA19) }

. Auth~csl) - {(John, ca(C:42), Create-Type(Edit-Report),
(John, ca(CA5), Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(John, ca(CA8), Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(John, ca(CA19), Create-T.ype(Edit-Report)),
(Jack, ca(CA2), Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(Jack, ca(CA5), Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(Jack, ca(CA7~, Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(Jack, ca(CA8), Create-Type(Edit-Report)),
(Jack, ca(CA19), Create-Type(Edit-Report))}

~

6.3.4 Authorization Dynamics

We now know how to determine who is authorized to carry out which conversation acts
in the active specification process. What remains to be described is the mechanism by
which these authorizations can legitimately change.

If one of the performable conversation acts is actually being performed by an autho-
rized user as part of a specification process, the current conversation state is changed into
the resulting conversation state of the performed conversation act. At that moment, the
set of authorizations will need to be updated.

One required extension of the presented semantics concerns the various kinds of ini-
tiation. As explained earlier, in RENISYS, two types of specification process (and work-
flow) initiations are distinguished: the actor initiation and event initiation. The initia-
tions captured above concern actor initiations only. To also represent event initiations, an
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additional legitimate authorization change is that in case of an event initiation of the ac-
tive specification process, denoted as (Inite, spn), the current conversation state becomes
CS1.

Formally, the authorization dynamics are represented in the following way:

Definition 38 The effects of an authorized current conversation state change are:
du E L!, ca -(id~a, S, H, l~n, ss, rs, l,s) E CA, sp E SP, cs, now E Time :
(u, ca, spQ) E Authl~sl t~ [(cs(now) - ss) ~
[DO(u, ca, spn)](cs(now) - rs)].

If (Inite, spa), then cs(now) - CSI.

Ezample
At cs(now) - CSO, both CAP(CSO) and .4uth~cso~ apply. According to
Auth~cso~, only Jack is authorized to initiate the ` create a report edit process
type' specification process. If he does:

[DO(Jack, ca(CA1), Create-Type(Edit-Report))](~CSO ~ CS1)

Thus, cs(now) - CS1, and both CAp~csi~ and Auth~cs~~ apply. Now,
Jack and John are authorized to perform the performable conversation acts in
C.4P(csi~ according to the authorizations in .4uth~csi~-

6.4 Definition Processes

The intended output of a specification process is a changed knowledge definition. Each
specification process consists of a conversation for specification and an embedded def-
inition process, of which the semantics have not yet been described. In this definition
process, the actual knowledge definition change is executed.

The definition process is characterized by both the knowledge definition category and
the type of specification process. We defined four types of knowledge categories: state,
type, action norm, and composition norm definitions. Furthermore, three types of spec-
ification processes have been distinguished: creations, modification, and terminations of
knowledge definitions. Thus, in total twelve knowledge definition processes need to be
described.

As we have seen, knowledge definitions have a complex structure. In order to repre-
sent and reason about these definitions, conceptual graph theory has been chosen as the
knowledge representation formalism.

Sect. 6.4.1 introduces this theory. Sect. 6.4.2 explains how it can be used to represent
definition processes, Sect. 6.4.3 how to do the same for knowledge definitions. Finally,
Sect. 6.4.4 describes the dynamics of all twelve knowledge definition processes by outlin-
ing the pre- and postconditions that need to be satisfied in a knowledge definition change.
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6.4.1 Conceptual Graph Theory

First, the rational for conceptual graph theory is explained. Then, the core elements of the
theory that are most relevant for our purposes are introduced.

Why Conceptual Graph Theory?

The representation language of choice must be rich enough to allow the efficient expres-
sion of complex definitions. Since the users themselves are the specifiers, it is important
that their definitions can easily be transformed into a(pseudo)natural language format.
At the same time it must be sufficiently formal and constrained to allow for meaning-
ful specification inferences. Conceptual graph theory (CGT), introduced by John Sowa
(1984) has these properties, and has been used to represent knowledge definitions and the
operations that can be applied to them (De Moor, 1997).

CGT provides a knowledge representation formalism for typed first-order logic, which
has been applied to many different domains, ranging from natural language processing to
information systems specification. Conceptual graphs can be represented in both a graphic
and a linear notaticn. CGT is more than a syntactic variant of first-order logic because it
can enforce conceptual definitions of concepts and relations in terms of natural language-
related primitives (Lehmann, 1994). The formal structures and operations of the theory
have been shown to be useful for representing and processing terminological knowledge
in concrete applications, see e.g. (Angelova and Bontcheva, 1996).

Hoppenbrouwers (1997) gives some concrete examples of the advantages of linguis-
tic conceptual modeling approaches based on frames, of which CGT is one, over more
primitive syntactical approaches. For instance, frames in semantic networks can be used
to detect missing roles. Also, there can be type conflicts of actually present types with re-
quired concept types or complex selectional constraints. Furthermore, with a frame-based
approach, the similarity of various conceptual models can be precisely compared. Finally,
if frames overlap and selectional constraints match, previously constructed domain mod-
els may be reused.

A Brief Introduction to Conceptual Graph Theory

CGT has evolved into a sophisticated theory, containing advanced representation and
reasoning approaches. In this thesis, only a brief introduction will be given of the main
ideas relevant to the representation and handling of specification knowledge definitions,
based on the work presented in (De Moor, 1997; De Moor and Mineau, 1998). The linear
notation is used, as this is more concise than the graphical version, it can be directly
processed in conceptual graph tools, and because users do not interact with conceptual
graphs directly, as explained in Sect. 7.1.1.

. Concept

A concept has two fields: a type and a referent field. The fields are separated by a
colon and surrounded by square brackets. The type field contains a type label that is part
of a type hierarchy. The referent field designates a particular entity with the mentioned
type. The referent field is optional: if it is not given, the concept is called a generic
concept, by default quantified with the existential quantifier.
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A referent can, among other things, be a generic marker, denoted by ~, or an indi-
vidual marker. If the referent is a generic marker, then the concept is a generic concept.
The generic marker may be followed by a variable identifier (small case), e.g. ~x. These
named generic markers are useful for cross-referencing concepts. Individual markers
identify individual concepts. They consist of a number-sign followed by some identifi-
cation number or constant (large case), e.g. ~123 or ~John. Sowa also distinguishes
various set referents, which we do not use here, as they introduce complexity which is
unnecessary for our specification purposes.

A concept has the following format:

[type : ref ]

An entity e- (id, tei ref) E E can be written in this concept format:

[te : ref]

The object identifiers applied in the predicate logic notation are not used in the con-
cept, as concepts are part of a conceptual graph in which their identity is implied by their
position in the graph.

Example
An example of a mapping from the earlier defined format to conceptual graph
format would be, with e- (~123, List-Owner, John) :
[List-Owner : ~John]

O

. Conceptual Relation

A conceptual relation links two or more concepts. Each conceptual relation has a
relation-type, surrounded by rounded parentheses, and one ore more ares, represented by
an arrow. All ares must be linked to some concept. If a relation has n ares, it is called
n-adic. In this thesis, we only use dyadic relations. A dyadic relation has the following
representation:

[type, : refi] ~ ( r-tyPe) ~ [type, : ref2]

Conceptual relations often contain rich domain knowledge both in the concept and
relation nodes ( e.g. [Dog] ~ ( Color) ~[Brown](Luger and Stubblefield, 1989)). Here, the
relation type is Color. In RENISYS, however, we adopt the set of relation type primitives
described in Fillmore's case grammar, which was also originally adopted in CGT.
Fillmore considers a sentence to consist of a verb and a set of semantically thematical
roles, played by nouns and noun phrases, which are also called case relationships or
cases. Case grammar exists in many different variations and its merits are still the subject
of debate. However, the proposition that semantic cases play a fundamental role in
sentence representation and analysis is by now generally accepted ( Newmeyer, 1986,
pp.103-106). Restricting ourselves to using these primitive relations only, implying that
we should put more semantic richness in our concepts, makes our represented knowledge
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more generally applicable and consistent, and easier to compare with other approaches.
Even more important, by sticking to the original thematical roles, it is easier to extend the
method with standard case grammar-based natural language generation and interpretation
tools, and thus improve the usefulness of the tool. Furthermore, graph operations are
simpler, as no relation type hierarchy needs to be taken into account. An overview of
these relations is presented in App. B.

A relation r-(id. tr, s,, dr) E R, with ei -(s~. tei. refi) and e2 - ( d,., te2i refz) is
written in the following conceptual graph dyadic relation format:

[tel : re,fl] ~ ( tr~ ~ [te2 : rC.l2]

Example
If el -(;~235, Edit, ~), e2 - (~236, Editor, Alary), then
r- (~23-I, Agnt, ~235. ~236) is represented as:

[Edit : ~] ~ (Agnt) --~ [Editor : ~Mary]

. Conceptual Graph

A conceptual graph is a combination of concept nodes and conceptual relation nodes.
A graph may also consist of only a single concept.

To represent a conceptual graph, one of its concepts is chosen as the head of the graph.
If a graph line is too long, at its end an arc can be replaced by the dash symbol `-' that
indicates that the graph is continued on the next line. It can also replace more than one
arc, for example, if several relations link to the concept to which the dash is attached.
In that case, these relation nodes each start at a new line with the same indentation. A
conceptual graph is ended by a period.

The general format of a conceptual graph is based on this pattern:

[type, : ref,]-
(r-type, ) ~ [type2 : re fz]

(r-type~) ~ [type3 : ref31-

(r-ty1~e3Í . . .

Example
Both the example of the concept and the conceptual relation described earlier
can act as full conceptual graphs. Examples of graphs with more than one
relation are given in Sect. 6.4.3.

L]

A nested graph is a special kind of conceptual graph, which has as its referent a set
of conceptual graphs. These graphs are said to occur in the context of the type of the
concept. A nested graph with type type and a singleton conceptual graph graph as a
referent has the following format:

[type : graph].

We use these nested graphs in two ways: to represent definition processes and speci-
fication knowledge definitions.
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6.4.2 Definition Process Representation
In Sect. 6.2.4, we introduced an informal representation for specification processes, as
their complex structure has an unwieldy representation in standard logics. We represented
a specification process as a predication, of which the type of the specification process is
the predicate and ihe term consists of the resulting knowledge definition. An example of
this informal notation used in Sect. 6.2.4 was:

CTeate-Type(Edit-Report)

Such a notation can refer both to the complete specification process and its subprocess
called the definition process.

In the previous section, we concentrated on the conversational moves that are part of
the specification process, and viewed the definition process as a black box. The focus now
shifts from the conversation for specification to the definition process that forms the heart
of the specification process.

Definition 39 A deftnition process is represented by the following nested graph:
[sp-type : kd].

An altemative notation is: [sp-type) --r (Rslt) ~ kd.

where sp-type - type(sp) for some sp E S~, and kd E D some knowledge
definition (see Sect. 6.4.3).

The first definition process representation has a double-level nesting, as kd itself is a
graph. Since operations on nested graphs are computationally more complex, the flattened
second graph representation may sometimes be preferred.

Example
The above example can be represented by (the structure of the knowledge
definition kd is explained in Sect. 6.4.3):

[Create-Type : [Type : [EditAeport : ~x]]]

as well as by

[Create-Type] -r (Rslt) -i [Type : [Edit.Report]].
O

6.4.3 Knowledge Definition Representation
The general graph structure of a specification knowledge definition is:

[k : def].

Here, the knowledge category k E IC, whereas de f represents the definition core in
graph format. As the specific graph representation format of the definitions varies for the
various knowledge categories, their formats are discussed separately.
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Type Definitions

Definition 40 A type definition d~ -(id, td, t9, E, R) E D7 , with td the defined
type and t9 the genus type, is defined as:

[Type : [td : ~x] -y (Def) --i [ty : ~x] dif(d~)].

dif(dt), the differentia of the type definition, is connected to the genus con-
cept (tg :~x] by its relations that have the genus placeholder .~" in their source
or destination concepts. Thus, the differentia forms a subgraph that special-
izes the genus to the defined type (see Def. 20).

This representation of the type definition is different from the one used by Sowa
(1984,p.106). The source entity of the (Def )-relation denotes the defined type, the desti-
nation entity the genus type.

Example
The type definition of the example given in Sect. 6.2.2 can be written as:

[Type : [Article : ~x] ~ (Def) --i [Document : ~x]-
(Part) -~ [Abstract]
(Part) -r [Body]].

To make use of the type definition in constructing other graphs, we can apply the
conceptual graph operation of minimal ripe expansion (Sowa, 1984, p.109), which we
adapt to our approach.

Definition 41 u is a graph containing concept a. d~ is a type definition with de-
fined type td, genus type t9, genus concept e9, and differentia dif(d~). If
type(a) - td, then a can be joined with dif(d~) on the genus concept e9.

O

This result can be used to connect a the concept containing the defined type with the
differentia of one of its type definitions, by making u- a.

Example
Using the type definition of the example, if u-[Article :~x], then minimal
type expansion results in:

[Article : ~x]-
(Part) --y [Abstract]
(Part) -~ [Body].

O
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State Definitions

Definition 42 A state definition ds -(id, E, R) E DS is defined as:

[State : def].

def is the conceptual graph formed by the combination of concepts E and
relations R.

Example
The state definition given in Ex. 6.4 is represented as:

[State : [List-Owtter : ~John] ~ (Poss) ---i [Mailingl.ist : ~]].
O

Action Norms

Definition 43 An action norm dQn -(id, de, a. cp, w) E D.a,ti- is represented as
follows:

[an : a E- (Agnt) ~ cp ~ (Obj) -~ w].

de is the deontic effect of the norm. a, ep, w stand for some actor', control
process, and workflow entity, respectively. Furthermore, the norm category
label an is determined as follows:

Perm-Act if de - Perm
an - Req-Act if de - Req

Forb-Act if de - Forb
O

Example
The graph representation of the action norm of Ex. 6.2.4 is:

[Perm~lct : [Editor] E- (Agnt) ~ [Exec] ~ (Obj) ~ [Edit]].
O

Composition Norms

Definition 44 A composition norm d~„ -(id, de, a, cp, sp) E D~,N is represented
as:

[cn : a t-- ( Agnt) f- cp --f ( Obj) ~ dp -i ( Rslt) -i def].

3The meaning of the term acror is very different from its interpretation in CGT, where it refers to a node
in a dataflow graph that can perform computations on the declarative graph knowledge (Sowa, 1984, p.188)
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Here, de, a, cp, sp mean the deontic effect, actor, control process, and speci-

fication process. dp - [type(sp)] and def - ref(sp).

The composition category label is:

Perm-Comp if de - Perm.
cn - Req-Comp if de - Req

Forb-Comp if de - Forb

Example
The composition norm listed in Ex. 6.2.4 is represented as:

[Perm-Comp : [Steering-Cott~ittee] t- (Agnt) F [Control] -r (Obj)-

[Create-Type] ~ (rslt) -~ [Type : [Edit]]].

O

6.4.4 Definition Process Dynamics

For each of the twelve definition processes, we describe their pre- and postconditions, in
this way describing their dynamics. Before we can do this, we first introduce concep-

tual graph theory on canonical graph formation, which we require in order to produce
meaningful knowledge definition changes.

Canonical Graph Formation

An important property of CGT is that it explicitly addresses the problem of the mean-

ingfulness of graphs by defining operations to determine their canonicity~. By applying

canonicalformation rules, all meaningful or canonical graphs can be derived from an

initial canon. This canon consists (for simple graphs) of a type hierarchy T, a set of

individual markers I, a conformity relation :: that relates labels from T to markers in I,

and an initial set of ineaningful graphs, the canonicalbasis B. The graphs that are in this

canonical basis are given, in our case they are the result of previous legitimate definition

processes.

There are four canonical formation rules that can be applied to either graphs from
the canonical basis or graphs that have been canonically derived from them. A graph w
can be canonically derived from graphs u and z~ through one or more applications of the
following canonical formation rules (Sowa, 1984, p.94):

. Copy: w is a copy of n.

. Restrict: for any concept c in v, its type may be replaced by a subtype. If c is
a generic concept, its referent may be changed to an individual marker. These
changes are on the condition that the referent of c conforms to the type of c before

and after the change.
~ 1oin: if concept c in u is identical to concept d in v, then w connects u to v~ by deleting

~Some even consider this to be one of its key theoretical contributions, e.g. (Wermelinger. 1997).
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d and linking to c the ares of the conceptual relations formerly linked to d.
. Simplify: if conceptual relations r and ~ in graph u are duplicates, then one of them can

be deleted from u.

Conceptual graphs can be ordered in a generalization hierarchy. u is a specialization
of v, written as u C v, for two graphs u and v, if u is canonically derivable from v.
Furthermore, if u C v, then there is a subgraph u' that represents v in u., called the
projection of v in u-We write such a projection as zr : v~ u, or, if unambiguous what
graph is being projected into, zrv.

Definition 45 The projection operator ~r that maps v to u has the following prop-
erties (Sowa, 1984, p.99)5:

. For each concept c in v, zrc is a concept in zrv such that type(~rc) C
type(c). If c is individual, then ref(~rc) - ref(c). -

. For each conceptual relation r in v, zrr is a conceptual relation in ~rv where
r-type(zrr) - r-type(r).

Example
Let there be a graph dt:

dl - [Type : [Workflow-Mapping : .x]-
(Part) -~ [Edit~aper]-

(Matr) -a [Draft~aper]
(Rslt) --i [Edited~aper]

(Part) -~ (Interaction]
(Part) -~ [Edit-Textfile]-

(Matr) --3 [Source-Textfile]
(Rslt) ~ [Edited-Textfile]
(Rslt) F [Enable] F (Matr) F [Word.Processor]].

We want to know if graph dt is canonical, given some canonical basis B.
Among other graphs, B contains the following type definitions:

d2 - [Type : [Workflowl.tapping : ~x] -r (Def) -~ [Mapping : ~x]-
(Part) -i [Activity]
(Part) --~ [Interaction]
(Part) -3 [IC~roc]].

d3 - [Type : [Edit~aper : .x] -~ (Def) ~ [Activity : ~x]-
(Matr) -~ [Draft~aper]
(Rslt) -i [Edited~aper]].

d4 - ~Type : [Edit-Textfile : rx] ~ (Def) -i [Info3roc : ~x]-
(Matr) ~ [Source-Textfile]
(Rslt) ~ [Edited-Teatfile]
(Rslt) ~- [Enable] t- (Matr) F [Word3rocessor]].

SWe assume the operator to be defined on referents as well
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d2 is a type definition of the WorkfíowlYlapping ontological primitive (see
App. C). d3 and d4 ar~ user-defined type definitions. To be usable, all
definitions must be rewritten in minimally expanded form, like dl.

The answer to the question is: yes, dl is a canonical graph. It can be derived
from B by applying this sequence of applications of the formation rules:

- Restrict in d2 the [Activity] node to [Edit~aper].
- Restrict in d2 the [IC~roc] node to [Edit-Textf ile].

- Join d3 to d2 on the [Edit3aper] concept.

- Join d4 to d2 on the [Edit-Textfile] concept.

Alternatively, there is a projection from dz in dl:

~rd2 - [Type : [Workflow~tapping : ~x]-

(Part) -~ [Edit Publ]

(Part) -i [Interaction]

(Part) -r [Edit-Textfile]].

O

With the projection, we can now formally define the composition match that was de-

scribed in Def. 25:

Definition 46 Let there be some composition comp E Comp, and a composition

norm d~,~ E D~N with norm composition part comp(d~n). There is a compo-

sition match between comp and comp(d~„), denoted as comp B~ comp(d~n),

if comp is a specialization of comp(d~~).

Such a specialization exists, if there is a~r : comp(d~„) ~ comp.
l7

This composition match is used in the calculation of the norm dynamics described in
Sect. 6.2.4 and App. D, in which the norm dynamics of the example are calculated using

a generic conceptual graph tool.

Definition Process Conditions

The canonical graph operations are used in the definition processes described next. For
each process, a verbal description, the pre- and post-conditions, and an example are given.

Note that the listed conditions are not necessarily exhaustive. The objective is not to

describe each of the definition processes in the greatest detail possible, on the contrary,

there are still many degrees of freedom left in these process descriptions. Listed are only

the minimal conditions that must be fulfilled to ensure that definition process changes

are legitimate. These conditions can be extended in future work, if necessary tailored to

particular user communities. The current conditions should be regarded as necessary, not

sufficient.
We do not present the algorithms that can be used to calculate the (declarative)

conditions. In App. D and E, we show a rather cumbersome approach to implement
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conceptual graph operations, which could be extended to the checking of the pre- and
postconditions (and of the global constraints introduced in 7.1.3)6

In each definition process ít is assumed that there is access to all existing knowledge
definitions d E D, the partially ordered entity type labels TE,~, and the relation types
TR. For some definition process to be performed, its corresponding specification process
must be active. Each definition process has an input definition, dp,e, which is transformed
into the desired output definition, dpost. Once the process has been carried out, dp,.e is
retracted.

In case of a definition creation process, dPre can consist of some (specialized) defini-
tion template dt„ipc. If the definition process concerns a modification or termination, then
an existing (legitimate) knowledge definition acts as the input definition.

If the proposed definition process concerns either a creation or modification process
the resulting output definition should always be a specialization of the input definition.
This is so, because the calculation of the resultant deontic effect that permitted users to
participate in this definition process was based on the input definitíon. The legitimacy
of the definition change cannot be guaranteed, however, if the output definition is more
generic than the input definition. The reason for this is that we have defined the deontic
effect of a composition norm to apply to compositions that are equal to or more specific
than the norm composition part itself. In case the defining users want a more generic
definition, a new definition process, including recalculation of the resultant deontic effect
should be started.

~ Type Creation Process

Description:

The active specification process spQ concerns the creation of a new type definition
dc-posc. dt-pTe is an instantiated version of the type definition template, dt-cmpc, which itself
equals the head ( i.e. the relation connecting the defined type concept with the genus) of
the type definition pattern given in Def. 40.

dt-pTe itself is not part of DT, as it is only an input to the definition process. t9 should
be an existing type, and should therefore be a precondition. The defined type td does not
necessarily have to be new, as one type can have more than one type definition. Thus, it
suffices to make the inclusion of td in the entity type hierarchy a postcondition. dc-posc
contains an instantiated version of the complete type definition pattern given in Def. 40.
The new type definition may not contain relations between the domain actors and control
processes, because these relations are defined in the norm definitions, and should not be
part of the ontologies.

Pre-Conditions:

~ spn E SD, spn -[Create-Type : dc-pre]

6A much more uniform and powerful approach to representing and checking a wide variety of semantic
constraints is proposed by Mineau and Missaoui (1997). In this approach, known invalid graphs can be
used to create validity intervals on the generalization hierarchy constructed out of the graphs to be checked.
These intervals together form a validity space, which can be used to validate any conceptual graph.
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. t9 E TE

. dt-tmpt - [TYpe : [td : ~x] -~ ( Def) --i [ty : sx]].

. dt-pTe is an instantiated version of the defined type-part of dn„pt.

Post-Conditions:

. dt-post - (id, td, t9, E, R, ) E DT

. tdETE

. ~~ ~r: g; ~ dt-post, for i - 1, . . . , 3, with:

- gl - [PDJtctor] ~ (Agnt) f- [Control]

- g2 - [HN-Actor] F (Agnt) ~ [Control]

- g3 - [IS~lctor] ~ (Agnt) t- [Control]

Example
spo - [Create-Type : dt-p,e], with
dt-pTe - [Type : [Report~dit : ~x] ~ (Def) -~ [Activity : ~x]]

Let

dt-post - [Type : [Report.Edit : ~x] ~ (Def) -3 [Edit : ~x]-
(Rslt) -~ [Edited~ieport]]

dc-post is a completed definition of the defined type represented in dt-p,e, in
this case with a non-empty differentia. Furthermore, none of the r: gz -r
dt-post projections can be made. Thus, dt-post can indeed be included in DT.

. Type Modification Process

Description:

spa concerns the modification of an existing type definition dt-pre. The modified
definition dt-post has the same identifier as dt-pre. Furthermore, the defined type td must
be equal in both definitions. Again, dt-po9t cannot contain any relations between actors
and control processes.

Pre-Conditions:

. spQ E SP, spo - [Modify-Type : dt-p,.e]

. dt-pTe - (idi, tdi, tyt, Ei, Ri) E DT

Post-Conditions:

. dt-post - ( ids, td~, t9z, Ez, RZ) E DT
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. idl - id2

~ tdl - td2

' ~~ ~: 9~ ~ de~osc, for i - 1, . . . , 3, with:

- 91 - [PDJtctor] E- (Agnt) t- [Control]

- gZ - [HNJtctor] ~ (Agnt) t- [Control]

- g3 - [IS-Actor] ~ (Agnt) F [Control]

Examp[e
spn - [Modify-Type : dt-yTe], wlth

dc-pTe - [Type : [Article : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [Document : ~a]-
(Part) ~ [Abstract]
(Part) ~ [Body]]

Say that the users no longer think that an abstract is a necessary property of
an article:

dc-posc - [Type : [Article : ~x] -~ (Def) ~ [Document : ~x] ~ (Part) --i [Body]]

We assume that the identifiers of dt-p,.e and dt-posc are equal. Furthermore,
td1 - td2 - Article. None of the ~r : g, ~ dt-posc projections can be made.
Thus, dc-post is legitimate.

D

. Type Termination Process

Description:

spQ concerns the termination of an existing type definition dc-P,.P. After termination,
the type definition no longer exists. If there are no other definitions of the same type,
no knowledge definition may any longer contain an entity which has the type that was
terminated. In that case, each of these entities must get a new, still defined type, before
the type termination can take effect. Candidates are, for instance, the super- or subtypes
of the terminated type.

Pre-Conditions:

. spa E SP, spo - [Terminate-Type : dc-pre]

. dc~,.e - ( idl, tdl, t91, E1,1~1) E DT

Post-Conditions:

.,~dt -(idz, td2~ tg2, E2, Rz) E DT ~ tdz - idl
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. If ~~ di -(2d3, t d3, tg3, E3, R3) E D7~ ~ iy3 - tyl, then:
dd E D: ~3 e E E ~ type(e) - tg~, with E the set of entities in d.

Ezample
spo - [Terminate-Type : di-pre], with
di-pTe - [Type : [Report : ~x] ~ (Def) --~ [Document : ~x]]

Assume there is no other type definition of Report. Furthermore, assume
there is some definition, say a state definition ds E DS, which prior to the
type termination process had this representation:

ds-pre - [State : [Report : ~100]]

Since Report is no longer defined after the process has been carried out, it
needs to be replaced in all definitions that include an entity of the report-type
by starting the appropriate modification processes, including the one for this
state definition. Say that the definer decides that it can best be replaced by its
direct supertype, Document, then the result of that state modification process
is:

ds-posc - [State : [Document : ~100]]
O

. State Creation Process

Description:

145

The active specification process spa concerns the creation of a new state definition

ds-pose. ds-pre consists of a(part of some) minimally expanded type definition. ds-post in
turn equals ds-pre, with possibly one or more of the latter's constituting concepts having
been defined as individual. Basing the state definition on a type definition in this way
ensures that the state definition is meaningful.

Pre-Conditions:

. spo E SP, spo -[Create-State : ds-pre]

. ds-pre is part of some di E DT

Post-Conditions:

. ds-pos~ - (id, E, R) E DS.

. ds-posi equals ds-pre. with possibly one or more of its concepts having been defined
as individual.

Examp[e
To define that there is a specific list owner of a particular mailing list requires
the following state creation process:

spa - [Create~tate : ds-pre], with
ds-pre - (State : [Mailingl,ist] F- (Poss) f- [List-O~rner]]

Now assume there is also this type definition:
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dt - [Type : [Mailing-I.ist : .x] -~ (Def) ~ [Info-Tool : ~x]-
(Poss) ~ [List-Ouner]
...]

Thus, ds~Te is part of the ( minimally expanded) d~. A legitimate ds~os~ could
thus be:

O
ds-yre - [State : [Mailings.ist : ~CG] ~ (Poss) ~ [List-Ovner : ~John]]

. State Modification Process

Description:

spa concerns the modification of an existing state definition ds~re. The modified
definition ds-0o,i has the same identifier as ds~re, and only differs in the referents of its
entities. Thus, corresponding entities have the same type labels, but potentially one or
more of the generic referents of ds~re have been made individual in ds-Pos~.

Pre-Conditions

. spn E SP, spa - [Modify-State : ds-yre]

. ds.~re - (id~, E~, R~) E Ds

Post-Conditions

. ds~o5e - (idz, Ez, Rz) E Ds

. idl - idz

. Ri-Rz

. For all corresponding e; - (idt, te-;, ref2) E El, e~ - (id~, te-~, ref~) E E2:
idz - id,, te ;- te-~, and some ref; may have been made individual in their corre-
sponding re f~.

Example
Assume that it was previously defined that there is a BCFOR-mailing list,
with some, then unknown list owner. However, it has now been decided that
this list owner is some individual, say Jack. The state definition therefore
needs to be modified.

spa - [Modify~tate : ds-pre], with
ds-y,.e - [State : [Mailingl.ist : ~BCFOR] F (Poss) t- [List-Owner]]

ds-yosc - [State : [Mailing.List : ~BCFOR] t-- (Poss) t- [List-Ovner : ~Jack]]

ds-yo,t is equal to ds-pre except for the second entity, of which the referent is
now defined.

0
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. State Termination Process

Description:

spa aims to terminate an existing state definition ds-pre. After termination, the state
definition no longer exists.

Pre-Conditions

. spa E SP, spa - [Terminate -State : ds-yre]

. ds~re -(idi, Ei, Ri) E Ds

Post-Conditions

.~3 ds-past - ( idz, Ez, Rz) E Ds ~ idz - id i

Examp[e
Since this termination process is trivial, no example is given.

. Action Norm Creation Process

Description:

The objective of spa is to create a new action norm definition dan-post~ dan-pre must

equal the action norm template dan-tmpl (which is the most generic action norm), with
the norm category, actor, control process, and workflow type of dan pre being subtypes

of their equivalents in dan-t,npt. Similarly, the types of these entities in dan-post must

be subtypes of their equivalents in dan-pre. In a norm creation or modification process

the deontic category of dan-pre cannot be changed, as this would completely change the

effect of the norm, which would therefore not be legitimate.

Pre-Conditions

. spa E S~, spa - [Create~lN : dan-pre]

. dan-tmpl - [anl : [al] ~ (ABnt) ~ [cp~] ~ (~bJ) -~ [wl]], with

anl - AN, al - Actor, cpl - Control, wi - Workflow

. dnn-pre - [an~ : [a,] t- (ABnt) ~ [cP2] -3 ( ~bJ) --i [w2~], wi[h
anz G ani, a2 C ai, cp2 C ~Pi, wz C wi

Post-Conditions

. dan-post E D,aN'

. dnn-post - [(17t3 ' [a3] E-- ~A~t) ~ [CP3] ~ (~b~~ ~ [w3~], Wlth

ang G anp, a3 G a2, cp3 C ~p2, ~3 G~~2
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Examp[e
Assume that the user who is facing a breakdown proposes an action norm
which states that a list owner can execute some registration process, but he
does not know exactly what type of process this should be.

spa - [CreateJtN : dQn-pre]

The (fixed) action norm definition template is:

dan-tmpt - [AN : [Actor] t- (Agnt) ~ [Control] -a (Dbj) ~ [Workflow]].

to which the following input definition conforms:

dnn-pre - [Permllct : [List-Dvner] f-- (Agnt) f- [Exec] ~ (Dbj) -~ [Register]]

The users involved in the actual definition process decide that the most ap-
propriate registration process is the list member registration process
(Reg-List11~1ember G Register):

dan-post - ~PermJlct : [List-Dvner] t- (Agnt) t- [Exec] --~ (Dbj)-
[Regl.ist~tember]].

Since this definition is more specific than dan-pTe, it is legitimate.

. Action Norm Modification Process

Description:

spQ aims to modify an existing action norm dQn-pre. The modified norm dQn-post
must be a speciali2ation of dan-pTe. It has the same identifier and only differs in that the
types of the actor, control process, and workflow concepts are subtypes of their counter-
parts in dnn-pre. In a norm modification process, the deontic category may not be changed.

Pre-Conditions

~ SpQ E S~, spa -[ModifyJlN : dan-pre].

~ dnn-pre -(idi, dei, ai, cpi. wi) E ~.atv

Post-Conditions

. dnn-post -(id2, dez, oz, cPz. ~u'~z) E D.t:v

~ idt - id2

~ de2 - del

. az G ol, cp2 G cpl, w2 C wl
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Example
The action norm defined in the previous example no longer represents the

needs of the network. Instead of permitting any list owner to register a list

member, only a list-administrator (List~dm C List-Owner) is allowed to do

so from now on.

Spn -[MOdifYJ1N : dnn-pre]

dnn-pre -[PermJ,ct : [List-Owner] ~ (Agnt) ~ [Exec] -~ (Obj) -~ [Regl,ist~tember]].

dnn-post -[Perm-Act : [Listlldm] t- (Agnt) ~ [Exec] -i (Obj) ~ [Regl.ist~lember]].

Since dan-post is equal to dnn-pre apart from the more specific actor concept,

this is a legitimate definition change.

. Action Norm Termination Process

Description:

spn aims to terminate an existing action norm dnn-pre. After termination, the action

norm no longer exists.

Pre-Conditions

~ spn E SP, spn -[TerminateJtN : dnn-pre]-

~ dnn-pre -~idi, dei, a!, cpi, wi) E D..~.h.

Post-Conditions

~~~ dan-post -~Zdz, dez, a 2, cpz, ~'z) E D.a,v ~ idZ - idl

Example
Since the termination process is trivial, no example is given.

O

. Composition Norm Creation Process

Description:

The objective of spn is to create a new composition norm definition d~n~n5c- dcn-pre
must equal the composition notm template dcn-tmp! (which is the most generic com-

position norm), with the notm category, actor, control process, definition process, and

definition types of dcn-pre being subtypes of their equivalents in den-tmpl. Similarly, the

types of these entities in dcn-post must be subtypes of their equivalents in dcn-pre, apart

from the norm category, which must be identical.

Pre-Conditions

~ spn E SP. spn - [Create-CN : den-pre]
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~ dcn-lmpl - [cn~ : [a~] ~ (ABnt) ~ [cP~] -i (L1bJ) ~ [dP~] -r (Rslt) ~ def1],wÍ[h
cn~ - C~V, al - Actor, cpl - Control, dpl - Specify, de fl - Definition.

. dcn-pTe - [cn2 : [a,] E- (ABnt) ~ [~2] ~ (ObJ) ~ [dP2] ~ (Rslt) ~ def~], with
cnz G cnl, az c al, cpz ~ CPi, dpz C dpi, de fz C defl.

Post-Conditions

~ dcn-post E DCh'

~ dcn-post - [Cn3 ' [d3] ~ (A~t) ~ [~3] ~ ( ~bJ) ~ [dp3] i lRSlt) ~ dEf3], WIIh
Cn3 - cnzi a3 C a2, cP3 c cP2, dP3 G dpz, de f3 C defz.

Example
Assume that a new type definition of the Submit activity has been created,
and that it now needs to be determined which actor is permitted to modify
this definition.

spn - [Create-CN : dcn-pre]

The (fixed) composition norm definition template is:

dcnlmpl - ~CN :[Actor] f - (Agnt) ~ [Control] -i (Obj) ~ [Specify]-
(Rslt) -~ [Definition]]

to which the input definition conforms:

den~pre - [Perm-Comp : [Actor] t-- (Agnt) ~ [Exec] -i (Obj) -~ [Modify-Type]-
(Rslt) --i [Type : [Submit]]]

The users carrying out this definition process decide that the most appropriate
actor for this process is the editor:

dcn-post - [Perm-Comp : [Editor] i-- (Agnt) ~ [Exec] ~ (Obj) --~ [Modify-Type]-
(Rslt) ~ [Type : [Submit]]]

Since this definition is more specific than dQn-pre, it is legitimate.

. Composition Norm Modification Process

Description:

spa aims to modify an existing composition norm d~„~Te. The modified norm d~n-po5t
must be equal to or more specific than d~n-pre. It has the same identifier and only differs
in that the types of the actor, control process, definition process and definition concepts
are subtypes of their counterparts in den-pre. In a norm modification process, the deontic
category may not be changed.

Pre-Conditions
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~ spo E S~, spo -[Modify-CN : dcn-pre]

. dcn-pre -(idl, del. al, cpl, dpl, def1) E Dc.v

Post-Conditions

. d~n-po5i - ( ids, dez. a2, cpz, dp2, deÏ2) E Dc.~.

. ~id, - id2

. deZ - del

. a2 C ai, cp2 C cpi, dp2 C dpi, de f2 G de fi

Example
Assume that the submit process of the previous example has been specialized
into two different submit processes, one for conference papers and one for
journal articles. Two different types of editors have also been defined: journal
and conference editors. Now, the original composition norm is no ]onger
valid. Assume that first the conference submission process is specified. It is
decided to modify the original composition norm into one that regulates the
more specific conference submission process.

SpQ - [Modify-CN : dcn-pre].

dcn-pre - [Perm-Comp: [Editor] ~ (Agnt) ~- [Exec] ~ (Obj) -i [Modify-Type]-
(Rslt) -i [Type : [Submit]]]

dcn-pose - (Perm-Comp : [Conference~ditor] t- (Agnt) t- [Exec] ~ (Obj)-

(Modify-Type] ~ (Rslt) -~ [Type : [Conference-Submit]]]

Since dcn-po5i is eyual to dcn-pre apart from the more specific actor and defi-
nition types, this is a legitimate definition change.

. Composition Norm Termination Process

Description:

spa aims to terminate an existing composition norm deR-pre. After termination, the
composition norm no longer exists.

Pre-Conditions

. spo E 57~, spQ -[Terminate-CN : dcn-pre]-

. dCn-pre -(idi, dei, ai, cpi, dPi, de fl) E De:~

Post-Conditions
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~~~ d~n~osc - (i dz, dez, a z, cpz, dPz, deÏz) E D~~,- ~ idz - idt

Example
Since the termination process is trivial, no example is given.

In this chapter, we described the formal semantics of the legitimate user-driven speci-
fication process. The network domain concepts and the meta-concepts needed to describe
the specification process were organized in an ontological framework. Using these con-
cepts, four categories of specification knowledge were distinguished: type definitions,
state definitions, action norms and composition norms. Special attention was given to the
dynamics of composition norms, which regulate specification behaviour. It was shown
how these dynamics can be used to calculate what is the acceptable behaviour of individ-
ual users in the active specification process. The formal semantics of the conversation for
specification were described, in order to determine the authorizations of users to carry out
the various acts constituting this conversation. Conceptual graph theory was introduced
as an appropriate knowledge formalism for representing and reasoning about the com-
plex knowledge definitions required in the specification process. For each combination
of specification process and knowledge category, the definition process dynamics were
described as pre- and postconditions on the definition process.

So far, we have only introduced the conceptual and procedural building blocks of our
specification method. In the next chapter, these are combined to construct a concrete
approach for supporting the legitimate user-driven specification process.



Chapter 7

Supporting the Specification Process

This chapter describes how RENISYS concretely supports the legitimate user-driven

specification process. The basis for the description of this support are the formal con-
structs and procedures developed in the previous chapter. In Sect. 7.1, some general

support facilities are introduced. Making use of these facilities, Sect. 7.2 describes how

the breakdown handling process is facilitated, which is at the heart of the legitimate user-

driven specification process. Sect. 7.3 discusses how the network information system

evolves over time in a series of breakdown handling processes. It shows how the various

stages of the network life cycle can be supported, using material from the cases described

in Chapter 1 as an illustration. The chapter is concluded with a brief discussion of the

method in Sect. 7.4.

7.1 Specification Process Support Facilities

So far, the specification process has been described in abstract terms, with a focus on
how to produce legitimate knowledge definitions. However, for these definitions to be
produced in an effective and efficient way, some specification process support facilities
are required. Three essential facilities are those for definition presentation, functionality
specification, and constraint handling.

7.1.1 Definition Presentation

Until now, conceptual graphs were used to concisely represent and reason about complex
knowledge definitions and their specification processes. Although useful for explaining
the method, these graph constructs are too complex and abstract to be directly usable by
most users. Therefore, the presentation of these definitions is done in a(pseudo)-natural
language format that is easier to comprehend by the users.

These translations can be produced using the meaning implied by the semantic rela-
tions between concepts. Appendix B describes tttis meaning for the main relations used
in RENISYS. The core idea is that concepts play certain semantic roles in a conceptual
graph, which normally contains one or more relations. For particular combinations of

concepts and relations, syntactic transformations can be produced. Vice versa, expres-
sions by users in this (restricted) syntax can automatically be translated back into graph

changes by the method.
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To illustrate, an example is given of the simple translation of a binary relation, con-
sisting of a relation node and concept nodes. Asswne there is the following conceptual
relation, which could be part of some state definition:

[Edit : ~127] ~ (Matr) ~ [Revieved~aper]

The signature of the ( Matr) relation is (see App. B):

[Transformation] ---~ (Matr) -~ [T]

A corresponding relation translation rule is:

r-transl([Transformation] -i (Matr) -i [T]) -
c-transl([Transformation]) "uses" c-transl([T])

The relevant concept translation rules are:

c-transl([Entity : ~x]) -
"the entity ~"

c-transl([Entity]) -
"a eretity"

Thus, the translation of the state definition would be:

"The edit process 1í127 uses a reviewed puper ".

This is only a simple example. For more complex graphs, consisting of multiple re-
lations, more complex translation rules would be needed. Such rules are also necessary
for the generation of more complex linguistic expressions (i.e. if the referent of a concept
contains more than one individual marker, or if it is universally quantified, the transla-
tion needs to result in plural noun and verb endings). The required translation also varies
depending on the knowledge definition category (e.g. type definition or action norm),
the purpose of the presented definition (e.g. question or assertion), and the format of the
translation (e.g. pulldown-list or sentence). Since these transformation rules are not trív-
ial, and require much additional methodological complexity, we refrain from automating
the translations. Instead, the translation rules are defined manually where needed. In fu-
ture research, we intend to make use of the results of recent research on automated graph
translations, along the lines of the Grammalizer project (Hoppenbrouwers, 1997). One of
the issues researched in this project was how to attach semantic roles to words and phrases
and recombine them into structured sentences. By integrating results from such advanced
graph translation research, one of the strengths of conceptual graph theory, its close link
with natural language, will become more visible in the method.

7.1.2 Functionality Specification
The specification process, consisting of analysis and design activities, and the implemen-
tation process are strictly separated in our method. During systems analysis, functional
requirements are gathered, which are mapped to functionality enabled by information
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Figure 7.1: Functionality Specification Entities and their Relations

tools in the high-level design. In this section, we describe how the access to tools, the
required, and enabled functionality are specified in RENISYS; how required and enabled
functionality are matched; and how functionality is assigned to particular tool instances.
Fig. 7.1 shows the relations between the different entities necessary in the functionality
specification process~. These relations are explained next. A worked example of how
these functionality specifications are represented and processed in an actual conceptual
graph engine is given in App. E.

Functionality Access

Each user has access to a certain set of tool instances, represented in the form of state
definitions that conform to this type definition of the access-relation:

[Type : [Access : ~x] --r (Def) -i [T : ~x]-
(Poss) ~ [User]
(obj) ~ [Info-Tool]].

Example
To indicate that John has access to mailer fk4, as well as access to web-browser
~15 at Infolab, the following state definitions need to be made:

~The diagram is a variant of NIAM-nota[ion. Bold arrows indicate subtype relations, the predicates

represent other relations. Only the entity types User, Info-Tool, IC-Process, and Workflowlvtapping are
defined in the ontology. The other entities distinguished in the functionality specification process are roles

that these types play. They aze denoted by an asterix.
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[State : [Access : ~213]-
(Poss) t- [User : ~John]
(Obj) -~ [Mailer : ~4C~Infolab]].

[State : [Access : ~214]-
(Poss) ~- [User : ~John]
(Obj) -~ [Mailer : ~15C~Infolab]].

O

Some types of information tools are complex, in the sense that users can be assigned
access to only part of the functionality of the tool. A typical example of such a complex
information tool is a web server that consists of many different pages, each enabling
different functionality.

The meaning of a complex information tool is the following:

[Type : [Complex-Info-Tool : ~x] -r (Def) ~ [Info-Tool : ~x]-
(Pazt) -~ [Entity]].

Example
This definition of a complex information tool indicates that user John only
has access to the home page of the BCFOR-web server.
[State : [Access : ~215]-

(Poss) f-- [User : ~John]
(Obj) ~ [Web-Server : ~BCFOR] -r (Pazt) -~ [Web~age : ~`home.html]].

O

Required Functionality

Functionality requirements consist of required information or communication (IC) pro-
cesses in their usage context. A reguired IC-process is therefore an IC-process that is
part of a workflow mapping. The activity and interaction part of such a mapping together
identify the usage context in which the IC-process operates. A workflow mapping is rep-
resented as a state definition which conforms to a specialization of the workflow mapping
type definition given in App. C. This definition is:

[Type : [Workflosr~lapping : ~a] ~ (Def) -r [Mapping : ~x] ~ -
(Part) -y [Activity]
(Pazt) ~ [Interaction]
(Part) --i [IC~roc]].

Example

[State : [Workflowsiapping : ~123]-
(Part) ~ [Edit]
(Part) -~ [Group~iscussion]
(Part) ~ [Comm~rocess]].

This workflow mapping specifies that `the edit process is a group discussion
process that is supported by some communication process'. The communi-
cation process is thus a required IC-process.

t]
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Enabled Functionality

Any IC-process enabled by some information tool is called an enabled IC-process. Such
a process is represented as a a state definition which conforms to a specialization of the

following type definition of the enable-relation:

[Type : [Enable : ~x] --~ (Def) ~ [T : ~x]-

(Inst) ~ [Info-Tool]
(Obj) -3 [IC~roc]].

Example
The following state definition says that receiving a mail is enabled by a mailer.

[State : [Enable : ~124]-
(Inst) -i [Mailer]
(Obj) -r [Receive~lail]].

O

Functionality Matching

For each required IC-process, at least one enabling IC-process must be selected out of the

set of potentially enabling IC-processes. This set consists of those enabled IC-processes

that are a subtype of the required IC-process. This makes sense, because the specifiers

of a workflow mapping would define the required IC-process to be generic if they are

indifferent or do not know yet which particular enabling IC-process should satisfy it. So,

the more generic the required IC-process, the more enabled IC-processes can match with

it.

Example
Assume the following workflow mapping:

[State : [Workflowl~1apping : ~, 124] ~ (Part)-

[Review]
[Group~e c is ionl~laking]
[Comm~rocess]].

and assume that the set of enabled IC-processes equals
{[Send~lail], [Receive~Iail], [Send~ile], [Edit-Textfile]}, of which all

but the edit-textfile process (which is an information process) are com-

munication processes. The set of potentially enabling IC-processes is

{[Send~Iail], [Receivesfail], [Send~ile]}. Out of this set of poten[ially

enabling processes, the specifier selects one as the (actually) enabling IC-

process, say the send mail process.
O
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Functionality Assignment

For each workflow mapping, it should be determined for all users whether the workflow
mapping applies to them, and if so, by which of the tools accessible to them they should
be supported.

A user is in the set of assignable users for a workflow mapping if he or she is permit-
ted to perform, for each of the three workflows in the mapping, at least one action (i.e.
initiation, execution, or evaluation). To calculate these permissions, an algorithm similar
to the one used for the calculation of the deontic resultant effect of the applicable compo-
sition norms can be applied. We do not show the workings of this algorithm here, as it is
similar to the approach described in Sect. 6.2.4.

An information tool is in the set of assignable tools for a workflow mapping if it
enables the enabling IC-process.

The subsequent assignment of the tool that is to support a particular assignable user
cannot be automated in our approach. The reason for this is that workflow mappings
are between whole workflows, and not their constituting actions. Therefore, the tool
assignment process is left to those participants permitted to do so (as determined by the
appropriate composition norms). These specifiers have to determine, for all assignable
users, by which tool these users are to be supported.

A support-relation definition assigns an assignable user and an assignable tool to a
workflow mapping. This user is referred to as the assigned user, the tool is called the
assigned tool. The type definition of the support-relation is:

[Type : [Support : .x] -y (Def) ~ [T : ~x]-
(Poss) F [User]
(Inst) -~ [Info-Tool]
(Obj) ~ [Workflowl~lapping]].

Example
The requirement that user John is to use ( possibly among other tools) mailer
fk3 to enable his participation in the review group decision making process,
as specified in the workflow mapping of the previous example, is represented
by:

[State : [Support : ~167]-
(Poss) F [User : ~John]
(Inst) ~ [Mailer : ~3]
(Obj) --r [Workflow~iapping: ~124]].

O

Sometimes it may be necessary to specify that a particular required IC-process is to
be supported by a particular tool, without knowing yet who are its users. Prerequisite for
such a definition is that the tool enables the required IC-process in the workflow mapping.
The representation of such a required implementation is:

[Type : [Req-Impl : ~x] -~ (Def) -~ [Entity : ~x]-
(Inst) -~ [Info-Tool]
(Obj) ~ [Workflowl~lapping]].
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Example
The following state definition concisely represcnts that the abovementioned
required IC-process is supported by the BCFOR-web server, which should be
accessible to all users:

[State : [Req-Impl : ~165]-
(Inst) ~ [Web-Server : ~BCFOR]
(Obj) -~ [Workflow~lapping: ~124]].

0

~.1.3 Global Constraint Handling

In the previous chapter, we saw that, in order to produce legitimate definitions, certain
constraints, called definition process pre- and post-conditions, need to be met. However,
additional constraints must often be satisfied as wel] to make sure that specifications of
usage context and infotination system correctly describe the world in which the network
participants work. Since these constraints need to be taken into account in every spec-
ification process, we call them global constraints. They need to be checked before and
after each definition process. Subsequently, if a constraint has been violated, the proper
specification processes must be started to change the conflicting definitions. We distin-
guish two categories of global constraints: required and forbidden definition constraints.
A requireddefinition constraint demands that a particular knowledge definition is present,
aforbidden definition constraint forbids such a definition to exist.

The process in which these constraints are checked is a simple one. First, a constraint
is defined in terms of one or more knowledge definitions. These knowledge definitions
are projected on the set of knowledge definitions that has to satisfy the constraint. The
results of the projection of one of these constraint-component definitions may be used to
restrict the set of definitions on which the next constraint definition is projected.-'. After
all projections have been carried out, a set of resulting knowledge definitions remains. In
case of a required definition constraint, the constraint is satisfied if this set is non-empty,
otherwise a knowledge definition described by the constraint must be created. In case of
a forbidden definition constraint, the constraint is satisfied if the resulting set is empty,
otherwise each knowledge definition in this set must be terminated. Next, an example is
given of a required definition constraint.

Example
Assume the following required definition constraint: "Each member of a
mailing list must have access to a mailer". This constraint is subdivided into
two sub-constraints, representing, when projected on the knowledge base: (1)
all members of all mailing lists and (2) all users with access to some mailer:

dc-1 - [State : [List~Iember] F- (Part) F [Mailingl.ist]].

d~~ - [State : [Access]-
(Poss) i- [User]
(Obj ) ~ [Mailer]].

zWe used a similar approach to constraint decomposition in (De Moor and Mineau, 1998).
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. Select all definitions (Dl) that define members of any mailing list by
projecting the first constraint definition on the total set of state defini-
tions:
D,-{dSEDS~~r,:d~-,~ds}

. Add all referents of persons who play the list member role in these def-
initions to the set R.

. For each of these persons r E R:

- Check if this person has access to some mailer by projecting the
second constraint definition dc-2 on the total set of state definitions,
with the referent of the [User]-concept of dc-2 replaced by r:
dc2 - [State : [Access]-

(Poss) F [User : r]
(l)bj) ~ [Mailer]].

D2-{dSEDs~3trz:dc2-ids}.
- If the set of resulting knowledge definitions Dz is non-empty, the

constraint is satisfied for person r. Otherwise, to create the required
definition, the following specification process needs to be carried
out:
spQ - [Create-State : [Access]-

(Poss) t- [User : r]
(Obj) -~ [Mailer]].

O

The next example is of a forbidden definition constraint.

Example
Let there be this forbidden definition constrainr. "No reviewer can be an
editor as well". This constraint consists of two sub-constraints, representing:
(1) all reviewers and (2) all editors:

d~-i -[State : ( Reviever]].

d~~ -[State : [Editor]].

. Select all definitions (D~ ) that define reviewers by projecting the first
constraint definition on the total set of state definitions:
Di -{ds E DS ~~~ri : d~-i --~ ds}

. Add all referents of the reviewers in these definitions to the set R.

. For each of these reviewers r E R:

- Check if there is a definition in which r plays the editor role role
by projecting the second constraint definition d~~ on the total set
of state definitions, with the referent of the [Editor]-concept of dc1
replaced by r:
d~~ -[State : [Editor : r]]

D2 -{ds E DS ~~~rz : d~-2 ~ ds}.
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- If the set of resulting knowledge definitions D2 is empty, the con-
straint is satisfied for reviewer r. Otherwise, to terminate all forbid-
den definitions, this specification process removes all definitions of
editor r:
dds E D2 : spa -[Terminate~tate : ds~.

7.2 Supporting the Handling of Breakdowns

At the heart of the legitimate user-driven specification process is the handling of break-
downs, consisting of conversations for specification to change one or more knowledge
definitions. In Sect. 7.3, it is shown how the life-cycle of a virtual professional commu-
nity consists of sequences of these breakdown handling processes. The current section
illustrates in detail how the breakdown handling process itself, consisting of a breakdown
awareness, formulation, and resolution stage (see Sect. 5.5), is supported by RENISYS.
To this purpose, the example of the paper review process specification, described in

Sect. 5.2.5, is worked out in the examples presented in the current section.

7.2.1 Breakdown Awareness

Breakdown awareness occurs when a network participant, whom we call the problem

ezperiencer, becomes aware of a problem with the current network information system or

its usage context.
The source of this awareness can either be self-refiection or prompting of the user by

another participant or the method.
A breakdown can be either experienced or imagined. An experienced hreakdnwn

means that a user becomes aware during use of the systen that the network operations

are no longer adequately supported, whereas an imagined breakdown means that a future

potential requirement is conceived. Batches of imagined breakdowns typically occur in

the initial stages of the network life cycle, such as the during the initiation and setup of the

network (see next section). This subdivision of experienced and imagined breakdowns is

similar to the distinction between preventive and reactive failure management processes

(Klamma and Jarke, 1998).
Having become aware of a breakdown, the problem experiencer is asked to classify it.

This breakdown classification consists of two steps: determining the specificity and the
focus of the breakdown.

First, the breakdown specificity depends on whether the breakdown can be mapped to
some tool in use or not. In the first case, called a specific breakdown, only the knowledge
definitions related to the tool need to be shown as potential breakdown candidates. In

the case of a generic breakdown, all knowledge definitions are to be presented. This
distinction is important as breakdowns often occur when users are actually (imagining to
be) using a tool to do their work. Such specific breakdowns can thus be handled more

efficiently if only the definitions most relevant to the current work situation are presented.
Second, the breakdown focus needs to be known. There are four such foci, based on

the basic questions thata user facing a work-related problem may ask: goals (why do we

do the work?), activities (what does the work consist of?), organi~ational structure (who
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is doing the work?), tools (how ís the work supported?). Thus, a goal breakdown is a
breakdown that is to a large extent caused by ill-defined goals, etc.

Example
In the example presented in Sect. 5.2.5, John, being the conference coordina-
tor, is responsible for organizing all conference activities. This responsibility
is represented by these definitions:

. [Type : [Conf-Coord : ~x] -r (Def) --f [PDJlctor : ~x]].

~ [State : [Conf-Coord : ~John]].

. [Req-Comp : [Conf-Coord] t- (Agnt) ~ [Control] -r (l7bj)-
[Specify] -r (Rslt) --r [Type : [Activity]]].

John has prepared a list of essential activities that need to be defined. First,
he wants one major activity, the paper review process, to be worked out (this
is an example of a self-re8ectivelimaginedlgeneric breakdown).

Since it is not called from a particular tool in use, RENISYS assumes it con-
cerns a generic instead of a specific breakdown. It then presents John with
the following options:

------------------------
Please select the option that best describes your problem:

(1) Goals
(2) Activities
(3) Organizational Structure
(4) Tools

John selects option 2, further classifying it as an activity breakdown, after
which the breakdown formulation stage commences.

7.2.2 Breakdown Formulation
The breakdown formulation process consists of selecting the problematic knowledge def-
initions that cause the breakdown. To do so, first the core breakdown entity is selected.
This entity, or one or more of its related definitions are then identified as problematic
definitions which are then scheduled to be resolved.

Selection of the Core Breakdown Entity

The breakdown formulation process starts with the selection of the core entíty that, in the
perception of the problem experíencer, is central to the breakdown. This entity is selected
from the set of potential core breakdown entities as determined by the breakdown focus.
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Definition 47 breakdown class: the class of the breakdown as determined in the
breakdown awareness stage by its specificity and focus.

The set ofpotential core breakdown entities Eno is, depending on the break-
down focus:

EB~ - {e E E ~ type(e) C
Goal } for a goal breakdown.

Activitti~} for an activity breakdown.
HN~lctor} for an organizational structure breakdown.
Info-Tool } for a tool breakdown.

In case of a direct breakdown, EBO is further restricted by removing all those
entities that are not linked to the tool in use.

core breakdown entity: the entity, selected from the set of potential core
breakdown entities, which is the starting point for the breakdown formulation.

In the breakdown formulation process, problematic definitions are identified and
scheduled to be resolved.

Definition 48 problematic definition: a knowledge definition that contributes to a
breakdown and needs to be resolved.

O

The set ofproblematic definitions may include type definitions describing the meaning
of the core breakdown entity. Additionally, or alternatively, one or more of its related
definitions may be labelled problematic as well.

Selection of Related Definitions

After the core breakdown entity has been ~elected, one or more related definitions may
be shown. These definitions limit the set of definitions to be assessed by the user to those
that are most likely to be relevant to the problem at hand.

Users selecting one or more of these definitions as being problematic, should answer
the same questions as for the core breakdown entity.

Definition 49 A knowledge definition is related to the selected core breakdown
entity ebd if there is a projection from the entity to that definition:

b'd E D : if ~~r : ebd ~ d, then d is related to ebd.

Other definitions to which such projections do not apply may be related to a core
breakdown entity as well. However, such definitions need to be identified manually.

Example
Since the paper review process is only just being defined, there are no re-
lated definitions yet. A typical related definition, produced at a later stage,
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would be the action norms that regulate this particular activity. In that case:
ebd -[Review], while one of the related action norms could be:

[Permllct : (Editor] F (Agnt) t- [Init] ~ (Obj) -~ [Review]].
O

Problematic Definition Scheduling

If a problematic definition needs to be changed, the specification process request is added
to the specification agenda. The appropriate specification process category (creation,
modification, termination) needs to be indicated by the user facing the breakdown. If no
change is requested, but a discourse is to be started, then the definition is added to the
discourse agenda. In both cases, a problem description needs to be added by the user.

Example
The paper review process was not among the list of activities that was pre-
sented to John in the breakdown awareness stage, since it concerns a new
activity. John wants to change (i.e. create) the definition rather than start a
discourse and thus selects the option: Add New Activity , enters the type
label: tzeview, and gives a short description of why this activity is important,
in his view, for the journal publishing process.

Tha (concise) formal representation of the specification process through
which this activity is to be defined, automatically produced and added to the
specification agenda by RENISYS, is:

spQ -[Create-Type : [Type : [Review : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [Activity : ~x]]].

7.2.3 Breakdown Resolution

Breakdown resolution consists of two main processes: conversationsfor specification and
discourse processes.

(I) Conversation for Specification

A conversation for specification is started to change a definition that is on the specification
agenda. Before such a conversation can commence, its participants need to be calculated.
Each conversation for specification has a set of initatiators, executors, and evaluators. To
use terminology that is closer to the lifeworld of the users involved in the handling of the
breakdowns, we call an initiator of a conversation for specification the problem owner, an
executor a problem solver, and an evaluator a solution approver.

Calculation of conversational roles

The (potential) problem owners, problem solvers, and solution approvers are cal-
culated through the functions I(spQ), X(spQ), and E(spQ) and stored in the sets
Itspal, Xlsra~, Elsra~ respectively ( see Def. 34).
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If the problem experiencer is in I(spa), then the conversation can be initiated immedi-
ately, otherwise another user who is in I(Spa) needs first to accept the problem as his own
and thereby become the legitimate problem owner.

Example
The currently active specification process is the creation of a review process
type definition:

spa -[Create-Type : [Type : [Reviev : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [Activity : ~x]]]

Assume that the following sets of conversational roles have been calculated:

~ 1((Create-Type: [Type: [Review:.xj-i(Def)~[Activity:.x]]]) - {JO{ln....}

~ ~([Create-Type: (Type: [Review:~x]--~(Def)-~[.4ctivity:vx])]) - {...}

~ E([Create-Type: [Type: [Review:rx]-i(DeJ)-a(Activityax]]])) - {John, ... }

Since John is in I([Create Type: [Type: [Review:.x]~(DeJ)-~[,activity:..z]]p. there is no

need for another user to become the problem owner. The conversation for
specification can thus start immediately.

O

(a) Conversation for Specification: Success Layer

For each of the conversation acts in the success and discussion layer of the SPM (see
App. A), a short description and example are given of the kind of support they receive
by the method. Details are dependent on the implementation of the specification tool and
are not discussed here.

. CA1: Requesting the Knowledge Definition Change

Once the problem owner has submitted the problem description, the conversation
for specification is started. RENISYS invites all problem solvers to participate in the
breakdown resolution. This invitation includes information about the problem owner, the
required definition change, and the problem description.

Example
RENISYS sends a request for knowledge definition change to all problem
solvers. The request invites the reader on behalf of John to help define the
paper review activity, and includes his arguments why this activity is an im-
portant part of the publishing process.

. CA2: Committing to the Knowledge Definition Change

One of the invited problem solvers must promise to coordinate the definition change
process, and is therefore called the coordinating problem solver. Both the problem owner

and the other problem solvers are notified of this promise.
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If nobody responds within a set amount of time, a reinvitation is sent. Those problem
solvers whose resultant deontic effect for the execution of the specification process is
`required' receive a message which makes a stronger appeal to their responsibility than
those problem solvers for whom this effect is just `permitted'.

Example
Jill, one of the invited problem solvers, finds the paper review process inter-
esting, as she thínk it is important that authors are satisfied with the way the
result of their hard work is evaluated. She decides to take responsibility for
this particular specification process, as many of her colleagues in the network
are already coordinating other such processes, and she wants to make her own
contribution as well.

O

. DP: Making the Knowledge Definition Change

Each type of knowledge definition process has its own characteristics, to a large
extent determined by its pre- and post-conditions (see Sect. 6.4.4). Depending on these
characteristics, the problem solvers are presented with certain questions in a format
that is easy to understand (see Sect. 7.1.1), and which they can discuss informally. The
coordinating problem solver then enters the knowledge definition, and a verbal solution
description, which reflect the joint opinion of the problem solvers.

Example
Using the type definitions already present in the knowledge base, the method
makes several suggestions to the problem solvers about properties of the pa-
per review process that need to be defined. Since this process is an activity,
which in turn is a workflow that was defined (in the core process ontology) as
having both input and output objects, the method asks the problem solvers,
among other things, to consider what are these objects. Discussing this infor-
mally, they quickly agree that the input object should be a submitted paper,
and the output object a reviewed paper, both objects already having been de-
fined previously and therefore not requiring their own specification processes.
Jill then enters the requested data in the specification tool.
The definition generated by RENISYS is:

[Type : [Review : ~x] -i (Def) ~ [Activity : ~x]-
(Matr) -r [Subm~aper]
(Rslt) -i [Reviewed.Paper]].

. CA3: Reporting the Completion of the Knowledge Definition Change

RENISYS sends a notification of the completed knowledge definition to all solution
approvers. This notification includes information about who is the problem owner, the
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coordinating problem solver, the problem and solution descriptions, and the knowledge
definition itself. If no response is received within a set amount of time, a renotification
can be sent.

Example
The notification sent to the solution approvers contains at least the following
information:

~ Problem Owner: John
~ Problem Descr.:

We need to define the main characteristics of the review process.
A well-organized review process is essential if we want our conference to attract
high quality papers!

. Coordinuting Problem So(ver: Jill

. Solution Descr.:
In the review process, a submitted paper is reviewed, so that it becomes a reviewed paper.

. Definition of the Review Process:
- lnpcet object : Submitted Paper
- C~~upur ~~hir~~r: Re~~iewed Paper

. CA4: Accepting the Completion of the Knowledge Definition Change

If, after informal discussion, the proposed knowledge definition is accepted by the
solution approvers, they must make this known to RENISYS, which, in turn, notifies the
problem owner and problem solvers.

If the definition concems the use or access of a tool (such as a support relation defini-
tion), RENISYS, taking into account the capabilities and workload of the current imple-
mentors, invites an implementor to implement the change.

An implementor is a subject who can configure and maintain a tool of a particular type
and is defined (see App. C) by the following definition:

[Type : [Implementor : ~a] ~ (Def) - ~ [IS-Actor : .x]-

(Agnt) E- [Control] -i [Impl~roc] ~ (Rslt) -~ [Info-Tool]].

After the implementor has promised to make the change, RENISYS monitors that its
completion is indeed registered. It then notifies the problem owner, problem solvers, and
solution approvers of the implemented change. In this way, they can check out to see if
the change is indeed what they envisaged it to be.

Example
After the modification of the review process type definition, which was initi-
ated by Jill, has been approved and notifications have been sent, several other
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definitions are made. These include the workflow mapping and accompany-
ing support-definitions that specify the required functionality for the review
process. In these support definitions, it is defined that all reviewers must have
access to a news-server, on which the review discussions are to be stored.
Checking its knowledge base, RENISYS finds only the following relevant
definition:

[State : [Implementor : ~Peter] ~ (Agnt)
[Control] -i [Impl~roc] - ~ (Rslt) ~ [Nevs-Server]].

Peter accepts and makes the implementation change, giving all users men-
tioned in the support definitions access to the news server. All people in-
volved in making these assignments are then notified by RENISYS that the
requested access has been granted.

(b) Conversation for Specification: Discussion Layer

. CAS: Requiring a Justification of Validity Claim(s)

A problem solver may request a justification of the problem description provided by
the problem owner. RENISYS then invites the problem owner to reply. A request for
justification may also concern a previous reply of the problem owner, thus creating a
discussion thread.

Example
Jill, the coordinating problem solver, asks John, the problem owner, how
urgent the specification of the review process actually is.

0

. CA6: Providing a Justification of Validity Claim(s)

After having received a request for justification from the problem solver, the problem
owner sends a reply.

Example
John replies to Jill that the review process needs to be organized as soon as
possible, as the call fo, papers needs to be sent.

. CA7: Reformulating the Required Knowledge Definition Change

A problem solver may ask the problem owner to reformulate the problem description
if the current version is unclear or ambiguous.

Example
Jill asks John to add a few lines to the problem description about the urgency
of the task, so that the problem solvers become more aware that a rapid re-
sponse is required.

0
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. CA8: Refusing to Perform a Knowledge Definition Change

The problem solvers may decide that they do not want to make the knowledge defi-
nition change requested by the problem owner. RENISYS notifies the problem owner of
this decision, and of the refusal description given by the problem solvers.

Example
Having initiated the definition of the review process, John also starts a spec-
ification process to create a type definition of a table of contents. He thinks
this to be a useful part of a submitted paper. However, the group of problem
solvers selected by RENISYS does not think that such a table should be re-
quired, as the conference papers are too short to make preparing such a table
worth the effort. They therefore refuse to define it.

. CA9: Cancelling the Specification Process

The problem owner, having been notified that the knowledge definition change is not
going to be made, is to explicitly cancel the specification process. RENISYS notifies the
problem solvers of the cancellation.

Example
John acknowledges that the table of contents indeed should not be a manda-
tory element of a submitted paper, and cancels the specification process of
the table of contents type. RENISYS notifies all problem solvers.

. CA10: Cancelling the Specification Process

After having been asked by a problem solver to justify the problem description, the
problem owner may cancel the specification process. RENISYS notifies the problem
solvers of the cancellation.

Example
Another specification process started by John concerns the question who is
to start the review process. John proposes a special actor type, the review
coordinator, to be defined. However, one of the problem solvers suggested
(CAS) that the review initiation could be done by the editor instead. John
agrees that indeed no extra actor type is needed, and therefore cancels the
specification process.

. CAll: Requesting a Justification of Validity Claim(s)

A solution approver may request a justification of the solution description provided
by the problem solvers. RENISYS then reinvites the problem solvers to reply. If a request
for justification concerns a previous reply of a problem solver, it is added to the discussion
thread.
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Example
John, who is not only the problem owner, but also a solution approver of the
review type creation process, does not agree that all submitted papers should
be reviewed, as implied by the definition proposed by the problem solvers.
In his opinion, only pre-selected papers are to enter the review process. He
therefore asks the problem solvers to change the proposed definition accord-
ingly.

t]

. CA12: Providing a Justification of Validity Claim(s)

After having received a request for justification from a solution approver, one of the
problem solvers may send a reply.

Example
After having discussed John's request for changing the proposed review pro-
cess type definition so that only pre-selected papers are reviewed, Tony, one
of the problem solvers, replies. He states that the problem solving group does
not want to change the definition, because the editors doing the pre-selection
may be biased by their personal preferences.

. CA13: Reporting an Incompleted Knowledge Definition Change

Having been asked to provide a justification for the proposed knowledge definition
change by a solution approver, the problem solvers may decide that they cannot produce a
satisfying definition. RENISYS notifies the solution approvers of this incompleted change
process.

Example
The problem solvers, after having received John's criticism of the review pro-
cess type definition, instead of defending their choice, might have acknowl-
edged that they are not able to produce a definition acceptable to everybody.
The solution approvers, John included, would then have been notified of this
decision by RENISYS.

C]

. CA14: Cancelling the Specification Process

The solution approvers, having been notified of the incompleted knowledge definition
change, should cancel the specification process. RENISYS notifies both the problem
owner and the problem solvers of the cancellation.

Example
Peter, one of the solution approvers, acknowledges that the problem solvers
cannot complete the definition. John, in his capacity of problem owner, as
well as the problem solvers are notified of the cancellation.

O
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. CA15: Cancelling the Specification Process

The solution approvers, having viewed the knowledge definition proposed by the prob-

lem solvers, and possibly discussed it with them, may decide that a satisfying definition
is not possible. Once a solution approver has registered this decision, RENISYS notifies
the problem owner and problem solvers.

Example
Another specification process concerns the creation of an action norm to initi-
ate the conference registration process. The problem solvers propose to have

a special registration officer do this However, the solution approvers think
that having such an officer would introduce unnecessary overhead. They
therefore decide to cancel the specification process.

O

. CA16: Requesting a Re-Specification of the Knowledge Definition Change

The solution approvers, possibly first having discussed the proposed knowledge defi-
nition change with the problem solvers (through CA11-12), may request a reformulation
of the knowledge definition if they are not satisfied with the current proposal. RENISYS
informs the problem solvers of this request.

Example
John, in his role of solution approver, was convinced by the reasons provided
by the problem solvers that the review process is to apply to any submitted
paper. Together with the other solution approvers he accepted the proposed
definition (see example CA4). However, had he or one of the other approvers
not been convinced, then they could have asked the problem solvers to refor-
mulate the proposed definition.

. CA17: Reporting an Incompleted Knowledge Definition Change

While they are producing the promised knowledge definition, the problem solvers may
find out that they are not able to actually make the change, for whatever reason. After one
of them has registered this inability to comply, RENISYS notifies the problem owner.

Example
Once the review process type creation process has been successfully com-
pleted, John starts a series of specification processes to define the action
norms regulating this activity. However, while defining an action norm con-
cerning the initiation of the review process, the problem solvers find out that

the actor type who should do the initiation process has not yet been defined.
They therefore decide to cancel the specification process, and try again after
the actor type has been defined.

O
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(II) The Discourse Process

In Sect. 5.2.5, we called a discourse process that is triggered from within the discourse
layer in a conversation for specification a specification discourse. An autonomous
discourse was said to be a discourse process that is carried out independently of any
conversation for specification. Although the discourse process itself is identical in both
cases, the participants are different. We first describe who are the participants in the two
categories of discourse processes. We then show how the discourse process is concretely
supported.

. Specification Discourse Participants

The initiator of a specification discourse is a person playing one of the conversational
roles for the particular conversation for specification. Likewise, such a conversational
role player can postpone the discourse by returning to the success-layer. There are several
possible combinations of discourse initiators, participants, and postponers . The follow-
ing table summarizes the relevant data from App. A. Behind the discourse initiators and
postponers, the number of the conversation act via which they initiate and postpone the
discourse process are mentioned:

Initiator Participants Postponer
I (CA18) I,X I (CA20)
X (CA19) I,X X (CA20)
X (CA21) E,X X (CA23)
E (CA22) E,X E (CA23)

A discourse process that is part of the conversation for specification is started by
somebody playing one of the conversational roles. The discourse process is ended when
either the initiator requests a continuation of the specification process (CA20), or the
executor reports that the knowledge definition change is completed ( CA23), returning the
conversation for specification to the success-layer.

. Autonomous Discourse Participants

In the discourse that is part of the conversation for specification, only authorized com-
munity members take part, since it concerns an active specification process to change a
knowledge definition. However, in Sect. 5.2.5, our - broader - interpretation of the rules of
discourse amounted to the following: each network participant can, at any time, start and
participate in a discourse on the assumptions underlying any knowledge definition. There-
fore, if external participants want to be involved in discourse about a particular knowledge
definition, an autonomous discourse process needs to be started.

In this case, the discourse initiator does not need to have any authorizations to change
this knowledge definition. This reflects the fundamental idea that only users with the
proper authorizations can change a knowledge definition, but that all users can criticize a
definition.

As participants in the discourse process RENISYS invites all initiators, executors, and
evaluators of the problematic knowledge definition. Other network participants are free to
join the discourse as well, but are not invited by default to prevent specification overload.
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However, to ensure as much participants as possible, users can indicate that they want to
be invited to any discourse process on knowledge definitions of their interest.

An autonomous discourse process is postponed either if all participants agree to do
so, or if no reply is received within a set amount of time.

. Discourse Process Support

Each discourse process concerns a problematic definition. Elements taken from this
definition and related definitions are presented to the discourse initiatoc Furthermore,
a discourse process gives access to the discourse threads that apply to the problematic
definition.

Definition 50 discourse thread: a sequence of a question and one or more replies
in which the assumptions underlying a problematic definition are discussed.

~

Any discourse thread stays attached to the problematic definition, and is always
accessible to any network participant.

The discourse initiator has three options: First, he can join an existing discourse thread
or start a new one. Second, he can start a new discourse process (i.e. add it to the dis-
course agenda) on a selected discourse element that itself turns out to be a problematic
knowledge definition. Third, the discourse initiator can request such a discourse element
to be changed (i.e. add it to the specification agenda).

An active discourse thread is a thread to which contributions are currently expected.

A discourse thread is never finished, but can be postponed. A postponed discourse thread

is either closed or open.
In a closed discourse }hread, the discourse thus far has led to a satisfactory result for

all participants. If no agreement has been reached, the discourse thread remains open.
Open discourse threads point out knowledge definitions that are problematic, and thus
enable users to more efficiently focus on potential causes of breakdowns in the future.

Example
Mary is not satisfied with the first version of the review process (type) defi-

nition, as approved by John, the conference coordinator. She therefore starts

an autonomous discourse to challenge the assumptions underlying the review
process definition. After having activated the discourse, she is presented with

the following information, which is constructed out of elements of the prob-

lematic definition and its related definitions.

Discourse on: review [type definition]

. Status: approved

. Input Object: submitted paper

. Outpur Object: reviewed paper

~ Acrivin~ Contro! Rights
- hiitiator: not defined.
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- Executor: not defined.
- Evaluator: not defined.

~ Definition Control Rights
Definition Creation Defrnition Modification Definition Termination
-Initiator: -Initiator: -Initiator:
- conf. coord. (Req.) - conf. coord. (Req.) - conf. coord. (Req.)
-Executor: -Executor: -Executor:
- working group (Req.) - working group (Req.) - working group (Req.)
-Evaluator: -Evaluator: -Evaluator:
-conf. coord. (Req.) - conf. coord (Req.) - conf. coord. (Req.)
- reviewer (Forb.) - reviewer (Forb.) - reviewer (Forb.)

~ Discourse Threads:
There are no discourse threads on this definition.

~ Options:
. Add discourse thread on current definition.
. Start discourse on selected definition element.
. Change selected defini[ion element.

The status-field indicates whether a conversation for specification has been
initiated (i.e. is being executed), proposed (i.e. is being evaluated), or its
resulting definition has been approved (i.e. the definition is legitimate and
has taken effect, this is shown in case of an autonomous discourse). Since the
definition is that of a type, (among other elements) the input and output ob-
jects are shown. The activity control rights are derived from the action norms
that apply to the review process. As no such norms have been defined yet,
no actors are listed. The definition control rights are derived from the com-
position norms through the deontic resultant effect calculation. No discourse
threads have been defined so far.

Mary has three options. First, she may start a discourse thread on the current
definition. Given the example, this thread could be labelled "What should be
the input object of the review process?" In this thread, the problem solvers
who made the original review process definition explain that they want any
submitted paper to be reviewed. However, after this discourse thread has
been postponed, Mary still feels that only pre-selected papers should be re-
viewed. A second option for her would be to select any of the (underlined)
definition elements and be presented with a specification discourse similar to
the current one. Since Mary wants the conference editors to be allowed to
make modifications to the review process type definition, she would select
the Definition Modification~Executor-field, in order to define a new compo-
sition norm. However, since this norm has not yet been defined, starting a
discourse on it is not possible. Therefore, after selecting the executor-field,
she would select the third option: to change the selected definition element.
In that case, after Mary has been asked what actor she would like to be a
new definition modification executor and what should be the deontic cate-
gory of the norm, the following specification process would be added to the
specification agenda:
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[Create-CN : [Perm-Comp : [Editor] F- (Agnt) t- [Exec] --~ (Obj )-

[Modify-Type : [Reviev]]].

O

7.3 Supporting the Network Life Cycle

In the previous section, the support for the handling of individual breakdowns was ex-
plained. However, viable virtual professional communities require many knowledge def-

initions, which are defined in sequences of breakdown handling processes over a longer
period of time. In this section, this knowledge base evolution is described.

Virtual professional communities are networks that are not immediately fully oper-

ational, but go through several life cycle stages to mature (Kreiner and Schultz, 1993).

These we call the network conception, construction, and operation stages. Additionally,

a fourth, network termination stage, could also be distinguished. We do not describe that

stage, as we should first understand how to support networks in their actual operations,
before their deconstruction can be analyzed.

Material taken from the cases introduced in Sect. 1.5.4 (the Global Research Network
on Sustainable Development and the Electronic Law Journal case) is used to explain how
legitimate user-driven specification processes in real-world settings may be supported
by the method. As explained in that section, the purpose of the case analyses was to
demonstrate the plausibility of the developed method. Because space is limited, only a
small selection of the most illustrative events have been included. Some examples have
been slightly modified to better clarify the specification process, but overall, the case
descriptions closely match the real events.

7.3.1 Network Conception

Although the ]egitimate user-driven specification process is in principle ongoing, it has to
get started at a particular moment in time. This network conception stage is crucial, in
the sense that the initial knowledge definitions produced, determine to a large extent the
success of future specification processes. Definitions created in this stage have a special
status. Since they are used to get the network started, the definitions cannot be created in
a legitimate way yet. In a sense, this situation resembles a fundamental problem in law,
where the conception of a legal system is always fraught with problems: who is allowed
to define a law when no law yet exists to govern this legal conception process?

However, this lack of legitimacy of the initial definitions in effect is less serious than it

may seem. First, participation in virtual professional communities is essentially voluntary,
so that prospective members can refuse to participate if these initial definitions are not to
their liking. Second, because of the strongly developed participatory definition change

mechanisms, problematic definitions can be criticized or changed later on.
In order to produce the conception definitions, a special actor, the network conceiver

is appointed. This actor only has temporary existence. It can produce any definition
deemed necessary, without being constrained by composition norms. However, after these
definitions have been created, the network conception stage comes to an end, and the
network conceiver role is terminated. From then on, any definition change should be
legitimate.
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Definitions to be produced in this stage include at least-.

. Some type definition of a network constructor who is to be responsible for making
the construction stage definitions.

. One or more subjects playing this role (state definitions).

. The compositions norms that describe which compositions the network constructor
is permitted, required, and forbidden to make. A subset of these norms could be
constitutional norms, being those composition norms that should not be modifiable
by the users. Such norms are not studied here, however.

The Global Research Network on Sustainable Development Case

The organization of the Global Research Network on Sustainable Development requires
careful consideration, since many scientific and political sensitivities have to be taken
into account. Therefore, before it gets started, much work is put in defining the right
organizational structure.

First, the network itself is defined by the network conceiver3:
- There is a GRNSD network (NC,SI).

~ (Sl) [State : [Netvork : ~GRNSD]].

The mission, rationale, objectives, and guiding principles of GRNSD have been writ-
ten down in a charter4. This charter acts as the constitution of the network, and is used
by the network conceiver to produce the definitions for the conception stage. First, the
charter itself is represented as an object. It is defined in the human network domain as its
main function is to regulate the organizational structure of the network:

- A charter is an object in the human network domain (NC,TI).
- There is a charter (NC,S2).

. (T1) [Type : [Charter : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ (HN-Object : ~x]].

. (S2) [State : [Charter : ~charter]].

Nobody should be able to change the charter, as it provides the legitimate basis of any
knowledge definition in the network:

- No actor may change the charter (NC,CNI ).

. (CNl) [Forb-Comp : [Actor] F (Agnt)-
[Control] --r (Obj) ~ [Specify] -r (Rslt)-

[State : [Charter]]].

There is a required definition constraint (not represented here) which demands that
for any domain entity, be it an actor, object, or workflow, a mapping is to be defined, to
ensure that the real-world entity is sufficiently defined in all domains. For the charter,
an object mapping is thus required. The charter can play any object role in the problem

3Behind each definition both the problem owner who requested it, and a definition label for reference
are added in parentheses.

4http:~~infolab.kub.nl~grnsd~charter.html
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domain, and is represented as a web page in the information system domain. Therefore,
the following object mapping is defined5:

- A charter can play any object role in the problem domain and is represented by
a web page (NC,S3).

~ (S3) [State : [Dbject~lapping : ~4]-
[PD-Object]
[Charter]
[Web~age]].

GRNSD consists of two parts the Scientific Meta-Network ( SMN), in which the core

activity of the network is done, namely research evaluation, and a Development Team, in
which the network is developed and maintained. The SMN and the Development Team

consist of a number of groups. Every SMN group has a group coordinator, who is an actor

in the problem domain.
- A group coordinator is an actor in the problem domain (NC,T2).
- A SMN Group is a group that has a group coordinator (NC,T3).

. (T2) [Type : [Group-Coord : ~x] ~ (Def ) ~ [PDJtctor : ~x]].

. (T3) [Type : [SMN-Group : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [Group : ~x] -~ (Part) ~ [Group-Coord]].

The Development Team includes a Steering Committee, which is responsible for co-

ordinating the overall development and operations of GRNSD.
- A Steering Committee is a group (NC,T4).
- There is a Steering Committee (NC,S4).

. (T4) [Type : [Steering-Comm : ~x] -i (Def) -r [Group : ~x]].

. (S4) [State : [Steering-Comm : ~SC1]].

The steering committee can define new kinds of groups and change their properties.

- The Steering Committee may change group type definitions (NC,CN2)

. (CN2) [Perm-Comp : [Steering-Comm] f- (Agnt)-
[Control] -~ (Obj) ~ [Specify] -i (Rslt)-

[Type : [Group]]].

A general coordinator coordinates the day-to-day operations of GRNSD:
-A general coordinator is an actor in the problem domain (NC,TS).

. (T5) [Type : [Gen-Coord : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [PD-Actor : ~x]].

The Steering Committee is responsible for appointing the general coordinator:
-The Steering Committee is required to handle any changes in the deftnition of

the general coordinator (NC,CN3).

~ (CN3) [Req-Comp : [Steering-Comm] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] -r ( Obj) -~ [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [Gen-Coord]]].

SAII domain entities introduced in the cases require similar mappings, for lack of space these will not

be represented here.
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The Steering Committee determines which specifications the general coordinator
can make:

-The Steering Committee may make changes in the specification rights of the general
coordinator (NC, CN4)

~ (CN4) [Perm-Comp : [Steering-Comm] F (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] --i (Rslt)-

[CN :[Gen-Coord] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] -~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt)-

[Def init ion]]].

The Electmnic Law Journal Case

The project to create an electronic journal is sponsored by the IWI-organization. The
network conceiver makes the following definitions:

- A sponsor is an actor in the problem domain (NC,TI ).
- IWI is a sponsor of the project (NC,SI ).

. (T1) [Type : [Sponsor : ~x] -~ (Def) -~ [PD~Ictor : ~x]].

. (Sl) [State : [Sponsor : ~IWI]].

The network conceiver defines some initial composition norms. First, to prevent users
from removing restrictions on their specification rights, they should not be able to change
their own forbidden compositions.

- No actors in the network should be able to remove the forbidden compositions
in which they themselves play a role (NC,CNI).

~ (CN1) [Forb-Comp : [Actor : ~x] E- (Agnt)-
[Control] --i (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt)-

[Forb-Comp : [Actor : ~x] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) ~ [Specify] -i (Rslt)-

[Definition]]].

Furthetmore, the sponsor should be able to change all definitionsb:
- A sponsor may change any knowledge definition (NC,CN2).

~ (CN2) [Perm-Comp : [Sponsor] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt)-

[Def init ion]].

The sponsor is responsible for handling changes in the goals of the network:
- A sponsor must handle the specification process of a network goal (NC, CN3).

~ (CN3) [Req-Comp : [Sponsor] ~ (Agnt)-
[Control] -~ (Obj) -r [Specify] --r (Rslt)-

[State : [Goal]]].

óApart from its own forbidden compositions. However, since the sponsor has no need to do so, it is not
affected by CN1.
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7.3.2 Network Construction

To reduce the risk of illegitimate knowledge definitions, the set of network conception
definitións should be minimal in size. The definitions required for the development of
the network should be legitimately produced by the network participants themselves as
soon as possible. Thus, after the conception definitions have taken effect, the nenvork
construction stage begins. In this stage, the network participants define the knowledge
definitions needed to get the network going. User involvement should be relatively simple
to accomplish, since willingness to participate is mostly high at the beginning of the life
of the network.

If the construction stage is complex, it can be subdivided. One natural way to partition
the network construction stage is according to the main activities or business processes.
Different subgroups of users, covered by the composition norms defined in the previous
stage can work out the definitions for these focal points of network development.

The Global Research Network on Sustainable Development Case

The construction stage of the network is brief, as most of the initial definitions were made
by the network conceiver in its interpretation of the charter.

The Steering Committee starts its work by defining three types of groups in the SMN.
First, there are disciplinary groups, which evaluate research on sustainable development

from a particular scientific discipline. Second, there are theme groups, which focus on
research related to a problem area. Finally, project groups carry out special research
projects.

- A disciplinary group is an SMN group (SCI,T6).
- A theme group is an SMN group (SC1,T7).
- A project group is an SMN Group (SC1,T8).

. (T6) [Type : [Disc-Group : ~x] --~ (Def) ~ [SMN-Group : rx]].

. (T7) [Type : [Theme-Group : ~x] -~ (Def) -~ [SMN-Group : ~x]].

. (T8) [Type : [Proj-Group : ~x] ~ (Def) -r [SMN-Group : ~x]].

The Steering Committee then appoints a general coordinator.

- There is a general coordinator(SCI,SS).

. (55) [State : (Gen-Coord : ~GC1]].

The Steering Committee makes the general coordinator responsible for handling
changes in the SMN groups and their coordinators:

- The general coordinatormust handle changes in groups (SCl,CNS).

. (CN5) [Req-Comp : [Gen-Coord] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] --~ (Obj) -i [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [SMN-Group]]].

- The general coordinatormust handle changes in group coordinators(SCI,CN6).

~ (CN6) [Req-Comp : [Gen-Coord] ~ (Agnt)-

[Control] --i (Obj) -i [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-
[State : [Group-Coord]]].

The network is now ready to become operational.
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The Electronic Law Journal Case

The construction stage of the electronic law journal network consists of various substages.
First, there is the definition of the project organization. Then, the overall publishing
process is defined to consist of a number of main activities. The definition of one of these
activities, the paper submission process, is described here.

(1) Defining the Project Organization

The project organization is defined by IWI, the sponsor. The goal of the network is to
produce an issue of the electronic journal:

- A journal issue is an object in the problem domain (IWI,T2).
- There is an issue of the 'Electronic Journalon Comparative Law (EJCL)' (IWI,S2).
- The goal of the network is to produce this issue (IWI,S3).

~ (T2) [Type : [Journal-Issue : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [PD-Dbject :?x]].
. (S2) [State : [Journal-Issue : ~EJCL]].
~ (S3) [State : [Goal : ~EJCL]].

We again illustrate the calculation of the norm dynamics by taking a closer look at
the specification of definition S3. At the time of its specification, legitimate composition
norms (CN1-CN3) are in force. Since there is at least one user (IWI) playing an actor
role (Sponsor) that matches with the actor component of each of these norms, all three
norms are invoked. If the composition part of one of these norms matches with one of
the compositions of the active specification process (the process in which the current
knowledge definition, i.e. S3, is produced), the invoked norms become active norms.
The specification process for definition S3, is the 'creation of a goal state definítion'.
The active norms for this process are CN2 and CN3. These norms also happen to
form the applicable norm sets for IWI for all active compositions (thus, the initiation,
execution, and evaluation of the active specification process). Of these norms, CN3 has
preference, since in our semantics a required composition has a higher priority than a
permitted composition. The resultant deontic effect for user IWI is that it must handle the
(initiation, execution, and evaluation of the) creation process of a goal state definition.

The sponsor is not going to coordinate the project itself, but appoints a project team:
- A project team is an actor in the problem domain (IWI,T3).
- There is a project team PTl (IWI,S4).

. (T3) [Type : [Project-Team : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [PDJtctor : ~x]].
~ (S4) [State : [Project-Team : ~PT1]].

- The project team is permitted to make any definition change (IWI,CN4).

~ (CN4) [Perm-Comp : [Project-Team] t- (Agnt)-
[Control] -i ( Obj) ~ [Specify] -i (Rslt)-

[Definition]].

However, the sponsor does not want that the project team could change the sponsor's
right to overrule any knowledge definition that it does not agree with:

- The project team may not make any changes in the composition nonns which
specifically concern the sponsor (1Wl,CNS).
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~ (CN5) [Forb-Comp : [Project-Team] ~- (Agnt)-

[Control] --~ ( Obj) -i [Specify] - ~ (Rslt)-

[CN :[Sponsor] F- (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -i (Rslt)-

[Definition]]].

Furthermore, the goals of the network are determined by the sponsor and should not

be changed by the project team:
- The project team may not change the goals of the network (IWI,CN6).

. (CN6) [Forb-Comp : [Project-Team] ~ (Agnt)-
[Control] --~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] --~ (Rslt)-

[state : [coal]]1.

Finally, IWI appoints a project coordinator.
- A project coordinator is an actor in the problem domain (IWI,T4).
- There is a project coordinator PCl (IWI,SS).

~ (T4) [Type : [Project-Coord : ~x] --r (Def) --i [PD-Actor : ~x]].

~ (S5) [State : [Project-Coord : ~PC1]].

The project coordinator is made specifically responsible for evaluating that any re-
quired functionality is adequately enabled (which is defined by both support and required
implementation definitions):

- The project coordinator is required to evaluate all support definition changes
(IWI, CN7).

. (CN7) [Req-Comp : [Project-Coord] t- (Agnt)-

[Eval] -i (Obj) ~ [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [Support]]].

- The project coordinator is required to evaluate all required implementation
definition changes (IWI,CN8).

. (CN8) [Req-Comp : [Project-Coord] ~- (Agnt)-

[Eval] ~ (Obj) ~ [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [Req-Impl]]].

(2) Defining the Publishing Process

The project team, once operational, starts with the definition of the publishing
process, which is the main activity needed to accomplish the goal of having a published
journal. It is allowed to do so because of permitted composition CN4 and because none
of the forbidden compositions CN1, CNS, and CN6 applies.

The project team defines the publishing process in two partial type definitions:
- The publishing process is an activity in which ajournal issue is produced (PT1,T5).

- The publishing process consists of an edit process, a review process,
a submission process,... (PTI,T6)~.

~Each of these activities [hemselves also have type definitions. which aze not listed here.
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. (T5) [Type : [Publish : ~x] ~ (Def) -~ [Activity : ~x] -i (Rslt) -i [Journal-Issue]].

. (T6) [Type : [Publish : ~x] -r (Part)-
[Edit]
[RevieW]
[Submit]

Next, the project team appoints a technical committee that is to take care of defining
the technological support for enabling the required functionality.

- A technical committee is an actor in the problem domain (PTI,T7)
- There is a technical committee TCI (PT1,S6).

. (T7) [Type : [Techn-Comm : .x] --~ (Def) --i [PDJtctor : ~x]].
~ (S6) [State : [Techn-Comm : ~TC1]].

The project team gives the technical committee the responsibility to determine which
information tools are to enable the work done in the network ( described by support and
required implementation definitions):

- A technical committee is required to handle any support definition change (PTI,CN9)

~ (CN9) [Req-Comp : [Techn-Comm] ~ (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) -i [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [Support]]].

- A technical committee is required to handle any required implementatio~t definition
change (PTI,CNIO)

~ (CNIO) [Req-Comp : [Techn-Comm~ ~ (Agnt)-
[Control] ~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] ~ (Rslt)-

[State : [Req-Impl]]].

(3) Defining the Paper Submission Process

The technical committee analyzes all publishing activities to define what informaiton
tools can best be used to support them. One of these activities is the paper submission
process ( see T6). Submitting a paper basically consists of transferring a file from the
author to the site of the journal, which results in the following workflow mapping:

- The paper submission process is an interaction enabled by a send-file process
(TCI,S7).

. (S7) State : [Workflow~íapping : ~34] ~ (Part)-
[Submit]
[Interaction]
[Send~ile]].

To enable this required functionality, the technical committee proposes that all users
should have access to an F"I'P-server, a tool that enables basic file transfer:

- To enahle the sending offiles in the paper submission process, an FTP-server8
should be used (TCI,S8).

8We assume that the information tool type definitions, as well as the definitions that describe which
IC-processes they enable, have already been deóned. These could for example be retrieved from a standard
tool functionality library.
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~ (S8) State : [Req-Impl : j~42]-
(Inst) -i [FTP~erver]
(Obj) ~ [Workflow~fapping: ~34]].

Because of CN4, the project team is permitted to change any (state) definition. Thus,
each time some state change request is made, the project team can decide to become
actively involved in the specification process. Regarding definitions S7 and S8, the project
team has no problems, and it approves of them. Because of CN8, the project coordinator
is asked to approve of S8 as well, which he does.

However, after having given it some further thought, the project coordinator has a
problem with this definition. In his view, an FTP-server is not really suitable for sub-
mitting papers. Among other things, file transfer is relatively cumbersome and insecure
using this tool. Instead, he proposes to use a BSCW-server (see (Horstmann and Bentley,
1997)). This tool has been optimized for file distribution processes, as it enables ad-
vanced, user-friendly, and secure file transfer. Therefore, the project coordinator requests
to modify state definition S8 into:

- To enable the sending offiles in the paper .rubmission process, a BSCW-server
should be used (PCI,S8).

. (S8) State : [Req-Impl : ~42]-
(Inst) ~ [BSCW-Server]
(Obj) -i [Workflowstapping: ~34]].

Because of CN8, the technical committee is involved in the handling of this requested
state definition modification process. In tum, they have their own objections, however.
The main problem they see is that the BSCW-tool, despite its user-friendly interface is
too complex to leam because it offers so much functionality. No agreement is initially
reached between the project coordinator and the technical committee, while executing
the definition process. However, another actor, the project team, is also permitted to
be involved in this specífication process (CN4). So far, it has not actively participated,
but now that a specification discourse has been started, it plays a mediating role and the
conflict is resolved. All actors now approve of the proposed state modification, making it
legitimate. To alleviate the concerns of the technical committee, great care will be taken to
facilitate the BSCW learning process. To this purpose, a set of FAQs will be developed,
and personal instruction sessions will be held for authors who do not feel comfortable
with it. These agreements are explicitly entered in the solution description attached to
definition S8.

7.3.3 Network Operation
After the initial knowledge definitions have been specified and the required functionality
has been implemented, the network can start with its activities, and the netx~ork operation
stage begins. It is now mature and capable of accomplishing its goals.

The Global Research Network on Sustainable Development Case

Sometime after the network has become operational, the general coordinator receives a
request from somebody who wants to start and coordinate a project group on forests and
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forestry in British Columbia (BCFOR)9. The general coordinator agrees. He establishes
the group, and appoints as the group coordinator the person who made the rec}uest for the
group to be created.

- There is a BCFOR project group (GC1,S6).
- The BCFOR project group has a group coordinator(GCI,S7).

~ (S6) [State : [Proj-Group : ~BCFOR]].
~ (S7) [State : [Proj-Group : ~BCFOR] ~ (Pazt) -~ [Group-Coord : ~GrCl]].

The group coordinator initially intends BCFOR to only conduct unstructured discus-
sion, supported by e-mail. A mailing list is to be used, which distributes e-mail received
from users. These users have their own mailers to send and receive mail~o

- Activities are discussion processes enabledby mail distributionprocesses (GrC1,S8).

. (S8) [State : [Workflov~fapping : ~400] ~ (Part)-
[Activity]
[Discuss]
[Distr~lail]].

-To enable the mail distribution process that enables the discussion process, a
mailing list should be used (GrCl,S9).

-To enable the mail distribution process that enab[es the discussion process, a
mailer should be used (GrCl,S10).

. (S9) [State : [Req-Impl : ~401]-
(Inst) -~ [Mailingl.ist]
(Dbj) ~ [Workflov.Mapping: ~400]].

~ (S10) [State : [Req-Impl : ~402]-
(Inst) -i [Mailer]
(Dbj) ~ [Workflov~lapping ~400]].

At first, the group is satisfied with conducting unstructured discussion about issues
related to the goals of the project group. However, after a while, the group adopts as one
of its goals the authoring of structured group reports. In such reports, specific research
questions are addressed. A report may have several topics, on which authors can take and
change positions. Structured arguments need to be developed on these positions. Reports
can be presented in various formats, showing the report elements on which consensus has
been reached, as well as the issues of dissent ( an overview of these and other characteris-
tics of group reports is given in (De Moor and Weigand, 1996)).

The group coordinator captures these requirements as follows:
- A group report is an object in the problem domain (GrCl,T9).
- There is afirst group report (GrC1,Sl1).
- The goal is to produce this report (GrC1,S12).

9http:~~infolab.kub.nl~grnsd~bcfor
~oIt is assumed that the BCFOR group coordinator and group members can legitimately make the spec-

ification changes described next. Their composition norms will not be described to conserve space. Also,
definitions of process and tool rypes that are part of a standard library, and not defined by the users them-
selves, are not listed.
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. (T9) [Type : [Group~teport : ~x] -~ (Def) - -i [PD-Object : ~x]].

. (Sll) [State : [Group~teport : ~Repi]].

. (S12) [State : [Goal : ~Repl]].

The authoring process in which group reports are produced, consists of three stages:
selecting a topic, writing the report, and presenting the report to the outside world.

- Authoring a report is an activity in which a group report is produced (GrC1,T10).

- Selecting a topic is an activity (GrC1,Tl1).
- Writing a report is an activity (GrCl,Tl2).
- Presenting a report is an activih' (GrC1,T13).
- Authoring a report consists of selecting a topic, writing the report, and presenting

the report (GrC1,T14).

. (T10) [Type : [Author~teport : ~x] -~ (Def) --i [Activity : ~x] -~ (Rslt)-

[Group~teport]].
. (T11) [Type : [Select-Topic : ~x] -i (Def) -~ [Activity : ~x]].

. (T12) [Type : [Write~teport : ~x] -r (Def) ~ [Activity : ~x]].

. (T13) [Type : [Present~teport : ~x] ~ (Def) -3 [Activity : ~x]].

. (T14) [Type : [Author.Report : ~x] ~ (Part)-
[Select-Topic]
[Write~ieport]
[Presentlteport]].

The authoring process commences. First, a topic is selected. Quite an intensive dis-
cussion is conducted on the mailing list, in which a substantial number of group members
participate. A number of topics for the first report are suggested. The topic selection pro-
cess is concluded with an electronic vote, after which a topic is selected that everybody
agrees upon. However, the subsequent writing process never takes off. An analysis of the
breakdown suggests that the likely cause is that the unstnactured discussion enabled by
the mailing list does not sufficiently match with the complex argumentation requirements
demanded by the report authoring process (De Moor and Van der Rijst, 1996)~~. There-
fore, a new functionality requirement is formulated:

- Writing a group report is aform of structured discussion that needs to be supported

by a complex argumentation process (GrC1,Sl3).

. (S13) [State : [Workflow~tapping : ~, 750] -r -

(Part) -~ [Write-Report]
(Part) -~ [Struct~iscuss]
(Part) ~ [Complexltrgumentation]].

The group coordinator decides to enable this writing process by a Web-based argu-
mentation tool, called HyperNews1z, which can be accessed by any standard Web browser.
The tool is based on the issue-based information system ( IBIS)-paradigm that provides a
structure for argumentative discourse ( Kunz and Rittel, 1970). The group coordinator de-
fines following required implementations:

~~ This is in line with findings that the reduction in interactivity and expressiveness caused by computer-

mediation of conversations creates fundamental difficulties in the planning stages of collaborative intellec-

tual projects ( Galegher and Kraut, 1994).
~Zhttp:~~union.nsca.uinc.edu~HyperNews~get~hypernews~about.html
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- To enable the complex argumentation process that enables the structured discus-
sion process that enables the report writing process, a HvperNews server should be used
(GrCl,S14).

- To enable the complex argumentation process that enables the structured discus-
sion proeess that enables the report writing process, a Web browser should be used
(GrC1,S15).

. (S14) [State : [Req-Impl : ~751]-
(Inst) -3 [HyperNews]
(Obj) --i [Workflow~(apping: ~750]].

. (S15) [State : [Req-Impl : ~752]-
(Inst) -i [Web~rowser]
(Obj) ~ [Workflow~tapping: ~750]].

However, this tool also turns out to be not very successful. Again, some attempts are
made at starting the report, but participation remains very low. One likely reason is that
the tool does not meet the specific needs of the authoring process, as it does not provide
support for different authoring roles, there are no notification facilities, inadequate report
element presentation facilities, etc. It is therefore decided that another tool should be used
that is optimízed for the complex collaborative requirements of the report authoring pro-
cess. As such a tool does not yet exist, it is decided that it needs to be developed. It is
named the Group Report Authoring Support System (GRASS)13. The group coordinator
therefore decides that definition S 14 is to be modified into:

- To enable the complex argumentation process that enables the structured discus-
sion process that enables the report writin,q process, the GRASS tool should be used
(GrCI,S14).

. (S14) State : [Req-Impl : ~751]-
(Inst) -r [GRASS]
(Obj ) -i [Workflow~tapping : ~750]].

Definition S15 can remain the same, since, like HyperNews, the GRASS tool also
requires a web browser to be accessed.

The Electronic Law Journal Case

The EJCL-project concerned only the development of the electronic joumal, not its day-
to-day operation. The case analysis was therefore closed at the beginning of the network
operation stage, when the first issue was published. Several issues of the journal have
been published so far14.

7.4 Discussion of the Method
In the case analysis done in the previous section, we have seen that the legitimate user-
driven specification process of network information systems can indeed be described as

13GRASS is currently being developed and tested at the Infolab. A prototype is accessible at:
http:~~infolab.kub.nl~grnsd~grass.

14http:~~law.kub.nl~ejcl
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taking place in a number of stages. The analysis of the cases has also shown that the

different knowledge categories distinguished in our theory have a specific role to play

in this specification process15. The wide variety in the kind of knowledge definitions
and the order in which they were produced in the two cases, suggests that indeed each

virtual professional community has its own unique requirements, thus making the case

for situated instead of standardized system specification.
How the specification changes can actually be performed by the successful handling

breakdowns, and how discourse processes can be used to criticize background assump-

tions that are ambiguous or are sources of conflict, was explained in Sect. 7.2. Some
facilities that help to enable these processes were described ín Sect. 7.1. Altogether, we

feel justified to conclude that the RENISYS method, grounded in the formal semantics
described in Ch. 6, has the potential to support the legitimate user-driven specification
processes of real-world virtual professional communities.

However, the method as currently described still has some limitations. These restric-
tions concern both the efficiency of the specification process itself and the expressiveness
of the knowledge definitions that it produces.

The essence of the conversation, discourse, and definition processes that constitute
the legitimate user-driven specification process were described: how these processes are
triggered, who are their participants, and what are their main inputs and outputs. However,
the efficiency of the specification process is not yet optimal.

First, the method does not provide guidance to deal with specification process depen-
dencies. For instance, in the EJCL-case, a journal issue is defined to be a goal of the
network (S2,S3). To accomplish this goal, the publishing process is defined in (TS,T6).
However, the method does not enforce that when a goal is defined, an accompanying
production workflow is defined as well. To define such dependencies, combinations of
required and forbidden definition constraints need to be present that result in macro-
specification processes, consisting of main and derived specification processes. Although
the definition constraints can currently be declared, their enforcement has not yet been
incorporated in the method itself.

Second, the method does not allow for the tniloring of specification processes to the
preferences of individual users. All users to which the same resultant deontic effect ap-

plies, are presented with the same options and notifications. It is currently not possible to,
for example, disable notifications or delegate authorizations to other users.

Third, many process details, such as the auxiliary information needed to make a
conversation process successful, have not yet been defined. The theory developed and
the case analyses performed do not help much in this respect. Further empirical research,
in the form of usability studies of different versions of the specification tool, is required

to determine what kind of details are additionally to be defined to make the specification
process more efficient.

As far as the expressiveness of knowledge definitions is concerned: the definitions
may still be too crude to capture all the subtle requirements of virtual professional com-
munities. Two important limitations concern first the simplicity of the type definitions of

the ontological primitives and second the actor components of the norms.

'`Action norms were not listed in the case examples for lack of space, but are needed to determine which

users are involved in workflows, and thus indirecdy to determine the required functionality.
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First, the type definitions of the ontological primitives (see App. C) are currently quite
basic. This definitional simplicity helps in the explanation of the theory developed, and
reduces specification process complexity. However, it may also sometimes prevent the
capturing of all requirements that should actually be specified. For instance, workflow
mappings are currently between whole workflows. It is conceivable, however, that some-
times a more refined mapping would be necessary. To illustrate, definition S 13 of the
GRNSD case says that a complex argumentation (IC)-process enables a structured discus-
sion (interaction)-process, which in turn enables the group report writing activity. How-
ever, a more specific requirement might be that the structured discussion only enables the
execution of the writing of the group report. Such a requirement currently cannot be ex-
pressed. A similar limitation concerns the enabled functionality specifications. These are
described by support and required implementation definitions and also relate users and
tools to whole, instead of partial workflows. Similar examples could be given for the type
definition of other entities.

Second, at the moment, the definition of both action and composition norms only
allows for subtypes of actors to be entered as the actor component of the notm. However,
one might sometimes desire this actor component to consist of an actor playing a
particular role. For instance, CN4 in the EJCL-case says that a project team is permitted
to change any definition. An extra constraint might be that only project teams which have
a team coordinator for a member are permitted to do so. In that case, the actor component
of the norm should become:

[Project-Team] -~ (Pazt) --~ [Team-Coord]

The current norm definition representations and definition change processes do not
allow for such refined actor components.

Suggestions for addressing with the issues mentioned in this discussion are made in
Sect. 9.4 about the plans for future research.

In this chapter, a concrete approach to supportíng the legitimate user-driven specifica-
tion process was developed. First, some support facilities were described that make the
specification process more effective and efficient. These include facilities for definition
presentation, functionality specification, and global constraint handling. Then, the sup-
port provided for the breakdown handling process was explained. This process comprises
the breakdown awareness, formulation, and resolution stages. The first two stages involve
support for the individual user. The resolution stage, on the other hand, requires facilita-
tion of conversations for specification and discourse processes in which groups of users
participate. Besides supporting the handling of single breakdowns, the evolution of the
network also needs to be supported at a more macro level: the network life cycle consists
of the network conception, construction, and operation stage. The two cases described
in the introduction were used to illustrate how the method provides support for each of
these stages. Altogether, we felt justified to conclude that it is plausible to assume that the
method has good potential to support the legitimate user-driven specification process.

In the next part of the thesis, the prototype specification tool is presented that imple-
ments key elements of the RENISYS method.
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Chapter 8

The RENISYS Tool

The purpose of the RENISYS tool is to provide a validation of the RENISYS method. To
do so, it needs to demonstrate that the developed approach for supporting the legitimate
user-driven specification process is complete, consistent, and usable.

The tool described in the current chapter is only a prototype. A robust tool could be
used by a wide range of virtual professiona] communities to efficiently produce all the
knowledge definitions they require. The prototype, however, is only used for proof of
concept. To do so, it needs to be capable of enabling only the most essential functions
required for the complete handling of a breakdown in a typical virtual professional com-
munity. To illustrate the functionality of the tool, we take as an example the development
of the GRASS tool described in Sect. 7.3.3.

This chapter consists of four sections. In Sect. 8.1, the architecture of the RENISYS
tool is sketched. Tool 8.2 outlines the functionality of the tool. In Sect. 8.3, this function-
ality is demonstrated by showing how it is being used in the development of the GRASS
tooL Sect. 8.4 describes some limitations of the current implementation.

8.1 Tool Architecture

A precondition of the RENISYS tool was that it must be easily accessible. This means
that its prospective users should not be required to have a high-end computer system to
run it, nor be forced to install complex additional software. This would create too high

a threshold for participation in many virtual professional communitíes. Hence, it was
decided to make RENISYS web-based, since most computer network users have access

to the web and no extra installation efforts are required. The specification tool therefore
consists of a web server that can be accessed by any common web browser, such as
Netscape or Explorer. The architecture of the RENISYS web server is shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.1.1 Servers

The web server consists of three parts: a knowledge base, a page generator, and a script
server.

. The knowledge base stores and makes accessible all specification knowledge def-

initions and auxiliary information. It is implemented as a Postgres server. Such a
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Figure 8.1: The Architecture of the RENISYS Specification Tool

server can manage a number of relational databases, each of which contains one or
more tables. In these tables tuples of information are stored.

. The page generator creates the web pages that provide the interface with the user.
The page generator is implemented as a PHP server. This tool allows for the dy-
namic generation of web pages that can be interpreted by a web browser. A PHP-
page is similar to an ordinary web-page, but in addition its variables can be set
run-time.

. The script server provides the scripts that enable complex procedures, like those
required for the calculation of the norm dynamics. The script server is implemented
as a TCL server. This server is capable of interpreting complex scripts that can be
used to execute sophisticated procedures and functions.

8.1.2 Server Interactions

By accessing PHP-pages called forms, users issue various kinds of specification com-
mands. The forms are interpreted by the PHP server, which may send one or more SQL-
commands to the Postgres server. This server then carries out the requested operations on
the tables of its databases, and returns the SQL-results to the PHP server. This server uses
the results to generate a new PHP-page that the user can view with the browser.

Instead of sending a set of SQL-commands to the Postgres server, the PHP server
can also send a complex command to the TCL-server. By this we mean a command that
requires one or more special procedure or function scripts to be executed. These scripts
themselves may also issue SQL-commands to obtain or update the data they require for
their calculations. After the commands have been executed, the TCL-server returns the
command-results to the PHP-server.
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8.2 Tool Functionality

The functionality of the tool is organized in a number of functionality modules. These
provide generic functionality used by other modules, enable the network conception, or
facilitate the legitimate handling of breakdowns.

Functionality Modules

The following functionality modules implement the specification tool support for the
legitimate user-driven specification process.

Generic Functionalitv

. User ldentification: Thís module checks the validity of the username and password
provided by a user. The actor roles that the user play are determined.

. Page Authorization: For each page that an identified user wants to access, it is
determined whether he is authorized to do so. Page authorizations are based on the
actor roles that a user plays.

. Event Notification: Whenever an invitation needs to be sent or specification pro-
cess results need to be reported, an e-mail notification is sent to the relevant users.

Network Conception

. Knowledge Definition Change: The network conceiver is allowed to make all the
definitions required to enable the legitimate user-driven specification process to get
started. No conversation for specification is needed to make the changes.

Breakdown Awareness

. Breakdown Classification: If RENISYS was invoked while using a tool that is part
of the network information system, the problem experiencer he indicates whether
it concerns a specific or a generic breakdown. The user also enters the breakdown
class.

Breakdown Formulation

. Problematic Definition Handling: The problem experiencer selects the core
breakdown entity, and is shown the related definitions, if present. The user selects
the problematic definitions. For each of these definitions, the user gives a problem
description and indicates if a discourse is to be started on the definition or if it is to
be changed, after which these definitions are added to the discourse or specification
agenda.

Breakdown Resolution

. Applicable Norm Calculation: For a particular knowledge definition to be
changed, the set of applicable norms is calculated for each user and each com-
position making up the active specification process.
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. Conversation Act Authorization Calculation: For each user who is involved in
the active specification process, the authorizations to perform a particular conversa-
tion act are calculated, using the current conversation state and the resultant deontic
effect of the appropriate set of applicable norms.

. Conversation for Specification Support: The authorized users in each conversa-
tion for specification are supported in the actual performance of the various conver-
sation acts. These acts include those in the discourse layer.

. Discourse Process Support: This module supports discourse processes, whether
initiated from within the discourse layer or started autonomously. This support
includes calculation of discourse participants, discourse element presentation, and
discourse thread management.

. Knowledge definition change support: The various knowledge definition change
processes are supported using a range of definition presentation and graph change
functions.

8.3 Tool Demonstration: The Development of GRASS
This section gives a brief overview of the look and feel of the RENISYS tool. It does
not aim to describe the functionality of the tool in detail, since this functionality closely
follows the detailed process descriptions given in Ch. 7.

In the previous chapter, it was argued that the presentation of the different specifi-
cation process elements requires careful attention. It is not yet clear if RENISYS should
have one, uniform user interface or rather a different interface for each virtual professional
community that wants to use this tool. Building a community-specific interface is costly
and may make it harder to apply RENISYS for new communities and other specification
purposes. On the other hand, it is likely that an interface tailored to the particular spec-
ification requirements of a community makes it much more usable. Advantages are that
specification processes can be described in terminology familiar to this group of users,
users are not overwhelmed with irrelevant specification functionality, specification func-
tionality can be changed as the community specification needs change, and new specifi-
cation functionality can be gradually introduced. Therefore, a mixed approach is favored,
in which pages are standard when feasible, but can be (partially) tailored to a community
of use when necessary.

The layout of the tool and the need for a mixed standardizedlcustomized interface on
top of the generic RENISYS functionality are demonstrated by taking the case of the de-
velopment of the GRASS tool, introduced in Sect. 7.3.3. This currently ongoing project is
the first case in which the RENISYS specification tool is actually tested. The (modifiable)
GRASS tool is to support a virtual professional community of group report authors, who
continuously discover new requirements that in turn requires the functionality of GRASS
to be changed. As such, it is a fiiting example of an evolving network information system
that RENISYS should be able to support.

System specification starts with the production of a set of network conception def-
initions. Their specification processes are initiated from the Network Conception page
(Fig. 8.2). Only the network conceiver has access to this page. The page is subdivided
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Figure 8.2: The Network Conception Page
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into three parts. First, the network conceiver can add a set of initial network participants.
Second, required functionality can be added through the system analysis functions. Enti-
ties that can be selected are goals, actors, objects, and workflows, of which the type (in-
cluding mappings) and instance definitions can be changed in subsequent pages. Action
and composition norm specification procerses have theír own pages. Third, the enabled
functionality can be defined in the system design section. This section allows both tools
and the functionality they enable to be defined as well as the support and required imple-
mentation definitions in which required and enabled functionality are matched. So far, the
specification functionality described is generic, and applicable to all virtual professional
communities. The last function on the Network Conception page (`Change Web Page
Description'), however, is an example of a function specifically tailored to the GRASS
use and development community. Since the GRASS tool itself consists of a web server,
defining the functionality its web pages are to enable is a core specification process in the
GRASS network. It is therefore included as a separate option, instead of being hidden
in some generic `information tool instance change' option. After the network conception
stage is declared over by the network conceiver, the page is deactivated.

Once the network conception stage has finished, the legitimate user-driven specifica-
tion process starts. One way in which a user with a breakdown can activate the RENISYS
tool is by accessing it from within an application that is part of the network information
system being specified. In the GRASS tool, each web page contains a link to RENISYS.
If clicked, the user is presented with the Problem~ Awareness page. Fig. 8.3 shows how

~The term 'Problem' is less artificial than 'Breakdown' to the average user and is therefore preferred in
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Figure 8.3: The Problem Awareness Page

this page was called from within the GRASS Edit Report page. Assume that the break-
down concerns the fact that the edit report activity is currently not linked to the review
process, which the user thinks it should be. The user indícates that his breakdown is re-
lated to the page from which he called RENISYS (it is thus a specific breakdown) and
that the breakdown class is `Activity'. Note that from each RENISYS page it is possible
to immediately return to the work one was doing, thus reducing the barrier to go from the
operational to the specification level.

Subsequently, the problem experiencer formulates his problem by selecting the
problematic definitions (the Problem Formulution page is not shown here). One of these
definitions concerns the Edit Report web page itself: it should include a hyperlink to the
review process. Invisible to the user, RENISYS translates this request into the following
specification process:

[Modify-State : [State : [Web~age : ~Edit-Report.php3]]].

The invitation for the accompanying conversation for specification ( which is part of
conversation act CA 1), is sent to all executors of the specification process by e-mail:

----------------------------Date: Sun, 9 May 1999 15:50:48 t0200 (MET DST)
From: renisysC~kub.nl
To: sanderbCakub.nl

the userinterface.
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Subject: GRASS: Requested Change in Web Page

Dear Sander Bos,

Aldo de Moor requests that web page edit-report.php3 is modified.
You are permitted to help in the modification process (code tk948).

This user has the following problem:
"This page should show a link to the page that represents the
review process."

This request has been sent to the following participants:
- Micha Kuiper
- Michael Heng
- Rolf Kleef
- Sander Bos

This (dummy) e-mail shows the problem experiencer, the specification process
request, the problem description as entered by the problem experiencer, and a list of all
the other participants who receive this invitation. A specification process code is also
given, which can be used by the invitee to proceed immediately to the right definition
change page when accessing the RENISYS web server.

Although this demonstration has only shown a small part of the RENISYS tool func-
tionality, its essence should be clear.

8.4 Limitations of the Current Implementation

The tool being only a prototype, the lay-out of this first version of RENISYS is still

very basic. Definition presentation, help and documentation facilities are minimal. These
issues can be addressed relatively easily in future versions of the tool. Two issues that will

take more serious implementation efforts to resolve are the implementation of conceptual
graphfunctionaliry and concurrent knowledge definition processes.

It turned out to be not trivial to interface our tool to some of the experimental dedicated
conceptual graph tools, such as the Peirce engine described in App. D. Furthermore, the
conceptual graphs produced would require considerable additional processing in order to
make the data suitable for, for instance, the construction of HTML-pulldown lists. This
extra implementation effort was not considered to be reasonable, as conceptual graphs
are only an instrument, and not the main focus of our present research. As explained
in the previous section, knowledge base management is therefore done by a relational
database server. This, however, has resulted in a simplification of the conceptual graph
operations discussed in Ch. 6 and 7. First, in order not having to create advanced projec-
tion algorithms that implement operations on complex graphs as sequences of relational
database operations, differentia graphs of type definitions are either empty or consist of
one or more binary relations of which the source concept is the genus. Similarly, state
definitions (which have to fit within these type definitions) may only consist of either a
single concept, or are represented as a set of binary relations of which the source con-
cept is identical. This makes, for instance, state creation processes or norm calculations
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less complex, since the many permutations in which a complex graph could otherwise be
stored in the database now do not have to be taken into account. Another limitation of the
current non-conceptual graph implementation is that, since no generic projection opera-
tions have been impfemented, the checking of each definition process condition or global
constraint needs to be manually translated into complex sequences of database operations.
This is time-consuming and error-prone.

In reality, multiple knowledge definition processes may occur simultaneously. How-
ever, allowing such concurrency could result in serious knowledge base management
problems, as there are many dependencies between the definitions. For instance, in
Ch. 6.4.4 it was explained that a type definition may only be terminated if there is at
least one other definition of the same type or if it is no longer in use by another defini-
tion. Assume that during the type termination process at the moment this postcondition
is checked no other definition uses this type, and that it may thus be deleted. However, it
is conceivable that after the check, but before the type termination is actually performed,
the type is referred to in a definition produced in another definition change process. A
conflict would then occur after the type termination process has been completed. So-
phisticated procedures have been developed in database theory to deal with this kind of
updating problems. As incorporating such procedures would have led to a substantial in-
crease in complexity of the RENISYS tool, it was decided to, for the moment, only allow
one knowledge definition process to be active at a time.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

The research presented in this dissertation focused on how to support virtual professional
communities in the legitimate user-driven specification of their network information sys-
tems. In this chapter, we reflect on what has been accomplished as well as on where to go
from here. In Sect. 9.1, the research problem is explained, as well as the research ques-
tions and objectives that guided the research. Sect. 9.2 summarizes the research results,
while in Sect. 9.3 the value of these results is discussed. Sect. 9.4 presents questions to be
addressed in future research. The chapter is concluded with a brief epilogue in Sect. 9.5.

9.1 Research Problem

Collaborative work is increasingly being done in a distributed fashion. It is no longer
only carried out in the classic hierarchical organization, where detailed orders are given
from the top down to groups of employees. Rather, teams of collaborating professionals
from within and across organizations are ever more expected to set their own goals and
organize their own ways of working. As this collaboration often entails having people
from many different organizations and locations work together intensively on complex
tasks, distributed information technologies are increasingly being used to support these
professional networks. Especially commonly available Intemet-based information tools,
ranging from mailing lists to a wide range of sophisticated Web applications, have great
potential to increase the efficacy of collaboration.

We defined the virtual professional comrnunities in which such collaboration is to
take place as communities or networks of professionals whose collaboration on activities
required to realize shared goals is mostly or completely computer-enabled. However,
despite the many promises made by network technologies, in practice it often turns out
to be very hard to make them successfully enable distributed work in these communities.
One of the main problems is that fostering the necessary ongoing co-evolution of network
information requirements and enabling information tools is dífficult to realize without a
proper structured approach.

In order for the members of a virtual professional community to collaborate produc-
tively, it is not sufficient to merely make available a set of network information tools.
Instead, an integrated network information system needs to be constructed out of these
standard technological components, of which the selection and configuration needs to be
determined by the collaborative context in whích the tools are used. Active user partici-
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pation in the specification process of such continuously evolving socio-technícal systems
is very important. Their role is not just to provide specification knowledge, but also to
control the specification process in which this knowledge is produced, thus making this
proces truly user-driven.

The members of virtual professional communities, like their counterparts in traditional
communities, are guided in their work by shared social norms. These norms should guide
both the operations of a network and the specification processes in which the network is
being defined. However, as these networks are egalitarian in nature, such norms cannot be
imposed from above, but need to originate from the community as a whole. Thus, the user-
driven specification process needs to be legitimate as well, in the sense that specification
changes are not only meaningful, but also acceptable to all members of the community. A
specification change is only then acceptable if the users for whom the particular change is
relevant have been adequately involved in the specification process. In this way, all users
can see the particular interests they represent sufficiently reflected in the specified goals,
activities, organizational structures, and information technologies of the network. Such an
approach should make more successful collaboration possible, not only upon the initiation
of the network, but also when the tasks, organizational structures, and supporting tools of
the network grow in complexity over time.

9.1.1 Research Questions and Objectives

This thesis has addressed the following research questions:

1. Why is there a need for legitimate user-driven specification of network information
systems?

2. What is the basis for a theory of legitimate user-driven specification?

3. How can the legitimate user-driven specification process be supported?

To answer these questions, three research objectives were formulated, each addressed
in a separate part of thesis:

1. Thejustification and development ofa theory of legitimate user-driven specification
(Ch. 2-5).

2. The development of a method to support the legitimate user-driven specification
process (Ch. 6-7).

3. The development of a prototype of a specification tool to partially validate the
methodological approach (Ch. 8).

The next section describes how these objectives have been met.

9.2 Results

The results of the work done on theory, method, and tool are presented, respectively.
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9.2.1 Theory

In Ch. 2, an analysis was made of the need for network information systems in research
networks, which form an important class of virtual professional communities. Research
networks are instruments for collaboration, in which individuals are motivated to par-

ticipate by a mix of individual, organizational, and societal interests. We described the
need for co-evolution of network information requirements and information-tools. Key
assumptions on research network collaboration are that collaborative work is situated, ac-
tivities and specification processes are communal, and the authority for carrying out these
processes needs to be distributed and accounted for.

In Ch. 3, we presented a model of Internet-enabled research collaboration supported
by common information tools, such as mailing lists. These tools provide users with the
functionality they need to do their work. However, the usability of the tools is also impor-
tant, in the sense that they must be accessible and play a well-defined role in the social
context. To model this context, a reference framework was defined, consisting of th~ee
domains: in the problem domain, the goals and activities of the network are represented,
whereas the human network describes its organizational structure. These domains to-
gether we call the usage contezt of the information system. In the third domain, the infor-
mation system, the required information and communication processes of the network are
modelled and mapped to the information and communication processes enabled by the
available information tools. The information tools making up the network information
system act as groupware that is to enable and coordinate the work of network partici-
pants. To this purpose, the workflows of the network need to be defined carefully. The
basic workflow model used here draws from both activity-based and conversation-based
workflow models.

In Ch. 4, the network information system development process was defined as con-

sisting of a specification, implementation, and use process. Users need to participate

strongly in the specification process of their workflows. A review was made of existing

user-centered specification methods. These were classified along two dimensions: the

roles that users plays as sources and as modellers of specification knowledge. The class

of legitimate user-driven specification methods turned out to be still undeveloped. These

can be characterized as methods in which the users themselves control the modelling pro-

cess and where groups, instead of individual users, act as the sources of specifications.

As soon as a user becomes aware of a breakdown in his work, he needs to be able to

formulate the breakdown in terms of knowledge definitions to be changed. Since these
changes can affect other members of the community, the breakdown resolution should

be a group process in which the actual definition changes are made and approved. This

process should be a form of rational discourse, in which any validity claim made can be
critically evaluated by the group.

Ch. 5 explained how the legitimate user-driven specification process can be viewed

as a process of rational discourse. We showed that the theories based on the Lan-
guage~Action Perspective (LAP) are well-suited to model the process. Speech act theory
was used to represent the specification process as a conversation about a knowledge def-

inition change. However, this theory alone dces not allow for the adequate examination

of contested definition assumptions, which is essential if specification changes are to be
acceptable to all members of the community. Habermas's theory of communicative action

provides useful insights, but is difficult to operationalize. We therefore adapted Van
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Reijswoud's Transaction Process Model, in order to represent conversations for specifica-
tion as processes of rational discourse. This model builds on Dietz's Dynamic Essential
Modeling ( DEMO) method, which itself is grounded in both speech act theory and the
theory of communicative action. To ensure that only those users aze involved in a con-
versation for specification to whom a knowledge definition change is relevant, the context
of the conversation needs to be known. Action norms guide the operational workflows of
network participants ( i.e. defining that an editor is permitted to carry out the edit process).
However, key to modelling the contexts ofconversations for specification are composition
norms. These describe acceptable behaviour of these participants at the specification level
(i.e. defining that a steering committee is required to change the definition of the edit pro-
cess when needed). To represent and reason about norms, and to handle norm conflicts,
we made use of deontic theories, such as dynamic deontic logic and Stamper's MEASUR
approach. Using this interpretation of norms, a context model was developed in which
both an extemal and an internal conversation context are distinguished. A set of applica-
ble composition norms determines the external conversation context of a conversation for
specification. Through this context, it can be calculated which users can legitimately con-
trol the conversation, in the sense of initiating, executing, or evaluating it. The internal
conversation context determines which definitions are related to the knowledge definition
being changed.

9.2.2 Method

The RENISYS (REsearch Network Information SYstem Specification) method provides
a methodological approach to supporting the legitimate user-driven specification process.

Ch. 6 presented the formal semantics of the legitimate user-driven specification pro-
cess. An ontologicalframework describes the meaning of the network entities. Four cat-
egories of specification knowledge are distinguished: type definitions, state definitions,
action norms, and composition norms. It was shown how composition norms can be
used to calculate which users are to be involved in the specification process in which a
knowledge definition of a particular category is to be changed. The formal semantics of
the conversation for specification were described. Conceptual graph theory was used to
concisely represent knowledge definitions and describe the pre- and postconditions of the
various definition processes that we distinguish.

In Ch. 7, the concrete support for the legitimate user-driven specificatian process that
RENISYS provides, was described. The method includes definition presentation, func-
tionaliry specification, and global constraint handlingfacilities. The support for the actual
specification process focuses on the handling of breakdowns in the breakdown awareness,
formulation, and resolution stages. In the breakdown resolution stage the conversations
for specification and discourse processes are supported. The plausibility of the method
was illustrated by showing how it could have been applied to support the specification
processes in two real-world cases. One case concerned the ongoing respecification of
a group report authoring process in an Intemet-mediated research network, the Global
Research Network on Sustainable Development. The other case was about the gradual
definition and implementation of a peer-reviewed editing process of an electronic joumal,
the Electronic Journal on Comparative Law.
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9.2.3 Tool

Ch. 8 described how the methodological approach has partially been implemented in a
prototype of the RENISYS specification tool. It consists of a web server that can be
accessed using any standard web browser. The architecture and functionality of the tool
were briefly described. The essence of its functionality was demonstrated by showing
how it can be applied in an actual web software development project. The tool is currently
being tested and further developed.

9.3 Discussion

In this thesis, we have developed a theoretical and methodological approach for the de-
velopment of network information systems in which the social norms that guide virtual
professional communities help to direct system specification. The approach is user-driven,
since it allows network participants who face a breakdown during their working to resolve
it together with other community members. However, to help ensure that any specifica-
tion change is both meaningful and acceptable to the community as a whole, our approach
strongly focuses on the legitimacy of specification changes. Without this focus, system
designers can only answer questions such as "have all specified user requirements been
fulfilled?". With an approach like ours, also the question "do the specifications match the
real requirements of the community?" is likely to be answered more affirmatively.

Traditional system development approaches focus on optimizing an information sys-
tem for requirements that have been hierarchically defined or approved. Such an approach
is valid for systems that require central control over their development and maintenance.
Virtual professional communities, however, should not be governed by such a hierarchy,
but instead allow the interests of their members to be balanced by their unique social
norms. Although such norms are always present in any community, they are usually not
made explicit. We claim that an intensive use of social norms that have been made ex-
plicit is essential in the design and evolution of network information systems for virtual
professional communities. Such communities cannot be formed - or maintained - by a
information system being imposed upon them. Instead, the community must be able to
create a normative framework that establishes the rules of acceptable changes to their
information system, a framework that is often unique to the community at hand.

In our specification method, the members of the virtual community control the defini-
tion of their own composition norms, which are formal representations of their informal
social norms. The specification process starts with a set of initial knowledge definitions,
including composition norms. System development is regarded as a series of conversa-
tions for specifications between the members of the virtual community that are precisely
guided by the composition norms. The formal representation of norms allows the autho-
rizations of the various users to be computed at any time.

We strongly believe that such a norm-guided specification process will increase the
feeling of ownership that the members of virtual professional communities have with
their network information system, and that this will promote their active participation

in the change process. Discussing composition norms has the additional advantage of
increasing community cohesion by making users become aware of the social norms that
often invisibly guide their community work.
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Another advantage of the legitimate user-driven approach is that the focus is on iden-
tifying relevant human actors who can interpret the context of a problem, instead of on
representing detailed specifications. This allows a large amount of tacit knowledge to
be brought to beaz on any specification change. Besides substantially reducing the time
required to be invested in system specification, this is also likely to make specifications
become more tailored. It is likely that two different communities will develop to sim-
ilar problems socio-technical solutions that are quite different, compared to traditional
approaches that are not sufficiently sensitive to the social context of the network informa-
tion system, and often produce badly suited systems.

One objection that could be raised, is that so far we have only illustrated the use of
method and tool by hypothetically applying them to case material and examples. How-
ever, our objective was not to come up with a robust method and tool already having been
widely applied and proven to be successful. Ours was a more modest goal: to establish the
foundation of a theory on the legitimate user-driven specification of network information
systems and a plausible method. The post-hoc analysis of two complex real-world cases,
as well as the construction of a working tool should suffice to justify this plausibility.

Furthem~ore, it might be argued that we have introduced a complex machinery to han-
dle often relatively simple specification changes. This, however, we also do not deem
to be a valid judgment. First, much of this complexity can be hidden from the user by
proper presentation facilities, as described in Sect. 7. l. l. Second, it should be understood
that our focus is on optimizing acceptability, not technical functionality. The quality of
the technical solutions still depends fully on the technical expertise of the implementors,
about which the method does not make any judgment. For ensuring these aspects of sys-
tem quality, other, (parts of) more traditional system development methods could be used,
if desired. However, the complexity we introduce is essential to safeguard the interests
of the community members and ensure their active involvement in the specification pro-
cess. It might be compared to a democratic system, which, although it is a sometimes
costly and complex way of decision-making compared to more autocratic approaches of
governance, has the enormous advantage of respecting the wishes of the community and
engendering authentic, rather than forcefully imposed acceptance of sometimes painful
but necessary decisions.

9.4 Future Research

Much work is still needed in order to further work out the theory and methodological
support of legitimate user-driven specification. The current specification tool prototype
also needs to be much further developed, as at the moment it provides only rudimentary
specification process support and can deal only with simple definitions. We have started
additional case studies to gain the empirical evidence required to answer fundamental
questions about the usefulness and validity of theory, method, and tool.

Future research could focus on the following theoretical and practical research ques-
tions and objectives:
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9.4.1 Theoretical Research Questions

. Conversations for specification
Specification knowledge changes are produced in conversations, including dis-

course processes. The models developed so far describe a set of possible conver-

sational moves that users can make, such as an initiator requesting an executor to

produce a knowledge definition change. What conversational moves do users ac-

tually make in various specification process situations? Are all moves useful or do

some need to be redefined? The conversational moves defined thus far still have

many degrees of freedom. Could additional discussion and decision making proce-
dures be useful to better guide conversations?

. Composition norms
What composition norms are needed at the initialization of a virtual professional

community? In what way do the norm sets of traditional hierarchical organizations

differ from those of highly autonomous, self-organizing teams? Is user-driven spec-

ification better facilitated by small sets of generic composition norms, or rather by

large numbers of very detailed norms? How do users respond to conflicting norms?

What are the dynamics of composition norms: do they remain stable or evolve

rapidly? What community-specific factors contribute to these norm dynamics? Do

users more easíly accept changes if they know they have been made legitimately by

others, also if they themselves have not been involved in the specification process?

. Workflow modelsltool functionality models refinement
The RENISYS ontologies contain relatively simple type definitions of collabora-

tive work, organizational network structures, and the supporting information tools

that enable the required functionality. The advantage is that they are easy to com-

prehend and apply by users. On the other hand, for specific purposes, a refinement

or extension of the workflow and functionality models may be useful. Thus, to what

extent do the currently used models need to be modified and extended?

. Conceptual graphs
Conceptual graph theory has been used in the method to concisely represent com-

plex specification knowledge, as well as to describe some very simple operations

like queries and specialization calculations. The specification tool currently does

not store conceptual graphs or reason using conceptual graph operations. In future

research, we intend to expand our application of conceptual graph theory so that

more refined representations and algorithsm are developed that make better use of

the strengths of this theory. One particular issue that needs to be addressed is how

to represent and enforce various kinds of semantic constraints that may be required

to model and support more fine-tuned specification processes.

. Typologylreference models
What is a good typology of virtual professional communities? What kind of refer-

ence models can be produced for the different communities, so that they can more

efficiently set up their initial information systems, and handle breakdowns as they

occur? What kind of knowledge definitions (e.g. norm definitions, ontological

definitions) are to be included in these reference models? Is there a generic core
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of definitions which is identical for all communities, or are their reference models
mostly disjunct?

. Collaboration between multiple virtual professional communities
How should the knowledge definitions of multiple virtual professional communi-
ties be integrated, once they start collaborating? What specification changes can
be made autonomously, and which changes belong to the embedding network in-
formation system and should thus be made jointly? How to deal with specification
knowledge conflicts in general, and composition norm conflicts in particular? What
composition norms and other sets of knowledge definitions are needed to support
the integration process?

. Diagnostic tests
The theoretical model of legitimate user-driven specification, besides being useful
to develop concrete methods and tools to facilitate the evolution of adequate net-
work informatíon systems for virtual professional communities, can also be applied
to develop diagnostic tests. These tests can help to identify barriers that prevent
successful collaboration in virtual communities, as well as produce suggestions for
their removal.

9.4.2 Practical Research Objectives

. Network information system specification tool
A main practical research objective is to build a generic and robust specification

tool, based on the RENISYS tool, and accessible through the Web, which allows
members of virtual professional communities to produce legitimate specifications,
thus gradually shaping their network information systems. These specifications
should be easily implementable by installing or configuring common Internet in-
formation tools. It should also be studied to what extent existing conceptual graph
tools can be integrated with the RENISYS tool.

. Case Studies
Further case studies of real-world applications of the RENISYS method and tool

are crucial in their validation and refinement. Other forms of empirical research,
such as experiments, should also be considered.

9.5 Epilogue

Our world has become a complex global village that evolves at an ever increasing rate.
Social, economical, political, environmental, and scientific developments happen more
frequently and with greater impact than ever before in history. Established institutions are
not sufficiently capable of planning and implementing these changes, and assessing their
many consequences. To substantially increase the much needed capacity for change, it is
essential to create and nurture a multitude of professional networks, in which people who
represent different stakeholders can collaborate. Most of these networks can only oper-
ate, or at least become much more efficient and effective, when supported by distributed
information technologies such as thz Internet.
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The theory of legitimate user-driven specification described in this thesis, and the
RENISYS method based on that theory, may help to apply network information tools in
such a way that they better meet the diverse, often unique, and very quickly changing
information requirements of these virtual professional communities. Much work remains
to be done on the refinement of the theory, the rigorous empirical analysis of strenghts and
weaknesses of the method, and the development of a robust specification tool. However,
we hope that the results of the research presented in this thesis wíll contribute to achieving
more acceptable social change.
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Appendix A

Conversation Acts in the Specification
Process Model

The conversation act and state numbers used in the SPM are the same as the ones used
in their counterparts in the TPM (Fig. 5.5). The conversational roles are represented as
follows: initiator (I), executor (X), evaluator (E). The status label 'stated' used in the TPM
has been replaced by 'declared' in the SPM. The description uses specification process
instead of transaction process terminology, and is a combination of illocutionary class
and specification process terms. The meaning of the abbrevations used is S: Speaker, H:
Hearer, SS: Starting State, RS: Resulting State. The definitional process stríctly speaking
is not a communication act, but is included for completeness.

Success Laver
SS RS RS-(ubel )Conv.Actk S N CA-(nbel

CA1 1 X Requesting knowledge definition change CSO CSI Directed
CA2 X I Commining to knowledge definition change CSI CS2 Committed
DP X X Making knowledge definition change CS2 CS3 Executed
CA3 X E Reporting cumpletion o( knowledge definition change CS3 CS4 Declared(Completion)
CA4 E X,l Accepting completion of knowledge definition ehange CS4 CSS Declared(Success)

Discussion and Failure-Luyer
Conv.Aetq S H CS-label SS RS RS-labef
CA5 X 1 Requesting justification of validity claim(s) CS 1 CS6 Directed
CA6 1 X Providing justification of validiry claim(s) CS6 CSI Asserted
CA7 1 X Reformulating requested knowledge definition change CS I CSO Directed
C.48 X 1 Refusing to perform a knowledge definition change CSI CS7 Declared(Refusal)
CA9 1 X Cancelling specification process CS7 CS8 Declared(Failure)
CA10 I X Cancelling specification process CS6 CS8 Declared(Failure)
CAl l E X Requesting justification of validity claim(s) CS4 CS9 Directed
CA12 X E Providing justification of validity claim(s) CS9 CS4 Asserted
CA13 X E Reporting incompleted knowledge definition change CS9 CS 10 Declared(Incompletion)
CA14 E I,X Cancelling specification process CSIO CSS Declared(Failure)
CAIS E I,X Cancelling specification process CS3 CS8 Declared(Failure)
CA 16 E X Requesting re-specification of knowledge definition change CS4 CS2 Directed
CA17 X I Reporting incompleted knowledge definition change C53 CS7 Declared(Failure)

Discourse Layer
SS RS RS-lubelConv.Ac[8 S H CA-label

CAIS 1 X Requesting discourse on knowledge definition assumpuons CS6 CSI I Directed
CA19 X I Requesting discourse on knowledge definition assumptions CS I CS I I Directed
CA20 1 X Requesting continuation of specification process CSI I CSI Directed
CA21 X E Requesting discourse on knowledge definition assumptions CS9 CS 12 Directed
CA22 E X Reque;une discouae on knowledge definition assumptions CS4 CS 12 Directed
CA23 ?~ , E kep:~.~rt~m. carnpleted knowledge definition change CS I? CS4 DeclaredlCompletion)
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Appendix B

Conceptual Relations

This appendix describes the conceptual relations that are used in the knowledge defini-

tions. For each relation, the code, name, signature (relation type connected to the most
generic source and destination concept), description, and example are presented. The re-

lation codes are taken from (Sowa, 1984, p.415-419), the signatures and descriptions have
been modified, however.

~ Code: (Agnt) I Name: agent
Signature: [Control] ~ (Agnt) -i [Actor]

Descr.: A control process has an actor as an agent
Example: An editor executes the edit process.

[Edit] ~- (Obj) F [Exec] -~ (Agnt) ~ [Editor]

. Code: (Chrc) I Name: characteristic
Signature: [T] ~ (Chrc) -r [T]
Descr.: Something has a certain characteristic.
Example: A mail sending process is asynchronous.

[Send~lail] -i (Chrc) -i [Asynchronous]

. Code: (Def) I Name: definition
Signature: [T] --~ (Def ) -r [T]
Descr.: Something is defined by something else.
Example: A web page (type) is a document with an url.

[Type : [Web~age : ~x] ~ (Def) --r [Document : ~x] -r (Part) ~ [URL]].

. Code: ( Init) I Name: initiating event
Signature: [Init] ~ (Init) -~ [Object]
Descr. An initiation has some object as its initiating event.
Example: A submitted paper is the event that initiates the edit process.

[Edit] F- (Obj) ~- [Init] ~ (Init) ---~ [Subm~aper]

. Code: (Inst) I Name: instrument
Signature: [T] -i (Inst) -~ (Entity]
Descr.: Something is enabled by an entity.
Example: A communication process is enabled by an information tool.

[Comm~rocess] ~ (Inst) -~ [Info-Tool]
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. Code: (Matr) I Name: matter
Signature: [Transformation] -i (Matr) ~ [T]
Descr.: A transformation uses something.
Example: A review process uses a draft paper.

[Reviev] -i (Matr) -~ [Draft3aper]

. Code: (Obj) I Name: object
Signature: [T] ~ (Obj) ~ [T]
Descr.: Something acts on something else.
Example: The initiation process acts on the review process

[Init] -~ (Obj) ~ [Review]

. Code: (Part) I Name: part
Signature: [T] -i (Pazt) -~ [T]
Descr.: Something has a certain part.
Example: A book has a title.

[Book] ~ (Part) -~ [Title]

. Code: (Poss) I Name: possession
Signature: [Actor] ~ (Poss) ~ [T]
Descr.: An actor owns something.
Example: A list owner owns a mailing list.

[List-Owner] ~ (Poss) ~ [Mailings.ist]

. Code: (Rcpt) ~ Name: recipient
SiRnature: [Transformation] -a (Rcpt) ~ [Actor]
Descr.: A transformation has a recipient.
Example: A user is the recipient of a send mail process.

[Send17ai1] -~ (Rcpt) ~ [User]

~ Code: (Rslt) ~ Name: result
Signature: [Transformation] ~ (Rslt) ~ [T]
Descr.: A transformation produces something.
Example: A discussion results in a group position.

[Discuss] -i (Rslt) --i [Group~osition]
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1~pe Definitions of Ontological
Primitives

This appendix contains type definitions of selected ontological primitives that were

defined in the ontologies of the ontological framev,~ork. For each ontology, the definitions

are listed in alphabetical order.

Core Process Ontology

. [Type : [Actor-Init : ~x] -r (Def) -~ [Init : ~x] -~ (Agnt) --i [Initiator]].

An actor initiation is an initiation done by an initiator.

. [Type : [Control : ~x] -~ (Def) ~ [Process : ~x] ~ (Dbj) ~ [Transformation]].

A control process is a process that acts on a transformation.

. [Type : [Controller : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [Actor : ~x] F (Agnt) f- [Control]].

A controller is an actor who is an agent of a control process.

. [Type : [Creator : ~x] -y (Def) -~ [Specifier : ~x]-

(Agnt) t- [Control] -~ (Dbj) -~ [Create]].

A creator is a specifier who controls a creation process.

. [Type : [Evaluator : ~x] -~ (Def) --r [Controller : ~x] ~- (Agnt) E- [Eval]].

An evaluator is a controller who is an agent of an evaluation.

. [Type : [Event-Init : ~x] --~ (Def) -y [Init : ~z] -} (Init)-

[Dbject] F (Rslt) F [Workflow]].

An event initiation is an initiation that has an object as its initiating event which is the result

of some workflow.

. [Type : [Executor : ~x] ~ (Def) -~ [Controller : ~x] F (Agnt) F [Exec]].

An executor is a controller who is an agent of an execution.

. [Type : [Initiator : ~x] --~ (Def) -r ÍController : ~x] t- (Agnt) F [Init]].

An initiator is a controller who is an agent of an initiation.

. [Type : [Modificator : ~x] -~ (Def) --f [Specifier : ~x] F (Agnt) i-- [Modify]].

A modificator is a specifier who controls a modification process.
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. [Type : [Specifier : ~x] --~ (Def) -~ [Actor : ~x] ~ (Agnt) f- [Specify]].
A specifier is an actor who controls a specification process.

. [Type : [Specify : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [Transformation : ~x]-
-~ (Rslt) ---i [Definition]].

A specification process is a transformation that produces a definition.

. [Type : [Terminator : ~x] -i (Def) -~ [Specifier : ~x] ~ (Agnt) ~ [Terminate]].
A terminator is a specifier who controls a termination.

. [Type : [Transformation : ~x] ~ (Def) -~ [Process : .x] -~ (Rslt) -~ [T]].
A transformation is a process in which something is produced.

. [Type : [Workflow : ~x] ~ (Def) -~ [Transformation : ~x]-
(Matr) -i [Object]
(Rslt) -i [Object]].

A workflow is a transformation that uses an object to produce another object.

Problem Domain Ontology

Human Network Ontology

. [Type : [Group~tember : .x] -~ (Def) -~ [Individual : ~x] F- (Part) f- [Group]].
A group member is an individual who is part of some group.

. [Type : [Subgroup : ~x] -r (Def) -~ [Group : ~x] ~ (Part) ~- [Group : ~y]].
A subgroup is a group that is part of another group.

Information System Ontology

. [Type : [Access : ~x] -a (Def) --~ [T : ~x]-
(Poss) t- [User]
(Obj) ~ [Info-Tool]].

A user has access to an information tool.

. [Type : [Comm~roc : ~x] --y (Def) ~ [IC-Proc : ~x] ~ (Rcpt) ~ [Entity]].
A communication proeess is an IC-process that has some entity as its recipient.

. [Type : [Complex-Info-Tool : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [Info-Tool : ~x]-
(Pazt) --~ [Entity]].

A complex information tool is an information tool that consists of several entities.

. [Type : [Data~tructure : ~x] ~ (Def) -i [IS-Object : .x] t- (Pazt) 4- [Info-Object]].
A data sttucture is an information system object that is part of an information object.

. [Type : [Enable : .x] -r (Def) ~ [T : ~x]-
(Inst) ~ [Info-Tool]
(Obj) -j [IC~roc]].

An information tool enables an IC-process.
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. [Type : [Implementor : ~x] -i (Def) ~ [ISJlctor : ~x]-
(Agnt) f-- [Control] -r [Impl3roc] -3 (Rslt) ~ [Info-Tool]].

An implementor is an information system actor who controls the implementation process
of some information tool.

. [Type : [Req-Impl : ~x] -; (Def) -a [T : .x]-
(Inst) ~ [Info-Tool]
(Dbj) ~ [Workflowsiapping]].

A required implementation relation requires an information tool to implement a workflow
mapping.

. [Type : [Support : ~x] -i (Def) ~ [T : ~x]-
(Poss) ~- [User]
(Inst) -a [Info-Tool]
(Dbj) -i [Workflow~lapping]].

A user is supponed in a workflow mapping by an information tool.

Framework Ontology

. [Actorsfapping : ~x] -r (Def) -~ [Mapping : ~x]-
(Part) ~ [PD1lctor]
(Part) ~ [HNlictor]
(Part) ~ [ISJictor]].

An actor mapping is a mapping consisting of a problem domain actor, a human network
actor, and a information system actor.

. [DbjectSSapping : ~x] ~ (Def) ~ [Mapping : ~x]-
(Part) ~ [PD.Object]
(Part) ~ [HN-Object]
(Part) -~ [IS-Object]].

An object mapping is a mapping consisting of a problem domain actor, a human network
actor, and a information system actor.

. [Workflowl9apping: ~x] ~ (Def) -3 [Mapping: ~x]-
(Part) ~ [Activity]
(Part) -a [Interaction]
(Part) ~ [IC-Proc]].

A workflow mapping is a mapping consisting of an activity, an interaction, and an IC-
process.
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Appendix D

Norm Dynamics Calculation with
Conceptual Graphs

This appendix illustrates how conceptual graph theory can be used to calculate the norm
dynamics discussed in Sect. 62.5. To this purpose we use the Peirce conceptual graphs
workbench~, of which the development was coordinated by Gerard Ellis.

Among other things, the Peirce tool allows for the handling of nested graphs, which
are needed to represent composition norms. The graph handling capabilities of the
RENISYS tool are still much more limited than those present in the Peirce tool. On
the other hand, this generic CG-oriented workbench does not offer sufficient functional-
ity and interfacing capabilities to directly support the legitimate user-driven specification
process. In a future version of the RENISYS tool, we intend to incorporate more powerful
conceptual graph operations like the ones used in this appendix.

As in Peirce the symbols ` C~' and `.' cannot be used in the referent, they are both
replaced by a`-'. The `1'-symbol indicates the prompt. A further explanation of the
precise syntax of commands and graphs is given in (Ellis and Callaghan, 1997) and is not
repeated here.

Type Hierarchy

The knowledge base has been loaded with the ontological type primitives described
in Sect. 6.1.

The following user-defined types have been added to the type hierarchy as well (using
Peirce format):

Editor ~ PD Actor.
Journal Editor ~ Editor.

Publ-Coord ~ PD-Actor.
Reviewer ~ PD Actor.

Edit ~ Activity.
Edit-Report ~ Edit.

Review ~ Activity.

State Definitions

~httpalwww.cs.adelaide.edu.auluserslpeircel
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The Peirce knowledge base contains these state definitions to describe that user John
is a joumal editor and Jack a reviewer:

[State: (User: pJohn]].

[State: [User: ilJack]].

[State: [Journal-Editor: pJohn]).

[State: [Reviewer: tkJack]].

Composition Norms

The set DC,ti. consists of legitimate composition norms lk58-fk65. These norms are
represented, in order, as:

(Perm-Comp: [Publ-Coord] ~- (Agnt) ~- [Init] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Terminate-State] -~ (Rslt) -~ [State: [Reviewer]]].

[Req-COmp: [Editor] ~- (Agnt) ~- [Exec] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Modify-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Type: [Review]]).

[Perm-Comp: [Actor] ~- (Agnt) ~- [Control] -~ (Obj)
-~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Definition]].

(RecLComp: [Editor] ~- (Agnt) ~- [COntrol) -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Type: [Edit]]].

[Forb-Comp: [Journal-Editor] ~- (Agnt) ~- [Eval] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Type: [Edit]]].

[Req-Comp: [Reviewer] ~- (Agnt) ~- [Init] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ (Type: [EditJ]].

[Perm-Comp: [Reviewer) ~- (Agnt) ~- [Control] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Type: [Edit-Report]]].

[Forb-Comp: [Reviewer) ~- (Agnt) ~- [Eval] -~ (Obj) -
-~ [Create-Type] -~ (RSlt) -~ [Type: [Edit-Report]]].

Invoked Norms Calculation

For each composition norm d~„ E D~,ti-, d~„ is in the set of invoked composition norms
D~h.-~ if there is a user match uB„o, with u being some user and a the type of the actor
part of d~,~ (see Def. 25 and 26).

The (temporary) set of user referents R~~ consists of the referents of the user concepts
in state definitions of users. These definitions are retrieved by the following operation.

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [User]]]?
[State: [USer: 1FJohn]].
[State: (User: qJack]].
true
~
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Rr. - {~John, ~Jack}

Now, dd~n E D~,ti., with a the type of the actor part of d~,,:
- If ~ r„ E R~ such that there is a specialization of [State : [a : ru~~,
then d~„ E DcN.-i.

For example, for composition norm ~58 (with a- Pvbl-Coord):

~ (Specialisations) - ~ [[State: [Publ-Coord: )kJohn]]]?
no specializations
true
~
~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Publ-Coord: tkJack]]]?
no specializations
true
~

Thus, composition norm ~58 ~ D~:,, -t.
On the other hand, for composition norm Ji59 (with a- Editor):

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Editor: 1kJohn]]]?
[State: [Journal-Editor: )kJohn]].
true
~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: (Editor: ikJack]]]?
no specializations
true

Thus, since John is affected by it, composition norm ik59 E D~,ti.-t. Similar calcu-

lations can be made for the other norms. It can thus be derived that Dc.,ti--t consists of
composition norms ~59-~65.

Active Norms Calculation

An invoked norm is also an active norm if there is a composition match between one

of the active compositions and the norm composition part (see Def. 28).

In order to calculate the active norms, several temporary graphs are needed:

. Every active composition com~Q E Cómp,,t is stored in a separate graph.

. For each invoked composition norm d~„-, E D~x - t, its norm composition part is stored

in a new graph.

Now, dd~„-; E DcN-t : dc„-t E Dctv~-.a if at least one of the active composition

graphs is a specialization of the norm composition part graph.

For example:

. The active composition graphs are:

[Init] -~ (Obj) -~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [TYPe: [Edit-Report]].

(Exec] -~ (Obj) -~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [TYPe: [Edit-Report]].

[Eval] -~ (Obj) -~ [Create-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [TYpe: [Edit-Report]].
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. For invoked composition norm t159, the norm composition part graph is:

[Exec] -~ (Obj) -~ [Modify-Type] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Type: [Review]].

Performing the specialization operation gives the following result:

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[Exec] -~ (Obj) -~ [Modify-Type] -~ (Rslt)
-~ [Type: [Review]]j?

[Exec]-~(Obj)-~[Modify-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: [Review]].
true

Since the operation only retums the norm composition graph itself, and none of the
active composition graphs, composition norm tt59 ~ Dcn.-,a

. For invoked composition norm ik60, however, the norm composition part graph is:
[Control] -~ (Obj) -~ (Specify] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Definition].

For this graph, the specialization operation returns:

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[Control] -~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt)
-~ [Definition]]?
[Exec]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: (Edit-Report]).
[Init]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: [Edit-Report]j.
[Control]-~(Obj)-~[Specify]-~(Rslt)-~[Definition].
[Eval]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: [Edit-Report]].
true

At least one (in fact, all three) of the active composition graphs are returned, so com-
position norm tk60 E DcN-,a.

Similar calculations can be made for the other norms. Dc,ti--,; consists of composition
norms tk60-tk65.

Applicable Norms Calculation

For each combination of user v and active composition compQ, a set of applicable
norms Dcn.-aPPL(u,compa) is defined (see Def. 29). An active norm is in such a set (or
multiple sets) if there are both a user match between ~ and the actor part of the norm, and
a composition match between compQ and the norm composition part.

For example, to calculate DcN-APPL(u,~o„~pa), with u - John and cornpn -
[Init]- ~ ( Obj)- ) [Create-Type]- ) ( Rslt)- 1 [Type : [Edit~teport]]:

. To see whether composition norm tk60, which has Actor as the type of its actor part,
is in this set:

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Actor]]]?
[State: [User: qJohn]].
[State: [User: }FJack]].
[State: [Journal-Editor: 1kJohn]].
[State: ( Reviewer: tlJack]].
true
~
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Thus, there is indeed a user match between John and the actor part of norm ~f60. Now,

it must be seen if there is a composition match as well.
The norm composition part graph for norm ~k60 is:

(Control] -~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~ (Rslt) -~ [Definition].

The matches with the active composition graphs are:

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[Control] -~ (Obj) -~ [Specify] -~
(Rslt) -~ [Definition]]?
[Exec]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~(Type: [Edit-Report]].
[Znit]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: [Edit-Report]].
[Control]-~(Obj)-~(Specify]-~(Rslt)-~(Definition].
[Eval]-~(Obj)-~[Create-Type]-~(Rslt)-~[Type: [Edit-Report]].
true

Thus, compa is in the set of results, and the composition match is therefore success-
fuL Since both the required user and composition match exist, composition norm ~60

E DCN-APPL(John, [(nit]-7(06j)-)[Create-Type]-1(Rstt)-~[Type: [EdiLReport]]).

Similar calculations can be made for the other composition norms in this set, as well
as for the other applicable norm sets. A more efficient calculation would reuse the results

of the user matches done in the calculation of the invoked norms, and the composition
matches done for the active norms calculation. For clarity, the specialization operations

were repeated here, however.
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Appendix E

Supporting Functionality Specification
with Conceptual Graphs

Using the Peirce conceptual graph workbench (see App. D), this appendix shows how
conceptual graph representations and operations can be used to efficiently support the
funct~onality specification process. The example used is a somewhat extended version of
the example described in Sect. 7.12.

Type hierarchy

The Peirce knowledge base is loaded with the ontological primitives described in
Chapter 6. In addition, this type hierarchical information is also entered:

Edit ~ Activity.
Group-Discussion ~ Interaction.
Receive Mail ~ Comm Proc.
Send Mail ~ Comm Proc.

Mailer ~ Info Tool.
News Reader ~-Info Tool.
Web Browser ~ Info-Tool.
Web-Server ~ Complex-Info-Tool.

Web-Page ~ Info-Object.

Functionality Access Definitions

The knowledge base contains the following state definitions describing the access that
users have to tools:

[State: [Access:tk213J -
~- (Poss) ~- [User:~kJohn]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Mailer:~4-Infolab]].

[State: [Access:ft214] -
~- (Poss) ~- [User:)iJohn]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Mailer:kl5-Infolab]].

[State: [Access:)k215] -
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~- (Poss) ~- [User:~kJohn]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Web-Server:ItBCFOR] -~ (Part) -~ [Web-Page:lkhome-html]].

(State: [Access:tk216] -
~- (Poss) ~- [User:ikJack]
-~ (Obj) -~ ( Web-Browser:pl2-Infolab]].

Required Functionality Definitions

The knowledge base contains this workflow mapping, denoting the current required
functionality:

[State: [Workflow-Mapping:)k123] -
-~ (Part) -~ [Edit]
-~ (Part) -~ [Group-Discussion)
-~ (Part) -~ [Comm-Proc)].

Enabled Functionality Definitions

The knowledge base contains the following enabled functionality relations, indicating
what IC-processes are enabled by which tools:

[Enable:q124] -
-~ (Inst) -~ [Mailer]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Receive-Mail].

[Enable:)k125] -
-~ (Inst) -~ [Mailer]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Send-Mail].

[Enable:~k126] -
-~ (Inst) - ~ [Web-Browser]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Send-Mail].

Functionality Matching

For each workflow mapping, at least one enabled IC-process must be selected that
enables the required IC-process determined by the mapping.

1) All defined workflow mappings need to be retrieved, which is done by projecting
the workflow mapping type definition on the set of state graphs.

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Workflow-MappingJ
-~ (Part) -~ [ActivityJ
-~ (Part) -~ [Interaction]
-~ (Part) -~ [IC-ProcJ]]?

[State: [Workflow-Mapping: (k123]-
(Part)-~[Edit]
(Part)-~[Group-DiscussionJ
(Part)-~[Comm-Proc],].

true
~
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The tool returns one workflow mapping (~123) in response to the query.

2) For each of these workflow mappings, calculate the potentially enabling IC-
processes. These are those IC-processes, enabled by at least one information tool, that
are specializations of the required IC-process determined by the workflow mapping.

In case of workflow mapping Ik123, this required IC-process is (comm-Proc ].
Thus:

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Enable]
[State: [Enable: )k124]-

(Inst)-~[Mailer]
(Obj)-~[Receive-Mail],].

[State: [Enable: 1k125]-
(Inst)-~(Mailer]
(Obj)-~[Send-Mail],].

[State: [Enable: tk126]-
(Inst)-~[Web-Browser]
(Obj)-~(Send-Mail],].

true

-~ (Rslt) -~ [Comm-Proc]]]?

Thus, the set of potentially enabling IC-processes equals:
{ (Send~Iail] , [Receive~Iail] }.

3) The specifier selects at least one of the potentially enabling IC-processes as the
actually enabling IC-process.

Assume that in this case, the specifier decides that the required IC-process must be
enabled by (at least) a`send mail' process.

Functionality Assignment

4) Calculate the assignable tools (for the selected enabling IC-Proc):

~ (Specialisations) -~ [[State: [Enable] -~ (Obj) -~ (Send-Mail]]]?
[State: [Enable: t~125]-

(Inst)-~[Mailer]
(Obj)-~(Send-Mail],].

[State: [Enable: tk126]-
(Inst)-~[Web-Browser]
(Obj)-~[Send-Mail],].

true

The set of assignable tools for the ( sendl~tai 1] process is:
{[Mailer],[WebBrowser]}.

5) Calculate the assignable users. These are the users to whom the workflow mapping
applies. This calculation is not done here.
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Assume the set of assignable users consists of ~John.

6) For each assignable user, and each assignable tool, calculate if the user has access
to the tool.

~ (Specialisations) -~[[State: (Access] -
~- (Poss) ~- [User:qJohn]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Mailer]]]?

(State: [User: tkJohn]-~(Poss)-~[Access: N213]-~(Obj)-~
[Mailer:tk4-Znfolab]].

[State: [User: ((John]-~(Poss)-~(Access: tk214]-~(Obj)-~
[Mailer:ql5-InfolabJ].

true
~ (Specialisations) -~[[State: [Access] -

~- (Poss) ~- [User:~John]
-~ (Obj) -~ [Web-Browser]]]?

no specializations
true

[User: tkJohn) has access to [Mailer: tk4-Infolab] and
[Mailer : tk15-Infolab] to enable the required [Comm~roc ] of
[ Wor kf 1 ow~Iapp ing : tk 123].

7) For one of the assigned users, the specifier selects an assigned tool so that the
user is minimally enabled to perform the workflows represented in the workflow mapping.

Since (user :~John] has access to two mailers, the specifier can select either one of
them to produce a legitimate support-definition:

[State: Support:tk167] -
~- (Poss) ~- [User:NJohn]
-~ (Inst) -~ [Mailer:q4-Infolab] -
-~ (Rslt) -~ (Workflow-Mapping:1k124J].
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Samenwerking gebeurt in toenemende mate op een gedistribueerde manier. Deze
vindt niet langer alleen maar plaats in de klassieke hiërarchische organisatie, waar
gedetailleerde opdrachten van bovenaf worden opgelegd aan groepen medewerkers.
In plaats daarvan wordt van teams van samenwerkende professionals verwacht dat ze
zich hun eigen doelen stellen en zelf hun werk organiseren. Dit soort samenwerking
houdt vaak in dat mensen afkomstig uit verschillende organisaties en verspreid over
een groot aantal lokaties intensief samenwerken aan complexe taken. Gedistribueerde
informatietechnologieën worden daartoe steeds vaker gebruikt om zulke professionele
netwerken te ondersteunen. In het bijzonder algemeen beschikbare, Internet-gebaseerde
informatie-tools, variërend van mailíng-lijsten tot allerlei web-toepassingen, hebben een
groot potentieel om de doeltreffendheid van samenwerking te verhogen.

Probleemstelling

In hoofdstuk 1 definiëren de virtuele professionele gemeenschappen waarin deze sa-

menwerking plaatsvindt als gemeenschappen of netwerken van professionals van wie de

samenwerking met betrekking tot de activiteiten benodigd om gemeenschappelijke doelen

te realiseren, geheel of gedeeltelijk computer-ondersteund is. In de praktijk blijkt het ech-

ter vaak erg moeilijk te zijn om netwerk-technologieën de gedistribueerde samenwerking

in dergelijke gemeenschappen succesvol te laten ondersteunen. Een van de problemen

is dat het zonder een gestructureerde aanpak moeilijk is om de benodigde voortdurende

co-evolutie van de netwerk-informatiebehoeften en ondersteunende informatie-tools ook

daadwerkelijk te laten plaatsvinden.

Om de leden van een virtuele professionele gemeenschap met succes te laten samen-
werken is het niet voldoende om wat Internet informatie-tools alleen maar beschikbaar
te stellen. In plaats daarvan dient er een geïntegreerd netwerk-informaties~~steem te wor-
den samengesteld uit deze technologische componenten. De selectie en configuratie van
deze tools moet daarbij worden bepaald door de samenwerkings-context waarin ze wor-
den gebruikt. Actieve gebruikersparticipatie in het specificatieproces van deze continu
evoluerende socio-technische systemen is van groot belang. De rol van de gebruikers is

het om niet alleen te fungeren als ]everanciers van de specificatie-kennis, maar ook om
het specificatieproces waarin deze kennis wordt geproduceerd te beheersen. Dit proces
noemen we dan gebruikersgestuurd.

De leden van virtuele professionele gemeenschappen, worden, net als die van meer
traditionele gemeenschappen, in hun werk geleid door sociale normen. Deze normen
dienen zowel de operationele activiteiten van het netwerk te sturen als de specificatíepro-
cessen waarin het netwerk wordt gedefinieerd. Echter, daar deze netwerken van nature
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egalitair zijn, kunnen de normen niet van bovenaf worden opgelegd, maar dienen ze voort
te komen uit de gemeenschap als geheeL Dus, het gebruikersgestuurde specificatieproces
moet ook legitiem zijn, in de zin dat specificatieveranderingen niet alleen betekenisvol,
maar ook acceptabel blijken te zijn voor alle leden van de gemeenschap. Een specificatie-
verandering is alleen dan acceptabel als de gebruikers voor wie de specifieke verandering
relevant is op een adequate manier bij het specificatieproces betrokken zijn geweest. Zo
kunnen alle gebruikers hun eigen belangen voldoende gewaarborgd zien in de gespecifi-
ceerde doelen, activiteiten, organisatorische structuren en informatietechnologieën van
het netwerk. Een dergelijke aanpak zou een meer succesvolle samenwerking mogelijk
moeten kunnen maken, niet alleen tijdens de initiatie van het netwerk, maar ook wanneer
de complexiteit van de taken, organisatorische structuren en ondersteunende tools van
het netwerk in de loop der tijd in complexiteit toenemen.

OnderZOeksvragen en -Doelstellingen

In dit onderzoek zijn de volgende vragen aan de orde gesteld:

1. Waarom is er behoefte aan legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatie van netwerk-
informatiesystemen?

2. Wat is de basis voor een theorie van legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatie?

3. Hoe kan het legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatieproces worden ondersteund?

Om deze vragen te beantwoorden, zijn drie onderzoeksdoelstellingen geformuleerd,
elk behandeld in een apart onderdeel van het proefschrift:

1. De rechtvaardiging en ontwikkeling van een theorie van legitieme gebruikersge-
stuurde specificatie (hoofdstuk 2-5).

2. De ontwikkeling van een methode om het legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specifica-
tieproces te ondersteunen (hoofdstuk 6-7).

3. De ontwikkeling van een prototype van een specificatie-tool om de methodische
aanpak deels te valideren (hoofdstuk 8).

Achtereenvolgens worden de resultaten van het onderzoek met betrekking tot theorie,
methode en tool gepresenteerd:

Deell: Theorie

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een analyse gemaakt van de behoefte aan netwerk-
informatiesystemen in onderzoeksnetwerken, die een belangrijke klasse van virtuele pro-
fessionele gemeenschappen vormen. Onderzoeksnetwerken zijn instrumenten voor sa-
menwerking, waarin individuen gemotiveerd worden om deel te nemen door een mix
van individuele, organisatorische en maatschappelijke belangen. We stellen vast dat co-
evolutie van netwerk-informatiebehoeften en informatie-tools noodzakelijk is. Belang-
rijke aannames met betrekking tot samenwerking in onderzoeksnetwerken zijn dat de
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samenwerking gesitueerd is, dat activiteiten en specificatieprocessen gezamenlijk plaats-
vinden, dat de autoriteit voor het uitvoeren van deze processen gedistribueerd moet zijn
en tenslotte dat er rekenschap van deze autoriteit moet worden afgelegd.

In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we een model van onderzoekssamenwerking die wordt
mogelijk gemaakt door algemeen beschikbare Internet informatie-tools, zoals mailing-
lijsten. Deze tools verschaffen gebruikers de functionaliteit die ze nodig hebben om hun
werk te kunnen doen. Echter, de bruikbaarheid van de tools is ook van belang, in de
zin dat ze toegankelijk moeten zijn en een goed gedefinieerde rol in de sociale context
dienen te spelen. Om deze context te kunnen modelleren, is er een referentie-raamwerk
gemaakt, dat uit drie domeinen bestaat: in het probleem domein worden de doelen en
activiteiten van het netwerk gerepresenteerd, terwijl het menselijk netwerk zijn organisa-
torische structuur beschrijft. Deze domeinen noemen we samen de gebruikscontext van
het informatiesysteem. In het derde domein, het informatiesysteem, worden de vereiste
informatie- en communicatieprocessen van het netwerk gemodelleerd en afgebeeld op de
informatie- en communicatieprocessen die mogelijk worden gemaakt door de beschikbare
informatie-tools. De informatie-tools die samen het netwerk-informatiesysteem vormen,
functioneren als groupware die het werk van de netwerk-participanten mogelijk maakt en
codrdineert. Daartoe dienen de workflows van het netwerk zorgvuldig te worden gede-
finieerd. Het basis workflow-model dat hiervoor wordt gebruikt, is afgeleid van zowel
activiteit- als conversatie-gebaseerde workflow-modellen.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het netwerk-informatiesysteem ontwikkelingsproces gedefinieerd
als bestaande uit een specificatie-, implementatie- en gebruiksproces. Er wordt aanneme-

lijk gemaakt dat gebruikers sterk moeten worden betrokken bij het specificatieproces van
hun workflows. Verder wordt er een overzicht gegeven van bestaande gebruikersgerichte

specificatiemethoden. Deze worden geklassificeerd volgens twee dimensies: de rollen die
gebruikers spelen als bronnen en als modelleerders van specificatiekennis. Het blijkt dat

de klasse van legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatiemethoden nog steeds onderont-
wikkeld is. In deze methodcn beheersen de gebruikers zelf het modelleringsproces en

gelden groepen, in plaats van individuele gebruikers, als bronnen van specificatie-kennis.
Op het moment dat een gebruiker zich bewust wordt van een stoornis ("breakdown") in

zijn werk, moet hij in staat zijn om deze stoornis te formuleren in termen van te veran-
deren definities. Aangezien deze veranderingen effect kunnen hebben op de andere leden

van de gemeenschap, moet het zoeken naar een oplossing van de stoornis een groepspro-

ces zijn waarin de definitieveranderingen gemaakt en goedgekeurd worden. Dit proces
dient een vorm van rationele discours te zijn waarin elke gedane geldigheidsbewering
kritisch door de groep kan worden onderzocht.

Hoofdstuk 5 toont aan hoe het legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatieproces
kan worden gezien als een rationeel discours-proces. Er wordt aangetoond dat the-
orieën gebaseerd op het taalhandelings-perspectief zeer geschikt zijn om dit proces
te modelleren. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van taalhandelings-theorie om het specifi-
catieproces weer te geven als een conversatie over een de6nitie-verandering, wat we
een conversatie ter specificatie noemen. Echter, deze theorie op zichzelf is niet vol-
doende om betwiste definitie-aannames te kunnen onderzoeken, wat essentiee] is indien
specificatie-veranderingen acceptabel moeten zijn voor alle leden van de gemeenschap.
Habermas' theorie van de communicatieve actie bevat hiervoor bruikbare inzichten, maar
is mceilijk te operationaliseren. We hebben daarom Van Reijswoud's Transactie Proces
Model aangepast om conversaties ter specificatie te kunnen representeren als rationele
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discours-processen. Dit model kan gebruikt worden om bedrijfscommunicatie te ana-
lyseren en bouwt voort op de DEMO ((Dynamic Essential Modeling of Organizations)
specificatiemethode van Dietz. Deze is zelf op taalhandelings-theorie en de theorie van
communicatieve actie is gebaseerd. Om te verzekeren dat alleen die gebruikers in een
conversatie ter specificatie worden betrokken voor wie de kennisdefinitie-verandering
relevant is, moet de conte.rt van de conversatie bekend zijn. Actie-normen sturen de
operationele workflows van netwerk-participanten (ze duiden bijvoorbeeld aan dat het
een editor toegestaan is om het edit-proces uit te voeren). Centraal in het modelleren
van conversaties ter specificatie staan echter de zogenaamde compositie-normen. Deze
beschrijven acceptabel gedrag van netwerk-participanten op het specificatie-niveau (en
geven bijvoorbeeld aan dat een stuurgroep verplicht is om de definitie van het edit-proces
te veranderen wanneer nodig). Om normen te kunnen representeren, erover te kunnen
redeneren en om normconflicten te kunnen afhandelen, maken we gebruik van deon-
tische theorieën, zoals dynamische deontische logica en Stamper's MEASUR aanpak.
Voortbouwend op deze interpretatie van normen ontwikkelen we een context-model
waarin zowel een exteme als een inteme conversatiecontext worden onderscheiden.
Een set toepasselijke compositie-normen bepaalt de externe conversatiecontext van een
conversatie voor specificatie. Met behulp van deze context kan worden afgeleid welke
gebruikers op legítieme wijze de conversatie kunnen beheersen, door deze te initiëren,
uit te voeren, of te evalueren. De interne conversatiecontext bepaalt welke definities
gerelateerd zijn aan de te veranderen kennisdefinitie.

Deel !!.~ Methode

De RENISYS (REsearch Network Information SYstem Specification) methode le-
vert een methodische aanpak om het legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatieproces te
ondersteunen.

Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert de formele semantiek van het legitieme gebruikersge-
stuurde specificatieproces. Een oraologisch raamwerk beschrijft de betekenis van de
netwerk-entiteiten. We onderscheiden vier categorieën specificatiekennis: type-definities,
toestands-definities, actie-normen en compositie-normen. Er wordt aangetoond hoe
compositie-normen gebruikt kunnen worden om uit te rekenen welke gebruikers te be-
trekken in het specificatieproces waarin een kennisdefinitie van een bepaalde categorie
veranderd dient te worden. De formele semantiek van conversaties ter specificatie wordt
beschreven. Conceptuele graaf-theorie wordt gebruikt om kennisdefinities kernachtig te
representeren en om de pre- en postcondities te beschrijven van de verschillende defini-
tieprocessen.

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de concrete aanpak uitgelegd die RENISYS biedt ter onder-
steuning van het legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatieproces. De methode bevat
faciliteiten voor definitie-presentatie, functionaliteits-specificatie en het afhandelen
van globale beperkingsregels op de definitieprocessen. De ondersteuning van het
specificatieproces zelf, dat gebruik maakt van deze faciliteiten, concentreert zich op het
afhandelen van stoornissen in achtereenvolgens de stoornis bewustzijns-, formulerings-
en oplossings-fasen. In de stoornis-oplossingsfase wordt ondersteuning voor conversaties
ter specificatie en voor discours-processen geboden. De aannemelijkheid van de methode
wordt toegelicht door te laten zien hoe deze zou kunnen zijn gebruikt om de specifica-
tieprocessen in twee praktijkcases te ondersteunen. De eerste case betrof de continue
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herspecificatie van een groepsrapport-schrijfproces in een Internet-gebaseerd onder-
zoeksnetwerk: het Global Research Network on Sustainable Development. De tweede
case had betrekking op de geleidelijke definitie en implementatie van een peer-reviewed
editing proces van een electronic journal: het Electronic Journal on Comparative Law.

Deel 111.. Too!

Hoofdstuk 8 beschrijft hoe de methodische aanpak deels is geïmplementeerd in een
prototype van de RENISYS specificatie-tool. Deze bestaat uit een web server die middels
iedere willekeurige standaard web browser kan worden aangeroepen. De architectuur
en functionaliteit van de tool worden kort beschreven. De essentie van de functionaliteit
wordt gedemonstreerd door te laten zien hoe de tool kan worden toegepast in een
bestaand web software ontwikkelingsproject. De tool wordt op dit moment getest en
verder ontwikkeld.

Het proefschrift wordt in hoofdstuk 9 afgesloten met conclusies. De resultaten
worden samengevat en bediscussieerd. Een agenda voor toekomstig onderzoek wordt
opgesteld die een aantaltheoretische onderzoeksvragen als ook praktische onderzoeks-
doelstellingen bevat.

Onze wereld is een complexe 'global village' geworden die steeds sneller verandert.
Sociale, economische, politieke, milieu en wetenschappelijke veranderingen gebeuren va-
ker en hebben een grotere impact dan ooit tevoren. Traditionele instituties zijn niet goed
in staat tot het voldoende plannen en uitvoeren van de veranderingen en het overzien van
hun gevolgen. Om de urgent benodigde veranderingscapaciteit substantieel te vergro-
ten, is het essentieel dat er een grote hoeveelheid professionele netwerken wordt opgezet
en ondersteund, waarin mensen die verschillende belangengroepen vertegenwoordigen.
kunnen samenwerken. De meeste van deze netwerken kunnen alleen functioneren, of in
ieder geval veel effectiever en efficiënter opereren, wanneer ze worden ondersteund door
gedistribueerde informatietechnologieën zoals het Internet.

De theorie van de legitieme gebruikersgestuurde specificatie zoals beschreven in
dit proefschrift en de op de theorie gebaseerde RENISYS methode kunnen helpen om
netwerk-informatietools zodanig toe te passen dat ze beter in staat zijn om te voldoen aan
de uiteenlopende, vaak unieke en zeer snel veranderende informatiebehoeften van deze
virtuele professionele gemeenschappen. Er moet nog veel werk gebeuren aan de verfij-
ning van de theorie, de zorgvuldige empirische analyse van de sterkten en zwaktes van
de methode en de ontwikkeling van een robuuste specificatietool. Ik hoop echter dat de
resultaten van het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek een bijdrage zullen kunnen leveren aan
het bereiken van meer acceptabele sociale veranderingsprocessen.
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